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PROLOGUE
There is a common saying that the life of a philosopher

does not matter. Only his thought is important. At first glance,

the life of Jonathan Edwards seems to provide confirmation

for this somewhat too easy assumption, and to provide it in

a peculiarly ironic example. Certainly the story of his fifty-

four years leaves one with a disturbing sense of futility in

human endeavor. The cause he sponsored, even within the

limits of his own life, proved to be a lost cause. Viewed in

perspective, it was already a lost cause a generation before

he was born; yet, like his fathers before him, he gave his

life to the hope, and died, not knowing. The defeats and

humiliations of his personal career have long since passed

into American legend, to lend color to the story of an age

as well as to the story of a man. The annals of American
genius could ill afford to lose the chapter recounting the tale

of this philosopher in exile, applying his great powers of

mind to the mastery of a clumsy dialect, in order that the

Housatunnocks might, on occasion, be warned in their own
tongue as to the dangers of excessive rum. Philosophy and
metaphysics and the great History of Redemption waited on
such admonishings and waited too long, for death lurked

only around the next turning.

But greatness has many patterns—and which of them is

not ironic? Of these none is more familiar than the pattern

of a career in eclipse, a leader forgotten in the on-going life

of the generation he has helped to liberate, a thinker denied

the garnering of his own harvest. Rediscovered to fame,

Jonathan Edwards has become picturesque in his rejection

and loneliness. The paradox no longer reproaches. After
nearly two centuries, it has ceased to be important.

The facts of his life are few, but revealing. As a panorama
of incident, all is in the open, and clear to the naked eye. His

I



2 JONATHAN EDWARDS

movements, his relations with men, his participation in the

life of his time show few hidden corners and no unwelcome

secrets. Such slight enlargement of the tale as is still pos-

sible after many generations does not change the verdict. His

personal story bears inspection. Yet this almost year-by-year

record of fact offers an uncommonly slender clue to that which

has caused Jonathan Edwards to become a name. New Eng-

land religious history does not explain him. Northampton

local color does not explain him. The theological system which

he defended does not and cannot explain him. The heart of

his mystery yields to no inquiry which concerns line and color

and a dated sequence of events. For him as for other religion-

ists in other times and countries, the traceable outline of ex-

ternal events is of distinctly secondary importance; the inner

curve of spiritual experience is all-important. Religion was

his starting point and his goal. It was also his element. In

it he breathed and thought and came to life as a leader of

men. After the saints in heaven “have had the pleasure of

beholding the face of God millions of ages, it will not grow

a dull story; the relish of this delight will be as exquisite as

ever”/ he could write, and mean it. If he had a secret, it

somehow concerned his own capacity for such delight, while

he still had his feet on New England earth.

Obviously the life story of such a man can be written

only by himself, and Jonathan Edwards busied his pen with

other matters. A sentence from the rough draft of one of

his own letters, written late in life to one who, as he thought,

had deeply wronged him, supplies a teasing suggestion as to

the Apologia pro Vita Sua which he might have written, but

did not.

“If you had the History of my Life from the Beginning”,

he wrote,
“

’tis probable the very things which now appear

mysterious to you would be explained.” ^

What was in his mind? Certainly not the history of his

life as the churchly records tell it, or as his thousand sermons

and many volumes of fine-spun argument tell it. Toward that

luminous spiritual history he might have written but did not,

he left a few pages, themselves luminous, but far too few.
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From the hints these pages supply, and from the several re-

corded occasions on which, under stress of earnestness, of

personal sorrow, or of outer tumult, the surfaces of his life

were rent asunder, allowing mind and spirit to lie revealed,

one catches glimpses of the hidden resources underneath this

record of defeat and frustration. The mystery of such a life,

no matter who lived it, is a perennial challenge, and a chal-

lenge which becomes even more insistent when that life hap-

pens to have been lived by a philosopher whose thought has

had a shaping part in times beyond his own.





Chapter I

THE EDWARDS FAMILY

It would be easier to derive Jonathan Edwards from his

posterity than from his ancestors. Compared with his illus-

trious descendants who have been called upon to close more

than one argument in heredity, his known forbears, once they

have been stripped of their posthumous glories, stand forth

as men and women of homespun talents, righteous in their

way of life, useful in their day and generation, but distinctly

of the rank and file. Their story read for itself yields little

which suggests even dimly that the forces were gathering to

produce an intellectual giant. No one of these practical-minded

men and women knew the compulsion of great powers or the

loneliness of those who may not walk the common way. No
one of them had wrestled with the angels. In terms of genius

Jonathan Edwards was the first of his race.

His known heritage extends through four generations,

divided equally between clergy and laity. Only one minister

had preceded him in the American line—his own father, Tim-
othy Edwards of East Windsor, Connecticut. His grand-

father, Richard Edwards of Hartford, was a prosperous

merchant-cooper, concerning himself with the very tangible

realities of barrels, warehouses, and shipping. His great-

grandfather, also of Hartford, was a cooper of more humble

sort, making with his own hands the barrels which bore his

mark. If the English chapter of the Edwards ancestry were

more fully known, it is probable that these two generations

in the warehouse and shop would appear sharply out of line

with earlier family tradition. ‘‘Richard Edwards, Minister of

the Gospel in London”, with whom the English record begins

5



6 JONATHAN EDWARDS
and ends, may not have been the first of the line to wear the

cloth. It was his untimely death in the never-to-be-forgotten

plague year 1625 and the immediate marriage of his widow
Anne Edwards to James Coles,* cooper, that turned the

family fortunes into a new channel. Emigration to America

followed, and thereafter the urgencies of frontier life

sent William Edwards, son of Richard, to the cooper’s bench

instead of to college. In time he inherited his stepfather’s

tools and taught his only son Richard how to use them. Rich-

ard Edwards of Hartford, one generation more safe from
frontier perils, in his turn prospered, read books, and sent his

son Timothy to Harvard College. After that there were to

be no more barrels. In two generations of pioneer living the

Edwards name had acquired the dignity of lands, substantial

wealth, and such social standing as these involved in a new
society. In addition it had regained the ministerial prestige

which Anne Edwards forfeited when in 1625 she married the

tradesman James Coles.

In bare outline this four-generation story is almost typical

for New England clergymen of the mid-eighteenth century.

The English forbears of these men had usually been ministers

—most of them belonging to the more radical Dissenting

wing. Migration to the New World had more often than not
broken the pulpit succession. Sons of clergymen had turned
laymen, worked with their hands, built houses, kept shops, but

remembered their heritage. In the third or fourth generation
prosperity with its consequent leisure had again meant edu-

cation, and education had again meant the ministry. The in-

tervening chapters from English to American pulpit had been
a story of courage and resourcefulness tested and strength-

ened in a thousand ways by necessity and hardship, and of
piety challenged by sterner emergencies than might have been
imagined by Separatists of the Stuart or Cromwellian regimes.
Jonathan Edwards had lost nothing by the generations spent
in the cooper’s shop, as he would have been the first to ac-

knowledge. His Hartford grandfather and great-grandfather
had written a record of hardy pioneering, of godliness, of

•Also written Cole.
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tenacity to principle, and of fearlessness in action which laid

durable foundations for the achievements of the mind and

spirit that were to be his quite different portion. His father’s

Harvard degree relieved him of any necessity to choose a

profession, made the pulpit his stage and theology his natural

idiom of thought. Otherwise his ancestral heritage, so far as

it is known, fails to explain him.

His unknown English background, for this very reason,

has been the object of unusually eager and persistent search

in the hope that genius if not to be explained may at least be

rationalized through connection with distinguished names.

This part of the story, however, has always remained a lost

chapter except for the brief statement of Samuel Hopkins,

first biographer and personal friend of Jonathan Edwards.

For months at a time Samuel Hopkins had been a member
of the Edwards household, and he was presumably record-

ing what passed as current family tradition when he wrote

:

‘'Mr. Wm. Edwardses father was the Rev. Mr. Rich. Edwards,

Minister, of the Gospel in London. He lived in Queen Elizabeth’s

Day, and his Wife Mrs. Anne Edwards, assisted in making a Ruff for

the Queen. After the Death of Mr. Edwards she married to one Mr.

James Cole. She with her second Husband and her Son Wm. Ed-

wards, came into America^ and all died at Hartford in Connecticut," ^

The irrelevant detail of the royal ruff would seem to be a

false clue, although no modern biographer would be disposed

like Ebenezer Hazard to label it an ‘‘uncouth excrescence”.^

To have been repeated in the Edwards circle it must have

been respected as sober truth; and it may indeed be such, par-

ticularly if pushed back one generation. Samuel Hopkins in

his emphasis on the time' of Elizabeth would seem to be con-

fusing the traditions of two generations. Otherwise Anne

Edwards, who lived until 1680, was making ruffs at a tender

age for such employments. Fictional or not, however, this

pleasant shred of romance does not invalidate the truth of

the statement concerning “Richard Edwards, Minister”, who
at last becomes an established fact in the christening record

of his son William. This record, so long sought by builders
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of the Edwards family tree, appears on the parish register

of St. Botolph’s Church, Aldgate, London. The entry reads:

Nouember Anno Domini i6i8,

William Edwardes sonne to Richard Edwardes, Minister,

& Anne his wife,

Christned on Sunday the first day of this Moneth.®

That this was William Edwards of Hartford is estab-

lished beyond doubt by two legacies left to him years later

by residents of St. Botolph’s parish, Aldgate; one from Julian

Munter, his maternal grandmother, “unto my grandsonne

William Edwards the sonne of Richard Edwards deceased”,^

and the other from her husband Henry Munter, “unto Wil-

liam Edwards sonne of the said Anne Cole by her former

husband Richard Edwardes”.® A surviving Boston record of

1647 showing that William Edwards of Hartford authorized

the collection of one of these legacies ® makes the identifica-

tion certain.

The clue to St. Botolph’s parish, however, does not lead

to illustrious names or to such ministerial services as shed

luster on family annals. Richard Edwards, father of William,

was not a man of consequence in the London ministry of his

day. At the time of the St. Botolph’s entry he seems not to

have been invested with a regular church living. Shortly there-

after he appears as a schoolmaster in charge of the elementary

education of about a hundred boys in the Ratcliffe Free

School, maintained by the Coopers’ Company of London in

Stepney parish. For this humbler post he was probably in-

debted to his father-in-law Henry Munter, a cooper, promi-

nent in the affairs of the Coopers’ Company and, at the time

of this appointment, one of its wardens.

Records of the Coopers’ Company give no hint of the

earlier career of Richard Edwards but merely set him down
as Master of Arts. He applied for the Ratcliffe position on

May 18, 1620, was appointed on July 24th of the same year,

and served until his death from the plague, August 31, 1625.'^

Record of his death also appears on the register of St. Dun-
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Stan’s Church, Stepney parish, of which RatclifEe was at that

time a part. The record reads,

[August 31, 1625]

plague Richard Edwardes Scholemaister of

Ratcliffe fEreeschoole the same day.

Nine days later, September 9, 1625, the Consistory Court of

London granted administration of his goods to Anne Ed-

wards, his widow,® who three months later married James
Coles, cooper. Record of this marriage, which caused a detour

in the Edwards fortunes for two generations and meanwhile

brought the family to America, is preserved in the Register

of St. Dunstan’s Church, Stepney parish, under date of De-

cember 6, 1625, as follows:

James Cole of the pish of Whitechappell Cooper

& Anne Edwards of Ratcliff widow maried by licence

out of the office of the ffaculties the 6th day.®

Thereafter the path of Anne Edwards and her son William

leads straight to Hartford, Connecticut, and to the pioneer

chapter in the Edwards annals.

As for Richard Edwards, schoolmaster, the story is al-

most a complete blank. There is no portrait, no scrap of

handwriting, no personal tradition by which he may be

brought to life after more than three hundred years. He re-

mains little more than a name on the records of the Coopers’

Company and on the tablet at the present Ratcliffe School,

listing headmasters in former times. All early records and

memorials of the school, which might have filled out his story,

perished long since in the fires which partially destroyed the

institution several times during the seventeenth and eighteenth

centuries. As to what manner of man he was, and what heri-

tage of personal traits he left to his pioneer son William

Edwards, there is no hint.

Even the outer shell of his life during his five-year mas-

tership Is pieced together with some difficulty from scant con-

temporary allusion to the Free School of the coopers, which
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in the 1620’s had already been in existence for almost a cen-

tury.^® In Richard Edwards’ own generation the village of

Ratcliffe, in which It stood, had changed rapidly. Although

still London’s “farthest east”, a place of ships and sailors,

this once scattered settlement had become a center of bustling

activity. Once known as the home of distinguished seamen,

it was now also the notorious haunt of rogues, knaves, thieves,

and vagabonds, with the rougher element In boisterous ma-

jority. The schoolhouse no longer stood alone as in John

Stow’s boyhood, “a Faire Free School”, but was now jostled

on every side by the “strong houses” of shipwrights and the

smaller houses of mariners and sailors. As schoolmaster, Rich-

ard Edwards would have been one of a diminishing company

of gentlemen, most of whom were associated with ships and

shipbuilding. When he walked the narrow, crowded streets

he would have been a man apart—a man of the cloth—for

the mastership of the Free School, since it involved the read-

ing of prayers in the chapel, was open only to a clergyman,

and accordingly it carried with it the dignity and social pres-

tige of a Church of England living.

In addition to his responsibility for the instruction of the

hundred boys entrusted to him, their governance and daily

well-being, he was also charged with the entire management
of an adjoining almshouse, which by the bequest of Lady
Avice, the founder of the Free School, provided for certain

“Bedemen and bede Women from Families of Coopers and

from the parish of Ratcliffe”. From such memoranda of the

Master’s duties as have been preserved it appears that the

Ratcliffe Free School was in effect a small parish, calling not

only for a schoolmaster’s knowledge of grammar, Latin, and
the three R’s but for experienced leadership in various prac-

tical matters as well.

Obviously, in partial qualification for such an appointment,

Richard Edwards was a university man and an ordained min-

ister. Whether he was also a seasoned schoolmaster Is not

clear, but the fact that his license to teach was not issued until

after he had assumed charge of the Ratcliffe school sug-

gests that he had not previously held a teaching post withiii
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the jurisdiction of London. He may even have turned school-

master in 1620 more from necessity than from choice, since

at the time he had a wife and child to support and was ap-

parently unplaced. If he were still young enough to have been

a university student during the preceding decade, as his wife’s

age suggests, he may well have been Richard Edwards of

Salop and of St. John’s College, Oxford, who obtained his

B.A. in 1606/7 and his M.A. in 1617.^^ If so, he may also

have been the Richard Edwards of Salop and of St. John’s

College, Oxford, who according to the Liber Ordinationum

of St. Paul’s Cathedral, London, was ordained deacon by

the Archbishop of London March 4, 1610, and presbyter

June 3 of the same year; but until sustaining records con-

cerning these two possible identifications come to light his

career must be limited to his five-year service in the Ratcllfie

school.

In the story of the four Edwards generations the signifi-

cance of this earliest known representative begins and ends

with the one word ‘‘Minister” on his son’s baptismal record

in St. Botolph’s Church. Richard Edwards of Ratcliffe has

been hard to find because he played an obscure role in a

bustling, dangerous time. Something in him, however, or in

those who came before him, marked him for choice of the

contemplative life. For this reason, obscure though he was,

he makes a logical beginning for the ancestral tale of a great

religionist and theologian. Jonathan Edwards belongs thereby

—as far back as the record goes—to intellectual interests and

to what he called “the things of religion”. It is a fitting deri-

vation and removes any enigma suggested by his later heri-

tage in the trades.

For Anne, wife to Richard Edwards, no clue remains,

beyond the fact that she was the daughter of Julian Munter,

wife to Henry Munter, cooper, of St. Botolph’s parish. Even

her maiden name is lost.^^ Whether by her marriage to James

Coles, cooper, she returned to the station to which she was

born or departed from it, is unknown, but on either track

her second marriage was natural enough, in view of her step-

father’s relation to the fraternity of the coopers and her own
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former residence in Ratcliffe. Had Richard Edwards lived,

her son William would probably have followed his father’s

example—gone to college and become a Church of England

clergyman. Instead, he learned to make barrels. Also, thanks

to James Coles, he became a Dissenter, and later an American.

The clue to this chapter may be easily followed through

a sheaf of letters copied into a Letter-Book by Nehemiah

Wallington, a friend of James Coles. It appears from these

letters that financial difficulty provided the immediate motive

for leaving England. In 1634, nine years after his marriage

to Anne Edwards, James Coles met with reverses, fell into

debt, and fled from London to escape imprisonment.

“I do desier to have the biggest child with me”,^® he

wrote back to his wife. William Edwards, then in his six-

teenth year, took the shilling proffered by a neighbor and

joined his stepfather in this self-imposed exile, sharing both

his hardships and his fears of prison until emigration to

America opened the way to a new life. Meanwhile, through-

out the nine years of his boyhood he had presumably been

under strict tutelage in Dissenting doctrine, for James Coles

was an ardent, even militant opponent of ritualistic worship.

Frightened and giving thanks for a penny, he could forget

his own woes if on Sunday he might worship in a church

“where there is neither Crosses nor Surplus, nor kneeling at

the Sacrament nor the booke of common prayer nor any 0

thes behaviours but reading the word Singing of psalms prayr

before and after Sarmon with Catichisme which I did thinke;

it had not bine in any Congregation in this Kingdom if I

had not scene it”. In the same letter, written to Henry
Munter from Warwick, he added, “If I could haue peace I

should content my selfe with poore meanes so I might inioy

such Christian Liberty”.^'^ Coming to America meant both

peace and liberty, and in due time he came.

The circumstances under which he obtained license to sail,

the ship in which he took passage, and the date of his ar-

rival in America have not come to light. He was still in Eng-
land on June 6, 1635.^® Four years later he was listed in the

records of Hartford, Connecticut, as one of the proprietors
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of the town and the owner of ten acres of land.^^ Although

the intermediate steps lack documentation there would seem

to be little reason to doubt the traditions of the Cole family

that, together with his wife Anne, her son William Edwards,

and his own children James, Abigaile, and Timothy,^® he

arrived in America during the latter part of the year 1635,

possibly tarried briefly at Mt Wollaston (now Braintree) or

at Cambridge, and in the spring of 1636 joined the party of

Thomas Hooker, migrated to the Connecticut valley, and

settled in Hartford.^^ Here he lived for the remainder of

his life, prospering sufEciently not only to regain the dignity

of solvency but from time to time to make small purchases of

land, and shortly before his death in 1652 to build himself a

^‘new dwelling-house” in Hartford.^^ It would probably have

surprised him to know that in after years his name was to

be honored by a place on the Hartford monument erected in

honor of the original settlers of the town.

His wife survived him by twenty-seven years and appar-

ently found his cooper’s legacy of three annual pounds suffi-

cient for her needs. By the terms of his will she was also

provided with an upper room in the “new dwelling-house”,

wood for her fire, fruit or herbs from the orchard and gar-

den, use of the well, and, if she desired, the privilege of

keeping a cow, a hog, or poultry.^^ Such a pattern of life

would have seemed strange indeed to Anne Edwards in the

Ratcliffe days, but like other pioneer women she had long

^since shaped her desires to a quite different standard. No
hint of her personal quality remains except the picture sug-

gested by one item in the inventory of her effects taken down
at the time of her death February 20, 1679/80. Among her

meager possessions therein listed are “i silver spoon and a

thimble one New serge gowne a muff® and gay Apron”

The gay apron invites speculation concerning one who was

perhaps gently born, who had lived for more than forty years

as a first-generation pioneer in a strange land, and who at

the time the serge gown was new must have been more than

eighty years old.

To his “well beloved sonne William Edwardes”, James
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Coles left half of his cooper’s tools in perpetuation of a way

of life already established beyond change through years of

close association and joint labor* Thanks to the Plague Year

1625, William Edwards had become a small-town tradesman

and the founder of a proud family in the New World.

The family record for the first three American generations

is a tale to be read on the pages of the town books of Hart-

ford and in various church records of East Windsor, Con-

necticut. Except for Jonathan Edwards’ sake there would be

little reason to recall any of it. It is a tale more typical than

individual, illuminating at many points the movement of

colonial life from rigor to measurable comfort, from uncer-

tainty to confidence, and illustrating a brand of piety as prac-

tical as business and as incorruptible as the seasons. As the

story of individual lives it lacks epic proportions, but it would

furnish stirring chapters in that epic of colonial village life

which in pioneer days no one had time to write, and in later

times no one has had the imagination to conceive.

William Edwards, cooper—first of the American line

—

was, as one might expect, a man of distinctly modest attain-

ments. According to the books he was not made freeman until

his fortieth year, and thereafter performed no community

services more important than viewing the town chimneys and

correcting disorders in the time of public worship. His hold-

ings in land were meager ; he owned his dwelling house with

the cooper’s shop beside it, and various strips of meadow land

—all of them small. Except for an occasional apprentice he

kept his trade within the capacity of his own hands. Honest
and upright himself, he was quick to invoke the law against

his erring neighbors, once bringing upon himself the censure

of the court for his vehemence. Nor was his own conduct

blameless according to the code of the hour. Thanks to a

fellow Christian’s watchful eye, his personal record was twice

blotted: once the constables caught him “smoaking in the

street contra to law”, and once he (or some other “William
Edwards”) drank more at a funeral than could escape a fine.

Otherwise his record is clear. He did not “detain a horse”,

give short weight, sell cider to the Indians, leave the high-
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way out of repair, take hogs out of the pound unlawfully,

work on Sunday, break a fence, or commit any of the other

offenses against churchly decorum or village citizenship so

frequently on the town books. Within the specifications of

some seventy items—^brief, impersonal memoranda of his

Hartford life —^William Edwards would seem to have been

a plain man of relatively small importance, yet a man who
had his edges of individuality, a citizen before whom his fel-

low townsmen walked carefully, and a workman whose coop-

er’s mark was a guarantee. Within the specifications of this

same record he may even have been a man of bold distinc-

tion, no officeholder, but a potent voice at the town councils.

If this latter verdict be true, however, the evidence is not on

the books.

He married Agnes Spencer, widow of his fellow townsman

William Spencer. If (as some have supposed) in Agnes Spen-

cer lies the secret of the Edwards genius, that secret still

eludes search ; for in extant memorials she is even more vague

than Anne Coles. Traditionally, she is thought to have been

connected with an English family of importance, but no clue

survives save the legend that one of her brothers was mayor
of Exeter and another of Barnstaple. In the search this clue

proves insubstantial, yielding conjectures but no proof.^® Her
heritage, her background, even her name, remain unknown.

She became the wife of William Edwards at some time be-

tween 1642 and 1645; ^he precise date is not recorded.^*^ If

by this marriage she lost some of the local prestige she had

enjoyed previously as the wife of a Representative to the

General Court, she probably conferred, at least temporarily,

a corresponding dignity upon the house beside the cooper’s

shop.

One child was born of this second marriage, a son, named
Richard for his paternal grandfather. About this Richard

Edwards there is no vagueness. He comes into the family

story with a clear-cut definiteness both of objective fact and

of personal character. Born in Hartford in 1747, he lived

there for all his seventy-one years—^long enough to see the

town change from a frontier settlement to a prosperous com-
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mercial center; long enough also to see his famous grandson

a student at Yale College. He may even have made one of

the important relationships in Jonathan Edwards’ life up to

his fifteenth year, for Hartford was within easy horseback

distance of East Windsor, and the Edwards family were great

travelers.

It would be pleasant to imagine in the light of his grand-

son’s propensities that this Richard Edwards, born to the

cooper’s bench as he was, availed himself in his school days

of a new schoolmaster’s ability to teach Hartford boys Latin

and Greek as well as the three R’s; but there is no evidence

that he was one of those who yearned for such extras. In

his mature life he owned nine or ten books, enough to justify

his son Timothy’s statement that in addition to the Bible

“Other Good books were in ye Season thereof Much Read in

his house”,^® but not enough to establish a claim to bookish

tastes. Richard Edwards was essentially a man of business

—

energetic, careful in details, tireless and, for his day, highly

successful. His wealth came chiefly through merchandising,

yet throughout his life he maintained, in addition, a cooper’s

shop, working regularly at the bench himself. Success came

early. By his thirty-seventh year he had outgrown his first

warehouse and was applying to the town for permission to

build another, measuring to be sure only sixteen by twenty

feet, but in that day of small things large enough to make
him the envy of his less successful competitors. His holdings

in land, cattle, oxen, horses, and farm equipment were also

more extensive than those of most of his fellow townsmen,

and his house in Hartford was the seat of a man of consid-

erable wealth for his time and station. At the time of his

death in 1718 his estate was valued at some twelve hundred
pounds with recorded gifts to his children more than equal-

ing that amount, for in his son’s word, “no Lover of filthy

Lucre he, when he had it and Occasion call’d for it. Money
went easily from him”.^^ His Hartford home, to judge from
the itemized inventory of its furnishings, was comfortable

but not luxurious. “In y® New Room att y® East End of
y® House” there was nothing which according to the stand-
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ards of his day could be called elegant, not even the one “pare

off brass fac’d Ajid Irons” valued at eighteen shillings.^^

As might be expected his community services and his local

honors were both more numerous and more important than

those of his father. Made freeman at twenty-one, he became
successively chimney viewer, town surveyor, constable, select-

man, and also on several occasions representative to act on
behalf of the town. After he was sixty years old he was ad-

mitted to the bar, and still later he received an appointment
as “Queen’s Attorney”.^^ This list of recorded dignities sorts

well with the description of his appearance set down by his

son Timothy:

“A stalwart man of noble stature and comely countenance, erect,

robust and nimble to an unusual degree, good in argument, pleasant in

consultation and well furnished for society.”

The further phrase “not Given to excessive Laughter” places

him firmly in the Edwards tradition of later generations. So
also his abhorrence of deceit, his warmth of spirit (though
controlled), his excellent spirit of government, his “uncom-
mon sense of the vanity of the World”, his “not insensible

spirit” which caused him to weep easily over “things of a

spiritual nature”. He was uncompromising in his loyalty to

the meetinghouse, once suffering keen remorse at the mem-
ory of having nodded during a sermon. “Not that he was ever
that I know of Given to Sleep at meeting”, wrote his son
by way of complete exoneration. Most of all, perhaps, he
was in the family tradition for his habit of plain dealing with
other men concerning their faults. When Timothy Edwards
wrote,

“In that thing I have hardly ever (if ever) known the

Like of him”,

he was unaware that men were later to say the same of him
and of his son after him. Deliberate in action, Richard Ed-
wards was one who “knew and observed his stops, weighed
things”, was not easily discouraged, or soon “Daunted in his
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Lawfull and Just undertakings by Great words, or by the

Frowns and big Looks of

This resolution in action and indifference to hostile criti-

cism found their most spectacular illustration in his divorce

proceedings which astounded Hartford in the 1690’s.

Through this action, unique for Its day, Richard Edwards

stood alone against the law, the ministry, the social stand-

ards of his time, and by sheer persistence and the weight of

his own adamantine convictions forced an eventual victory.

It is a most revealing story set down in his own words in the

statement entitled:

“A True Abreviate of the Case of Richard Edwards

Respecting Elizabeth His Late wife”.®^

The tragic fact was that Elizabeth Tuttle, who had been his

wife for twenty-four years and had borne him six children,

was not of sound mind and had not been at the time of her

marriage in 1667.^® Three months later she named under

oath before two magistrates the father of her unborn child,

but even then Richard Edwards did not put her away. In

accordance with the law of the time he appeared before the

proper authorities, paid the accustomed fine, but held his

peace. His father’s action against the man named was with-

drawn (possibly at Richard Edwards’ desire), the child was
taken into the home of Elizabeth Tuttle’s father in New
Haven, and Richard Edwards went about his daily business

as usual. For twenty-four years he continued to live with her

in spite of periodic repetitions of infidelity for which he ‘^did

never yet forgive her”, of perversity “too grievous to for-

gitt and too mutch here to Relate”, even threats of physical

violence, until there came a day when he could bear no more.
He filed petition for divorce on scriptural grounds October

9, 1690, and was refused. In the following spring he renewed
his plea and was again refused. Unwilling to accept the neg-

ative decision, he asked that a committee of ministers be ap-.

pointed to review the case. The committee was appointed, the

case reviewed, and the divorce granted October 8, 1691.^’^
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At the time of this action Richard Edwards was forty-four

years old. One year later he married Mary Talcott, daughter

of Lieutenant John Talcott, one of the original settlers of

Hartford,^® and for twenty-seven more years continued to

challenge his critics by his silence and dignity.

In the Edwards annals the case of Richard Edwards ver-

sus Elizabeth Tuttle, both in the fact and in the manner, is

deeply significant. Such action was almost without parallel in

seventeenth century America. When the question of divorce

came up in church councils some compromise was usually ef-

fected, so that at least in the letter the seventh command-

ment could be saved. There are records of insane women re-

moved from their homes, but without the granting of divorce

to the husband. In his clear-cut demand that the letter of the

law be broken that the spirit might be kept, Richard Edwards

was generations ahead of his time. Also the restraint with

which he set down the cause for his action, and his unwilling-

ness to detail in writing the specifications of his wife’s “folly”

because these things were more proper for his own lamenta-

tion than for public discourse—these are typical Edwards
attitudes. It is impossible to read this episode as an ancestral

tale without thinking of striking parallels in Jonathan Ed-

wards’ later dealings with his Northampton detractors. He
had the same sense of inexorable justice, the same ability to

detach himself from that which concerned him intimately, and

the same unassailable dignity. In a matter of conscience he

too could walk alone, even though it meant walking straight

to his own ruin. In many such ways he seems more the son

of Richard Edwards, his grandfather, than of his own father.

The divorce episode is also significant because of its ac-

knowledged cause. Through Elizabeth Tuttle the taint of

insanity entered the Edwards inheritance. In other members

of her immediate generation it went as far as violence. Four-

teen years before the divorce action her brother Benjamin

Tuttle had killed their sister Sarah Slosson with an axe, and

had confessed his crime and died for it as though he had

been fully responsible.^^ Another of her sisters had killed

her own son. In the Edwards line there were no such trage-
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dies, but for several generations after Elizabeth Tuttle be-

came part of the story an erratic strain persisted, sufficiently

pronounced to be easily traced. It reappeared in Martha,

youngest daughter of Timothy Edwards, and in two of her

daughters, Martha and Hannah; in Pierrepont, son of Jona-

than Edwards ; in Aaron Burr, his grandson ; in another grand-

son, the son of his daughter Mary Dwight, and in various

others. An overdelicate, oversensitive, highly nervous organi-

zation also persisted for several generations. What relation,

if any, this unbalanced strain had to the genius of Jonathan

Edwards is still an unsettled question. The temptation to ex-

plain his powers by the unknown and mysterious elements in

his heritage has been doubly strong because the known and

logical have yielded so little which accounts satisfactorily for

them. Suffice it to say the Tuttle episode is on the record, in-

viting speculations from those qualified to offer them. Mean-
while, no one who studies the life of Jonathan Edwards
deeply can miss the certainty that genius in him, whatever its

hereditary basis, was built into the firm structure of an essen-

tially sound and healthy personality. Not at any time in his

stormy career is there the slightest hint of either mental or

emotional instability.

Nor did his father Timothy Edwards, first and only son

of Richard Edwards and Elizabeth Tuttle, bear the taint.

Timothy Edwards lacked many things, but sanity, complete

and unmistakable, was not among them. There is not one

erratic or even baffling detail anywhere in his whole record.

Throughout his eighty-nine years he had his feet firmly on
the Connecticut earth, and rarely if ever did anything which
would not have been definitely predictable. Not by any stretch

of the imagination could his processes be called intricate or

even faintly devious. He lived by logic and was consistent to

the inch-mark—monotonously so. His story is all in one key,

and except for the fact that his East Windsor parish was the

background of his son’s life, his sixty-four-year pastorate in

that remote village would have no interest for later genera-

tions. The fact that he was a minister and that through him
the Edwards family was again identified with the professions
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is more important to his son’s story than any other detail

on his record. Whether the decision to leave the trades was

his own or his father’s for him is not clear, but the fact that

as a boy he was placed under the tutelage of the Rev. Pelatiah

Glover of Springfield, who received students in divinity, would
indicate that the decision was made early.

How long he lived in the home of Mr. Glover before he

matriculated at Harvard College, or whether he ever pur-

sued his studies in residence at all, is a matter of some uncer-

tainty. On the records of the college it appears only that he

was listed in the steward’s book as of the class of 1691,^°

although he did not receive his degree until July 4, 1694,
when his B.A. was conferred in the morning and his M.A.,
in the afternoon. This unusual procedure has always been

starred in the Edwards annals as indicating something of

special merit in the public exercises performed by the young
candidate on this occasion, and possibly with good reason,

although the further fact that his name appears once in the

Severe Punishments column with an “ominous mark” beside

it suggests that tutelage under the Rev. Mr. Glover may, after

all, have been a rustication. Insufficiency of the record pro-

tects young Timothy from certainty in this matter, however,
and makes it still possible to assume a Commencement per-

formance of some distinction. In the light of his whole career

this would not be surprising. Meticulous precision and thor-

oughness were his household gods, and to be anything less

than letter-perfect was to have failed, no matter how simple

or how difficult the task. When he memorized his Sunday
sermons he did so without the loss of a sentence; when he
measured corn on Monday he did it to the half-pint, “made
the negro sweep it up very clean”, and then measured the
sweepings. So his mind and conscience worked.

He went to East Windsor (now South Windsor) in 1694,
fresh from his Harvard studies in divinity. At that time the
little town across the river had no meetinghouse, no parson-
age, not even an organized congregation.-*^ He remained for
life. During the years his one extra-village honor of conse-

quence was an invitation to preach the Election Sermon in
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Hartford in 1732.*^ According to custom the sermon was

ordered printed. It was his only publication. Otherwise he

belonged to the village, preaching and ministering to the

hundred families of his farmer-neighbors, among whom he

was greatly respected though hardly beloved. His people

thought him more deeply learned, a more eloquent and ani-

mated preacher than his quiet-voiced son. His brother min-

isters considered him progressive, and to some extent they

were right. Within the limits of his time and geography he

well deserved the eulogium “Successful Minister of the Gos-

pel”, carved deep in the flat stone under which he sleeps in

peaceful South Windsor churchyard.*® Successful but not

great. His thought was neither profound nor original. He
kept well within the channels marked out by other men and

was content to do so. Industrious and painstaking beyond

most, versatile, possessed of a tireless energy and enormous

zest for living, Timothy Edwards would have stood out in

a group of men of similar interests in any age; but the fire

of genius was not in him. He was a pedestrian.

At the same time there were many resemblances between

father and son. Both men centered their lives in the “things

of religion” ; both lived by line and precept and were incapa-

ble of compromise in thought or action. Both took infinite

pains, and yet with a difference as subtle as genius itself.

Timothy Edwards often took pains with things that did not

matter. He made endless lists of what other men had said,

and then with elaborate care and the eager excitement of an

explorer he sorted, arranged, and classified these same items.

His logic was the logic of ordered arrangement and had little

to do with innerness of meaning. Categories delighted him.

His tribute to his own father Richard Edwards ends with a

list of seventeen mercies attending the manner of his death,

separates his dying words into thirty-five items, works out

six ways in which he glorified God at his death, and proceeds

to supply numbered particulars under each. It is an amazing
document illustrating Timothy Edwards’ intellectual processes

completely. He had too much intellectual energy for his sup-

ply of originality. He tried too hard. In an effort to do com-
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plete, encyclopedic justice to his father’s character he painted

over the canvas so many times that he blurred the likeness.

His orderliness instead of clarifying his thought merely ended

with itself. When his son took infinite pains, as was his wont

likewise, he also respected categories and set down his thought

In neat columns; but he did not stop there. The end of the

list, at his best, was only the beginning of his thought. Order-

liness was his servant, not his master. In all but the scafiold-

ing of their intellectual exercises father and son were precise

opposites.

Genius aside, however, comparison of the two men shows

many correspondences and deep mutual sympathies, born in

part of temperament but more of common interests and the

sustained comradeship of a lifetime. Even after Jonathan Ed-

wards had a home and a parish of his own, son visited father

and father visited son with regularity and frequency, making

the long horseback journeys in all seasons and all weathers.

Until the Stockbridge era, never more than a few weeks

elapsed between visits. They died less than two months apart.

For Jonathan Edwards the association had been literally life-

long, a fact which accounts to the letter for many of his min-

isterial attitudes and opinions and, more fundamentally, for

the set of values which gave religion first place in his life.

As lifelong monitor and guide Timothy Edwards Is the an-

swer to much which concerned the framework of his son’s

life and thought; but as to the enigma of his genius he sup-

plies scarcely a hint.

His wife Esther Edwards has sometimes been a court of

last resort, on the assumption that great powers must against

all odds be derivative. The argument that from her came

the lion’s share of her son’s intellectual endowments may in-

deed have some warrant, despite the warmth with which her

claims have sometimes been urged. She was Esther Stod-

dard, daughter of the much esteemed, much opposed, and

much beloved Solomon Stoddard (with whom Jonathan Ed-

wards was later to be colleague pastor) and of Esther War-
ham Mather, daughter of John Warham, first minister to

Connecticut colony. Partly because she could boast connection
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with such impressive churchly names, partly because she lived

to be ninety-eight years old in the village to which she had

come as a bride, and partly because she was the mother of a

great man and lived long enough to be honored for it, Esther

Edwards became even during her lifetime the center of a

body of tradition suitable to the ancestor of a theologian.

At the distance of almost two hundred years it is difficult to

separate legend from fact. The tradition has been fed by

the fame of the man it was intended to explain.

It Is true, however, that her heritage, both personal and

ecclesiastical, is more Impressive than that of anyone In the

Edwards line up to her time. The Stoddards, like the Ed-

wardses, had come to America as laymen, had acquired wealth

in the first generation through Anthony Stoddard, a merchant,

and social prestige through Mary Downing, niece of Gover-

nor Winthrop and half-sister of Sir George Downing, Bar-

onet,^® whom he had married. Ecclesiastical prestige had

come in the second generation, through Solomon Stoddard,

who at the time of Jonathan Edwards’ birth was making the

Stoddard name a sword in the American meetinghouse, and

a half-century later, though dead, was to triumph over his

more famous grandson in the Northampton pulpit, which both

had occupied. Esther Edwards was his daughter.

She had grown up in the shadow of her mother’s very

Imposing reputation : so imposing that few churchmen of Con-

necticut colony at the end of the seventeenth century would

have been able to recall a time when the name of Esther War-
ham Mather Stoddard had not been a synonym for forceful

godliness, intellectual vigor—especially In argument—and In-

domitable strength of purpose. In New England church his-

tory there was no more honored trio of great names than

the three she bore, and she not only had lived up to the obli-

gations they imposed but had added a considerable store on

her own account. It was she of whom Samuel Sewall wrote,

when he saw her in her seventy-fourth year, ‘‘Lame of the

Sciatica, and yet spins at the Linen-wheel”.^® It would have

taken more than sciatica to halt Esther Warham Mather
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Stoddard, who at that writing had twenty-two years yet to

spin and read pious books.

To what degree Esther Edwards exhibited her mother’s

qualities in her own right is not clear, for the legends con-

cerning the two women fall together at many points. Both
were remembered for their dignity, their uncommon piety,

their wide acquaintance with theological writers, and their

intellectual superiority to their husbands. In surviving Ed-
wards memorials, however, the practical gifts of Esther, wife

of Timothy, have larger place than any unusual intellectual

powers she may have possessed, although both may have been

her generous portion. One gets the impression also, from her

husband’s many tributes of affection, his tender solicitude,

and his allusions to the beauty of their life together, that she

possessed sweetness as well as strength. Esther Warham by

comparison seems austere, even forbidding. She would have

called forth tributes of another kind, even from those who
loved her most.

To Jonathan Edwards as a child, his famous grandmother

was an important fact. The emanations from Esther War-
ham’s piety, and the weight of ecclesiastical authority which

attached through her to the great names she bore, were shap-

ing influences, and are difficult to measure. When he preached

her funeral sermon in 1736, after she had sat under his own
ministry for ten years, he took for his text

“And their works do follow them”.'*’’

Even then he was probably still unaware that this Scripture

had been a fulfilled prophecy in his own life since his earli-

est childhood. That in addition his intellectual powers owed
much to the Stoddard inheritance is a fair enough conclusion,

difficult as it would be to prove. Certainly as the son of Tim-
othy and Esther Edwards and the grandson of Solomon and

Esther Stoddard his bookish interests, his choice of the min-

istry as a profession, and perhaps much besides were as in-

evitably foreordained as his six-foot, one-inch stature and his

physical comeliness.

In a sense also, one might say his predilection for reli-
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gion, his ability to endure hardness, his capacity for self-

discipline and single-minded endeavor were alike antenatal.

In this he was not unique. Many third- and fourth-generation

Americans built their lives on similar foundations. More than

one gifted young New Englander, born at the dawn of the

new century, might have brought from family annals a record

startlingly like this ancestral tale of Richard and Anne, Wil-

liam and Agnes, Richard and Elizabeth, Timothy and Esther

Edwards. All but one of these men and women, like the vil-

lagers with whom they shared their lives, had been disci-

plined by pioneer rigors to a sharp sense of everyday reality.

All of them in their several ways recognized a more compel-

ling loyalty to things unseen than to the world which lay about

their feet. Of two of them, Richard Edwards of Hartford,

godly merchant—fearless before magistrates yet weeping eas-

ily in meeting—and Esther Warham Mather Stoddard, nota-

ble mother in Israel, one might wish portraits. These two

more than the others, at least on the written records, look

the ancestral part they unconsciously played; but if the family

records were more ample, portraits might possibly begin with

still earlier generations.

With or without portraits, however, the family history of

a man of parts raises more questions than it answers. Jona-

than Edwards was more than the abundant total of the abili-

ties and capacities of his forbears. The delicately adjusted

balance in him between the intellectual and the spiritual, the

dynamic quality behind his intellectual and spiritual powers,

and the intense innermost loyalties of his nature have no par-

allels in his known heritage. Genius by any definition would

not require that they should. Rather by some strange alchemy

of opposites, some blending of the soundness and perhaps also

the unsoundness which lay back of him, he was born an alien

unto his own. At least so It seems. Perhaps one looks for the

wrong signs. Perhaps the marks of genius in their more re-

mote origins are less impressive than one expects. Was genius

in him no more than the ability to recognize his own dearest

desires unmistakably and to focus them to an unerring goal?

Was it only that he possessed a greater sensitivity than other
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men, so that his intellectual and emotional perceptions took

an imprint more deeply individual? Even so the fact remains

that he stands alone in the record of the Edwards genera-

tions, and with him the family history went swiftly into a

new chapter.



Chapter II

A FRONTIER CHILDHOOD

Jonathan Edwards was born in the East Windsor parson-

age on October 5, 1703. This was precisely nine years after

Timothy Edwards had come with his bride, Esther Stoddard,

to the newly gathered congregation across the river. He was

now thirty-four years old and his wife was thirty-one. Four

daughters had already been born into their home and six

more were to follow. Jonathan was their first and only son.

Was he named Jonathan for what the name means, ‘‘Gift of

Jehovah”, for some English ancestor now lost to view, or

for the Welsh theologian and controversialist, Jonathan Ed-

wards of Jesus College, Oxford, whose Preservative Against

Socinianism ^ had been completed and published earlier in the

year 1703? Any one of these reasons might have seemed the

best reason to Timothy Edwards.
One cannot but remember that three months earlier, in

a Lincolnshire parsonage on the Isle of Axholme, another

son had been born to another minister and his godly, strong-

minded wife. Thb two great religionists were never to meet,

or even to know why such a meeting would have seemed sig-

nificant to historians of another century. On two continents

John Wesley and Jonathan Edwards were to go their sepa-

rate and quite different ways, changing the meaning of reli-

gion for many thousands, and with it also the cultural pat-

tern of their generation.

In 1703 the East Windsor parish was still a young enter-

prise, full of promise. During the nine years he had been

among them as their pastor, Timothy Edwards had definitely

succeeded. The bitter controversy incident to the separation

28
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of his small flock from the parent congregation across the

river had gradually slipped into the background and, in spite

of occasional reminders that the new parish was made up of

both factions in the dispute, withdrawal had abundantly jus-

tified itself in the growth and contentment of the new con-

gregation. To go safely to meeting on their own side after

years of perilous canoe crossings in all weathers was blessing

untold. Month by month new families had come to reside

on their fertile holdings across the river and the six-year-old

meetinghouse was already too small. The new parish was

now a separate township with full power to order its own
affairs. This too was a great blessing. For the most part the

pews liked the minister, and though no revival had yet come

to bless his labors among them they believed God was merely

testing their faith; and they waited confidently.

By 1703 life in this far-flung settlement had taken on a

fairly settled character and was growing steadily safer year

by year in spite of periodic alarms and very real dangers.

When Jonathan Edwards was four months old the ever pres-

ent Indian peril came close to the parsonage in the murder

at Deerfield, Massachusetts, of Eunice Williams, half-sister

of Esther Edwards. Two of Mrs. Williams’ children were

also killed, her husband and four more children carried into

captivity.^ The news brought deep personal grief ; it was also

a grim reminder of the time when churchgoing Windsor had

been fined for not carrying muskets to meeting, according to

order. Indians were not very numerous in Connecticut by this

time, and they were for the most part friendly; but there

was still cause for fear. Not for another generation could a

child grow up without the memory of a thousand cautions

as to what was by no means a phantom danger.^ From all

perils within and perils without, the village must be sufficient

unto itself, for this part of the “Lord’s Waste” was still a

remote frontier. Except for Timothy Edwards and a few

other great ones of the village, who occasionally took horse

and rode away to Boston, the town limits were the very

boundaries of life. One was born, had children, and died

without ever going so far as Hartford—two centuries later,
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only twenty minutes away. As for the vast worries of the

land of their grandfathers—^Whigs and Tories battling over

the nature of the monarchy at home, the War of the Spanish

Succession raging abroad, and a stupid queen on the throne

—

these things were no longer the realities of life. Connecticut

colony. East Windsor in particular, was all the world.

Agricultural pursuits made up the background of village

life and, as in all country parishes of the day, the minister was

perforce a farmer among farmers. He divided his time be-

tween his study and his acreage, directing the spring plowing

or taking a hand at skinning a cow quite as naturally as he

expounded the Scriptures or conducted a funeral. The isola-

tion of East Windsor made the separation between parson-

age and parish, sacred and secular, even less sharp than would

have been true of Hartford or Northampton. In consequence,

Timothy Edwards, for all his austere dignity, was not a man
apart from his people. They cut and carted his wood as part

of his “rate”, made his children’s shoes, brought him sugar

and mutton and spice as they happened to have abundance,

and advised him when to cut the hay. He gave them credit

in his Rate Books * for their services and donations, and in

his turn taught their children for pay, bought their cider, dis-

tilled it into brandy and sold it back to them again, and

engaged in many other sorts of barter convenient to both

parties. He was their pastor whom they respected, to a de-

gree feared, and sometimes opposed bitterly; but he was also

their neighbor whom they knew in his second-best clothes. On
Sundays and Thursdays he preached and assumed the full

dignity of his priestly ofEce; on other days he was one of

themselves, taking part with them in the exchange of com-

modities and services by which this isolated little community
maintained its independent life.

According to family tradition he was irked by these week-

day details and inclined to delegate responsibility for them
to his capable wife. Possibly, for he had been town-bred and
as a boarding pupil in Mr. Glover’s home had escaped chores

at an early age
; but as an East Windsor husbandman he could

not have claimed immunity from farm tasks. The Edwards
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acres were fairly extensive : there were fields to be fertilized,

crops to be harvested, woods to be cut down and put under

cultivation, stock to be cared for, hides to be tanned, extra

acres to be rented for pasture, and numerous routine chores

to be performed daily. Some supervision of all these multiple

concerns fell to him as head of the house, no matter how dis-

tasteful it may have been. Besides, there is plenty of evidence

that he knew the details first-hand and had some share in the

actual labors which came with the seasons.

By his son in his own country parish days, these tasks

would be assumed far more naturally. Born part villager,

part farmer, he would be able throughout life to accept the

routine of field and barnyard as a necessary, normal part of

life, to be performed without protest or apology. The differ-

ence between father and son in this as in so many other direc-

tions was a difference of emphasis. Jonathan Edwards hewed

his life to the line of his main interest, consciously subordinat-

ing those things which he considered lesser; Timothy Edwards
often became confused under tasks hostile to his main interest,

scattered his energies in a fretful and futile busyness, and was

at times defeated by the very details he hated. Both men
handled minutiae with a conscience; only the son chose to

split hairs in an argument, not to measure corn to the half-

pint.

Jonathan Edwards grew up in the house built as the gift

of Richard Edwards of Hartford at the time of Timothy’s

settlement in East Windsor. It stood on the east side of the

present highway, about a quarter of a mile from the old

burying-ground. As described by Sereno E. Dwight,^ who saw
it in 1803, and by John Stoughton,® who added memories of

the oldest settlers in the mid-century, the house conformed

to the general plan of substantial middle-class dwellings of

the 1690’s. It was a severely plain, two-story structure of

moderate size, built low to the ground and with the second

story projecting slightly beyond the first. A single chimney

separated the two first-floor rooms, one of which was the

kitchen-living-room—^possibly also a bedroom as the family

increased—the other, called by Timothy Edwards the “par-
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lour”, was really the schoolroom. In this room, which was

equipped on three sides with benches fastened to the wall,

Jonathan Edwards and his ten sisters, together with the vil-

lage boys who aspired to college and some who did not, re-

ceived their elementary education. Like other Connecticut

houses of the period the parsonage grew with the family,

various lean-tos being added, and also an eight- or nine-foot

projection at the middle front, spoken of as the “porch” but

really a vestibule.'^

Tradition has built this house of somewhat better mate-

rials, more ample proportions, and more expensive appoint-

ments than the other houses in East Windsor. Possibly, al-

though its alleged “elegant ornaments” would hardly seem

consistent with the character of the donor, Richard Edwards.

More probably like the Grant Mansion ® built in the same

decade, it merely introduced architectural improvements hith-

erto unknown along the “Street”. Any house built in the

1690’s would naturally have been superior to the log houses

of the first residents. Extant expense accounts show the par-

sonage to have been built of hewn lumber, probably brought

by sledge from the nearest mill at Scantic, and of bricks carted

from Podunk.® The labor of building was the donation of the

parishioners, who put a year of their spare time into the task.

How well they did their work became a village legend to be

repeated confidently generations afterward when the house

was being torn down.^*’ During all its one hundred and eight-

een years, said the great-grandchildren of the pioneer build-

ers, this house had but one covering of shingles—those origi-

nally nailed in place by the brethren. Such statements are best

left unchallenged, if only to perpetuate the picture of deacons

in their old clothes, armed with hammer and saw to a godly

end.

In this frontier parish and in this house, its recognized

center, Jonathan Edwards lived for the first thirteen years

of his life. In many ways he was fortunate, not only for what
he missed but for what he gained by such isolation. No won-
der the beauty and majesty of nature stamped themselves un-

forgettably on his early thought. In such a setting nature
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would have been the most important daily fact to a sensitive

child. With a horizon in all four directions he could hardly

have escaped impressions of a spacious world: a world of

meadows, unending forests, the river; a world of ever chang-

ing beauty, not a world of man’s making. Even today, stand-

ing on the slight eminence which marks the site of the Ed-
wards parsonage, the virgin forests gone and the meadows
turned into tobacco fields, one still has a sense of spaciousness

and isolation amounting almost to loneliness. Before 1716
isolation meant also helplessness, for danger lurked beyond
the dark line of the forest, and miles beyond there were still

no habitations.

From the “Street” running in front of the house he could

see to the west, beyond the meadows and beyond the river,

the turret of the Windsor meetinghouse—^larger than his

father’s—and the more numerous dwellings of the parent
settlement. Trips to Windsor in the homemade canoes, so
much feared by the older folk, would have been events in his

boyhood. In the foreground, a little to the right of the par-

sonage and just across the ravine from his father’s meeting-

house, stood the small fort or Palisado built a generation

earlier as a place of rendezvous in time of Indian attacks, but
in his boyhood used for more peaceful purposes. Even so, to

every boy in the village, acquainted with the tales of earlier

raids, a blast on the infrequent Palisado trumpet would have
sounded a hope of high adventure for his generation also.

Scattered along the “Street” beyond the meetinghouse and
beyond his own home were the houses of the other families

of the parish, fewer than one hundred in all. They stood
scarcely closer together than the farmhouses along the pres-

ent highway, on which life now goes so rapidly by; for East
Windsor was not a huddled village. Each house was built on
its own acres ; and the tracts, small for farms, were large for

town plots. The house nearest the Edwards home was that
of Captain Thomas Stoughton who, in the year the parson-
age was built, married Abigail, sister of Timothy Edwards.
In the Stoughton home there were also eleven children, with
ages corresponding almost exactly to those of the Edwards
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eleven. Seven of these were boys—three older, three younger,

and one almost the exact age of Jonathan Edwards—so that

the companionship with boys which he missed in his own home
he had with his seven boy cousins next door. The assump-

tion that, as the only son in his father’s house, he had to

endure being petted by his ten sisters and made to share their

girl games is absurd. In addition to the Stoughtons similar

hosts could have been mustered from almost every one of

the hundred houses in the village, for in spite of the “throat

distemper”, upsetting canoes, and home remedies East Wind-
sor, as well as the rest of colonial New England, was full of

children.

At the rear of the house, toward the east, there was
scarcely a suggestion of man and his concerns. The land slopes

gently down to a brook on the Edwards side, then up a hill

—

at that time densely wooded. Somewhere along this brook
Jonathan Edwards built the booth in which he and his boy
companions used to meditate and pray. These were the fields

in which “multitudes of times” he had “beheld with wonder-
ment and pleasure” the spiders marching in the air from one
tree to another, “their little shining webbs and Glistening

Strings of a Great Length and at such a height as that one
would think they were tack’d to the Sky by one end were it

not that they were moving and floating”.^i One may be sure

he had also watched other living and growing things with the

same philosophic eye. He may even have committed his ob-

servations to paper frequently, for the spider essay, so often
cause for the marvel of posterity, can hardly have been his

only excursion into a realm so minutely known and so con-

fidently possessed. When he wrote of spiders, he wrote not
of something which transiently caught his eye but of a world
which belonged to him by right of long and deep intimacy.

Inevitably in his speculations about the universe he shared
the belief of his contemporaries that the processes of nature
went on by personal manipulation of the Almighty and there-
fore had a logical relation to the shortcomings of man; but
having accepted this major tenet his mind went freely on to
other queries. Although when he wrote of the rainbow he
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was probably still young enough to believe that the ends of

it stood in basins of gold, his orthodoxy had been corrupted

by no such pleasant fables. But to believe instead that It was

the symbol of God’s covenant with Noah did not paralyze his

boyish inventiveness when it came to making a little rainbow

of his own. There were several ways. He could take water

in his mouth, stand between the sun and “something that

looks a little Darkish”, spurt the water into the air, and make
a rainbow as complete and perfect as any ever seen in the

heavens. He could get the same result by dashing up drops

of water from a puddle with a stick. Unfortunately (and

unforgivably) he had been deprived of a visit to the sawmill

at Scantic; but he had heard his “Countrymen that are Used
to sawmills” say that rainbows could be seen in the violent

concussion of the mill waters. It is pleasant to imagine the

picture of this serious-faced and persistent small boy catechiz-

ing his sawmill countrymen for purposes of his own philo-

sophic speculation. In the spider essay he accepted the current

notion that spiders are the most despicable of the insect kind.

They are the “corrupting nauseousness of the air”, and yet

this assumption, borrowed from his elders, did not vitiate

his own clear-sighted observation as to the spider’s balloon-

ing habits, or his inspired guess (for a twelve-year-old) as

to the liquid character of the unspun web.

In an eager desire to discover the child as father of the

man, this unit of boyish composition, possibly written even

earlier than his twelfth year,^^ has been dignified more than

once into a truly remarkable piece of scientific observation for

its day and assumed to contain proofs that Jonathan Edwards

had potentialities for a career in science as great as, if not

greater than, in theology. Such enthusiasm is pardonable, and

the conjecture is perhaps warranted. Argument spends itself

vainly on such matters. The fact is that Jonathan Edwards’

observation of flying spiders is accurate so far as it goes, even

when tested by the findings of mature observers in a later

day. As the findings of a boy who had no training in scientific

observation, no microscope, no body of specialized knowledge

by which to test his own observations or his conclusions from
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them, this juvenile effort is indeed arresting. It might do

credit, in the observation alone, to an amateur twice his age.

The deductions leading from his observations are even

more arresting : the basis for classification, the theory of equi-

librium by which he explains the spider’s navigation of the air,

the character of the web, even his naive justification of nature

in providing creatures with just such equipment. That he took

great pains with the essay Is apparent, especially in the extant

manuscript which was probably a first draft. The erasures and

substitutions suggest that he had set himself to deserve a

hearing from his learned correspondent, not realizing that

the boyish letter accompanying his effort would easily have

gained the hospitality of one not Interested In spiders.

'Torgive me, sir, [he wrote] that I Do not Conceal my name, and

Communicate this to you by a mediator. If you think the Observations

Childish, and besides the Rules of Decorum,—^with Greatness and

Goodness overlook it in a Child & Conceal Sir, Although these things

appear very Certain to me, yet Sir, I submit it all to your better Judg-

ment & Deeper insight. . . . Pardon if I thought it might at Least

Give you Occasion to make better observations, on these wondrous

animals, that should [be] worthy of Communicating to the Learned

world, respecting these wondrous animals, from whose Glistening Webs
so much of the wisdom of the Creatour shines. Pardon Sir

‘"your most Obedient humble servant,

‘‘Jonathan Edwards”

As to spiders, how many kinds were there ? Why did they

always fly in a southeasterly direction? How was it possible

for them to navigate the air? Determined to satisfy his curi-

osity as to the “manner of their Doing of it”, he became, as

he said, “very conversant with Spiders”, spending in their

interest days in the woods—exploring rotten logs, tracking

them down, classifying them, and trying to understand how
they stretched their webs from tree to tree. Like any other

wide-awake boy he was sufficiently inventive to devise ways
and means of finding out what he wanted to know

; but unlike

most boys his age he was unable to rest until he had finished

what he had begun. After he had evolved a satisfactory tech-
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nique of observation, he “Repeated the triall Over and Over

again till I was fully satisfied of his way of working”. When
presently he saw the second string issuing from the tail of the

spider he held on his stick, he concluded that he had “found

out the Whole mystery”. Stick in hand, he gave demonstra-

tions to his companions of the spider’s habit of “mounting into

the air”, discussed his theory with others and no doubt set his

sisters and the Stoughton cousins to watching spiders and re-

porting their observations. One hopes also that he hoarded

a collection of specimens on the parsonage window sill.

Years later when he preached on the spider as one of the

four things on earth which are exceeding small and yet ex-

ceeding wise, how did he remember this boyish attempt to

solve the spider’s mystery for itself, not as the prop to doc-

trine ? Perhaps he did not remember it at all, for long be-

fore that time the door to this early world was shut, and he

had lost the key.

Whatever its precise date, this precocious essay, as per-

haps the earliest of his voluminous writings, is of unquestioned

biographical importance. More than precocity is involved.

The quality of mind revealed in these boyish observations and

deductions would be equally significant whether he was eleven

or thirteen when he wrote them down. The essay is a chapter

in his mental development, a glimpse into the world he lived

in, a world of speculative thought reached through objective

fact. It is illuminating also as a personal document out of his

East Windsor boyhood, testifying to long afternoons in the

meadow when as a little boy he lay on his back, apparently

idle, but his mind and eye intent on the life of the fields. There

was no reason two and a half centuries ago for any East

Windsor neighbor to set down a description of Jonathan Ed-

wards as a child; but if his portrait were to be imagined in

characteristic pose, the open fields should be the background,

the figure that of a healthy boy dressed in sturdy homespun,

sitting alone, doing nothing with his hands, but mentally as

active as though bent over his books. Aged eleven or twelve

he was no daydreamer, or even Boy of Winander, taking sen-

sitive pleasure in bird calls and cloud movements or in listen-
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ing to the rhythms of Nature, heard and unheard; he was

already a thinker, pushing his natural boy’s curiosity about the

universe as far as infinity. On such days his East Windsor

boyhood was indeed “fair seed-time” for the soul of a philos-

opher.

In the light of his mature development one need scarcely

wonder why he did not continue to devote his great powers

of mind to scientific thought. The answer is that science would

not have satisfied him. The physical universe was to him only

the skeleton of reality, and scientific investigation was the

means of stripping off only the outer layers of the mystery.

From the utmost bounds of material science other speculative

minds likewise have been teased along until they have leaped

from the known and measurable to the intangible and infinite.

To such minds only the ultimate questions as to the whence

and whither of being seem worth the asking. Even as a boy,

Jonathan Edwards was one of this company. Why a world at

all? he was saying. “What need was there that any thing

should be?”^® To Pascal, Newton, Swedenborg, and other

giants in scientific reasoning his intellectual history would be

an open book. These men also turned from physical science

to religion; but they turned late in life after they had made
contributions which changed the direction of scientific thought

in their day. Jonathan Edwards turned away before he had
made more than a bare beginning, but he obeyed the same
impulse.

Had he been the son of Josiah Franklin he might have

carried his boyish observations further; but as the son of

Timothy Edwards he was not allowed to grow up in the

meadow watching spiders, unsupervised. Like Aunt Mary
Emerson’s famous nephew he was “born to be educated”, and
indications are that the process began as early as speech.

The setting was favorable. Whether Timothy Edwards had
begun to prepare boys for Harvard College as early as Jona-
than’s infancy is not clear, but there were already four other

Edwardses needing his services, and the “parlour” was in

daily use. Under a discipline more rigorous than obtained in

any “dame school” of the period, Jonathan Edwards laid sub-
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stantial foundations for his ministerial career from the time

he could first read. He began with the “Tongues*’.

Some few hints of the pedagogical process survive in sev-

eral letters written by Timothy Edwards to his wife, when she

was obliged during his absence on military duty in the fall of

1711 to take over his schoolroom duties. He admonished

her not to let Jonathan, aged seven, lose the Latin he had

already learned by heart, suggesting that she have him “say

pretty often” to the girls from the Latin Accidence and both

sides of “propria Quae moribus”, and also that he help his

younger sisters to read as far as he had learned. More than

economy of effort for the teacher was back of this law of the

Edwards schoolroom, by which the older child taught the

younger. Timothy Edwards knew that, by the time the young

Latinist had said “pretty often” to one group and heard

“pretty often” the “sayings” of another group, he would

have the Latin Accidence and both sides of “propria Quae
moribus” for life; and to learn them less permanently was
not to learn them at all.

His parent-teacher could hardly have been one whose

teaching brought joy of the vision or made discipline seem

more than an end in itself; but by his tireless persistence,

which brooked no indolence and no half-knowledge, Timothy

Edwards fortified his son for life against textual errors, major

and minor, and made thoroughness one of the Ten Command-
ments. Unlike the tutor of Cotton Mather he did not encour-

age his pupils to compose poems of devotion in the tongues

they were set to master. He preferred that they be letter-

perfect in their verbs. Jonathan Edwards accepted his father’s

standard when he was too young to question it, and several

years later, when the unlucky “Stiles” who was also a “par-

lour” product could not tell the “Preteritum of Requiesco” in

a Yale examination, Jonathan shared his father’s humiliation.

The fact that Stiles committed no error in Tully’s Orations,

which “he had never Construed before he came to Newhaven,

nor in any other Book, whether Latin, Greek or Hebrew”,^®

would seem to a modern college board examiner something of

an extenuating circumstance, if indeed he could believe the
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sight of his eyes; but not to Timothy Edwards. No wonder

Harvard and Yale were glad to accept his pupils. The lesson

of strict accuracy was perhaps the most valuable lesson which

Jonathan Edwards learned in the East Windsor schoolroom,

along with his own unforgettable preterits.

Parental discipline was not limited to schoolroom exer-

cises. The other minutiae of daily life were likewise under a

supervision all but omniscient though never harsh, and filial

obedience was the first law of the household. Timothy Ed-

wards’ elaborate catalogues of instruction, written on march

and sent back to his partner in authority, re-create more fully

than it has been elsewhere preserved the panorama of par-

sonage life as it was lived under the watchful eyes of the

heads of the house. These letters are therefore an important

part of Jonathan Edwards’ childhood story. Written in home-

sick mood, they constitute a kind of last will and testament of

affection to those Timothy Edwards had left behind and might

not see again. In the light of his phrase “If I Live to come

home,” his exaggerated worries become understandable. As
he called up the familiar round, his homesickness took the

form of imagined disaster for each child of the flock. In his

absence something might go wrong. Hence the pyramid of

hypothetical woes and multiple cautions which, taken out of

their emotional context, appear almost ludicrous.

The letter of August yth is the richest in household detail.

It is also a strange medley and a revealing glimpse into a

man’s mind.

“Tuesday

“Newhaven Aug/ 7th/ 1711

“My Dear

“This comes to express my Dearest Love to thee, and to Informe

Thee y* I am (Through the goodness of God) yet in Good health, &
do expect to Go towards Albany in a few days; y® Govn:®^ Intends

y® part at Least of y® Regiments Shall March to morrow, & talks of

Going himself on Friday next at furthest.

“I desire thee to take care y* Jonathan dont Loose w* he hath

Learned but y* as he hath got y® accidence, & above two sides of

propria Quae morihus by heart so y* he keep what he hath got, I would

therefore have him Say pretty often to y® Girls; I would also have
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y® Girls keep what they have Learnt of y® Grammar, & Get by heart

as far as Jonathan hath Learnt: he can help them to Read as far

as he hath Learnt: and would have both him and them keep their

writing, and therefore write much oftener than they Did when I was

at home. I have left Paper enough for them which they may use to

y® End, only I would have you reserve enough for your own use in

writing Letters &c.

hope thou wilt take Special care of Jonathan y^ he dont Learn

to be rude & naught &c. of w®^ thee and I have Lately Discoursed. I

wouldnt have thee venture him to ride out into y® woods with Tim.
^‘1 hope God will help thee to be very carefull y* no harm happen

to y® little Children by Scalding wort, whey, water, or -by Standing

too nigh to Tim when he is cutting wood: and prithee take what care

thou canst about Mary’s neck, which was too much neglected when

I was at home, & Let her also sometimes read over what She hath Learnt

in the Grammar y^ she Maynt Loose it : and Let a new rope be speedily

put upon y® well pole, if it be not done already: And Let Esther &
Betty Take their powders as Soon as the Dog Days are Over, & if

they dont help Esther, talk further with y® Doct^: about her for I

wouldnt have her be neglected: Something also Should be done for

Anne who as thou knowest is weakly: & Take Care of thy Self, and

Dont Suckle little Jerusha too Long.

“My horse Got a bad wound her in Broth^: Mathers Pasture, I

would have due Care taken y* he May be well lookt to, and thor-

oughly cured, If he Should be Neglected, or Ridden much before he

be pretty well. It may be of very 111 consequence.

“I herewith Sent you a Bill of 40®^, because I would not have

thee want mony in My Absence; this & y® other I Left with thee

thou knowest are Loose papers, & if they be not carefully Laid up

they may Soon be Lost, y® Lord Jesus Christ be with thy Spirit my

Dear, & Incourage thee to hope and trust in him, & discover his Love

to thy Soul to whom I commit thee & all thine and mine, to whom
Remember my Love, & also to Mercy Brooks & Tim: Demming &
tell him y^ I shall much Rejoice If I Live to come home to know y*

he hath been a Good Boy, & tell my Children y^ I would have Them

to pray dayly for their Father, and for their own Souls, and above

all things to Remember their Creator and Seek after 3?® Lord Jesus

Christ now in y® Days of their youth. God be with & bless you all.

“I am my Dear, ever Thine in y®

“Dearest Love and affection

“Tim®: Edwards.
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'If any of y® children should at any time Go over y® River to

meeting I would have them be exceeding carefull, how y^ Sit or Stand

in y® boat Least they should fall into y® River.^

“I like thy Letter so well my dear both as to y® hand, and y® frarn-

ing of it, y^ I Desire more of y“ one at Albany would be exceeding

Wellcome to me towards which place I am going tomorrow.

"Let care be taken y* y® cattle dont get into y® orchard & wrong

y® trees.

“Sc y* y® barn ben’t left open to y® Cattle, thy^ Dung be carried

out & Laid in y® orchard where there is most need before winter, &
y^ y® flax be not spoiled.

"The fleet sailed Last Monday was Sev'n night (consisting of lOO

Sail of all Sorts, & as is computed here of about 20 men of war. this

I had from y® post Last Friday evry Sev'n night: Col: Whiting also

sent it to y® Govn:^ in a Letter, as I have been told.

"Let Mary write pretty often as well as the Rest of y® Girls &c.”

If the legend of Esther Edwards’ strong-mindedness be

true, these marginal additions must have somewhat mitigated

her joy in the pleasure her letter had given. For one of her

instincts and her breeding to be reminded of what she could

not possibly forget—her children’s safety, and, on one later

occasion, her manners^®—^would seem to have been a severe

strain on her Christian forbearance.

In these multiple admonitions Timothy Edwards sat for

his own mental portrait. Like his son he had the kind of mind
which visualizes its concepts, an excellent kind of mind to

possess if one would be a preacher of the Last Judgment, but

requiring sterner terrors than scalding whey, flying chips,

and neglected medicine to summon its powers appropriately.

The son’s resources of imagination were, by contrast, reserved

for the agonized suspense of the final day and the subsequent

tortures of the damned, not unleashed to conjure up minor
injuries to the children around the kitchen stove. As he lays

bare his characteristic ways of thought in these intimate letters

Timothy Edwards shows himself to be a man careful and
troubled about many things, one who forgot nothing and yet

assumed that everyone else forgot everything continually, one

* These last instructions are written in the margins.
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who busied himself unnecessarily with the obligations of others

and half enjoyed the self-imposed burden of details innumer-

able. In all these counsels, which by long habit he usually de-

livered in the negative, there is not the slightest hint of a

peevish or unpleasant spirit. He merely could not help thinking

for everyone else and compiling ubiquitous lists of tasks to be

done, with all conceivable hazards present to his mind at every

turn.

Instead of quieting childish fears he raised them, as

though parental guidance consisted in advance notice of po-

tential disaster. A letter written to his daughter Mary when
she was attending school in Hatfield, begins with cautions

against wet feet and going “too thin to meeting”, proceeds

through warnings against losing her good name (especially

since she is a woman)
,
and ends with an injunction to remem-

ber she has an immortal soul lodged in a frail mortal body.

This letter might well stand as a father’s legacy to his daugh-

ter in the days when one was permitted to live in order to

get ready to die.

Such counsels were by no means unique. Children of Jona-

than Edwards’ generation, who were not sons and daughters

of ministers, were made to live in the ever present conscious-

ness of death. Every Sunday might be the last. Every parting

was for eternity. Newspaper accounts of accident were invari-

ably framed to suggest that no one dare boast himself of to-

morrow. It was as though life were indeed lived in the for-

mula of the Middle Ages : “What is this our life but a march

toward death ?” Children might as well learn it early as late.

The chance legend

REMEMBER YOU WAS BORN TO DIE

surviving as a child’s copy on the flyleaf of an old almanac,

and painstakingly scrawled nine times down the page, was no

morbid reflection. It was merely the inevitable truth brought

home afresh with each new onslaught of pestilence or other

disaster, born of isolation and man’s impotence.

Jonathan Edwards like other children of his day grew up

with this as a settled conviction, although his own childhood
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was singularly protected from loss of those near him. Almost

phenomenally the Edwards family circle remained unbroken

for thirty-five years, and when Sister Jerusha died in 1729,

aged twenty, Jonathan Edwards was a man grown and had

been away from East Windsor for thirteen years. This un-

usual record, be it said in all fairness, may have owed some-

thing to Timothy Edwards’ tiresome vigilance, and that vigi-

lance in turn may have owed something to the supposed my-

thology of his own boyhood, reputed to have been a succession

of remarkable deliverances from drownings, freezings, scald-

ings, killing of playmates, and swallowing of peach stones.

If these tales be not the sheerest invention memory doubtless

aided imagination whenever he saw his own children set foot

in a rocking boat or ride away on horseback.

The potential naughtiness of Jonathan, mentioned in the

Albany letter, may have been only another parental chimera,

although allusion to the late conference on the subject sug-

gests that, thanks to Tim the chore boy, Jonathan, aged seven,

may have manifested symptoms of taint. One hopes so, since

his story includes all too few hints of a childlike childhood.

East Windsor would have had its corrupting influences of

course, like all towns small and large
; but by comparison with

less remote communities these would certainly have been less

numerous. Samuel Hopkins, born in 1721, made the astonish-

ing statement that up to his fifteenth year he had never heard
a profane word from any of the children with whom he grew
up in Waterbury, Connecticut.^® The answer is of course that

he had not been listening for profanity. His ears were stopped
against all sinful matter because his head was full of some-
thing else. Jonathan Edwards at no time in his life was given
to such impressive personal statements, but he too had been
protected in childhood by the strength of his impulses in the
opposite direction. From his birth he had lived in an atmos-
phere of respect for all things holy and had deep concern for
the exercises of piety after the earlier American pattern. Until
he rationalized and justified these attitudes by his own thought
he accepted them as unquestioningly as he accepted the sunrise

and the seasons.
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It is in the light of such boyhood training that his later

guidance of the Northampton boys and girls must be judged.

Playing leapfrog in the parsonage yard while they waited their

turn to be reproved by the minister was a gigantic impropriety

in comparison with his own boyhood standard. Had he or any

one of the Stoughton boys felt inclinations toward such blas-

phemous behavior they would not have dared indulge them in

the very shadow of the meetinghouse turret. Satan would have

been too much pleased.

Of Jonathan Edwards’ earliest religious experiences there

is no contemporary record; only his own later allusion to his

first “awakening” which, as he wrote, took place “some years

before I went to college”,-^ and the well-known detail of the

booth in the swamp, belonging to the same period. This may
have been at any time from his eighth to his tenth year, for

Timothy Edwards was having annual revivals during that

period. Looked back upon, this first awakening did not seem

to him a profound experience. It was rather a greatly quick-

ened delight in the outward duties of religion which he had

been performing all his life, but in which he now took intense

new pleasure. The building of the booth in the swamp w^as a

group response to the same quickening of religious interest

and is not so strange as it has sometimes seemed to later gen-

erations. In part a boy enterprise, interesting in the doing,

and in part imitation of adult action during a revival season,

It probably surprised none of the parents whose sons were

associated in the scheme. In a sense the boys who went to the

booth to pray and to talk about their own salvation were play-

ing at religion, as children of a later generation played at vast

Tory and Continental hatreds, and reenacted the drama of

adult action. The significant detail in this episode for the un-

derstanding of Jonathan Edwards is that praying with his

companions did not satisfy him. Even as a child he felt reli-

gion as too personal an experience to be shared so intimately;

hence, unknown to his companions, he had his own place of

secret prayer deeper In the woods. This was years before his

mind acknowledged that religion must be an Individual experi-

ence, else it was nothing; but even as a child he felt it so, and
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in this solitary quest was responding to the deepest instinct

of his nature. Going back and forth to the meetinghouse,

keeping the Sabbath as the son of Timothy Edwards was ex-

pected to keep it—these things were not enough. Religion was

more than the mere observances of it. What it was, he could

not have said, except that his mind was “deeply engaged in it”

and no other delights were comparable.

There is not the slightest suggestion that either at this

time or at any time later in his life he courted austerity for its

own sake, or that in his solitary devotions he sought deliber-

ately to mortify the flesh in order to develop the spirit. Always

his mind was on the end, not the means, and the discipline itself

was of so little importance that he was usually oblivious of it.

Moreover, at this time, going to the woods to pray was some-

thing of a practical necessity in a household so numerous that

privacy was all but impossible at any hour in the twenty-four.

In addition to the Edwards flock guests were frequent, some-

times staying for weeks and paying board as was the custom.

Some of Timothy Edwards’ pupils from other towns also lived

at the parsonage. One wonders how or where. Certainly there

must have been times when, between parental supervision, sis-

terly criticism, and the presence of perhaps twenty persons

under one sloping roof, those “little nervous strings” which,

according to Jonathan Edwards’ boyhood reasoning, proceed

from the “soul in the brain” must at least have been

“jarred” by these external things. For one to whom solitude

was an unquestioned necessity, to be obliged—not only in his

boyhood but throughout his life—to live in houses which were
more like hostelries than private dwellings seems unkindness

indeed.

Particularly in connection with these earliest religious ex-

periences one would like to know more than the records tell

of his relation to his mother Esther Edwards. No letters to

her or from her are extant for any time in his life. She takes

on individuality only in his father’s numerous epistles filled

with everyday details testifying to her resourcefulness in the

minor crises of frontier life, and to her unsparing vigilance as

she nursed one after another of them through serious ill-
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nesses. ^We find your absence, (especially So Long) makes a

great empty place in the house”, he wrote on one occasion.-®

One might think It would. She was the shadow of a great rock

to them all. Did she, in addition to her practical gifts, her

intellectual vigor and zeal in good works, have also an under-

standing of her son’s deeply spiritual nature, his sensitive ap-

proach to religious experience? There is no recorded answer

to these questions. An unauthenticated tradition that during

one of her husband’s revivals she made public profession of

conversion would certainly suggest, if true, that she had not

only the courage of her convictions in a difficult test but also

a capacity for religious emotion which might have given her a

sympathetic understanding of his young ecstasies; but, if so,

the evidence does not appear. He spoke freely of his experi-

ences to his father, but there is no record that he confided

them also to his mother. She lives only in the filial idiom “Re-

member my Duty to my honored Mother” unfailingly in-

cluded in his letters to his father.

The fact that Sister Jerusha, six years younger than Jona-

than, was also given to solitary walks and prolonged devo-

tions, with corresponding abhorrence of “froth and levity in

conversation” and delight in weighty discourses, particularly

books of divinity, may mean that she was consciously or un-

consciously imitating him, or more probably that something in

their joint heritage prompted these similar yearnings and in

a sense unfitted them both to live in the world as they found it.

In Jerusha there is no hint of mystical raptures. She was

merely engaging in devotions, with more than a hint of child-

ish asceticism in the manner of them. It was her custom on

Saturday nights to stay up later than the rest of the family,

in preparation for the Sabbath, and in the morning to walk

alone to the house of God in solemn meditation. When she re-

turned from the afternoon service, if the weather were not

too severely cold, she diligently Improved the remainder of the

holy day in an unheated upper room, as the saying was,

“filling in all the chinks of the Lord’s day with useful

thoughts”. When she attended any merry meeting of young

people she took no part In the merriment, but instead sat on
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“one side of y® Company with some person who would enter

tain her upon some sollid and profitable subject”. Not that sh

was an “enemy to something of innocent Jesting”, her sister

protested; she merely chose to use her wit as sauce, thinkin;

it “very improper food, for y® soul”.^'^

Even after allowance is made for sisterly overstatemeni

this picture of Jerusha Edwards with her beautiful countc

nance, her blameless life, and “Quiet Virtue” has its ludicrou

side, even for a minister’s daughter in a godly age. Her e?

travagant pieties, however modestly she attempted to hid

them, must have made her something of a village oddity an
none too welcome at the merry meetings she rebuked by he

soberness. She judged by a standard too high for weekda
living, yet thought it her duty, for the good of others, t

speak her criticism frankly. When on one occasion she so fa

overshot the mark as to attempt to improve the virtue of he

sweetheart and “preserve him against y® infection of vice” b

telling him what was wrong with his behavior, the sally coi

her a budding romance. But she had done her duty as she sa’

it and in the sequel bore herself like a true Edwards, her call

unruffled by the ferment of gossip which ensued. So grej

was her personal triumph (so said her sisters) that she too

no pains to contradict the story that he had jilted her but wer
serenely to meeting, all eyes upon her. Such was the Edwarc
code.

With all his flat-footed good sense Timothy Edwards a]

plauded these unyouthful rigidities. He was, in fact, respoi

sible for most of them. Jerusha was the eloquent embodimei
of the Christian virtues he preached; only, being her father
child, she had taken them somewhat too literally. Had si

lived, her wit might have helped her to attain a better balanc
but she was denied the chance. Even before her death si

seems to have been all but canonized in the Edwards hous
hold where she lived with her sisters “in love, not unlike to
which is in y® heavenly regions”.

Had Jerusha been nearer to him in age Jonathan Edwarc
might have found much in common with her; but when he le

home for college she was a child of six, whom he was to kno
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later only in brief vacations. It was to his practical sister

Mary, two years older than himself, that he turned for com-

panionship through all his young life. When she went away to

school in Hatfield he sent her the family news ; and when later

he went away to Yale College she did the same for him. These

letters tell a story of affectionate comradeship and mutual de-

pendence pleasant to read. It was to Mary that his first extant

letter, written when he was twelve years old, was sent. In the

news of the revival with which he begins, he talks more like a

deacon than a twelve-year-old boy; but with his own awaken-

ing behind him he was already on the side of the pulpit and

yearning toward the unconverted. By his twelfth year, also,

he had learned the formalities of polite correspondence, and

out of respect for a missive which must be carried by hand

(sometimes by several hands) he did not fill his pages with

light matter but appropriately subordinated the trivialities of

chickenpox and toothache to lists of the newly converted and

the newly dead. He wrote in a neat hand and made the cus-

tomary epistolary flourishes. The letter reveals much as to his

childhood background of thought and his standards of value.

“Windsor May lo 1716.

“Dear Sister

“Through the Wonderfull Mercy and Good[ne]ss of God there

hath in this Place Been a verry Remarkable stirring and pouring

out of the Spirrit of God, And Likewise now is But I think i have

Reason to think it is in Some Mesure Diminished but I hope not much.

About thirteen Have been joyned to the Church in an estate of full

Comunion These are those which by Enquiry I Find you have not

heard of that have joyn’d to the Church, viz; John Huntington, Sarah

Loomas the Daughter of Thomas Loomas, and Esther Elsworth. And
their are five that are Propounded which Are not added to the Church,

namely, John Loomas, John Rockwell’s wife, Serg.^ Thomas Elsworth’s

wife, Isaac Bissels wife, and Mary Osband I think there Comes Com-

monly a Momdays above thirty Persons to Speak with Father about

the Condition of their Souls.

“It is a time of Generali Health here in this Place. There Has five

Persons Died in this Place Since you have been gone, viz. Old Good-

wife Rockwell, Old Goodwife Grant, and Benjamin Bancroft who was

Drowned in a Boat many Rods from Shore wherein were four young
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women and many others of the other Sex, which were verry Remarkably

Saved, and the two others which Died I suppose you have heard of, Mar-

garet peck of the New Town who was once margaret Stiles hath Lost a

Sucking Babe who died very Suddenly and was buried in this Place.

“Abigail Hannah and Lucy have had the Chicken Pox and are re-

covered but jerusha has it now but is almost well I myself Sometimes

am much Troubled with the tooth ack but these two or three Last

Days I have not Been troubled with it but verry little so far as i know

the whole famaly is well except Jerusha.

“Sister i am glad to hear of your welfare So often as i do I should

be glad to hear from you by a Letter and therein how it is with you

as to your Crookedness.

“Your Loving Brother Jonathan E.

“Father and Mother Remember their Love

unto you. Likewise do all my Sisters and Mercy and tim

It is plain to see that already the meetinghouse had first

place in all his boyhood plan of life. It was his one extra-

mural interest, his larger world. He saw the whole drama of

village life from the angle of the parsonage and the pulpit.

East Windsor was a parish, a little corner of the Lord’s vine-

yard, not a center of secular interests. What he knew of the

world outside the town limits came chiefly from visiting clergy-

men who brought news of the Lord’s work in other corners of

the same vineyard. The ministerial language of the hour was
as natural an idiom to him as the language he spoke in the

schoolroom. Likewise the pulpit controversies of the hour : the

Halfway Covenant and Grandfather Stoddard’s bitterly op-

posed amendment thereto, the old and the new way of singing

in the churches—all this was familiar territory in his thought.
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When East Windsor had its own village quarrel over

where to set the new meetinghouse, it is safe to imagine that

he listened to the long and bitter arguments detailed in nightly

sessions at the parsonage, had his own opinion on the subject,

discussed it with his father and was respectfully heard, and

that when the church finally voted to rebuild on the old site

(the usual decision after the peace of a village had been sadly

frayed) he was one of those present at the demolition of the

old structure and thereafter watched week by week the new
meetinghouse take shape under parish labor. It would have

been an absorbing drama more intensely personal to him than

to the other village boys, a major event from which to date

his own smaller concerns. Before the still greater village ex-

citement of “dignifying the seats” came to pass he was a stu-

dent at Weathersfield and for the first time in his life met with

new scenes, new thoughts, and new ways of thinking them.

Childhood ended for Jonathan Edwards just before his

thirteenth birthday. He had recited his last lesson in the “par-

lour” and was now ready for college. These first thirteen years

had determined many things: his sober view of life, his re-

flective bent, his refinement of self-discipline, his pursuit of

religion as the unquestioned goal of life. To some extent his

mind was already his servant; he could think for himself. He
had learned the benediction of solitude amid the quiet beauty

of woods and fields. His calling was a straight path before

him. The foundations of a deep understanding sympathy had

been laid with the man who was to mean more to him through-

out his life than any other human being he was ever to know

—

Timothy Edwards, his own father. Poles apart in tempera-

ment, in natural endowment, and in ways of thought, father

and son were to enjoy for life a rare fellowship.

Outwardly, there would not be much change in the look

of life. College would mean no quadrangles, no spires and

deep-toned bells. Matriculation day to Jonathan Edwards
meant merely exchanging a schoolroom in one Connecticut

farmhouse for a similar room in another, slightly more preten-

tious. He was not even to be taught by strangers. His own
cousin Elisha Williams, nine years his senior, was to be his
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tutor. In such terras the distance between life as it had been

and life as it was to be does not seem very great; but to Jona-

than Edwards, as to any child standing on the threshold of in-

dependence, it was a chasm. In the fall of 1716, just before his

thirteenth birthday, he took horse and rode away to Yale Col-

lege, leaving his childhood behind him.



Chapter III

AN EMBATTLED EDUCATION

In the fall of 1716, Yale College was still in the throes of

being born. It was now fifteen years since that memorable
September afternoon when, according to tradition and prob-

ably also according to fact, a little group of the brethren had
laid their contributions on Samuel RusselPs table in Branford

with the words, “I give these Books for the founding a Col-

lege in this Colony”.^ Long before that day the Connecticut

ministry had known it was high time they had a ‘‘Fountain”

of their own. They had seen afresh time after time the neces-

sity of providing training in traditional orthodoxy close at

home. Harvard College was too far away. Besides, Harvard
was becoming unfortunately liberal. Pure doctrine to the

northward was being corrupted by dangerous new ideas. New
England was forgetting her heritage, and the founding of the

Brattle Street Church ^ was the sign. Let it also be a warning.

Before it was too late, the pulpits of Connecticut must be but-

tressed impregnably against false doctrine and all the Innova-

tions in church polity which followed in its wake. A “Foun-

tain” for the sons of the colony within their own borders was
the best guarantee of such safety. To this end and with the

far future in their eye ten ministers of the colony, led by James
Pierrepont of New Haven, had laid their gifts on the parson-

age table in Branford. The volumes thus honored made some-

thing less than a five-foot shelf, and if the theology in them
was already outmoded and therefore doomed, the farsighted-

ness back of the gift was well worthy of pioneer churchmen,

if not of minor statesmen.

The granting of a charter in the following year (1702)

53
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turned the ten brethren into trustees, and their dream into the

Collegiate School. The Connecticut ministry rejoiced. Before

the year was out one student had enrolled and one degree had

been conferred. Thereafter in each succeeding October a new

freshman class had matriculated, and in each September Rec-

tor Pierson had conferred more degrees in appropriate Latin.

But for all this, after fifteen years, the new college was still a

very small affair. It had as yet no buildings, no corporate unity,

hardly even a name. The term Collegiate School had merely

been a convenient label.

The roots of the trouble went back to the very beginning

of the new enterprise. With all their foresight the trustees had

neglected one important matter. They had failed to give the

college a geography. As a result, in 1716 the students were

still scattered: some at Saybrook, some at Weathersfield, some

at New Haven. So far as nurture in orthodoxy went, having

three logs instead of one made little difference. The tutors

taught and the students learned, but since no college liveth to

itself the rival villages aspired and laid their plans accord-

ingly. Saybrook, Weathersfield, New Haven, and Hartford

each entertained hopes of becoming the permanent seat of the

college, and delay turned hopes into campaigns to that end.

By not daring to brave the consequences of a choice in the

beginning the trustees had merely stored up more bitter

trouble for therhselves. After fifteen years of rivalry between

the seacoast brethren led by New Haven, and their more in-

terior neighbors led by Hartford, the unwisdom of further de-

lay was apparent to all; so also was the peril of finality. The
quarrel had split the Connecticut ministry into two camps and

become an open sore in the colony. The Collegiate School was
in a “broken and tottering State^’.^ Meanwhile the students

fell off and the cause languished.

In 1716 a piece of good fortune hastened the decision.

During the preceding year the college had acquired two col-

lections of books : one assembled by Jeremy Dummer, London
agent for Massachusetts Colony, and the other by Sir John
Davie (shortly before, plain John Davie, Connecticut hus-

bandman). The books had arrived. Possessions called for a
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building; a building called for a site. In their perturbation and

anxiety, the trustees hardly realized that these new acquisi-

tions, which added more than a thousand volumes to the orig-

inal forty, conferred a distinction on the new ^'Fountain” for

which Harvard College might well have envied her puny rival.

Nowhere in America was there in 1716 so sizable a collection

of ‘‘modern” books. But innocent of the treasures they pos-

sessed, and also of the heresies shut up in some of these dull

bindings, the trustees merely stored the heavy boxes in Say-

brook, appointed a custodian, and sat down to their long

postponed decision.

They were agreed that the five hundred pounds appro-

priated by the Connecticut General Assembly should be spent

in the erection of a suitable building in which to house both

books and students, but where? Saybrook had the books for

the moment and counted this an additional advantage toward

her claim; Weathersfield had the most students and the most

popular tutor; Hartford had two irreconcilable and apparently

unbeatable trustees; New Haven had the most money and a

plot of land. Tension increased as debate lengthened, until on

November 17, 1716, the trustees thought to end both by a ma-

jority vote in favor of New Haven. As a matter of fact, they

had merely sent the struggle into a new chapter
; and before it

was ended the florid remark of Cotton Mather, himself the

“godfather to the beloved infant”, that the babe was “in

danger of being strangled in the birth by a dissension ... as

to where it shall be nourished in the wilderness”,^ was not

nearly so extravagant as it sounds to later generations.

In October, 1716, in the midst of the first excitement of vic-

tory for New Haven, a new freshman class of ten boys matric-

ulated. Jonathan Edwards was one of them. It was a poor time

for the things of the mind and spirit. He had begun his adult

mental life in an atmosphere of strife and bitterness, and while

he lived he was never to be free from either. In the woods and

meadows of East Windsor he had left behind the only out-

ward peace he was ever to know. The story of this long-

drawn-out inter-village quarrel was already thoroughly fa-

miliar to him. He had heard it discussed all his life, chiefly
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from the Hartford angle. The old story became current news,

however, when on matriculation day together with his

nine fellow freshmen he found himself suddenly transplanted

to the arena of conflict. To the boys as to their ministerial

elders, this was no mere village contest for material advantage

and worldly honor. It was a kmd of godly crusade in which

they now took front-rank positions. This new realization con-

ferred upon them a vast importance. Aged twelve to fourteen,

they had come down from their respective meetinghouse gal-

leries to be actors in a great drama at a great moment. No
wonder they took themselves as seriously as their subsequent

behavior suggests. Possibly in the light of two centuries and

more of Yale College history, no pioneer class had a better

right.

Record of their movements for the next four years is not

complete, but in outline their story can be pieced together.

It appears that they first asembled at New Haven and began

their studies xmder the newly appointed tutor, Samuel John-

son, later to be the first president of King’s College (now
Columbia University). Exactly what happened is not entirely

clear, but a few weeks after matriculation, the whole class left

New Haven and went to Weathersfield, where they placed

themselves under Elisha Williams, not yet a regularly ap-

pointed tutor of the college. Jonathan Edwards went with

them. Dislike of Tutor Johnson was in part the cause for this

action, but possibly not the whole cause. More probably they

were tools of the Hartford faction, and took the liberty with

full parental approval. Fathers and sons alike may have as-

sumed that until the new college house was built, choice of

residence was still free, but in any case removal to Weathers-

field was interpreted as a blow to the New Haven majority.

This change of geography would have been agreeable to

Timothy Edwards, since in Weathersfield his son was only ten

miles from home and had as his tutor a relative ® who might

naturally be expected to take special interest in young Jona-

than, his precocious cousin. Elisha Williams was a brilliant

and magnetic young man, a native of Massachusetts, who
numbered John Cotton and Simon Bradstreet among his an-
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cestors and attempted to live up to their importance and dig-

nity. He was well-to-do, a graduate of Harvard College, and

at the age of twenty-one had already travelled considerably,

owned a farm, and had made an entry into politics as Clerk of

the Lower House of the Connecticut General Assembly. To
his thirteen-year-old country cousin he may well have seemed,

by virtue of all this, an impressive person. Certainly he was a

stimulating teacher. In the light of the harvest of discord and

dire personal trouble Jonathan Edwards was later to reap

through this association, one might well wish his choice of

freshman residence had been Saybrook or New Haven, but

for the time being all was serene. As a freshman he may even

have lived at the Williams farmhouse, since no college quar-

ters were provided in Weathersfield and the boys were obliged

to board around in the village, with relatives or strangers ac-

cording to their fortunes.

Once initiated in their new routine of study, Jonathan

Edwards and his nine mates were, for the nonce, absorbed in

their own very new affairs. The foreground was crowded with

all the daily minutiae of study and recitation; life was clois-

tered and discipline, though not rigorous, was fairly exacting.

From sunrise prayers to the nine o’clock bedtime the hours

were checked off in scheduled precision, Friday evening to

Monday morning was one long Sabbath, filled with sermons

and prayers and private devotions. Outwardly, life seemed

peaceful to monotony, and yet Weathersfield was too close to

Hartford for the boys to miss the occasional rumblings of

trouble to come. Trustees Woodbridge and Buckingham were

active in opposition to the New Haven majority, and though

the college house was slowly taking shape under the carpen-

ter’s hammer Hartford had not yet relinquished hope of be-

coming the seat of the college. Repeatedly, emissaries from

New Haven came to urge the Weathersfield group to return

to Tutor Johnson, and on each such occasion the boys were

obliged to justify afresh their determination to stay with Tu-

tor Williams. If their young peace was untroubled by this con-

flict of loyalties, their sense of importance grew lustily under

each new sally from the opposing camp. Meanwhile Saybrook
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built fainter hopes around the Lynde house wherein the

precious books, still unpacked, remained useless merchandise.

On ceremonial days and especially at commencement time,

disaffection became more pronounced, until in September,

1718, it suddenly took on sensational news value. The Weath-

ersfield students not only refused to attend the New Haven

commencement, but held a rival commencement of their own.

Graduates performed public exercises and were given certifi-

cates by authority of the Hartford trustees. This action ap-

peared more belligerent than similar action of the preceding

year, because the 1718 commencement in New Haven was the

occasion of an elaborate ceremony in public recognition of the

gift of Governor Yale and the naming of the college in his

honor. The Governor of Connecticut colony and other digni-

taries were present, the Governor “graced the solemnity with

an elegant Latin Oration”, an elaborate memorial to the new

benefactor was read, and in conclusion the members of the

college and their distinguished guests formed a procession and

marched to the new “College House”. For more than a third

of the college to absent themselves wilfully on so important an

occasion amounted to open mutiny; and the fact that trustees

rather than students were responsible made matters still

worse. A letter from Timothy Woodbridge, one of the Hart-

ford trustees, to Benjamin Colman of Boston reveals that a

request had been sent by the Hartford faction to President

Leverett of Harvard, asking that the Weathersfield group

might be transferred to Cambridge, and upon satisfactory ex-

amination, receive a Harvard degree. “They will be Subject

to all y® Rules of y® Colledge & they are persons of a good
Conversation”,® he added. But evasion of the General Assem-
bly order that they proceed to New Haven for the completion

of their education was not so easy. The fiat had gone forth.

Shortly afterward, when the precious Saybrook library

was also ordered to New Haven, some overzealous Saybrook
citizens, thinking to oppose force with force, fell upon the

caravan in an unguarded moment, and overturned some of the

oxcarts. In the ensuing “Tumult and Confusion, about 250
of the most valuable Books, and sundry Papers of Importance
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were conveyed away by unknown Hands, and never could be

found again”J With this sensational episode, militant meas-

ures between the seacoast brethren and the Hartford fac-

tion ceased. Officially, New Haven had won, and the books

were safely stored under the roof of the new “College House”

which faced the village green. The battle, however, was by

no means over. The resulting “Anarchy and Confusion” were

still to deal with, and peace was still far distant. Years after-

ward, the reverberations of this neighborhood strife could still

be heard, all of it so strangely out of line with the soundness

and far-reaching vision in which the college had been con-

ceived. But in the battling years the battling brethren thought

otherwise.

When the students reassembled in October, 1718, Jona-

than Edwards, along with the other boys of the Weathersfield

group, obeyed the General Assembly order and came to New
Haven, taking up his residence in the new building. But not

for long. After one month all but one student had returned

to Weathersfield and Tutor Williams. Jonathan Edwards was

not that one. The group remained with Williams for another

six months until illness forced his withdrawal and the conse-

quent closing of the Weathersfield branch of the tripartite

college. After June, 1719, all students were in residence In

New Haven and subsequently remained one company. Mean-

while, Timothy Cutler, aged thirty-five, a graduate of Har-

vard College, had been appointed Rector. One can hardly

blame the students for their previous disregard of the Assem-

bly orders, in view of the rival commencements, the over-

turned oxcarts and all the confusion of the prolonged tumult.

When men of seasoned judgment could promote their cause by

such means, the loyalties of boys from sixteen to twenty must

have been sadly tangled.

What part Jonathan Edwards may have had in these

minor insurrections is not recorded. Perhaps not the part of a

leader, since belligerency at any age was not his natural role.

Certainly it is unthinkable that during the brief stay of the

Weathersfield boys in New Haven in 1718 he could have de-

served any share in the verdict that they were so immoral in
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their conversations as to make themselves “odious to the

people of the town”. It would be easier, and perhaps nearer to

the truth, to imagine him as the scribe who drew up the man-

date of grievances against Tutors Johnson and Browne, and

thus in student eyes justified secession of the group to Tutor

Williams. The only statement in his own hand relative to this

secession occurs in a letter to his sister Mary, dated March

26, 1719, two months later. He wrote from Weathersfield

:

‘‘[I thjink it [is] Fit that I should give you an account of some-

thing of My Condition relating to the School. I suppose you are Fully

acquainted with our coming away from New Haven and the Circum-

stances thereof since which time wee have been in a more prosperous

Condition (As I think) than ever, But the Council and Trustees hav-

ing lately had a meeting at New-haven concerning it they have Re-

moved that which was the cause of our coming away viz; Mr. Johnson

from the Place of a Tutor, and have Put In Mr Cutler Pastor of

Canterbury President who (as we hear) Intends verry speedily to be

Resident at Yale College So that All the scholars belonging to our

School Expect to Return there as soon as Our Vacancy after the

Election Is over”.®

A letter from Timothy Edwards to his daughter Mary
testifies to Jonathan’s “Good name at Weathersfield [both] as

to his Carriage and his Learning” ^ during this same period.

Another written to Timothy Edwards during the following

session by Rector Cutler includes congratulations upon Jona-

than’s “promising Abilitys and Advances in Learning”.

The other letters and memorials from his college days

tell a similar story. There are a few hints that exile from all

his childhood associations cost him some quite natural pangs

of loneliness, but on the whole he bore his transplanting with

fortitude and acquitted himself from the start as a potential

valedictorian. While plots and counterplots engaged his elders,

he steered a straight course, with the result that by his junior

year the direction of his loyalties was clearly established; he

was absorbed in his studies and rapidly finding his own world.

In 1718 the real drama of college life for him was not the

rival commencements, the Saybrook scuffle over the books, or
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even the secession from New Haven. His drama was being

enacted on the pages of Locke’s Essay on the Human Under-

standing?-^ Here was one who spoke the language for which

he had been listening. It was neither the language of scientific

observation nor that of theological dogma, but the pure serene

of abstract speculation. Reality; what is it? Human knowl-

edge; what are its bounds and limits? Perfect knowledge;

what are the conditions of its possibility? Under the spell of

this new teacher, his thought took wider range. He discovered

powers he had not known he possessed and was free with a

freedom never before experienced. He fell upon the new treas-

ures as upon “miser’s gold”. Ail this was happening while the

village quarrel was at its height. The suggested picture is

deeply prophetic.

Not only as a fifteen-year-old boy, delicate of feature,

quiet of manner, was he to sit apart, rapt in solitary study,

while small battles raged about him. Throughout his life, even

when he was the center of the storm, he was to be detached

in his own spirit, free—a citizen of other realms.

Prior to his junior year, his studies had been largely dis-

ciplinary. He had been set to the task of fundamentals, partic-

ularly the tool subjects preliminary to the study of divinity. In

the first year he had studied arithmetic, algebra, and the

“Tongues” (Latin, Greek, Hebrew) ; in the second, geom-

etry, rhetoric, and logic, of which logic was chief. Except for

logic, these studies were largely continuations of those already

begun in the schoolroom at East Windsor. They were lessons

to be learned and recited. Excellence still meant unfaltering ac-

curacy with tables, conjugations, paradigms. The weekly re-

citing of the Assembly's Catechism in Latin, of Ames’ Me-
dulla and his Theological Theses and Cases, much of the for-

mal study of the Bible and the later repeating of sermons,

were also memory exercises chiefly. For excellence in all such

he had been meticulously trained; but merely saying lessons

was not enough. Even as a child he had been eager to be on,

to use the tools while he was learning to handle them. Now
after two more years of memorizing and reciting he was

ready for something beyond mere learning by rote; he was
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ready to be confronted with ideas. Of all the areas of thought

into which he might have been plunged, aged fourteen to six-

teen, philosophy was perhaps the most fortunate. It opened a

new world and made syllogistic reasoning of the copybook

variety come alive in strange ways.

Record of this new stimulus survives in several brief pieces

of his own composition and in two series of topical jottings

:

one entitled “The Mind” and the other designated by his first

editor as “Notes on Natural Science”, all of which appear to

date from his college years. The importance of these first

excursions into the realm in which he was to do his great

work needs no new emphasis. These college essays both re-

veal and predict. They are glimpses behind the scenes
;
docu-

ments in the awakening of a mind. It would not require the

round handwriting of his early years to prove that these are

young efforts. Youth is written all over them. They are the

conscious efforts of a mind engaged in conscious thought and

enjoying the experience. Compared with early attempts of

other brilliant young novices to move about in the realm of

abstract ideas, these pieces are arresting in that they neither

begin nor end in platitudes, and do not consist in mere para-

phrases and rearrangements of themselves. As a young philos-

opher Jonathan Edwards started out with a proposition that

is really a question, and then step by step pursued the answer,

apparently following his own thought rather than directing

it, and as it were, feeling his way along a new and unfamiliar

path. His reasoning in the section of “The Mind” labelled

Existence illustrates this exactly. He wrote

:

“It is now agreed upon by every knowing philosopher, that Colours

are not really in the things, no more than Pain is in a needle; but

strictly no where else but in the mind.

“But yet I think that Colour may have an existence out of the

mind, with equal reason as anything in Body has any existence out

of the mind, beside the very substance of the body itself, which is

nothing but the Divine power, or rather the Constant Exertion of it.

“For what idea is that, which we call by the name of Body? I

find Colour has the chief share in it. . . . And if that, which we
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principally mean by the thing itself, cannot be said to be in the thing

itself, I think nothing can be.

‘^If Colour exists not out of the mind, then nothing belonging to

Body, exists out of the mind but Resistance, which is Solidity, and

the termination of this Resistance, with its relations, which is Figure,

and the communication of this Resistance, from space to space, which

is Motion; though the latter are nothing but modes of the former.

Therefore, there is nothing out of the mind but Resistance. And not

that neither, when nothing is actually resisted. Then, there is nothing

but the Power of Resistance. . . .

^‘And how is there any Resistance, except it be in some mind, in

idea? What is it that is resisted? It is not Colour. And what else is

it? It is ridiculous to say, that Resistance is resisted. . . .

‘‘But now it is easy to conceive of Resistance, as a mode of an

idea. It is easy to conceive of such a power, or constant manner of

stopping or resisting a colour. The idea may be resisted, it may move,

and stop and rebound; but how a mere power, which is nothing real,

can move and stop, is inconceivable, and it is impossible to say a word

about it without contradiction.

“The world is therefore an ideal one; and the Law of creating,

and the succession of these ideas is constant and regular.”

It would be of great interest and considerable importance

to know whether Jonathan Edwards had hit upon his philo-

sophic idealism, as forecast in this little unit of his thought

and in the more familiar “Of Being”, by merely giving free

rein to his own questionings, or whether he knew, either di-

rectly or indirectly, of George Berkeley’s earlier thought in the

same direction. This enigma in American philosophy is not

likely, however, to be solved conclusively. The facts are that

although Berkeley’s Essay Toward a New Theory of Vision

had been published in 1709, and his Treatise Concerning

Human Knowledge in 1710, neither volume was in the Yale

College Library during Jonathan Edwards’ undergraduate

residence. There is also nothing to indicate that either Rector

Cutler or Tutors Williams and Johnson knew of their exis-

tence. In Samuel Johnson’s Catalogue of Books^ read after

leaving Yale College, Berkeley’s works do not appear until

1728/9. In Jonathan Edwards’ Catalogue^ the entry is un-

dated, but the fact that both books appear on the page imme-
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diately preceding the entry of Berkeley’s Alciphron, first pub-

lished in 1732, and the fact that the third edition of this later

work included also the Theory of Vision, and that the Treatise

Concerning Human Knowledge was reissued in 1734) suggest

that he may have been reading both of them for the first time

in these later editions, fifteen years after he had anticipated

their conclusions. Even so, the case for his originality is not

thereby proved. Some hint of the direction of Berkeley’s

thought might very easily have found its way to America,

if not to New Haven, before 1716. The idea was in the air

and might have come on more than one current. In fact, it

would seem strange if some English correspondent of Cutler

or Williams had not mentioned this new hypothesis. A mere

hint would have been sufficient to a boy capable of thinking

the thoughts and raising the questions in these college pieces.

Even without it, no one need be greatly puzzled. The
history of thought presents enough examples of new ideas find-

ing simultaneous expression through spokesmen who have

never conferred or read each other’s books for anyone who
knows the mind of Jonathan Edwards in its early development

to expect him, aged possibly fifteen, to have been just such a

spokesman. What more likely source of ideas never before

thought in the world than a brilliant young mind, as yet un-

clogged and unintimidated by vast knowledge ? George Berke-

ley himself had revealed just such a mind when in his college

days he recorded in his Commonplace Book the nucleus for all

his future thought. Jonathan Edwards did it again. Possibly

during the Weathersfield days, he set down his early specula-

tions in unpunctuated sequence, and then spent the rest of his

thinking days trying to get to the bottom of the issues he had
raised. Not one of the nine foolscap pages of “The Mind” but

presents, sometimes in the precise language, problems he was
to wrestle with forty years hence

:

“12. Whether any difEerence between the Will and Inclination”.

“16. Concerning Liberty, wherein it consists”.

“45. Whether it be possible for a man to love any thing better

than himself”.
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If it is a thinker^s good fortune to chart his main course earlyj

Jonathan Edwards was indeed fortunate.

The jottings in the series labelled “Notes on Natural

Science’’ show by contrast topics and ideas which seldom re-

appear in his later pages. The habits of mind, however, which

are revealed in this projected attempt to explain the whole

physical universe in terms of law suggest that had he chosen

to apply himself to answering the queries he raised, he might

soon have discovered that thunder, however “wonderful” and

“inexplicable”, is not a meteor; that the “effluvia” thrown off

the tails of comets does not “feed the Sun with matter”; that

mountains are possibly not all “pitched over to the west-

ward”. He might even have made progress toward the “Defi-

nition of the Atom”.^® He is not merely recording his textbook

knowledge on these subjects; he is raising objections to cur-

rent theories, asking questions and suggesting methods of

observation and critical procedure. The insistent demand of

his mind to get behind and underneath the phenomena he is

observing, his feeling for classification, and his desire to bring

larger and larger areas under orderly control are suggested

in almost every one of these brief summaries set down for

later consideration. In his “The Mind” there is one auto-

biographical detail of importance in this connection. It occurs

under the caption Logick.

“One reason why, at first, before I knew other Logick, I used to

be mightily pleased with the study of the Old Logick, was, because

it was very pleasant to see my thoughts, that before lay in my mind

jumbled without any distinction, ranged into order and distributed into

classes and subdivisions, so that I could tell where they all belonged,

and run them up to their general heads’’.^®

Evidence of this pleasure is on every page of these college

jottings, and in every finished treatise of his mature years.

Many of these new ideas were no doubt suggested to him

through the addition to his course of study of physics and

“natural philosophy” in the third year, and ethics and divinity

in the fourth. Meanwhile he continued the study of mathe-

matics and logic, only with less of routine recitation, more of
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public disputation, his training during his junior and senior

years being more definitely shaped to a pulpit career. That

he should continue to excel in his studies and be well pleasing

to the rector and tutors was to be expected, and when at his

graduation he was chosen for the honor of the Latin oration

it is not likely that anyone was surprised. He was then almost

sixteen years old. As to what he would do next, there had

never been a question. That decision had been made at his

birth. In further preparation for the career to which he was

destined, he remained at the college for two more years, con-

tinuing his studies in divinity, as was the custom for ministerial

candidates. During this period he was freer to concentrate his

attention on those subjects which delighted him most, and to

indulge himself in what he called the lawful admixture of

those “less Principal studies” toward whijch throughout his

life his mind was continually attracted.

In the thought of his fellow students during all this period,

he was primarily the student, a solitary boy, grave of coun-

tenance, austere in self-discipline, committed beyond tempta-

tion to the one purpose of learning, and to that end making

every hour count.

“I am sensible of the Preciousness of my time’V® he

reported. That was of course partly his father’s fault, partly

the fault of a still earlier generation, but Jonathan Edwards
suffered no less keenly in his day because he was not entirely

to blame. His studious habits, his solitary bent, his extreme

gravity, were all against him in the intimately shared life of a

small college. Such a boy cannot hope to be popular; he is

fortunate if he is not persecuted. There is no evidence that

Jonathan Edwards was actively disliked by his mates, only that

his unsocial habits cost him some peace.

Not in Weathersfield apparently, where the student group
was small, fourteen boys at most. The arrangement whereby
they had boarded out in the town, assembling for instruction

only, had meant relatively few problems of personal adjust-

ment. It was not until his senior year in New Haven that he
was initiated into group living. During this time his position

as college butler, a distinct honor for an undergraduate, was
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unfortunate in that it took him out of the student ranks and

elevated him a little above the other boys. All his life he was

to be one standing before many; never one of a group sitting

side by side in friendly equality and comradeship. Mealtime

would have been his best chance to meet his mates on grounds

common to boyhood. Instead, he stood at one end of the hall

serving plates and filling mugs, apportioning the midday beef,

mutton, or veal in equal chunks and ladling out the accompany-

ing sauce in due proportion. No doubt he did it all with com-

plete abstraction and seriousness. It seems a strange role for

one who was later to regard a normal appetite as unlawful

temptation to sin, and its natural satisfaction an obstacle to

mental exercise. But at this stage he was still a fairly healthy

boy, eating what was set before him instead of selecting only

those foods which would digest quickly and thus rob him of

less time for study and contemplation. As he looked back

upon this college period later, he saw himself still unredeemed;

but one may be sure that to his less redeemed mates, he al-

ready belonged to a realm most of them had never entered.

No lifelong friendship dates from his college days. There

is no record even of transient intimacies. Except for the fact

that he roomed with his young uncle, Daniel Edwards, son of

Richard Edwards of Hartford—a quite conventional arrange-

ment—there is no suggestion of shared experiences. He was

solitary both by temperament and by deliberate choice, and no

doubt something of an oddity as well. To some extent his

superior mental gifts might have compensated for his personal

quirks, but more probably they merely exaggerated his woes

and helped to make him still more of a defenceless target.

The “quarrels” which he reported to his father belonged

to his years as a graduate student. At this time he was rooming

with his cousin Elisha Mix, a freshman who objected to per-

forming the usual services required of freshmen by their stu-

dent superiors. Whether Cousin Mix was merely registering

a democratic protest against such a system, whether Jonathan

Edwards overdid his graduate privileges and demanded too

much, or whether the cousin-roommate relationship proved

too great a strain for both boys is not clear ; at any rate there
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was trouble. The circumstances appear to have been utterly

trivial, too much so to come into a life story at all, except as

they gave opportunity for an Edwards trait to manifest itself

in a typical example. Instead of settling his differences with

Cousin Elisha out of court, or else agreeing not to settle them

but to change his arrangements, Jonathan Edwards wrote a

detailed account of the grievance to his father and presumably

also to Uncle Mix. Timothy Edwards straightway took action.

He wrote to Uncle Mix, not only upholding his son’s seven-

teen-year-old rights as against Elisha Mix’s thirteen-year-old

resentment of them, but also making his letter the occasion of

several personal criticisms of his own against the Mix family,

and promising, when he had more time, to write again

‘'Concerning Some things that I have Observed in you and met with

from you, that have been not very pleasing, but to speak y® very truth,

Considerably ungratefull & Grievous to me and I am easily persuaded

were not Justifiable in you; but how Long it will be first I cannot

teir\""

At present he was too busy to take time to enumerate them.

In the same letter he called “Sister Micks” to account because

before “three Young Women, two of them being strangers”,

she has talked against Jonathan in a way which “tended not a

Little to diminish him and blemish his name” and was most

unbecoming in his “Mother’s Own Sister”.

Such was the Edwards way of settling trouble. The result,

as one might imagine, was not the restoration of harmony in

the Yale dormitory, or in either of the parsonages involved.

Before all had been said on both sides a trivial misunderstand-

ing between two boys in their teens had been made the occa-

sion of a sizable quarrel, adding another family of the blood

to the Edwards list of enemies..Most of the serious troubles

of Jonathan Edwards’ mature life were complicated by family

estrangements, some of which would seem to have been avoid-

able. One is reminded again and again of William Edwards
of Hartford, making such clamors against his neighbor as led

the court to administer a rebuke in the interest of community

peace. The trait which made it necessary to see a grievance
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through to the end, despite the consequences, had persisted.

Back of it was a sense of justice to the letter, a pastoral urge

toward the reproof and correction of others, and a lamentable

lack of any sense of humor. Jonathan Edwards came naturally

enough by all these traits, and often walked a thorny path

in consequence. Had he been willing to let his less circumspect

contemporaries go their way while he went his, they might

not have minded his superior righteousness; they might se-

cretly have admired him for It. Instead, even when the circum-

stances did not concern him personally, he felt impelled be-

times to “tell others wherein he thought them somewhat to

blame”. The inevitable sequel inevitably followed. Through-

out his life he showed the same curious blindness, making no

allowance for human resentment of criticism, and continuing

to act as though It did not exist.

From his father he received criticism respectfully, as in the

schoolroom days in East Windsor. He even invited It. Aged
eighteen, capable of solving “theorems in divinity”, of filling

vacant pulpits on occasional Sabbaths, and of expressing such

ideas on the mind, the soul, and the nature of reality as are

still taken account of in histories of thought, he was writing

filial thanks for advice about being more social, reporting that

he was much “improved” with respect to the visiting of

friends, and promising to do still better in future. He might

have written such a letter, aged ten. Unfortunately, parental

advice could not help him. Solitariness was determined by his

very nature. He could resolve to pay the calls, but there was

nothing to say after he arrived. He lacked the kind of Imagina-

tion by which he might have found the connection with other

men’s ways of thought. The entry in his Diary October 7,

1723, “Have lately erred, in not allowing time enough for con-

versation,” tells all one needs to know as to the reason for the

social failures he regretted so keenly.

As a boy among boys, he showed no understanding of the

prankishness of youth, and no inclination whatever toward

mischief. If there had been any reality back of his father’s

phrase, “the naughtiness of Jonathan” (aged seven), the

offending Adam of such desires had been rooted out long
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before his college days. He was committed for life to the very

strait and narrow way. Aged fourteen, he would join in a stu-

dent secession on the grounds that the rector could not govern

and the tutors were not well furnished with knowledge; but

not at any age would he have subscribed his hand and seal to

the fifteen shilling bond and protest, drawn up by the dis-

gruntled boarders in the new ‘‘College House” who threat-

ened to eat no more of the college fare unless the quality

improved. His advice on this occasion to young Stiles (his

father’s protege), who had joined the hungry malcontents,

sounds like the advice of a grandfather. “Stiles to my Grief”,

he wrote, has done this thing, adding that the uproar had been

out of proportion to the grievance. At this time he was prob-

ably feeling his graduate dignities a little consciously, and he

was also probably right in his verdict; but at any age, in any

issue which involved insubordination, Jonathan Edwards
would have been on the side of the grandfathers.

The letter to Timothy Edwards detailing this episode is

one of the most revealing of his young letters as to the quality

of the father-son relationship. It is also enlightening as to the

early scene at Yale College. For these reasons, although it has

already been printed numerous times, it deserves yet another

hearing

:

Yale Coll. Mar i®* 1721

“Honoured Sir

“It was not with a little Joy; and Satisfaction that I recievM your

Letter of y® 21®^ of Feb. by Mr. Grant, And with a Great Deal Of
thankfulness from the Bottom of My Heart for your Wholsom advice,

and Counsel, and the Abundance of Fatherlike tenderness therein ex-

pressed. As Concerning the Complaint of the Scholars about their

Commons; the Manner of it I Believe was no less Surprising to me:
than to you: It was on this wise, Every Undergraduate, one and all,

that had Anything to Do with Colledge Commons, all on a sudden,

Before Mr. Cutler, or (I Believe) any Body Knew y* they were Dis-

contented, entered into a Bond of 15® never to have any More Com-
mons of the steward, wherupon they all forewarn’d him never to

Provide more for them, telling him If he Did they would not pay

him for it, Mr. Brown Notwithstanding Ordered Commons to be
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provided, and set upon the table as it used to be, and Accordingly it

was, But there was no body to eat it:

‘*Mr Cutler as soon as he was apprized of this Cabal sent On
the same Day for Andrew, and Russel, who Came On the

next, and with the Rector ordered all to appear Before them
;
Where

the Rector Manifested himself exceedingly Vex’d, and Displeased at

the Act, which so affrighted the Scholars that they Unanimously agreed

to Come into Commons again. I believe the Scholars that were in this

Agreement have so lost IVIr Cutler’s Favour that they scarce ever

will Regain it. Stiles to my Grief and I Believe much more to his was

one that set his hand to this Bond; He Did it By the Strong instiga-

tions of Others who Persuaded him to it; neither had he a minutes

time to Consider before his hand was Down: as Soon as I Understood

him to be One of them, I told him y^ I thought he had done Exceed-

ingly Unadvisedly, & I told him also what I thought the 111 Conse-

quences of it would be, and quickly made him sorry that he did not

take my advice in the matter, I am apt to think that this thing will

be the Greatest Obstacle of any to Stiles’s being Butler. I must needs

say for my Own part, that although the Commons at some-times have

not been sufficient as to quality, yet I think there has been very little

Occasion for such an Insurrection as this. Although these Disturbances

were so speedily Quash’d, Yet they Are succeeded By !Much Worse
and Greater, and I believe Greater than Ever were in the Colledge

before, they are Occasion’d By the Discovery Of some Monstrous

impieties, And Acts of Immorality Lately Committed. In the Colledge,

Particularly stealing of Hens, Geese, turkies, piggs, Meat, Wood &c,

—

Unseasonable Nightwalking, Breaking People’s windows, playing at

Cards, Cursing, Swearing, and Damning, and Using all manner of

111 Language, which never were at such a pitch in the Colledge as

they Now are; The Rector has Called a meeting of the trustees On
this Occasion, they are expected here to Day tis thought the Upshot

will be the Expulsion of some, and the Publick Admonition of Others:

Through the goodness of God I am perfectly free of all their janglings.

My Condition att the Colledge at present is every way Comfortable:

I live in very Good Amity And Agreement with my Chambermate.

there has no new quarrels Broke Out betwixt me and any of the Schol-

ars, though they still Persist in their former Combination, but I Am
not Without Hopes that it will be abolish’d by this meeting Of the

Trustees. I have Not as yet wrote to Uncle Mix, Because I Heard

he was Coming Down, But he Delaying His Coming I shall Do it

speedily. I am at present in perfect h[ealth], and it is a time of health
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through out the Colledge and Town. I am about taking the remainder

of my lignum vita. I am much Reformed with Respect to Visiting of

Friends, and Intend to do more att it for the future than in time past.

I think I shall not have Occasion for the Coat you Mentioned in your

letter till I come home. I Recieved a Letter from my Sister Mary the

Week before last and have heard of her Welfare this week By a Man
that Came Directly from thence. I Pray you in your Next Letter to

Send me your advice whither or no I had Best Come home in May,

or tarry Till June. Please to Give my humble Duty to My Mother,

hearty love to sisters, and Mercy, and still to be mindfull before the

throne of Grace for me, who am.

^'Stiles presents

his Duty to your

Self with my
Mother and Service

to My Sisters’’

“Honoured Sir

“Your

“Most Dutyfull

“Son

“Jonathan

Jonathan Edwards’ allusion in this letter to the monstrous

impieties and acts of immorality recently discovered in the

college, and the announcement that through the goodness of

God he was free of “their janglings,” may sound to twentieth

century ears like smug self-righteousness. In word certainly,

but hardly in spirit if one may judge by the whole context of

his thought and action. As boy or man he was incapable of

self-righteousness. In this instance he meant exactly what he

said; no more, no less. He was free of “their janglings” and

glad of it. The boys who stole hens, geese, pigs, etc., night-

walked, broke windows, played cards, indulged in cursing,

swearing, and damning (whatever the fine-spun distinctions)

were not hoodlums or near-hoodlums; they also were country-

bred, the sons of ministers and on their way to being ministers

themselves. Between parsonages they were not wicked; only

bored. The restraints of their own home training and the

strictness of the college regimen might forgivably have pro-

duced excesses less mild than these. The restraints of Jonathan

Edwards’ training protected him from joining his comrades

because he was already self-pledged to a way of life which

sanctioned restraint. Even when righteousness meant being in
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bed by eleven he obeyed an inner, not an outer, restraint. Per-

fection was in his eye and he was his own monitor.

If his standards of judgment seem unique, one has only to

turn the pages of journals and diaries of other pious minis-

terial candidates to find ample parallels, and to remember that

in terms of college discipline these were still the days in which

the ultimate punishment for the expelled culprit was to have

his unworthy name torn from his own Bible by the president

of the college.^^ Considered in the white light of such stand-

ards, “card-playing” and “ill language” take on a midnight

hue. To Jonathan Edwards these misdemeanors were more

than infringements of the college rules. Through them he came

to his first realization of the sinfulness of his fellow men, and

naturally the shock was proportionate to the parental zeal

which hitherto had protected him so naively. The greater

shock of the still more grievous unrighteousness beyond the

college precincts was still to come, but he would be ready for

it when it came. The college years had confirmed him in the

rightness of his father’s standards of value. These were now
his own standards as well.

This was not all. Intellectually, Yale College had been to

him a process of self-realization. He had found his own world

:

a world not of men but of ideas. Companionship with boys his

own age had not, as we say, socialized him. To the end of his

life he was not socialized. This first experience in group living

had served to isolate him still more in a world to which he

could never belong. In partial compensation, it had given him

the key to his own realm, the realm of Locke, of Newton, and

of all those to whom reality is primarily of the mind and spirit.



Chapter IV

“A NEW SENSE OF THINGS”

Logically, one might suppose the greatest event of his col-

lege life to have been an intellectual experience, but such was

not the case. The greatest event in these six years of study, as

well as the central fact in his whole life and the key to all his

thought, was what he called his conversion. To view his life

from the outside, one might suppose that religion had always

been the controlling impulse of his life, and that in his twelve-

year-old freshmanhood he was already a dedicated spirit.

Jonathan Edwards, however, made finer distinctions.

According to his own statement, written long afterward,

this momentous experience took place in the early part of his

second year of graduate study, when he was seventeen years

old. Although he called it by the usual name, conversion, it did

not come according to the usual ministerial specifications. No
revival was in progress. He experienced no conviction for sin,

no sudden ecstasy of forgiveness. He could not tell the moment

at which the new life had begun. He was merely brought, as he

said in his Personal Narrative, to “new Dispositions” and a

“new Sense of Things”.^ For 'him the whole of life was

altered ; the divine glory was everywhere
;
and with a finality

of assurance he knew that religion w^s henceforth to be the

main business of his life.

A long struggle had preceded, beginning in a period of

illness and continuing through many months. It was not pri-

marily an experience of terror, in spite of the impression that

at times God was shaking him over the pit of hell
;
rather it

was an earnestness of seeking, agonizing in its intensity. In

vain he left off what he called his evil ways, battled all inclina-

74
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tion to what he called sin, laid himself under vows to God and

gave himself night and day to the exercises of piety. Still peace

would not come. When after weeks of alternate hope and

despair, the struggle ended, he could not describe the experi-

ence in the fact, only in the result. Turmoil was past; peace

had come. All at once he had entered a realm he had never

known, and was experiencing transports of joy as strange as

beautiful colors to one born blind. The divine excellency en-

compassed him; he was part and parcel of God.

The importance of this experience goes far beyond the

changes it wrought in his personal life, for it became the cor-

nerstone of his whole structure of thought, determining the

basis not only of his revival preaching, but also of his religious

philosophy. He first endeavored to search out the innerness of

the experience and to understand it himself; then he endeav-

ored to translate it into doctrine. The task was lifelong. One
might almost say that out of a personal, emotional experience

of his seventeenth year he built a theological system.

Unfortunately he did not write down the story until years

later when he was more than twice as old, had had revivals in

his own parish and witnessed scores of conversions. During

the intervening years he had satisfied himself that religion was

of the emotions, and that conversion had a rational and scrip-

tural place in the scheme of redemption. One would greatly

prefer to have had the story while the experience was freshly

personal, not recollected in tranquillity after mind had brought

feeling under control. Even so, he tells it with a glow and

beauty of style seldom matched in his other writings. The loss

of the original manuscript for this piece is a great misfortune.

One would like to have so important a chapter In his inner

life preserved to the letter in his own idiom, not “improved”

by later hands.

Carefully he distinguished between this college experience

and his earlier religious delights. The booth in the swamp,

the secret prayer in the woods, the many religious duties in

which as a boy he had taken such intense pleasure, now ap-

peared to him merely the outward expressions of piety, not

religion at all. As he now saw it, the delight had faded; secret
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devotions had ceased to be a joy, because he had never been

admitted to the kingdom at all. No wonder, as he now be-

lieved, he had fallen into sin. It did not occur to him, as he

recalled this sequence of declining ardors and all the suffering

it had caused him, that during his college years his intellectual

horizon had been greatly broadened and his mind filled with a

thousand new excitements. He made no allowance for his own
development or for the fact that as a child he had demanded
a concreteness of expression which as a college student he no
longer required. He had lost the joy because he had outgrown
the medium through which it had formerly been expressed.

Unknown to himself, the experience of struggle and search

was itself abundant proof that religion was still, as it had
always been, the first concern of his life. Within the old husk
a new growth had been taking shape, and when the time was
ripe it broke through its coverings and came forth.

The answer to this new search was an intuitive certainty.

As Jonathan Edwards tells his own story, he first experienced

this ^^sweet delight in God and divine things” when, as he read
from Paul’s Epistle to Timothy, he came upon the words.

Now unto the King eternal, immortal, invisible, the only wise God,
be honour and glory for ever and ever. Amen.^

As he read, there came into his soul and was diffused through
it a sense of the Divine Being different from anything he had
ever experienced. Never had any words of Scripture seemed
to him like these words. As he sang them over to himself, he
longed to enjoy that Being of whose majesty he had caught a

glimpse, “to be rapt up to him in Heaven, and be as it were
swallowed up in him for ever !” From about this time he began
to have new apprehensions and ideas of Christ and the work
of redemption through him. “An inward, sweet Sense of these

Things” came at times into his heart and led his soul away into

pleasant places. Particularly as he meditated on the loveliness

and beauty of Jesus, he experienced

“a calm, sweet Abstraction of Soul from all the Concerns of this

World; and a kind of Vision, or fix’d Ideas and Imaginations, of being

*I Tim, i:i7.
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alone in the Mountains, or some solitary Wilderness, far from all

IVIankind, sweetly conversing with Christ, and wrapt and swallowed

up in GOD. The Sense I had of divine Things, would often of a

sudden as it were, kindle up a sweet burning in my Heart; an ardor

of my Soul, that I know not how to express”.^

Almost without change of a word, this might be a page out

of Jakob Bohme, Brother John of Parma or some other initi-

ate who, feeling the burden of the inexpressible, has sought

relief in words.

“Mysticism” is a dangerous word, and there are many
kinds of mystics, but for want of a more precise term one may
say that in this college experience Jonathan Edwards joined

this strangely diverse company, and that henceforth he spoke

their language to the letter.

To him as to other mystics the excellency of God took

shape through the manifestations of nature: sun, stars, clouds,

and blue sky. He saw the sweet glory of God in the moon and

heard his voice in the thunder. Holiness took visible shape; the

soul appeared as a “Field or Garden of God, with all manner

of pleasant Flowers; . . . enjoying a sweet Calm, and the

gently vivifying Beams of the Sun”.^

To Richard Rolle, the Hermit of Hampole, the divine

glory came as exquisite harmony, a music above all earthly

music, releasing him to raptures of which no language could

give account. The music and the rapture were one ; both were

incommunicable. The heavenly harmony not only enveloped

him; he was part of it, and in this fullness of joy his soul

rested.^

To iE, a poet of different heritage, both racial and tem-

poral, a “lost child of the stars” as he called himself, the vision

appeared also in sound, fading away in the music of bells, and

vanishing into the “wondrous underland” beneath the solid

hillside on which he lay. Then the heart of the hills was opened

to him and he knew “there was no hill for those who were

there” ; the Golden Age was all about him, and he knew “it

was we who had been blind to it but that it had never passed

away from the world”.® To William Blake the vision came in
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color and movement. Truth took the likeness of angels, and

long after they had passed he could paint them in “strong,

level flight.’’

The parallels between such experiences go deeper than lan-

guage or imagery, deeper even than the form of the illumina-

tion itself. The mystic’s own nature, his gifts, and his training

shape the vision and determine the language through which

the joy finds expression. Being no poet, Jonathan Edwards

could not detach his thought from the concrete image and

take the symbol without the fact. Nature was analogy to him,

as it was later to Bryant and Emerson. Natural facts were but

shadows of spiritual truths, and yet the fact would not away.

When he saw the soul of a Christian as a little white flower,

low to the ground, diffusing sweet fragrance as it opened its

heart to the sun, he could not, like Jakob Bohme, forget the

analogy and, taking the flower alone, look into the very heart

of things.

Neither was he musician or painter. He was the literal-

minded son of New England and of Timothy Edwards. Hun-
dreds of doctrinal sermons echoed in his ears. He was shackled

hand and foot to a theological heritage, and must either ex-

plain what had happened in terms of theology or not explain

it at all. For one of his age he had done a deal of thinking;

he may even have thought himself boldly independent in some
directions, but there were fundamentals which were not open
to question, as is true for any thinker in any age. To one of

his training, in 1721, not only had God made the world accord-

ing to Genesis, but the outline of biblical events was insepara-

ble from doctrine.

In Adam’s fall

We sinned all,

and from the consequences of this sin there was no escape

except by virtue of divine grace. The plan of salvation was all

settled. It embraced the whole of human history from the

creation to the Last Judgment, and was in God’s hands only.

One accepted the unalterable premise and built whatever indi-

vidual superstructure his vision had revealed upon this founda-
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tion and this foundation alone. In catching a mystic’s gHmpse

of the divine glory, Jonathan Edwards touched hands with

men across many centuries; in finding the meaning back of the

vision, he was a man of his time speaking in the current theo-

logical idiom. If only he might have freed himself from his

studies in divinity long enough to look at his own experience of

conversion directly, or if his conversion had come first, many
things might have been different. Instead, he rationalized the

experience in terms of New England Calvinism as he had in-

herited it. Whereas once he had demanded to know by what

right God chose whom he would to everlasting life and re-

jected whom he would to everlasting torment, he now saw in

the divine sovereignty the raison d^etre for the new faith that

was In him. Having experienced this revelation of the divine

within himself, he could no longer question; he rejoiced in the

very sovereignty which had once offended him. The doctrine

became ‘‘exceeding pleasant, bright, and sweet”. Intellectual

assent followed the emotional experience. In his own word,

he was convinced as well as satisfied, and his mind rested in

the assurance of God’s justice and reasonableness. Through-

out his life he did not retreat from this position.

As a young thinker, he was probably fortunate in being

able to reconcile the familiar theology with the new vision.

Certainly he was more comfortable. As he grew older, theol-

ogy still offered no contradiction to experience. The story of

his intellectual life is not, as some have supposed, the story of

a man who denied his young raptures, repudiated his visions,

and became a cold logician, proving salvation by line and rule

only. Calvinism did not for him destroy mysticism. Theology

did not deny ecstasy. It merely provided an explanation and

made a place for visions in the orthodox scheme of things, as

was all-important in 1721. Had he been a complete mystic,

instead of a theologian with mystical leanings, no explanation

would have been required. The vision itself would have been

its own answer to all questionings. But mind in Jonathan Ed-

wards was too strong and logic too insistent for that. To see

and to feel were not enough; he must also explain. The penalty
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was to be shut out from the innermost circle

;
he could never

attain to the perfect beatific vision.

The test of visions is of course their translation into life.

Not do they fade, or do they come again, but can one who has

seen the glory keep his loyalty to this perfection too high for

earth, once the sight of it has passed? That test Jonathan

Edwards met. He had his dark hours, he swerved from the

path and was sometimes outdone by the confusions around

him; but, from his moment of revelation forward, his feet

were in the way and he knew his goal. As he saw it, he had

made a late start. Life, whatever its length, would not be long

enough for the grace of God to work its way with him.

Soon after he first began to experience these new raptures,

he went to East Windsor and gave an account of ‘Vhat had

passed” to his father, being as he said “pretty much affected

by the Discourse we had together”. Much of this recital must

have seemed strange language to Timothy Edwards, for

ecstasy was neither in his vocabulary nor in his life; but the

tribute his son paid him by these confidences was tribute in-

deed. “And when the Discourse was ended” Jonathan

Edwards wrote

:

“I walked abroad alone, in a solitary Place in my Father’s Pasture,

for Contemplation. And as I was walking there, and looked up on the

Sky and Clouds, there came into my Mind a sweet Sense of the glori-

ous Majesty and Grace of GOD, that I know not how to express. I

seemed to see them both in a sweet Conjunction: Majesty and Meek-
ness joined together: it was a sweet, and gentle, and holy Majesty;

and also a majestick Meekness; an awful Sweetness; a high, and great,

and holy Gentleness”.®

These experiences continued during the remaining year and
a half, as he went on to complete his studies in divinity. He
had an increasing sense of divine things and more and more of

what he called time after time “that inward Sweetness”

:

‘'The Appearance of every thing was altered: there seem’d to be,

as it were, a calm, sweet Cast, or Appearance of divine Glory, in

almost every Thing”.
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He spent much time alone, walking in the woods, delighting in

this view of God’s excellency, wisdom, purity, and love, of

which all nature was the reflection. These were the months in

which, as he wrote:

“I often used to sit & view the Aloon, for a long time; and so

in the Day-time, spent much time in viewing the Clouds & Sky, to

behold the sweet Glory Of GOD in these Things: in the mean Time,

singing forth, with a low Voice, my Contemplations of the Creator &
Redeemer. And scarce any Thing, among ail the Works of Nature,

was so sweet to me as Thunder and Lightning. Formerly, nothing had

been so terrible to me. I used to be a Person uncommonly terrified

with Thunder: and it used to strike me with Terror, when I saw

a Thunder-storm rising. But now, on the contrary, it rejoyced me. I

felt GOD at the first Appearance of a Thunder-storm. And used to

take the Opportunity at such Times, to fix my self to view the Clouds,

and see the Lightnings play, and hear the majestick & awful Voice of

God’s Thunder; which often times was exceeding entertaining, leading

me to sweet Contemplations of my great and glorious GOD. And
while I viewed, used to spend my Time, as it always seem’d natural

to me, to sing or chant forth my Meditations; to speak my Thoughts

in Soliloquies, and speak with a singing Voice”.®

It is a pleasant picture, too much obscured In the thought

of later generations by the picture of the cloistered student,

unwilling to waste a minute from study. Both are true. As life

pressed In upon him and the making of many books became

increasingly important, there was less time for the woods, as

in most adult lives. Maturity also took toll, and raptures pres-

ently became more bearable; but to the end of his life his

personal experience of religion was an emotional experience,

similar in kind to the ecstasies of his student days.

During the months to which the first chapters of this new
experience belonged, Yale College was anything but a peaceful

setting. Rector Cutler and Tutors Johnson and Browne were

not walking the path marked out for them, and when in the

fall of 1722 they openly embraced Episcopacy the whole of

New England, and Yale College in special, were rocked to

their foundations. As President Woolsey remarked on the

occasion of the one hundred and fiftieth anniversary of the
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founding of the college, “I suppose that greater alarm would

scarcely be awakened now if the theological faculty of the

college were to declare for the Church of Rome, avow their

belief in transubstantiation, and pray to the Virgin Mary”.®

The irony of this 1722 dereliction was all the more bitter to

swallow, because the famous Dummer Library had caused

the undoing of its guardians. So long as four villages had been

battling to possess the books, they had remained safe in their

packing boxes, their contents corrupting no one; but, trans-

ferred to New Haven, the boxes had been opened and the

books read for the first time. Not by undergraduates, but by

Rector Cutler and his tutors, Johnson and Browne. For the

custodians of orthodoxy, to whom the nurture of Connecticut’s

future ministry had been entrusted, to prove faithless was

black enough, but for them to have drawn the poison from the

precious books was almost too much. The trustees were humili-

ated as well as aghast at the enormity of it all.

No one was less to blame than the culprits themselves.

Heresy had crept upon them unawares, and had been stoutly

challenged for many months. They had not read the books

with intent to disbelieve; rather to know. When Timothy
Cutler had accepted the rectorship in 1719, he had presumably

done so in good faith, although it is more than likely that the

books had been a strong inducement. He had brought to his

new duties a more hospitable attitude toward liberal views

than would have pleased the trustees had they been able to

read his mind at the time of his appointment. Samuel Johnson
also, even in his fledgling days, was too much of a scholar to

take the color of the orthodox Yale environment as a matter
of course. He too had an inquiring mind. For more than two
years these men had been quietly and very earnestly seeking

to know the truth concerning a few troublesome doubts of

their own.

Not doctrine but church polity had been the subject of
their inquiry, and when they opened the Dummer boxes, to
their surprise they found not one answer but two. Jeremy
Dummer had had no intention of advancing the cause of Epis-

copacy in America ; he could scarcely even have been aware of
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the intensity of feeling among the Connecticut clergy against

it. In the 1720’s Church of England missionaries were quite

as unwelcome in Connecticut as Quakers had been in seven-

teenth century Massachusetts. As Messrs. Cutler and Johnson

and Browne and their four ministerial friends read the

Dummer books, they wondered why such hostility. As the

readings and discussions continued, the entire group was grad-

,

ually convinced, against its training and desire, that by the

authority of Scripture, the Established Church and not New’

England Dissent was the lineal descendant of the Apostolic

Church. But to be convinced was not to be at peace, since

their Presbyterian ordination was thereby invalid and they

were all usurpers in the house of God. There was nothing to

do but to acknowledge their shift of loyalties, and as speedily

as possible make amends for their long mistake. Samuel John-

son wrote in his Journal that he was willing to face any humili-

ation lest he continue to be “a stumblingblock to others^’,

adding, “There may be more souls damnified for want of

Episcopal government in the country . . . than by making

this appearance”.^^ It was in this spirit that the heretics faced

the censure and ejection which their boldness invited.

About the time they were ready to admit their change of

view openly, trustee suspicion had begun to be aroused. The
meetings in the library had been too frequent. No sooner had

Rector Cutler uplifted his hands and dismissed the 1722 com-

mencement audience with the words ‘bAnd let all the people

say Amen”, than the trustees, speechless with consternation,

went into secret session. On the following day, September

13th, they summoned Rector Cutler, Tutors Johnson and

Browne, and their four ministerial companions in heresy

—

John Hart, Samuel Whittelsey, James Wetmore, Jared Eliot

—gave them a hearing in the college library, and demanded a

declaration of their changed views in writing. It was willingly

given. The trustees, still more aghast, urged them to recon-

sider their action. When they refused to do this, a public de-

bate was arranged, at which Governor Saltonstall was named

Moderator. The debate was held October 16, 1722. Under

fire, three of the group recanted, Hart, Whittelsey, and Eliot;
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Wetmore wavered; Cutler, Johnson, and Browne remained

unshaken. The culprits were better furnished in argument than

their trustee opponents, but that the decision would be adverse

was foreordained. Having acted as prosecution, jury, and

judge, the trustees announced as their verdict that “in faith-

fulness to the Trust reposed in them”, they forthwith did

excuse Rector Cutler and Tutors Johnson and Browne from

all further service in the college.^^

In the small world of New Haven, still a village of fewer

than one thousand inhabitants, this ultimatum took on the

solemn dignity of a papal decree. The entire colony was

plunged in deep gloom and the Connecticut clergy chagrined.

It was the darkest of all dark hours, bringing to an ignomin-

ious close the only period of prosperity and semiharmony the

new college had yet enjoyed. “We need pity, prayer and

counsel”, wrote Joseph Webb, one of the trustees, to Cotton

Mather, and was hardly comforted by the reply he received.

No direct allusion to this unhappy turn of college events

survives in Jonathan Edwards’ own papers, but the omission

is understandable. During the preliminary chapters, while trus-

tee suspicions were merely being whispered, he was absorbed

in his new religious experiences; shortly before the dismissal

of the rector and tutors, he had gone to New York to assume

his first pastorate. He did not escape the result, however, of

the sharp, timely emphasis on orthodoxy which resulted from
the Inquisition in the college library. It is doubtful whether

any event of his student years, aside from his conversion, was
more determining in the history of his lifelong attitude toward
orthodoxy than this early necessity to take a stand on the

issues involved in the arraignment of these leaders. Trustee
action had defined these issues anew: orthodoxy consisted in

complete acceptance of the Saybrook Platform; heresy con-

sisted in any variation therefrom, particularly in the direction

of Arminian doctrine and prelatical church government as op-

posed to Congregationalism. In future all rectors and tutors

would be obliged by trustee requirement to declare their

orthodoxy in terms of these specifications, and upon the slight-

est suspicion of deviation therefrom they could be subjected
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to an examination. Had he been asked, in absentia^ to give

assent to these trustee regulations, he would have done so

unquestioningly. He had once praised Rector Cutler for his

good governance of unruly undergraduates, but doctrinal mal-

feasance was a different matter. By both precept and example,

he was predisposed to subscribe to the Saybrook Platform and

the Congregational way before he was asked. Furthermore,

by this necessity to recognize his own allegiance, he was con-

firmed unaware in a grudging hospitality toward new views

of old doctrine.

It might so easily have been different. He was only seven

years younger than Samuel Johnson, the most gifted of the

skeptics. His maturity, his intellectual acumen, his ability to

hold his own in argument with men his seniors in age and ex-

perience, and also the fact that for two years he had enjoyed

the privilege of reading the Dummer books, should have made
him one of the group in the library. Instead, he had been dis-

cussing theology with Pastor Noyes, minister of the Old

Church on the green. A year and a half later, when he accepted

a Yale tutorship under the newly straitened requirements, the

die was cast. For two more very important years in his intel-

lectual development he lived in an atmosphere abnormally

sensitive to the slightest breath of heresy, according to trustee

definition, walked an orthodox chalk line in all his thinking,

took the responsibility for buttressing younger minds against

any skeptical leanings, and consciously strove to remove the

blot from the college escutcheon. What is more important to

an understanding of his later career than even the strengthen-

ing of his own allegiance to ‘‘sound doctrine” is that these

experiences also developed in him a protective attitude toward

the cause he espoused, with the result that henceforth through-

out his life he did not so much proclaim the doctrine as de-

fend it-

The New York pastorate which Immediately preceded his

tutorship had no relation to these doctrinal battles. This eight-

month period was an opportunity for spiritual refreshment

and further cultivation of the inner life, and at the same time

a sharp break with all he had hitherto known. He ministered
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to a small Scotch Presbyterian congregation to "which he was

called in August, 1722. The personal circumstances which lay

back of this call and acceptance are not known, but they need

not have been of any special significance. Connecticut colony

had been very friendly to the struggling Scotch Presbyterians

in New York, and for that reason alone the call might natu-

rally have come to a candidate from Yale College. Jonathan

Edwards had completed his theological studies and was open

to appointment. He was eighteen years old.

New York in 1722 was not yet a city of

“stretch’d wharves, docks, manufactures, deposits of produce”;

but it offered wider horizons, a chance to be jolted out of

village patterns of thought and to come at life from new

angles. During the six years Jonathan Edwards had been away

from East Windsor, he had to some extent freed himself from

provincialism in his thinking; but as to the world of men and

affairs, America’s dawning sense of nationality, her new
dreams of commerce, and the graciousness of life in the larger

centers of population, he knew almost nothing. East Windsor
was a parish; New Haven was a “nursery” for those who
would spend their lives in other parishes. Secular interests had
been almost nonexistent in his life ; they continued to be non-

existent in New York. He met no one of distinction. He kept

closely to the meetinghouse circle, finding only what he had
already known and, in effect, turning an urban parish into a

village the size of East Windsor.

The church he came to serve was an offshoot from the first

Presbyterian church in New York, situated on Wall Street

near Broadway.^® The seceding group met in a building on
William Street between Liberty and Wall. Since their basis of

withdrawal had been personal disagreement with the minister

of the Wall Street church, James Anderson, the roots of per-

manence were not in the new venture. The parent church,

organized only two years previously through contributions

from the presbytery of Scotland and from Connecticut, could

ill afford to lose the seceders, who were likewise in no position

to maintain themselves. Both societies were stru^ling. The
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seceders were financed temporarily by several individuals

among them, who had assumed rent for the building they were

occupying and for the salary of a pastor, but they were not

incorporated as a church body.

The only record of Jonathan Edwards’ sojourn among
these people exists in his Personal Narrative and in a few ser-

mons which probably date from this period. His new sense of

divine things continued to have first place in his thought. He
gave his days and nights to seeking after holiness, with more
diligence, he says, than he ever pursued anything in his life,

even with more earnestness than he had sought grace before

he had it. Days spent in prayer, in meditation, and in solitary

walks in the woods left no time or thought for the larger

world around him. The foreground was to him totally unim-

portant. He had no zest for exploration and no curiosity about

men and their doings. New York as a place of ships, a new
speech, and more crowded ways of life, was a blank in com-

parison with the divine beauty of holiness on which his mind

and heart were fixed. When he read the papers it was not to

understand the world in which he was living, but to see

whether he could find some news favorable to the increase of

religion in far places. If so, his soul ‘‘eagerly catched at it”,

was animated and refreshed.

He touched the reality of earth at one point, however; he

found a friend, John Smith, a member of his congregation and

of the household in which he lived. This was not a friendship

which brought new interests. John Smith, whose name is un-

fortunate for searching, seems to have been a currier, em-

ployed about the docks near which the little church was lo-

cated. He was apparently a simple person who supplied no

new stimulus whatever, the only basis for companionship be-

tween the two boys being their pleasure in reading their Bibles,

walking in the woods, and talking together about the “things

of religion”; but this was quite enough. For Jonathan Ed-

wards the sharing of such joys was a completely new experi-

ence. It was also of more than transient importance. Twenty

years later he was still receiving letters from “ray dear friend

Mr. John Smith of York”.
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His congregation was apparently well pleased with his

youthful sermons on the glory of the saints in light and their

songs of rejoicing around the throne; but as a church they had

no resources and no future. Soon after they had called Jona-

than Edwards to minister to them, they realized that they

could not hope to keep him. Their only chance of survival was

union with some more prosperous congregation, but the fact

that they postponed decision in the matter lest it “Issue in our

deprivation of the much Respected M"" Edwards’ attests

their satisfaction in his ministry. When of his own accord he

decided to accept another call, they assumed his choice to be a

leading of God for the solution of their own dilemma.

The new call came from Bolton, Connecticut. Negotiations

had been in progress during most of the New York residence,

but Jonathan Edwards had been slow in making up his mind.

It was not until April, 1723, after “a most bitter parting with

Madam Smith and her son”, that he sailed away to New
England.

“My Heart seemed to sink within me”, he wrote, “at

leaving the Family and City where I had enjoyed so many
sweet and pleasant Days.” Doubtless he had made a wise

choice. There was no longer any place for him in the pulpit he

had occupied, and as he had made no effort whatever to be a

part of the religious life of the city beyond the little circle by
the docks, there was no hope of another New York call. Per-

haps that too was just as well. By temperament, he was as

much unfitted to accommodate himself to the currents of New
York life ecclesiastically as socially. The New York pulpit

did not speak his language, and the New York pew would
not have understood it. In returning to New England village

life he was returning to an atmosphere far more congenial

to his own ways of thought and life. It was also an atmosphere
destined to be less hospitable to original thinking, when that

thinking should set itself to challenge approved doctrine or

practice.

But the eight months had been by no means wasted. New
York had been to him a sojourn in Arabia, or on the shores of

Walden Pond. He had transacted a little very important
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business with his own spirit, and was returning to the worka-

day world with his own thought clarified and his sense of per-

sonal religious truth greatly enriched. His mind had lain

fallow while he had increased in spiritual stature and in per-

sonal experience of “divine things”.

He spent the summer in East Windsor, continuing his

studies and renewing his boyhood associations after a seven-

year absence. He may also have spent some time in Weathers-

field, studying with Elisha Williams, his former tutor. Early

in November the Bolton arrangements were complete. He had
finished his candidacy and received the formal call. Salary

and wood and pasture land and a homestead had been pro-

vided, to the satisfaction of both parties. He sealed the bar-

gain by signing his name in the town book, as follows

:

“Nov. II, 1723. Upon the terms that Are here Recorded I do con-

sent to be the settled Pastor of the Town of Bolton’^^’’

His release came immediately after this formal acceptance.

Had he settled in Bolton, he would have had a chance to make

his own traditions, for the congregation was newly gathered.

He might also have been buried for life. Something saved him;

exactly what is not clear. The offer of the Yale tutorship was

the obvious reason. There may have been other reasons.

Timothy Edwards was at work on his son's career, and he

may have been thinking Solomon Stoddard would soon be

needing an Elisha.

The pleasant conjecture that Sarah Pierrepont may have

been the real reason has at least the support of the New
Haven geography. If she were the magnet, however, it was

because he had heard she was “beloved of that Great Being

who made and rules the world”, and hardly cared for any-

thing “except to meditate on Him”, not that as yet Jonathan

Edwards had any claim to a share in her meditations. Nothing

in his view of life in 1723 would have permitted him to make

such a decision for personal reasons. He had gone so far,

however, as to discover the delight of walking in the woods

and talking of divine things with a congenial spirit, and the

report that Sarah Pierrepont was given to doing likewise may
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have been enough to set his imagination to work. Later, after

he had returned to New Haven, it is highly probable that she

was one of those “distractions” which perplexed his thought

and gave him more experience of his own heart than he had

ever had before.

These were diiEcult decisions, leading him to acknowledge

afresh his life purposes and ambitions in various ways. While

he had been making up his mind where to choose, he had also

been sealing a contract with himself. In January, 1723, while

he was preaching in New York, he had made a dedication of

himself to God for life and had written down his pledge

:

43. "^Resolvedj Never, hence-forward, till I die, to act as if I were

any way my own, but entirely and altogether God’s, agreeable to

w’hat is to be found in Saturday, Jan. 12th. Jan, 12, 1723”.

Under the same date he wrote

:

44. '"’Resolved, That no other end but religion, shall have any influ-

ence at all on any of my actions; and that no action shall be, in the

least circumstance, any otherwise than the religious end will carry

it. Jan, 12, 1723”.^®

These were only formal acknowledgments of what had already

taken place more than a year before, when he had experienced

what he called his conversion.

Most of his other famous Resolutions belong to this same
period, the spring and summer of 1723. In the fact, they are in

no way unique, but merely follow a convention of the time.

Young men of serious purpose were accustomed to setting

down their life intentions similarly in numbered items and mak-
ing no secret of having done so. For the more practical items

in Jonathan Edwards’ list there are numerous parallels in the

journals and personal papers of his contemporaries. Philip

Doddridge, for one, as student, tutor, and later as pastor, put

himself in chains to a schematized pattern of living which had
nothing whatever to do with inner values. Under the caption

“Rules for the Direction of my conduct while a student”, he
committed himself to such purposes as the following

:
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4. “Never let me trifle with a book with which I may have no present

concern”.

5. “Never let me lose one Minute of Time, nor incur unnecessary

expenses, that I may have the more to spend for God”.

8. “Let me never delay any thing, unless I can prove that another

time will be more fit than the present, or that some other more

important duty requires m3' attendance”.

13. “Let me consecrate m3" sleep and ail my recreations to God, and

seek them for His sake”.-®

Other young men, who did not become famous preachers, con-

secrated themselves similarly, often in almost the same w’ords.

/ Courtesy, thrift, punctuality, early rising are more fre-

quent in such lists than the intangibles. Even the items which

concern religion usually go no further than religious gestures

to be observed, often with corresponding penalties to be ex-

acted if one failed to live up to his own standard. Daily chap-

ters to be read, services to be attended on the Sabbath, prayers

to be offered at stated times, specified sins to be avoided, as

though religion consisted in looking at a Bible verse immedi-

ately before one’s eyes closed at night, and then breathing a

prayer with one’s first morning breath, keeping awake in meet-

ing, and eschewing forever all words easily classified as pro-

fane. If the sin were not concrete, it was usually made so in

the penalty. In comparison with all such pious declarations,

the Resolutions of Jonathan Edwards, for all their asceticism,

belong in another realm. Not devotional gestures at all, but

immeasurable values were his concern. Even as a child he

would have been incapable of counting his prayers or penaliz-

ing himself by weight and measure. Before he had gone much
further in adult living, he probably put away these resolves of

his twentieth year, along with other childish things. They had

become their own incentive for continuance and he needed no

further spur.

He was appointed Tutor in Yale College on May 21, 1724,

and served until he accepted the call to Northampton two

years later. According to his own record the period of tutor-

ship was a time of great mental and spiritual stress. He had

exchanged a life of comparative freedom in the pursuits most
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congenial to him for an ordered program of activity and heavy

responsibility. There had been no resident rector since Timo-

thy Cutler was “excused”. Consequently, in addition to their

pedagogical duties the tutors were obliged to deal with many

practical administrative matters. In 1724 the college numbered

forty students, and in the following year, sixty. As senior tutor,

Sir Edwards took the heavier load, and was virtually in charge

of the college. The atmosphere was still troubled; the trus-

tees, still suspicious. Students had grown lax in discipline. Con-

tempt of tutors, intemperance, public disturbances such as

hallooing, firing guns, unseasonable ringing of the college bell,

called for frequent rebuke and punishment. Except for “of-

fences very criminal”, when two trustees must be called in,

Sir Edwards and Sir Treat handled all such cases. Day by day,

they were also charged with a list of minor chores, wearying

to contemplate.

Various trustee records attest their faithfulness and eifi-

ciency. On September 29, 1725, there is record of a vote that

the tutors

“for their Extraordinary Services of the Year past, & their Trouble

& Pains in sorting the Books & fixing Catalogues to ye Boxes have

five Pounds each added to their salary”.^^

One wonders whether a letter of Jeremy Dummer to Timothy
Woodbridge, paying compliment both to the Latin and the

penmanship of a diploma awarded to one “Dr. Turner”, was
not also a compliment to Sir Edwards. Dummer wrote that it

was “drawn up in a true Roman diction, & both for language

and sentiments exceed any thing I ever yet saw from My Own
Alma Mater”.^^ It was also “sent in a fine hand & so hand-

somely ornamented with flourishes”.

Jonathan Edwards’ orderly habits of work and his flair

for detail fitted him admirably for his new duties and honors,

young though he was for the responsibilities involved. He was
not expected to branch out in new directions. Tutorship in

those years meant strict maintenance of the status quo. He
had been well schooled in conformity, and toed the mark to

the satisfaction of all, giving generous measure of conscien-
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tious service, but at great cost, as he felt, to his continued

growth in grace. The first entries in his Diary after he was
settled in his new duties indicate clouds on the spiritual hori-

zon. He wrote

:

Saturday night, June 6 [1724].

“This Week has been a very remarkable Week with me, with

Respect to Despondencies, Fears, Perplexities, Multitudes of Cares,

and Distraction of Mind: it being the Week I came hither to New-
Haven, in order to entrance upon the Office of Tutor of the College.

I have now, abundant Reason to be convinced, of the Troublesomeness

and Vexation of the World, and that it will never be another Elind

of World”."®

His dejection is understandable. The break with his former

life had been too abrupt. Now that his days were mortgaged

to scheduled tasks, there was no time to walk in the fields and

chant his meditations. His religious transports ceased. Charac-

teristically, he thought himself to blame. In humility he put

himself under sterner rigors of self-discipline, denied himself

food and sleep, and became more relentless in self-examina-

tion. Presently, the inevitable sequel followed, and in Septem-

ber, 1725, when he had been Tutor a little more than a year,

he became severely ill and nearly lost his life.-^ This three-

month illness appears to have weakened his constitution seri-

ously. Never robust, although fairly strong and healthy up to

this time, he was thereafter to suffer long illnesses during

nearly every year of his life. His recurrent attacks of fever,

his necessary care in diet, his long absences from pulpit duties

are often mentioned in the family correspondence, although

seldom by himself. As he grew older and held himself more

rigorously to a cloistered life and longer hours of study, his

health grew increasingly precarious. Asceticism became both a

cause and a result of his frailty. Lack of vitality, weakness,

and pain also explain much as to his somber view of life. Had
he known in his adult years the measure of well-being which

as a country boy grown man he had a right to expect, he

might not have relinquished so willingly whole areas of human

experience as having little interest in them.
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After a long convalescence In East Windsor during the

spring and early summer of 1726, he returned to the Yale

tutorship and remained until the close of the session in Septem-

ber of that year. Meanwhile, the Northampton congregation

had been casting about for a likely successor to the aging

Solomon Stoddard. When Jonathan Edwards accepted the

invitation of the town and became a candidate for the position,

it is not likely that anyone in East Windsor or New Haven
was greatly surprised.

His formal education and years of apprenticeship were

now over. In most ways he had had all a gifted young Ameri-

can of his day could ask. There had been ten years of inde-

pendence : six of them years of training, almost three years of

practical experience in his chosen fields, and one year of forced

inactivity. He had had encouragements and honors, and almost

complete freedom to follow his own bent. He had been un-

hurried in his choice of a pastorate. Among the possible pul-

pits to which he might have aspired Northampton was most

desirable, being ecclesiastically second only to Boston. To be

chosen colleague pastor with one of the most successful minis-

ters in New England church history was in line with the honor

of the Latin oration and the Yale tutorship. To his con-

temporaries, particularly those of his father’s generation. It

must have seemed that the stage could hardly have been

more favorably set for the lifework of Solomon Stoddard’s

grandson.

In retrospect, his preparation shows one serious omission.

For one of his powers of mind It seems great pity that In his

formative years he had had so little chance to cross intellectual

swords with promising men of other Interests and training.

Jonathan Edwards and Benjamin Franklin might have had
nothing to say to each other had they sat opposite, on occa-

sion, but each might well have learned something from the

mere meeting. Within his own realm of religious interest, some
early temptation to skepticism might have encouraged Jona-

than Edwards to try a new path instead of merely justifying

the beaten track. Especially if he were to reshape and revital-

ize traditional beliefs so that men who were not theologians
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would listen, he needed more than anything else to know
something of life outside the parsonage and the meetinghouse.

So we think, who esteem breadth an advantage, and in this

case are probably wrong. Single-mindedness, not breadth, was

to be Jonathan Edwards’ distinction, and this had far more to

do with the demands of his own nature than with any influence

acting on him from the outside. The jostling of other interests

would only have annoyed him. In his seventy Resolutions and

his notes on “The Mind” he had already set the marks and

limits of his own world. Perhaps he was wiser than he knew,

perhaps only fortunate, when he chose as a setting for his life

work a parsonage with Mt. Tom in his view instead of the

Hudson River.



Chapter V

MINISTERIAL LEGACY— 1727

He signed his name in the Northampton Town Book on

February 15, 1727. This was five months after he had pre-

sented himself as a candidate.^ The congregation had heard

him favorably, and after less than three months’ trial had

invited him to settle in the parish. In the expectation of his

day, acceptance of this invitation meant that he had cast in his

lot with the Northampton church for life. Prior to this time,

many things important in the living of his life had been deter-

mined. By this decision, many more were determined. Among

them, any chance that for him the traditions of the East Wind-

sor parsonage and a provincial college would ever be success-

fully challenged by any other pattern of life was practically

ended. His boyish ambition to meet and exchange ideas with

men of intellect in Europe would never be realized. Instead,

he would meet and exchange ideas with the straitened breth-

ren of the Hampshire Association, a body of rural minis-

ters from neighboring parishes. Once he had taken his place

among divines so seasoned and change-resistant, he was des-

tined almost inevitably to keep within the ministerial pattern

as it had been reverenced in America from John Cotton’s day

forward.

He was also destined to a life of battle. Any young man
coming to an American pulpit in 1727 was almost certain to

be a protester, either against the old order within the church

or against the new order without. For in the course of a cen-

tury a strangely ironic drama had been enacted around the

meetinghouse. Designed by those who first built it to be the

cornerstone of the American state, by 1727 it had become the

96
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seat of a diminishing authority, and was attacked on every

side by the secular forces of progress and swift change.

Such a sequel might easily have been predicted. It would

have come to pass even though church membership and a

certificate of baptism had been required of everyone who set

foot on American soil. Before the ‘‘plantation religious” had

even begun to take shape for the first-generation Separatists

who had dreamed it to be possible, their children had accepted

freedom from a ritualistic worship, not knowing what it had

cost, and were pledging their loyalties to their own dreams,

not to the never-to-be-realized Utopias of their parents. After

three more generations all paths still led to the meetinghouse,

but it had long been taken for granted. Too long. The contro-

versies of active Dissent had grown vague and unimportant in

comparison with planting new acres, building new houses, and

In a multitude of new ways, making each village more nearly

sufficient unto itself. Life in America in 1727 challenged the

grandsons and great-grandsons of the first settlers at a thou-

sand new gateways, and the present, not the past, was all-

important-

In the course of the years also, the worshipping nucleus

of colonial America had been outnumbered many times by

those to whom the privileges of Dissenting worship meant

little or nothing. These non-church members had also bred

sons and daughters whose “godless” ways of living had con-

siderably leavened the traditions of the “godly” with whom
they had grown up side by side. Every town in America

showed this cleavage, with growing numbers ever on the side

of the “godless”.

The clergy had a name for all this. They called it “decline

of religion” as, looking backward, they made heavy lamen-

tation for the godless present. They had begun their condem-

nations while the first settlers were still alive. As early as 1650

it was “too plain to be denied” that there was “a dying spirit

In New England to the ways of God”. Lament had become

more petulant through the seventies and eighties, as the sons

and grandsons of the first generation went their still stranger

ways, until by the time Jonathan Edwards was born in 1703
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true Christians were only a precious remnant; only a few

pillars were left, there was a “decay upon the very vitals of

religion”, and the glory of the New England churches would

be vanished in a generation. It was even now on the wing.

Venerable divines paused on the verge of the grave to give

dying testimony to this sad change. In 1701 John Higginson,

looking back seventy years, and William Hubbard “above

sixty”, had no word of hope.^ They had lived to see the chil-

dren of New England throw away the precious legacy of their

fathers and “vomit up their spiritual milk with scoffs”. In the

same year Increase Mather, thinking he was not much longer

for this sinful world (and hoping he was not)
,
began to give

thought to his last words. He made them a dirge for this sad

declension.® As the new century dawned, he could count on

his fingers those whose righteousness caused God to hold back

a well deserved destruction. Other divines likewise went to

their own coronation feeling that they left behind them a lost

cause.

In the outworn phrases of these men, Jonathan Edwards’

father had been one of the few recruits from this lost and

undone “Rising Generation” that had forgot its errand into

the wilderness, and taking ease and security in sin, was pur-

suing a worldly interest with its whole heart, making a few
shillings and saving them, but losing its soul. He was one of

the lonely remnant for whom the Fountain (Harvard Col-

lege) had not failed. If America were yet to be saved, it

would be because dying patriarchs could cast their mantles on
such as he.

“What is the Cause that the former Days were better than

these”, was Cotton Mather’s text for his sermon The Good
Old Way, preached in 1706. Anyone in the pews could have
supplied the well worn answer. How had the power of godli-

ness once fiourished and how had it now fallen into decay!

Religion was now religion in name only and everything was
less than it had been in the golden age of the first generation.

By means of pulpit eloquence the golden age became ever more
golden. Never had the Babylonian dust been so successfully

shaken off the feet of any generation; never had there been
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an outgoing of any nation like unto that which came in the

first ships to America, and—to the glory of God be it spoken

—perhaps never before had there been ‘‘such a Body of pious

People together on the Face of the Earth'" as the first settlers

of New England.*^ Any boy or girl belonging to the “godly”

portion of any village congregation would have known by

heart John Norton’s famous eulogy of the “plantation reli-

gious” upon whose forehead was written “the Profession of

the Purity of Doctrine, Worship and Discipline”.^ As Ameri-

can history lengthened, and eloquence fed on eloquence, its

righteous beginnings became ever more fabulous. The piety

of the earliest generation was ennobled into a myth, as the

brethren spoke in reverent h^^perbole, unconscious that their

hero-tale was shaped by a nascent patriotism, which only

their grandchildren would dare to call by its proper name.

It was the clergy themselves w'ho were blind and deaf.

While American life was in swift flux, and the interests of

the village were multiplying until the meetinghouse could no

longer hold them together in unity, they continued to behave

as though all things were static, as of the year 1620, and

would be world without end. While they reminisced vaguely

and sentimentally of an impossible golden age which had never

existed, American life on scores of new paths went swiftly by

them. New England had begun to dream of broader lands to

the west and south, and of rewards of industry somewhat

larger than the needs of the coming winter. There was a wider

gulf between the associations of the sixth day and the seventh.

Life had grown less solemn as it had become less precarious,

inevitably. The pews were restive because they needed a new
idiom of religious expression for a new day; but instead of

helping them to bridge the gap between the meetinghouse and

the enlarging life outside of it, the clergy continued to look

backward, saying, “Let us return to what was”. That a “Con-

gregational church discipline is not suited to a worldly inter-

est”, was as true in 1720 as it had been a hundred years

earlier, but its spirit might have been preserved in a new idiom,

had the clergy been less literal-minded, more able to distin-

guish between husk and kernel.
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Particularly on formal occasions, such as ordination days,

commencement days, election days, preachers used their oppor-

tunity to lament the sad decay and to urge reform. It was an

old story, dull at the edges. Titles of election-day sermons,

chosen at random over a period of a hundred years, suggest

the negative accent of these preachments. Negation had almost

crystallized into a formula, and before the preacher announced

his theme the congregation knew what to expect. It would be

something like the following:

1700, Samuel Willard, The Perils of the Times Displayed.

1711, Stephen Buckingham, The Unreasonableness and Danger of a

People"s Renouncing Their Subjection to God.

1720, Stephen Hosmer, A People's Living in Appearance and Dying

in Reality, Considered.

1730, William Russell, The Decay of Love to God in Churches, Of-

fensive and Dangerous.

I733> Samuel Wigglesworth, An Essay for Reviving Religion.

Out of twenty such titles, not three were born of a hopeful

vision. Each year new calamities provided fresh illustration of

God’s disfavor: the prevalence of the “throat distemper”, the

death of a clergyman, “a blast upon the wheat”, the burning

of a boat in Boston harbor. In such ways God was still speak-

ing to a people who had forgotten His ways. Sins were named
aloud, particularly drunkenness. Rarely did an election-day

preacher fail to call Giles Firmin to witness that it had not

always been so. His famous tribute to New England was as

meaningless as it was familiar:

“I have lived in a Country seven Years, and all that Time I

never heard one prophane Oath, and all that Time I never did see a

Man drunk in that Land. Where was that Country? It was New-
England”!®

Through too frequent repetition condemnation failed to con-

demn. Young people went away from the very Assembly to

sit out the remainder of the afternoon in the tavern, now a
place of rendezvous in every village. Smoking In the street was
no longer a family disgrace, and if a church member were
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caught taking his ease and chatting with his friends under his

own apple tree in time of divine service, the statute might still

put him in the stocks for “ye horrible neglect and contempt of

Gods Ordnances”, but the week would not be long enough to

give all offenders a due sitting.

From time to time there was legislative response to the

clergy’s impassioned tirades against this “Deluge of Debauch-

ery”. Ordinances and laws were passed to regulate men’s

morals and insure a return to piety. In 17 ii the General

Assembly of Connecticut passed resolutions “against the pre-

vailing of a worldly and covetous spirit; against intemperance

in the use of lawful things; particularly against excess in drink-

ing”. Again in 1714 they recommended to the “Reverend

Elders of the General Association that the state of religion be

strictly enquired into”.*^ Similar measures were taken in other

colonies. In 1732 the Massachusetts House of Representatives

voted in the interest of reform that the Cambridge Platform

of 1648 be printed at the public charge and placed in the hands

of elders and deacons for use in the churches. New synods

were called to make effective what earlier synods had enacted,

as though by such means religion could again be given first

place in men’s thought. Individual churches took action to

“restore” the earlier practices, in the hope that the tides of

evil might be checked by such futilities as requiring the “male

youth” to assemble in one place after Sabbath exercise, and

the “female youth” in another, to be examined by the elders

on the morning sermon. It seems a strange blindness. A new
generation was not interested in synods, nor were elders and

deacons any longer the great ones of the village. More would

be required than little pamphlets on swearing, Sabbath break-

ing, and the dire sin of schism to hold the male and the female

youth to the ways of their fathers. It was all old wine in very

old bottles indeed.

From the pulpit, religion was preached not as an inner

satisfaction of the spirit but as a code of abstinence from such

defilements as husking bees, journeys, and unsuitable discourse

on the Sabbath, bonfires and fireworks on Lecture Thursday.

Unaware of their inconsistency, preachers inveighed heavily
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against the doctrine of “good Works” and then proceeded to

make a formula for American godliness in terms of the 1620’s.

They were guilty of exactly what they denounced. Emptiness

begot emptiness, and yet the echoes of echoes droned on. With

extreme diligence the older ministry saw to it that those who

were ordained to follow them were rigorously schooled in the

old tradition, with the result that their young-old successors

continued to preach to ears still more deaf to such iteration,

until nothing but a Great Awakening could again make reli-

gion a concern of first magnitude in men’s thought, and then

for a day only.

There is also another side to the picture. Diaries of non-

ministerial visitors, the files of early newspapers, and court

records provide only occasional evidence for the “avalanche

of debauchery” denounced in election sermons.

“The strictest kept that ever I yet saw an3nvhere”,

wrote Joseph Bennett, an English visitor, of the Boston Sab-

bath, as late as 1740. He repeated almost verbatim the famous

Firmin observation concerning drunkenness, observing

:

“It is a rare thing to meet with any drunken people, or to hear an

oath sworn, in their Streets”.®

“Tedious Courts at Plymouth and Barnstable. ... Not a single

criminal at either Court”,

wrote Paul Dudley in the same year.® Obviously the clergy

were denouncing an attitude rather than overt acts of lawless-

ness ; obviously also, the non-ministerial observers were apply-

ing a different measuring rod from that of the clergy. The
truth as to actual conditions probably lay, as usual, somewhere
between the two views.

In the Halfway Covenant the clergy made one notable
concession to the changing emphasis of American life and
thereby retained a partial hold on their more worldly members
for another generation. This plan, first proposed in the Synod
of 1662 and eventually ratified by most of the New England
churches, provided for the baptism of children of church mem-
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bers who could give no evidence of their own conversion, and

for the admission of these children to full church membership

upon their adult ratification of the baptismal covenant. If they

chose not to ratify it, only one membership privilege was de-

nied; they might not partake of the sacrament of the Lord’s

Supper.^® This privilege was reserved for those who could give

evidence of personal conversion, but since in seventeenth cen-

tury America even nominal church membership carried with it

marked social advantage, the more worldly members of the

flock seized eagerly upon these halfway privileges. To be shut

out from the Lord’s Supper seemed at first a small price to

pay for village prestige and for the privilege of presenting

their own infants for baptism.

But before these same infants had growm up, surviving

proponents of this compromise measure saw" their sad mistake.

They had unwittingly fired the first gun in a veritable Hundred
Years War and at the same time had weakened their owm
defences past any subsequent mending. Perhaps they had no

choice. Perhaps it was a case of compromise or else another

separatist movement. At any rate they chose compromise and

chose it to their own dire hurt. Increase Mather, limited as he

was in his view and sour in his spirit, was right when he saw
the rocks ahead. In the years before God hastened him out of

the world he did what he could, but in vain.

The Synod of 1662 had forgotten history. In the church

of the founders the main source of strength had been the

absence of nominal Christians. There had been no division

between those who were of the fellowship and those who
merely conformed to the ordinances outwardly. Now every

congregation had to carry its dead weight of halfway members
who had not “owned the covenant” and whose hearts w-ere not

in the Lord’s work. The unity of the flock was henceforth

broken, and with unity went not only power in group action

but also part of the very raison d^etre of the meetinghouse as

the fathers had conceived it. The modification of this original

purpose to fit the needs of a new day was something of which

the Synod of 1662 had not dreamed.

The founding of the Brattle Street Church in 1699, and
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the election of John Leverett instead of Cotton Mather as

president of Harvard College in 1707, were expressions of the

new liberalizing tendency from within. This was as much as

Boston and Cambridge could accomplish in one generation.

Another generation must work out the consequences of this

defiance of church councils and this rebuke to the personal

despotism of the Mathers in ecclesiastical affairs. It remained

also for the liberalizing spirit to attack doctrine itself, but

that day was far distant at the beginning of the new century.

When Jonathan Edwards was born in 1703, the patriarchs

of Plymouth and Massachusetts Bay were all dead, and their

legacy of lament for the decline of religion had long since

lost its power to make the pews uneasy. The apostasy of New
England had been written into the record and no longer re-

quired proof. He grew up with the settled conviction that

nothing but a great “outpouring” would be trustworthy evi-

dence that the anger of God had been turned away from this

American corner of His vineyard, so peculiarly dear to Him.
This was the pulpit speaking. Had the pews also been articu-

late, they would have said, “Stop scolding; show us a new
vision”, but neither he nor his brethren would have heard.

The history of the Northampton church he came to serve

in 1727 stretched back far enough to epitomize most of the

wars of the Lord on the American continent. As between con-

servative and liberal elements It inclined to the liberals. Gath-

ered in 1661 under Eleazar Mather, brother of Increase, and
a champion of the old order, it had been conceived in the strict

tradition of John Cotton’s day, but too late for the pattern to

leave its print indelibly.^^ In the very next year, 1662, had
come the Halfway compromise, by which the old order was
doomed. Had Eleazar Mather lived, this compromise might
have been long protested, but when he died In 1669—aged
only thirty-two, but “remarkably ripe for heaven”—he had
been immediately succeeded by Solomon Stoddard, a stout Lib-

eral, equal to winning the wars he started. The Northampton
church had been one of the first to ratify the new membership
basis, and had therefore been a divided company from the

beginning of his pastorate. The Covenant members enjoyed
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both sacraments. The non-Covenant members brought their

infants for baptism, but on Communion Sunday, the most

sacred of all days, were shut out from the Lord's table. As
the baptized infants grew up, many of them like their parents,

could give no evidence of “experimental piety’' and were like-

wise shut out. The privilege grew in importance as it was

denied, and when presently a line drawn through the congre-

gation on Communion Sunday showed a hopeful majority on

the side of the unprivileged, a new compromise was in order.

This innovation was the contribution of Solomon Stoddard

to American church history. He laid his plans well. Upon being

formally settled in the parish in 1672, he promptly married

the widow of his predecessor, built himself solidly into the

traditions of Northampton life, and made himself greatly be-

loved by his flock. In 1700, after his reputation as an eminent

Christian and a highly successful pastor had gone well beyond

the village limits, he astounded the whole of New England

by proposing that the “unregenerate” be allowed to come to

the Lord’s table along with the converted members, provided

only that they were not “scandalous” in their way of life. It

was a staggering blow to the defenders of primitive purity in

the churches. Battle was once more sharply drawn between

the old and the new order, Increase Mather again defending

the old, this time against his own brother-in-law.

All New England was alert to the fray. Ministers took

sides ; non-covenant members saw their opportunity and made
the most of it. Solomon Stoddard’s vigorous and rational

treatises in support of his position were widely read,^^ and

after New England had withstood the first shock it appeared

that he had proclaimed his innovation in a propitious hour.

Eventually, he carried most of New England with him. His

arguments were practical rather than doctrinal. Let the unre-

generate come to the Lord’s table, he argued: it may help

them. The Sacrament is a means of grace : let it be so used.

The Mathers, whose approach was theoretical, were horrified.

Their argument in brief ran thus : How dare the unregenerate

approach the Table? Bold guests without a wedding garment

—more bold than welcome ; intruders, in fact. The Church Is a
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Garden enclosed, a Spring shut up, a Fountain sealed. Mr.

Stoddard lays it open to the whole world.^^ His position is

unscriptural.

To the Northampton parish ‘‘Mr, Stoddard’s Way”, as

his amendment came to be known throughout New England,

had come as no surprise. He had been practicing it for years,

had taken his flock into his confidence at the time he first pro-

claimed his view publicly, and accordingly had had their loyal

support throughout the entire uproar. As parish after parish

voted to adopt this proposal, the Northampton congregation

enjoyed the distinction of having been pioneers in a successful

enterprise. Many of them did not follow the arguments of

their learned pastor, but they enjoyed the prestige he had

brought them, and many of them on Communion Sunday

profited by his liberality of view.

Seen in perspective, his victory was Ironic in the extreme.

In 1700, when he first proposed his scheme. New England

Dissent was less than a century old. The original church mem-
bers had withdrawn from a church which admitted the unre-

generate; before the last one of these original members had
died the church was again polluted. It would not have taken

a sage to predict that a generation still further on, ministers

would be wondering what to do when the “unregenerate” fell

into scandalous disorders and refused to submit to pastoral

reproof. But in the thick of battle Solomon Stoddard and his

brother ministers did not think of these things. It was reward
enough to have unity in the flock and surcease from nagging

by the unprivileged. Certainly In Northampton there was no
immediate evidence that a mistake had been made. The church

prospered; revivals came; a new generation forgot that the

Lord’s Supper had ever been denied to anyone of the

communion.

In 1727 battle was not imminent on any front. During the

long truce since “Mr. Stoddard’s Way” had passed into his-

tory, individual congregations had concerned themselves with

smaller matters : the authority of consociations and the minu-

tiae of ritualistic change. The most spirited quarrels had been

intramural : where to set the new meetinghouse and whether
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to sing the New Way or the Old Way being chief among them.

The answer to the first had been purely local; the second had

somewhat wider implications.

By the Old Way each male worshipper sang without refer-

ence to the time and pitch of all the others. The women re-

mained silent. By the New Way, or Singing by Rule, the entire

congregation arrived at the same point in the hymn at approxi-

mately the same time and in approximately the same key. On
this issue almost every parish in the land had been locked in

more or less deadly strife at some time during the 1720's. The
conservatives held that to exchange the old jargon for musical

law and order was mightily to displease the Almighty. To
follow rules in singing was to make the psalm purely perfunc-

tory and hence to rob it of all flavor of personal devotion.

What matter if a tune sung in one parish bore no resemblance

to the same tune sung in another ? The progressive wing was

even more militant. In spite of the fact that music had been

a subject of study at Harvard in the early years, the argu-

ments of these advocates of the New Way had all the zest of

a first discovery. Music has rules, they announced naively.

It is all so easy, anyone can learn. Those who know how can

begin anywhere in the psalm, wrote Thomas Clap by way
of winning over the opposition.

But the incredible discords which had hitherto passed as

congregational singing did not willingly yield to any such

revelations. The battle was on, and while it lasted minister

and congregation forgot the praise in the manner of it. The
logic of the opponents is easy to understand. Their disap-

proval was Dissent in one more application. From singing by

rule it would be only one more step to praying by rule and

“then comes Popery”. But this time Dissent was impotent.

The secret was out, and with it a new diversion for leisure

hours. Itinerant music teachers saw their opportunity and

seized it. From parish to parish they went, leaving schism in

their wake. Sin^ng schools sprang up in rapid succession in

village after village, inviting to still further conflict. Should

the children of the “godly” be allowed to attend, or should

they not? Ministers and parents disagreed, and what might
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have been a new means of capturing the ever lukewarm

''young people” became the means of estranging them still

further as, regardless of pastoral counsel and possible frowns

of God, they enrolled in the singing classes.

Ministerial diaries are full of the monstrous quarrel Both

sides sought scriptural warrant for their position, and in true

Yankee fashion they sought it to the letter. The nadir of

literalness was reached by the Reverend Hugh Adams of

Dover, whose predilection for the New Way led him in

strange paths. Having first seen to it that his congregation

sang "more decently and in order” by obeying the rules, he

sought to test the Almighty’s approval in the matter by scrip-

tural analogy. Taking example from Jehoshaphat’s appoint-

ment of singers to go before his army in chorus, he did like-

wise when a timely Indian raid provided the opportunity, and

by way of good measure he also armed his own two little boys

with cow horns (horns of silver and brass being "out of reach

of my procurement”), and instructed them to march around

the parsonage, blowing with all their might. God honored the

cow horns; the parsonage was saved, and by this reductio ad

absurdum the logic of the Reverend Hugh Adams, A.B. of

Harvard College, caused him to pity the congregations which

had returned a negative vote in the singing crisis—an extreme,

but by no means lonely example of ecclesiastical argument

given village application in the 1720’s.

In Northampton, under the sound guidance of Solomon
Stoddard and the example of Boston, the congregation made
the shift from the Old to the New Way without loss of their

dignities. Even this mild flurry was over when the town took

action toward the selection of a colleague pastor. The call had
no reference to parish discord. A distinguished pastorate was
drawing to a close, and the time had come to look ahead. Few
in the congregation could remember the time when Solomon
Stoddard had not stood in the pulpit. He had preached and
ministered to them for fifty-five years, and his successor was
not to be lightly chosen. The Committee, acting for the town,

had made diligent search; and when the town, after due
deliberation, acted on their report, it was with deep assurance
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as to the wisdom of their choice. The record on the Town
Bookj under date of November 21, 1726, is as follows:

“The Town taking into Consideration a vote passed by the Town
August 29th last past for the Invitation of the reverend M*' Jonathan

Edwards to Assist our Reverend Pastor Stoddard in the work of

the Ministry, in order to a Settlement & from what Experience we
have had of him by his preaching & conversation as also from his

Character from other places.

“The Question was put whether it was the mind of the Town
that the Committee Should invite the reverend Jonathan Edwards

to Settle amongst them in the work of the ^Ministry and in Convenient

Time to take office Amongst them, & it passed in the Affirmative by

a very great Majority.

“Attest Ebenezer Pumroy ^loderator”

Except for the fact that he was continuing a family succession

which might entail troublesome loyalties, he began with almost

everything in his favor.

As he took his ordination vows he had no thought of re-

writing parish history. He had read Solomon Stoddard’s books

as a college student, and if he had any doubts as to the validity

of the arguments in favor of admitting the unconverted to the

Lord’s Supper the time had not yet come to express them.

For two more years he was to sit beside his grandfather in the

pulpit, preach only once each Sunday, and take over parish

responsibilities gradually as Solomon Stoddard was obliged

to lay them down. As the two men sat side by side on Sun-

day morning, one eighty-four, the other twenty-three, both

tall, dignified, and commanding, the congregation could hardly

have missed the significance of the chapter which they were

writing. A new era had come, and this serious-faced, quiet-

mannered young Elisha looked the part he was to play. Not
a man to know quickly and perhaps not a man to love, but an

ornament to the pulpit and a worthy successor. In a cramped,

unsteady hand Solomon Stoddard wrote the beginning of the

new era in the record of the First Church of Northampton.
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22 Febr: 1726/7

Mr. Jonathan Edwards was ordained a Pastour of the Church at

Northampton.

The new pastor had entered upon graver responsibilities

than he knew, not only because of the peculiar heritage which

must be respected in this communion, but because of the

changed place of religion in the life of the average American

of 1727. His father, in 1694, had faced a far easier task.



Chapter VI

THE PARISH ROUND

In the 1720’s Northampton still belonged to that vague terri-

tory known to the Boston newspapers as ‘‘our western fron-

tiers”. An aerial view of the town would have shown the square

boxlike meetinghouse (to all but New England eyes looking

more like a fort than a church) standing at the very center,

on top of Meetinghouse Hill. Around the hill the weather-

beaten houses of the townsmen crowded close on all sides,

about two hundred in all. Some were built of logs; some, of

rough lumber; all were unpainted. Here and there a larger

house, set more to itself, showed that the town numbered a

few greater ones.

Beyond the houses and completely encircling what had been

the original settlement, were the old fortifications : the

trenches, earthworks, and spike fences (overgrown now in

many places, but their outline still plainly visible). Farther

out, and extending up the rough slopes of Mt. Tom and Rocky
Hill, were the sheep pastures, cleared of underbrush and
marked off in irregular plots with hurdle fences. An occasional

shepherd moved about among the flocks. Along the river were
the fertile fields, explaining why a settlement had been made
in this lonely spot, which was really no more than a clearing

between the woods and the river. Roads were merely paths,

made for horseback travel only, and lost to view at the edge of

the clearing. On all sides deep forests blotted out the horizon.

Only the river led out. A town built here must be sufficient

unto itself, and what concerned one would concern all.

By 1727, when Jonathan Edwards came, life had become
fairly safe in spite of remoteness. The burning of Deerfield by

III
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the Indians In 1704 had been the last horror of that sort, but

the portholes in the meetinghouse and In the fortified houses

around it still reminded residents who had reason to be re-

minded that such dangers had once been very real. Even yet, it

was wise to take precautions. Occasionally a child wandered

too far and was carried off. A man went into the woods to

look for his cow, and was found scalped or never heard of

again. Wolves were a continual menace to the flocks; some-

times to the children. But for the most part one thought little

of these things. By 1727 Northampton was frontier chiefly in

Its isolation, and in that isolation the meetinghouse was the

central fact, as in the earliest days.^ Town and parish were

still one; so much so that not even the tavern keeper could be

quite indifferent to the minister and his preeminence in town

affairs.

Aged twenty-three, Jonathan Edwards was able to assume

this central position in town life without either false modesty

or undue self-importance, for he had grown up with the idea

that the ministry, as the highest of all callings, conferred hon-

ors and prerogatives that were commensurate. Like any other

member of the pulpit fraternity in his day, he expected from
his parish not only a comfortable maintenance and leisure for

study, but also such honor and reverence as befitted the spokes-

man of God, Not to expect deference would have been to de-

grade the office. According to the traditional logic of ordina-

tion sermons, when a minister assumed the charge of souls, he

assumed a burden too great for the shoulders of angels.^ It

followed therefore that he was a man of special privilege. If

freedom of speech be a citizen’s privilege, the brethren argued,

how much more is it a minister’s ? If abuse of a man’s natural

parents puts him under a curse, how much more the abuse of
his spiritual father? Nothing in Jonathan Edwards’ experience

as a minister’s son, or as a student in divinity at Yale College,

had ever called such assumptions Into question. As a fledgling

minister in 1727 he had still to learn, and so did his people,

that such high notions were subject to change, and quickly.

The minister too might become but a man.
But not yet. Formalities past, Northampton received him
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with traditional deference and went immediately to work on

his first wood supply. In making the terms of settlement the

town had moved with much deliberation, since local precedents

for such action were practically nonexistent, except in the

memories of the oldest inhabitants. By the terms finally agreed

upon and voted separately in six carefully worded items,® he

was to have three hundred pounds for the purchase of a home-

stead, and more if necessary; one hundred pounds a year

salary, and more if the value of money declined, or if his

family increased; ten acres of pasture land ‘'against SIow-

bridge”, and forty acres up the river. One month after his

ordination the sum for settlement was increased eighty pounds,

and three years later when Solomon Stoddard died a hundred

pounds was added to the salary. According to contemporary

standards for rural parishes, these sums represent a fair, even

a generous, arrangement, or, in the language of the Town
Record, a

^‘Support Suitable & well adapted to that honourable office’\

With the three hundred pounds allotted for settlement, Jon-

athan Edwards immediately bought the homestead on King

Street in which he was to live for the next twenty-three years

of his life.

No account of his formal ordination or its attendant fes-

tivities has come to light, but since there had been no celebra-

tion of this sort for fifty-five years, one may suppose

Northampton did justice to the occasion. Certainly many
neighboring ministers would have been present at the ordina-

tion sermon, partly out of respect for their venerable col-

league, partly out of curiosity over his successor. Following

the sermon there would have been a ball (of the churchly

sort), feasting, and much gaiety, unless out of consideration

for Solomon Stoddard such rejoicings were deemed inappro-

priate. This gala part of the program may have been consider-

ably curtailed, possibly even postponed until it could be made
a housewarming in honor of the bride who came five months

later.

She was Sarah Pierrepont of New Haven,^ daughter of
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James Pierrepont, first minister in the town and, according to

tradition, the original mover in the founding of Yale College.

Her mother also came of a notable ministerial line, being the

granddaughter of Thomas Hooker, eminent divine and leader

of the 1630 migration to the Connecticut valley. He had

founded the town of Hartford, probably bringing with him

William Edwards, cooper, first of the Edwards line in Amer-

ica. In the New England of his day Jonathan Edwards could

not have joined his name to two more illustrious ministerial

names than Pierrepont and Hooker. The prestige of both

families was far superior to that of his own.

In her own right also Sarah Pierrepont brought abundance

of gifts to her new station. By all accounts she possessed un-

usual beauty and comeliness, was far more at ease in conversa-

tion than her scholarly-looking husband, and for ail her

solitary walks and her piety, was noted for her charm, her

flashing wit, and a gay repartee of which her English cousin.

Lady Mary Wortley Montague, might have been justly en-

vious. With just a little more encouragement to the laughter

that was in her, just a little less godly conversation, and as

much secret prayer, Sarah Pierrepont might have changed the

definition of “religion” for those of the parish who were not

inclined to solitary meditation alone. Instead, she regarded

piety as the goal of life and, like her husband, pursued the

“things of religion” with a single-mindedness of endeavor

which set her apart even from those of her own age. At the

time of her marriage she was only seventeen years old.

But she was no novice in parish affairs. In coming to

Northampton she did not step outside the pattern of life to

which she had been born. She merely exchanged one parsonage

and the elevated seat in one meetinghouse for another of

each. This was her chief, perhaps her only, disqualification for

the new life she was to lead. The concerns of the new parson-

age swallowed her up too early and too completely for her

ever to see her own part in village life with that detachment
ivhich the case demanded—^particularly later when the battles

raged. Outwardly, she had lost more than she gained by her
aew bargain. In leaving her father’s home on the New Haven
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Green she gave up a life of comfort and an atmosphere

friendly to cultured pursuits for residence in a community but

sparsely settled with intellectuals, and for a life outwardly

plain, even to ruggedness. But only outwardly. Life in the Ed-

wards home in Northampton and later in the wilderness of

Stockbridge was lived in the aristocratic tradition. That w’as

one reason why the storms broke over it so persistently, for

the air of country parishes in the mid-century was none too

friendly to aristocracy of the Edwards-Pierrepont stamp. For

a man of Jonathan Edwards’ temperament and his intellectual

gifts, the frontier was not his rightful place. He should have

gone to Boston. But one cannot write biography as it should

have been written. Aged twenty-three, he used what wisdom

he had, and with his seventeen-year-old bride set up his home
on King Street, where it quickly became the center of a coun-

try parish of some two hundred families.

The marriage had taken place in New Haven on July 20,

1727, five months after his ordination. One would like to think

that on the following Sunday, according to the custom of

colonial New England, the bride walked to her elevated seat

in the Northampton meetinghouse in all her wedding array.

If so (there is little reason to doubt it), one hopes also that

on that particular morning the usual catechizing of the young

people as to the Text, the Doctrine, the Improvement, the

Application of the morning sermon was omitted. There had

not been a bride in the Northampton parsonage for fifty-

seven years, and as Esther Warham Mather had merely

changed masters one might as well say, not since the church was

founded in 1661. Accordingly, to Covenant and non-Covenant

members alike, the coming of beautiful Sarah Pierrepont

would have been an event to be starred in all the parish

almanacs.

One would like to know more about the companionship of

these two young Christians, so obviously drawn to each other

by their intense awareness of spiritual reality. Because religion

awakened and satisfied the deepest desires of their natures,

their absorption in it, instead of dwarfing their love for each

other, increased and intensified it. In the dimly etched lines of
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their personal story one finds hints of a deeply shared experi-

ence of spiritual things, as well as a rare companionship and

rich happiness. Rather too much emphasis has been placed

through the years upon Sarah Edwards as the efficient, capable

wife who protected her husband from the encroachments of

practical responsibility, as though she were a veritable Martha
in the household. She was a Martha truly enough, as the mis-

tress of a frontier parsonage and the mother of eleven children

had need to be, but to honor her for her practicality alone is

to honor her for only half of herself. She was also a woman of

intellectual power and deep spirituality and, like her husband,

was capable of religious transports. The balance in her nature,

as in his, between the sense of fact and a capacity for emo-

tional religion made her a fortunate choice as a life companion.

So also her social gifts, which had no counterpart in him and

must therefore have enlarged his thought in new directions.

There is no indication that prior to his marriage his knowl-

edge of women had ranged far beyond the limits of his own
home circle. His mother had always stood before him as a

pattern of solid godliness; his sister Jerusha was a gentle

saint who withdrew into her own solitude; Mary was an
everyday companion who shared his intimate boyhood confi-

dences. Gaiety and charm in a woman would have been a new
experience, although not nearly so important in the living of

his life as the sympathetic understanding Sarah Pierrepont
was able to bring to that which concerned him most; namely,
religion.

Posterity knows her by two records: her lover’s boyish
tribute to her Christian graces, written when she was perhaps
a child of twelve or thirteen, and her portrait painted some
years later,® when she was in her early thirties. These two
records deserve to stand together. The little paragraph of her
lover’s self-revelation, preserved by some happy chance and
printed times without number, probably belongs to the time of
the New York pastorate, when Jonathan Edwards was about
eighteen years old. It is quite clearly the first chapter in a
transcendental romance.



SARAH EDWARDS

From a portrait painted about 1740, prubabiy by Joseph Badger «)t Boston, 'Repro-

duced by the courtesy of the Frick Art Reference Librari of New York, and the

Galler\ of Fine Arts, Yale rniverMti.
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“They say [he wrote] there is a young lady in [New Haven] who
is beloved of that Great Being, who made and rules the world, and

that there are certain seasons in which this Great Being, in some way

or other invisible, comes to her and fills her mind with exceeding sweet

delight, and that she hardly cares for anything, except to meditate on

him—that she expects after a while to be received up where he is,

to be raised up out of the world and caught up into heaven; being

assured that he loves her too well to let her remain at a distance from

him always. There she is to dwell with him, and to be ravished with

his love and delight forever. Therefore, if you present all the world

before her, with the richest of its treasures, she disregards it and cares

not for it, and is unmindful of any pain or affliction. She has a strange

sweetness in her mind, and singular purity in her affections; is most

just and conscientious in all her conduct; and you could not persuade

her to do anything wrong or sinful, if you would give her ail the

world, lest she should offend this Great Being. She is of a wonderful

sweetness, calmness and universal benevolence of mind; especially after

this Great God has manifested himself to her mind. She will some-

times go about from place to place, singing sweetly; and seems to be

always full of joy and pleasure; and no one knows for what. She loves

to be alone, walking in the fields and groves, and seems to have some

one invisible always conversing with her’h®

The sequel, as a personal story, belonged to the lovers alone,

but it seems to have been a story that the years did not make
less beautiful.

To the face in the portrait maturity has brought dignity

with a hint of imperiousness. There is still beauty, still sweet-

ness, but the dominant impression is of vitality and force

rather than charm. Hers is not the face of a saint abstracted

from reality, but of a woman who spoke with calm assurance

and authority. Had her portrait been painted again, toward

the end of her forty-eight years, after pioneer hardship and

the battles around the parsonage had taken costly toll, it would

have shown her still more determined, though not ungentle.

In her view of life one did not bear resentment ; by afflictions

of both flesh and spirit one grew in grace. But in 1727 her

sorrows were all before her, and her woman’s record still

unwritten.

The parish welcome over, life in the parsonage quickly
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settled into a routine. There was much work to be done. For

more than ten years age had been crippling Solomon Stod-

dard’s energies, causing many things to slip. The young people

had grown disorderly in meeting; children had not been cate-

chized often enough; family prayer had been neglected. The

religious duties of the pew needed sharp new emphasis and

more diligent supervision. Jonathan Edwards went imme-

diately to work, giving energetic attention to these intramural

concerns. Month by month he assumed more of the parish

responsibility, so that two years later when his grandfather

died there was scarcely a break between the two eras.

Solomon Stoddard’s death, February ii, 1729, brought

emphatically to the attention of the New England clergy at

large the name and qualifications of the young preacher who
now stood in his place. One week afterward, Jonathan Ed-

wards’ sermon in honor of his grandfather probably brought

to Northampton most of the ministers within easy horseback

distance. It would have been an impressive occasion of which

neither the congregation nor the visiting clergy could have

missed the significance. As for Jonathan Edwards himself, it

meant a new challenge to his powers and a new consecration.

Aged twenty-six, he was now in charge of the most im-

portant parish in western Massachusetts. His congregation

numbered over six hundred. During his two years as colleague

pastor he had won the esteem and respect of the people, and

to some extent their affection. They liked his quiet eloquence,

and they liked his sound doctrine. They also liked him and his

beautiful young wife. By all indications he would spend his life

on King Street. When late in the same year, 1729, he fell

seriously ill and was absent from his pulpit for many weeks,

his people showed their concern and friendliness in many ways,

building him “a Good Large Barn” during the time he was
“Laid aside by his weakness from his work”. His father, in

reporting this kindness, added that by Benjamin Pierrepont’s

report

“ye people of Northampton seem to have a great Love and respect for

him, and that they take Great Content in his Ministry^h®
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Before the shadows fell he was to have ten more years of

harmony and quiet happiness.

His life during these years, before he became greatly

involved in ministerial concerns outside his own parish, was a

life of intense application to study as well as to parish

routine. These were the years in which he borrowed books,

bought books, read avidly, made elaborate notebooks, ac-

cumulated, arranged, and sorted the stores of knowledge upon

w^hich he based his mature writings. During these years also

he found the special subjects, biblical and theological, which

were to occupy his thought during his later years. Alost of this

study had very little to do with the sermons he was preaching.

In his study he lived a life beyond the coniines of the pulpit

and the parish. He was free and a citizen of the world.

The direction of his studies, and to some extent their

chronology, is apparent from his many extant notebooks.

These show him to have been first and last a religionist, single-

minded in his allegiance and yet, within the limits of his special

interest, surprisingly catholic in his choices. Considered as a

lifelong panorama of private study, the hundreds of jottings

concerning books to be read, inquired after, subjects to be

investigated, together with his ponderous collections of “In-

stances”, his outlines, and thousands of notes, show that in

the search for his particular kind of truth his mind w^ent

everywhere. There is hardly a page of his now famous Cata-

logue ^ which does not represent some ranging from the

beaten track of pulpit interest; but always he ranged as the

scholar in religion, never as the layman adventuring among
ideas. The weakness of his scholarship is that he usually had

a hypothesis to prove, was committed beforehand to the con-

clusion, and zealously accumulated materials to that end. By

so doing he missed much which would sometimes have estab-

lished his conclusions more firmly, and sometimes have over-

thrown them.

As a preacher and theologian he read exactly what a man
of his time and training might have been expected to read.

Records of the bookish interests of other clergymen in his day

show dozens of the same titles read during the same years, but
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few ministers in either England or America could have

matched him in the breadth, the thoroughness, or the amaz-

ing industry of his application. Books were hard to get in a

country parish, but he searched them out tirelessly, writing

scores of letters in their pursuit, and importing at considerable

expense those he could neither buy nor borrow in America. In

the narrow field of his special studies, not even the remoteness

of Northampton and Stockbridge could make him provincial.

His Catalogue, a homemade notebook of forty-three

pages, bound in heavy brown paper, is in many ways the most

interesting of all his manuscript remains. In this notebook he

entered the titles of the books he was reading or wanted to

read, adding notes and comments of various sorts. In its begin-

ning it probably dates from the Yale tutorship days, and may
have been begun in emulation of Samuel Johnson, the earlier

tutor, who kept a notebook for exactly the same purpose. So

did other young students. The particular interest of Jonathai^

Edwards’ Catalogue is that he continued to make occasional

use of it throughout his life, the last dated entry being made
a little more than two months before his death. For this reason

it supplies illuminating suggestions toward a history of his

intellectual life.

The earliest pages have the interest of beginnings only.

He was merely bringing together a fairly comprehensive and

stereotyped list of standard books a young man of his preten-

sions should know. The same titles occur on various other

student lists. In the later entries, often widely spaced in time,

he made more discriminating selection, often with direct refer-

ence to his own special studies. There are enough dated items

to give valuable hints toward the chronology of these studies,

and occasionally to throw light on some disputed point of in-

debtedness. When, for example, Arthur Collier’s Clavis Uni-

versalis, claimed by one of Jonathan Edwards’ critics as the

source of his idealistic philosophy in the college essays,^® is

found, not among the entries of the college years at all, but

more than thirty-five years later, the supposed proofs of early

indebtedness may be seriously questioned.

Quite as important as these more than six hundred titles
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A loose sheet, probably dating from the Yale tutorship. Reproduced in the cour-

tesy of Yale Universit}' Library.^
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themselves, with their suggested balance between the factual

and the speculative, between books which were tools and books
which were not, are the accompanying jottings, the quoted ex-

cerpts, the stated sources of his bookish information, the

reminders to himself to search further. There is scarcely a

page which does not throw some light on Jonathan Edwards
the student, pen and paper at his elbow, reading one book that

he might learn of another which he might read, and in his

correspondence or conversation with other ministers invariably

getting around to the subject of books. These jottings were

intended for his own use solely; therein lies their value as

clues to his thought and the method of it. For example, an

entry on the first page predicts his lifelong hospitality to

panoramic surveys of large subjects. Under the caption ‘‘Books

to be enquired for^’ are the following:

*‘the best Geography

*‘the best history of the World
“the best Exposition of the Apocalypse

“the best General Ecclesiastical history from [Christ] to the Present

time

“the best Upon the types of the Scripture

“which Are the most usefull & necessaiy" of the Fathers

“the best Chronology

“the best historical Dictionary of the Nature of Boyle's Dictionary

“the best that speaks of the Ecclesiastical learning of the Jews

“the best History of Lives of Philosophers’’.

Almost any other page would tell as much, beyond the

interest of the titles themselves. Again and again there is the

alert response to a new body of truth, and usually it is a timely

response. Contemporaneously with the Boston lectures of

Ebenezer Kinnersley In 1751—52, concerning his experiments

with the Leyden jar, this item appears in the Catalogue.

“To Enquire after some Philosophical Treatise of the Nature of

Electricity the best that is extant.”

Various entries concerning books on astronomy likewise fol-

low a current emphasis. His mind reached out eagerly in many

new directions, and yet his interests were not scattered. He
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kept consistently to what was grist for the mill of a religionist

with a philosophical bent. Within that area he took a wide

course and travelled far, but he never lost sight of his own

goal. When he chose a book on science, it was not one which

concerned the minutiae of nature, but rather the plan of the

universe. Astronomy might help to answer his own questions

as to the meaning of existence. Other outlying fields similarly

were investigated for their contributions to his own field, not

for themselves.

Quite naturally, during the earlier years of his ministry

his studies ranged more widely than was possible after he

began to write panoramic surveys of his own; but even in these

early years his major interests were already established. This

dog-eared Catalogue and the other homemade notebooks tell

the story. When he filled them with his thousand jottings he

did more than make notations for future reference. He also

wrote the history of his own developing mind.

Twice a year he went to the meetings of the Hampshire

Association to discuss parish problems with his brother minis-

ters of the county. He was present at the organization meeting

in 1731, and thereafter seldom missed a session. His recorded

share in these biennial deliberations was relatively large
;
large

enough certainly to contradict the notion that he was either

unfitted for participation in a group enterprise or averse to

such. Perhaps his largest service to the group was in connection

with the Association Library, for which he prepared the orig-

inal list of titles and thereafter acted as librarian for his part

of the county. The volumes assigned to him and housed at the

parsonage made a welcome extension to his own private

shelves.

Records of these Association meetings from year to year

throw light on ministerial thought and practice in various

ways, most of them disappointing. What stimulus to the mind
of a young philosopher, for example, in such topics assigned

for discussion as

:

^^Whether it be Lawfull to eat Blood?”

“What is the sin against the Holy Ghost?”
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what Wa}s may Satan Transform himself Into an Angel of

Light?’^

“In what Sence Are We to Understand That Expression in y® Apostles

Creed. He Descended into Heii?'^

“What is the True Notion of a Lie?”

“Whether it is absolutely forbidden to a Christian to marrv with a

Heathen?”

“Is the Institution of Deacons of Divine Origin?”

To discuss such questions young men of the cloth rode a hun-

dred miles or more on horseback; and they presumably w’ent

home edifiedj Jonathan Edwards among them.

Record of Association action in cases of discipline also

illuminates his own parish story, particularly through the oft

repeated suggestions that pulpit authority was slipping. At the

organization meeting in October, 1731, a subject for discussion

had been:

“What is the Duty of ^Ministers, when any under their Jurisdic-

tion and Government refuse to come to them when sent for upon account

of misbehaviour?”

This question was destined to become progressively more
urgent throughout the next decade. Meanwhile, the Hampshire

County ministry continued to deal out penalties according to

the earlier interpretation of their prerogatives, as follows:

Should a woman who stole a silver snuffbox five or six

years ago, and had sought to bring suspicion on another, now

“for the glory of God, and the peace of her Conscience, . . . make a

public Confession of those her Crimes?” [Voted in the affirmative.]

“Should a woman who refused to name the father of her child be

accepted by the church and allowed to present her child for baptism,

supposing her Repentance in other Regards be visibly Sincere.” [Voted

in the affirmative after action had been delayed for six months,]

It is somewhat difficult, even for the historically minded,

to visualize this assembly of ministers and other similar bodies,

giving solemn audience to the dissatisfied members of their
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various communions who presented their grievances against

one another for final arbitration. Particularly in these numer-

ous cases of “defamation”, it is surprising that a latent sense

of humor did not sometimes cancel both the charge and the

hearing, or, if the charge were sustained, that the public for-

giveness to which both pastor and congregation must be wit-

ness could be carried through with fitting decorum. How did

Deacon Stearns of Stoughton, for example, negotiate with

appropriate soberness his public plea for forgiveness from his

neighbor and fellow worshipper John Upham, whom he had

previously called “an old one-eyed hypocrite and a lying old

sinner” ? Or how did the congregation in decency suppress

their pleasure in this Sunday morning drama ? The frequency

of such cases on the records probably provides the answer.

Through their action in these cases of discipline, often

trivial in their circumstances and often not, the Hampshire

Association and other ministerial groups, which had met in

the beginning for informal counsels only, gradually took on

the character of minor ecclesiastical courts and thus established

troublesome precedents looking toward the superior authority

of church councils as opposed to the power of individual con-

gregations—the point around which so many battles of the

mid-century were to be waged. During the years before Jona-

than Edwards himself was to suffer at the hands of such a

church council, he and his brother ministers of the Hampshire
Association were helping to bring about just such an assump-

tion of group authority which, more often than not, was
opposed to congregational desire.

Action of this body also helps to clarify many other minis-

terial attitudes and practices. For example, Jonathan Edwards’

alleged neglect of pastoral visiting, usually charged to his own
zeal for private study, may easily bear a relation to Associa-

tion action taken at the initial meeting, October, 1731. On this

occasion the ministers present went on record as believing that

the catechizing of children, one of the principal reasons for

pastoral visiting, belonged in the home and should be kept

there. An occasional visit from the minister might serve as a

reminder, but the parents were responsible. This was exactly
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in line with Jonathan Edwards’ lifelong practice. He was
frequently in the homes of his people, but he went in response

to special needs, not as a routine exercise. When lie assumed

the role of examiner, as he repeatedly did, to test the thor-

oughness of parental tutelage, he did so not by a house-to-

house canvass, but in children's meetings; and thus conducted

the business with greater dispatch as well as greater dignity.

Other ministers thought differently. Thomas Clap of

Windham, a young man of exactly the same age and training,

interpreted his pastoral obligation to mean not only visiting

his seven hundred and twenty-twm members, catechizing the

children, but taking down the names, ages, and personal quali-

ties of each in systematic array. He hoped that by making

this individual case record for each soul under his charge he

might “bear the names and circumstances of each on his breast

at all times”, and especially when he approached the throne

of grace. Jonathan Edw’ards reserved his skill in analysis, his

penchant for categorical minutiae for other matters.

Record of his catechizing of the Northampton children

survives among his papers in the form of lists of questions

propounded in children’s meetings designed for the purpose.

In one notebook there is a list of one hundred and thirty-nine

numbered questions to each of which a boy’s name is attached.

Answers are fortunately appended; else as an adult informa-

tion quiz inflicted on a modern ministerial convention, these

questions might cause distinct embarrassment- Not so to

Northampton twelve-year-olds of the 1730’s. A few samples

taken at random may serve to illuminate the sacred pedagogy

of the hour.

I. “Which of the Kings of Israel & Judah was it that Reigned longest?”

(John Baker)

6. “How many Altars were in use in the Tabernacle?” (Eleazar

Burt)

II. “Which of the three sons of Noah did the Eg}'ptians come from?”

(Timothy Wright)

14. “How many cities of Refuge were there in Israel?”

Baker)

(Noah
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15. “How many Kings Reigned in Judah after the Captivity of the

ten tribes?” (Amos

Negro)

18. “What King was it that first Built the city of Samaria?” (Eli-

sha Pomeroy)
— “How many years before Jacob was born did Shem die?” (Un-

assigned)

An explanatory note states that each question was to be used

several times, once for the literal answer, once for what the

event typified, once for the commandment that was broken in

the event, and last, as the basis for an exercise in reasoning.

This was not instruction for which Jonathan Edwards received

pay. It was part of his pastoral duty, as he conceived it. The
care with which the questions are framed, the theory of in-

struction they represent, and the kind of training toward which

they are directed, suggest in a single instance the integrity with

which Jonathan Edwards performed his pastoral round. The
value of such knowledge to the small Wrights, Pomeroys,

Bakers and Burts, to say nothing of Amos, Negro, may be

opaque enough to modern parent-teachers, but it was clear as

sunlight to Jonathan Edwards. Unfortunately, he did not,

after the modern pedagogical manner, plot the curve of juven-

ile delinquency respecting these questions
; but that he took his

catechizing duties seriously, in spite of his attitude toward

pastoral calls, there can be no doubt.

In another manuscript notebook there Is a list of fifty-

three questions intended for young converts, likewise testify-

ing to painstaking care, to the end that the young convert

might know the doctrine, remote as It seems from vital re-

ligious experience in any age or idiom. It was also remote for

Jonathan Edwards. Religion for him had nothing to do with

the lifeless answers to such lifeless questions as

“How far the verity of the Godhead may be argued from the man-
ner of the Creation?”

or

“What will be the Order of Events & proceedings of the Day of

Judgment?”
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Such bloodless erudition was merely part of the orthodox

young convert’s orthodox bulwark against error. Therefore a

place must be made for it in the pastoral calendar.

Other parish labors take on the concreteness of individual

ministration through chance memoranda belonging to the

Sunday morning service. Scattered through the sermon book-

lets are occasional leaves showing requests for prayers^ thanks-

givings for deliverance, personal appeals in a variety of dis-

tresses, bringing with them certain overtones of parish life.

Almost a complete roll of the membership could be compiled

from the names which appear on these sheets, for requests of

Stoddards and Strongs and Pomeroys appeared along with

those of more humble parishioners.

“Hannah Strong Being Sick: She with Her Parents: Desieres the

prayers of this Congregation for her that God wood fit Her for his

Soueren will & Pleasure.”

“Ebenezr Clark Junr and his wife Desire ye prayers of ye Con-

gregation that God would Sanctefi to them the Death of their new
born Child: they Desire that this with former bereavements may work

for their everlasting good.”

“Ebenezer jVIiller and his children desire the prayers of Gods peopel

for his wfife and ther mother that is bereved of her understanding that

god would restore her understanding to her a gain if it be his will

if other wayes fit them for his holy will.”

“Elkanah Burt Desireth that gods name might Be praised in this

Congregation for his Grate goodness to him in his Jurnuing into a

foran Land- that his Life was preserued from the Dangers of the

Deeps and from the Sword, of the Enemy from Death when infected

with that mortal Distemper; that he is Returned home in Safety, his

Parents desire the Same.”

Often more eloquent than the request itself are the scrawled

signatures of all members of the family which gave it scrip-

tural validity. The awkward phrasing, bad spelling, and

cramped handwriting in most of these petitions from the pew

force the suggestion that the rank and file of Jonathan Ed-

wards’ congregation asked little of his great powers. Yet he

preached to them one and all as though they were his peers.
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Time was to him the most precious of commodities, yet in

the line of pastoral duty there were no marks or limits to his

generosity. He could spend half of his morning composing a

methodical fourteen-page answer to Deborah Hatheway of

Suffield, who had requested “Mr. Edwards” to tell her Some
Directions how to Conduct \_Her'\ Self in her Christian

Course}'^ He had time to prove to a boy of thirteen that a

piece of matter two inches square is eight times as large as a

piece one-inch square. The demonstration was made with pieces

of wood cut by Jonathan Edwards, first into one- and two-inch

cubes, and then into smaller and smaller pieces to he handled

and measured by the incredulous child.^’^ The picture is pleas-

ant and thoroughly characteristic. More than one child of the

parish might have recalled a similar proof of pastoral patience

in the unfolding of truth.

Such a detail also affords partial answer to the question

men have so frequently asked: did Jonathan Edwards ever

unbend from his rigidities? Certainly, although the proofs

are implied in the general picture, instead of stated directly.

One must read the story between the lines; for example, in

the hour spent with his family each evening, before the chil-

dren went to bed and he returned to the study. This was not

an hour of devotion but of conversation, in which the whole

group took part. One may read this story also in family let-

ters; for example, in his letter to Sarah Edwards, his wife,

reporting his care of one of the children taken seriously ill in

her absence. It is perhaps most charmingly suggested in the

children’s accounts kept in his hand in the Interleaved Bible:

extra pennies for little Jerusha for her diligence in reading;

pistareens borrowed from Timothy and paid back again ; silver

spoons thought of and purchased for the daughters before

they were old enough to use them properly. It is in the letters

of the daughters after they had grown up and had homes of

their own, and in the spirited nonsense of Esther and Lucy
and Susannah. Any household which could claim such a trio

would have been a household in which there was laughter,

much laughter. Perhaps Jonathan Edwards did not join in it,

but at least he would not have frowned it down (except on
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Sunday). It is not likely, however, that a complete transcript

of his daily life in its relations with those who knew him best

would change the traditional picture very greatly. He was a

man consecrated to a religious life before he was husband,

father, neighbor, or townsman; and he made few compromises.

An entry in his Personal Narrative to the effect that if he were

in “a good frame for divine contemplation'" when dinner wzs
announced, he would forego dinner rather than interrupt him-

self, suggests a jog in the household schedule such as Sarah

Edwards might have expected at almost any time. But, being

also consecrated, she probably did not mind.

In the more intimate story of Northampton’s weekday

life there is record of many friendly favors exchanged between

pastor and people. Anyone going to Boston would carry letters

or bring parcels for “Mr. Edwards”, and he would do likewise

for his parishioners and neighbors. The town had been riven

by “parties” ever since it was founded; active hostility might

break out in either camp at any time, and yet remoteness had

emphasized mutual dependence. In the many emergencies of

village life, all responded to the need of one, regardless of

petty alignments. Perhaps the most picturesque example on

the record concerns the burning of Ebenezer Hunt’s hat shop

in 1733. Immediately other shops were closed while his fellow

townsmen lent a hand to set him up in business again. His own

account of this nine-day triumph is an unintentional master-

piece, a kind of folk tale of early American enterprise. It

appears in his Journal, under date of January 19, 1733/4, as

follows

:

^‘God 'was pleased to incline the hearts of my Christian friends &
neighbors to help me in that difficult hour. They freely contrihuted

many w’ays to restore me into business. In nine days time I got to

work at my trade in my new shop, the fire happened on a Saturday

morning; some timber was got that day for another shop, & the re-

mainder on Monday, and all hewed & some framing done; Wed-

nesday it was raised
;
Thursday it was shingled, boarded, & my bow-

room filled in with brick; Saturday I did something at my trade, &
on Monday I was settled to business*
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Village life was as friendly, architecture and early American

business as simple as that.

As to the personal life Jonathan Edwards lived outside of

his pulpit and study, little is known. Tradition denies to him,

and probably rightly, any considerable share in the labors

connected with his small Northampton acreage. Later genera-

tions have not liked the picture of Jonathan Edwards raking

hay, picking up stones in the meadow, fanning peas, setting

out two hundred cabbage plants in a morning, or going to mill

with a hand sled, as other country ministers and intellectuals,

including the president of Harvard College, shamelessly ad-

mitted in their diaries.^^ The frailty of his health throughout

his hfe and his preoccupation with study made his relation to

all such tasks largely supervisory, but he would not have con-

sidered them inappropriate to his calling, and with a farm

boyhood behind him would have possessed a deftness of hand

for any one of them. Samuel Hopkins remembered that he

liked to chop wood, and did so daily for exercise; he also set

out various trees, and once measured Mt. Tom, finding it

sixty-three rods high.^® He probably also spread ashes in the

orchard, put the ink powder to soak, and did many other such

chores. He owned sheep and at shearing time was probably

out watching the process along with those of his neighbors

who had reason to be interested in the price of wool. If a

serpent had reared its head at one of the meetings of the

Hampshire Association, as had happened in Cambridge dur-

ing the Synod of 1648,^^ he and every other country minister

present would have been equal to the situation, and the slaugh-

ter would have made very little interruption in the progress of

debate on the question before the meeting. One may be fairly

sure, however, that he never pulled a tooth or bled a patient

on his pastoral visitations, as ministers in more remote par-

ishes were still expected to do in his generation. Northampton
had had the services of Dr. Mather since 1736, and as pastor,

Jonathan Edwards kept strictly to spiritual ministrations.

Within the village, he had intellectual companionship with
only a few men, notably John Stoddard, Colonel Timothy
Dwight, and Major Ebenezer Pomeroy. Otherwise, he found
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it with ministers and dignitaries who passed by on horseback,

en route for Hartford or Boston. No week passed without

guests. They came in all seasons and at all hours, although to

judge from ministerial diaries, they seemed to come chiefly at

midnight. Hospitality was simple, but there was a good deal of

it, and the parsonage often resembled a wayside inn: a dozen

or eighteen for dinner after meeting, the family awakened at

all hours, horses to be cared for as well as men, guests some-

times remaining for weeks or taken with sudden illness and

obliged to stay until they recovered. ‘"So much Company
fatigues me at one time^’, wrote James MacSparran, a brother

minister, who protested thus secretly in his diary. (He should

not have minded, however, having been the fortunate host of

George Berkeley.)

Jonathan Edwards kept no diary which memorialized his

favors in this sort, but some of his guests did, to the praise of

his gracious hospitality.

“Very curteously treated here. The most agreeable Family

I was ever acquainted with, much of the Presence of God
here”, wrote Joseph Emerson. Others gave like testimony.

When his guests left, it was Jonathan Edwards’ custom to

“ride out” with them for a few miles, by way of extending

the hospitality. This custom is often remarked by those who
had spent a night under his roof.

“Mr. Edwards was so kind as to accompany us over Con-

necticutt River and bring us on our way”,-- WTOte Joseph

Emerson, continuing the story.

Only a very well ordered household or a very careless one

could have stood the strain of these continual unexpected de-

mands. Fortunately Sarah Edwards had known beforehand

what a parsonage was like. She willingly put herself within

the frame, accepted the “how much more” argument applied

to everything ministerial, managed her household with scrip-

tural efficiency, cared for her little children, and unfailingly

gave that better measure of hospitality than would have been

expected of her as the wife of a colony magistrate. As reward

she was written down in the travelogues of her guests, not for
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her hospitality alone, but for the beauty of spirit which dis-

tinguished the Edwards home, even to a transient guest.

Of the amenities of American social life outside of the

parsonage pattern, neither she nor her husband had any great

knowledge or experience. Even the decorous gaieties of Boston

in the mid-century would have seemed wasteful to them both,

where they were not darkly wicked. Rural America and urban

America, even for those inclined to piety, lived in different

worlds. In Boston the constables still went forth on the Sab-

bath day compelling church attendance, and on all days fining

those they might catch swearing (one crown per oath) or

otherwise breaking the law; but well-bred men were not con-

scious of these restrictions. Benjamin Lynde of Salem, one of

the Representatives to the General Court, and an exact con-

temporary of Jonathan Edwards, lived what might be re-

garded as the normal social life of a young man of affairs

who was also a prominent church member. His forenoons

were spent with the law, his afternoons and evenings in playing

keels, drinking spango, attending ‘‘great frolicks” or in danc-

ing, usually at private homes. On the day he took his second

degree at Harvard College, he celebrated by a “merry eve-

ning” which progressed from point to point until daylight. On
other festive occasions he attended “great suppers”, hog bar-

becues, huskings, puppet shows (at private houses), and in

the company of other young people, spent evening after eve-

ning in what he set down as “merriment” Benjamin Lynde
was a devout man, but he gave religion and the church only a

share of his thought. By virtue of something in his tempera-

ment and something more in his training, he had learned that

life was pleasant, the mere living, and within the framework
of that concept he had grown up to observe the Sabbath, read

his Bible, and save his soul.

Jonathan and Sarah Edwards thought otherwise. Their

concept of life left no place for any pleasure to which prayer

would not have been a fitting prologue. Approved music con-

sisted of hymns alone ; dancing was contrived by Satan himself

;

feasting was indulgence of the body without profit to the soul.

Life was too short and time too precious for the Christian to
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give thought to anything which did not in some way look

ahead to the eternities beyond. Jonathan Edwards traveled

considerabky but his journeys did not bring him exposure to a

less straitened way of life. On visits to Boston or New Haven
he looked out from the sanctity of another parsonage, his

thought fixed on the sermon he would preach to a strange

congregation on the morrow. If only occasionally he might

have sat down with men who were not ministers, a feast before

him such as Boston hosts delighted to spread before their

guests, and politics or any other undoctrinal subject for a con-

versational theme, his own conviction that the end of this our

life is God, might possibly have seemed more authoritative.

But it would have been useless to invite him. Not only

would he have been an anachronism at a ‘turtle feasri\ a Bos-

ton concert or a week end at some countiy^ seat, but he would
not have accepted the invitation. His six-day week was lived

on the level of the seventh day, and only ministerial functions

were in the line of duty. A study of his whole life confirms one

in the view that geography and training had little to do with

his view of life. Had he not grown up in East Windsor or

been educated at Yale College, or accepted a call to North-

ampton, it might have made little difference. To find God, as

he would have put it, was of all deep needs of his nature the

most insistent, and he would have gone straight to that goal,

no matter in what path his feet had been set. He had pleasures,

satisfactions, and deep human joys, but even these had chiefiy

to do with one area of life; namely, religion. Single-minded-

ness is costly in any age or society, and it was costly in provin-

cial Northampton. As Jonathan Edwards walked the streets

of the village, he earned the respect of his people and to some

extent their love. His interpretation of the pastoral obligation

was in line with their wish in so far as this meant sympathy,

gentleness, and unsparing service. But in a very real sense he

walked among them as the most solitary of men. The time

would come when they would forget the kindness and remem-

ber only that he had never really been one of themselves. But

no Northampton prophet would have dared such a prediction

in the good years of the 1730’s.



Chapter VII

THE DOCTRINE LAID DOWN

Throughout these same good years of his ministry, the mak-
ing of sermons was to Jonathan Edwards one of the chief ends

of his reading, his study, his thought- What shall I preach, he
asked of himself a thousand times and then wrote down the

answer in many notebooks. Also, in his relation to his flock he
was more preacher than pastor, for all the weekday disciplin-

ing and catechizing. It was on Sunday morning at the ringing

of the meetinghouse bell that Northampton had its best chance
to know “Mr. Edwards”, as he mounted his high pulpit and
in a quiet voice, without movement or gesture, laid down his

doctrine. His tall, spare figure and his deliberate manner gave
him a commanding presence. The piercing eyes went every-

where; the thin tones reached the dim corner of the gallery.

Every word was distinctly spoken. One does not fidget under
such preaching. The young people, a little surprised at them-
selves at first, felt his authority and mended their ways. “Inde-
cent carriage at meeting” became a thing of the past. This
delicate-looking young man had something to say, and
strangely enough his fragility seemed to increase his power.

As a speaker, his chief asset was the quality of his voice

—

a little languid, with a note of pathos, Samuel Hopkins said;

too low for a large assembly, but very distinct and strangely
arresting. He particularly commended the well-placed pauses
and great distinctness in pronunciation.^ Thomas Prince spoke
of his naturalness of delivery, his low, moderate voice, his

freedom from mannerisms, his “habitual and great solemnity,
looking and speaking as in the presence of God”.^ Like Emer-
son, Jonathan Edwards gave the impression of speaking from

134
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the immediate inspiration of the moment, in spite of the

manuscript before him.

As a preacher in the open fields, he would not have been a

success. Whitefield could thunder God's judgments across the

meadow, hurling his body about with great agility and by the

magic of his oratory causing hundreds to go down before him.

The quiet intensity of Jonathan Edwards required walls. Such

power as his is rare, and difficult of analysis. John Hooker,

a brother minister, called him the most eloquent man he ever

knew, defining ‘‘eloquence’' as the power of '‘making strong

impressions of the subject of a discourse on the minds of an

audience”.^ Others made essentially the same comment. People

went away from Whitefield's preaching talking about ‘‘the

great Mr. Whitefield'’. They went away from the Enfield

sermon crying, “What must I do to be saved?” Not even the

sermon as a sermon, but only the truth it proclaimed, was the

final Impression. The Enfield sermon is not a piece of oratory

in the usual sense. It is a notable example of almost elementary

logic, and the exposition of a very simple idea by means of

everyday imagery. It would have gained nothing by such vol-

ume as wmuld have aw'akened echoes. Spoken quietly, and in a

manner to suggest that the speaker was a mouthpiece, not one

wLo relied on his owm authority, such words had an irresistible

finality.

Until George Whitefield began the fashion of extempo-

raneous speaking, Jonathan Edwards had his complete sermon

manuscript before him in the pulpit. Each sermon was care-

fully written out in a tiny booklet stitched together by hand.

The size, by 4 j4 Inches, corresponded exactly to the ser-

mon booklets made by other ministers, trained similarly to cut

their foolscap to the purpose. Jonathan Edwards, who had

been brought up in the thrifty East Windsor parsonage, also

made use of scraps of paper of all sorts: letter folds, first

drafts of letters sent, blank sides of letters received, Yale

theses, governors’ proclamations, broadsides, bills from Ivlr.

Potwine’s general store in Hartford, requests for prayers,

marriage banns, children’s copybook exercises, ends of Mrs.

Edwards’ fan papers—^whatever came to hand. To assume that
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poverty was back of this practice is absurd. Writing paper,

like other luxuries, had to be carried on horseback from Bos-

ton, and weeks might pass before a depleted supply could be

replenished. Besides, wastefulness of any sort was not coun-

tenanced in the King Street home. Jonathan Edwards saved

scraps of paper just as he saved scraps of time. Both could be

made to serve a useful purpose. Biographers are glad enough

he saved the paper, for these vagrant scraps bring the Edwards

home to life in many ways, some of them all but priceless. An
order for the latest style in clergymen’s buttons, three pounds

paid for a hat, eleven pounds for a gold locket and chain,

sixteen shillings for “a Pare of gold wiers”, bills for spelling

books, cables of thread, thimbles, three yards of lute string, a

silk handkerchief, a ribbon for Sarah, a broom, a mousetrap,

a primer, ‘‘one child’s plaything”, one dozen long pipes, gro-

cery lists showing infinite chocolate for the Edwards consump-

tion, the fragment of a letter expressing parental concern over

measles. Dr. Mather’s bill for two bloodlettings, a reminder

to bring Lucy’s shoes—such are the trivia which enable one to

sketch in the background for the personal story. The turning

of any sermon page is likely to bring to light some intimate

detail of family life, not elsewhere recorded.

Tradition says that Jonathan Edwards placed the tiny

sermon booklet in the open pulpit Bible, keeping his finger on

his place. The writing is so fine and the sermon page so

crowded that he must have followed his own script with some
difficulty, particularly on a dark day, for the Northampton
church was unlighted except by the sun. In using notes at all,

he was inviting criticism; for ever since John Warham had
dared “carry a quiver full of them” into the pulpit, sermon
notes had been an issue. Solomon Stoddard had always

preached from memory, and had felt so strongly that this was
the only way to preach that he had once inveighed in print

against “The Defects of Ministers” ^ who did otherwise.

Timothy Edwards, father of Jonathan, prided himself on a

memory equal to a two-hour discourse, unaided by a scrap,

and was not humiliated by “thumb papers” until well after his

seventieth birthday. His son, in the very presence of Solomon
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Stoddard, read his entire sermon, although his dependence

upon the manuscript was probably not such as to render impos-

sible that ‘'Holy Inspection of the Congregation'', which Solo-

mon Stoddard thought the sine qua non of acceptable preach-

ing. After Whitefield came, Jonathan Edwards, like most

other American preachers who had been in sympathy with the

new evangelism, spoke extemporaneously, aided only by a brief

outline. He continued this practice until the end of his life.

The familiar pulpit legend concerning his extraordinary

powers has reference chiefly to his revival preaching, which

caused men to cry out in terror as he compelled them to face

their eternal doom. The legend, however, is far from the troth

except in a few applications. Characteristically, he was not an

evangelistic preacher at all, in the usual understanding of the

term. It is true that the great and terrible wrath of God and

the urgency of personal salvation were his lifelong convictions,

and that in times of revival he preached repeatedly on these

themes. They were short cuts to the repentant prostration of

the multitudes, and he took them as evangelists have always

done ; but by the month and year, his sermons had more refer-

ence to the practical virtues of everyday piety than to anything

spectacular either in theme or in treatment. When he was most

himself, he was a quiet-spoken teacher, and a kindly though

unsparing critic of men’s conduct in the light of their religious

obligations- Salvation was a recompense in itself as well as an

escape from future torment. ‘Tt would be worth the while to

be Religious if only for the Pleasantness of it”, is quite as

typical a sermon theme as that of the familiar Eternity of Hell

Torments^ upon which his preaching reputation so securely

rests. Even in revival times he did not always preach damna-

tion.

“There is a sweet Harmony between [Christ] & the Soul of a

true [Chris] tian”,

and

“there never was any man that once came to iind[er]stand what man-

ner of man [Christ] was but his Heart was infallibly drawn to him”,

are sermon themes from the midst of a revival season.
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He owed his reputation as a hell and brimstone preacher

to two pieces of printed matter which appeared at extraor-

dinarily propitious times for making a reputation. One of them

was his letter to Benjamin Colman, detailing the 1735 revival

in his own parish; and the other was the Enfield sermon,

preached at the height of the Great Awakening excitement

and printed immediately. No preacher ever spoke at a more

favorable moment for an immortal broadcast than on this

latter occasion. It was a case par excellence^ of the man, the

idea, and the moment. Men would have believed anything in

the nature of revival hysteria, and they preferred exaggeration

to the truth. When they heard that there were those in the

congregation who had fled in terror from the vision of judg-

ment painted by this spokesman, it was enough. In the popular

mind, Jonathan Edwards became another Whitefield.

The later chapters are even easier to understand. The
tradition was too picturesque to be allowed to die; besides, the

sermon was in print. Today not ten in many thousands have

read it, but all know the story. Both town and preacher are

inseparably connected with the picture of terrorized sinners

dangled over the pit by a thread. Jonathan Edwards, the fiery

Puritan, has passed into American legend. As a matter of fact,

he was neither Puritan nor fiery, but any attempt to contradict

the legend in the lay mind is as futile as it is unimportant. For
anyone who cares to know the truth, this contradiction is

written in very fine handwriting, often difficult to read, on the

small pages of some five hundred extant sermon booklets which

occupied the crack of the Northampton Bible on successive

Sunday mornings.

These extant sermons cover the whole period of his min-

istry down to within one month of his death. All except' those

preached before 1733 are dated; if a sermon was preached

more than once, subsequent dates and places are added; if a

page was omitted, or if only half the sermon was preached, the

fact is noted. There are enough extant sermons, marked
“Preached at Northampton”, to take care of more than half

the Sundays in his twenty-three-year pastorate, making the

whole panorama of his sermon thought, together with the
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manner of it, an open record. It appears from these memorials

that he reached his preaching maturity early, and that except

for changes of emphasis and timely response to events, his

preaching changed little during the whole of his pastorate, or,

in fact, during his entire life.

As a young preacher he chose more texts from Revelation,

Psalms, Proverbs, Solomon^s Song than in later years, and he

also developed his thought more poetically. He liked to dwell

on the “Infinitely glorious Perfection of God”, the rapture of

the saints in heaven, and the mysteries of deep religious

ecstasy. These early sermons suggest many correspondences to

his own personal experiences, his sweet sense of the divine

presence, and his own absorption in religious contemplation.

He made much of the beauty of nature as an earnest of celes-

tial glory: as in the following eloquent peroration

:

“The beaut}’ of trees, Plants, and flowers 'with which God has

bespangled the face of the Earth is Delightsome, the beautiful frame

of the body of ilan, especially in its Perfection is Astonishing, the

beauty of the moon and stars, is wonderful!, the beaut}* of highest

heavens, is transcendent, the Excellenc}' of angels and the saints in

light, is very Glorious, but it is all Deformity, and Darkness in Com-

parison of the higher Glories and beauties of the Creator of all . .
®

These are distinctly youthful sermons, written out with the

care and precision of college exercises, even to careful punctua-

tion. There are no shorthand abbreviations, no half-written

words, no first-draft corrections. He even followed the current

rule for printed matter, inserting the first word of the new

page in the lower corner of his manuscript. As he grew older,

there was less of the mystic's rapture, more interest in doc-

trine, a more realistic view of human nature, and more em-

phasis on the practical virtues of Christian living. The manu-

script page became less neat; the handwriting more hurried.

The booklet became a record of his own thought for his own
use, not a specimen exercise. Thought w^as more important

than punctuation.

Naturally, he accepted the preaching formula of his day.

This was In accordance with his father's example, his Yale
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training, and the practice of “learned divines” for more than

a hundred years. There was only one way to build a sermon,

and thus was it built: first, the Text and the Doctrine to be

deduced from it; then the Exposition of the Scripture context,

followed by the Defence of the Doctrine
;
last, its Application

or Uses of Instruction, Self-examination, Consolation, Re-

proof, Warning, or some other purpose appropriate to the

sermon emphasis. Unvaryingly he kept to this pattern through-

out his life. Individuality came by way of the sermon develop-

ment, never by any change in the essential design. It remained

for another, unfamiliar with the expectation of the American

pew, to speak according to a new pattern and in a new idiom.

One of New England’s own sons, trained at Harvard or Yale,

could not have done it, even though he had dared to try.

America would not have accepted a home-grown innovation.

But after George Whitefield had broken the familiar pattern,

anyone could break it
;
and everyone must, if he would survive.

In following the model set before him, Jonathan Edwards
early developed a characteristic pattern of his own. After he

had stood before them for a year, his Northampton people

knew what to expect. The Text would not be obvious. This

young man had a genius for finding Scripture to his purpose,

and finding it in unexplored scriptural corners. Characteristi-

cally also, he phrased the Doctrine to correspond as closely as

possible to the Text.

“I will not change the words of the text for a Doctrine”,

he once wrote, and when he did change them he added little.

Text: Jam, 1:13, For God cannot be tempted with evil.

Doctrine: Tis Impossible that G[od] should be under any Temptation

to do anything that is Evil.

Text: II Cor, 4:18,—but the things which are not seen are eternal.

Doctrine: The Things of the unseen [World] are Eternal things.

Text: Psa, 78:25, Man did eat angels’ food.

Doctrine :—those that partake of Christ eat angels food.

Habitually, he gave large space to the Exposition of the

Scripture context, repeating the familiar story as though it

were being told for the first time. He had skill in narrative.
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and his simple handling of biblical events is often, as a piece of

writing, the best part of his sermon. His clarification of the

Doctrine was usually by the method of particularization. To
him a sermon idea was not the end of a golden string, to be

followed wheresoe’er it led, but an area of space to be cut up

into smaller areas, until the whole had been divided and sub-

divided, and each part numbered and labelled, the categories

usually becoming more concrete as he proceeded. His orderly

mind found pleasure in these lists of propositions, reasons,

examples, carefully arranged in a climactic scheme. It is the

easiest of all methods of thought development, and puts little

strain on a great mind. Almost any one of his sermons pro-

vides illustration. When preaching on the text “Remember
Lot’s wife” he proceeded as follows

:

Doctrine: We ought not to Look Back when we are Flying out of

Sodom & that for the following Reasons.

1. Because Sodom is a City full of Filthiness & abominations.

2. Because Sodom is a Citv* appointed to Destruction.

3. Because it is exceeding Dreadful D[estruction].

4. —Swift and Sudden Destruction.

5. There is nothing in Sodom worth Looking back upon because all

the Enjoym.[ent] of Sodom will soon Perish in the Common De-

struction and will all be burnt up, Tis not worth the trouble to

Look back on things that are Perishing.

The sermon was remarked as memorable. Reading it on the

manuscript page, one wonders why. The sermon on Christ

weeping over Jerusalem, repreached six times and marked

“Very good” in his own handwriting, presents a series of rea-

sons why Jesus wept. In other sermons, eternal life is a life of

humility, of love, of obedience. The temptations of the world

are of three kinds: by circumstances, by worldly objects, by

business. He clarifies the spirit of prayer by enumerating the

objects to be prayed for; taking ChrisFs yoke upon us, by a

series of biblical illustrations, beginning with xAbraham and

proceeding through Moses, David, Daniel, down to the Apos-

tle John. What the spirit of prayer, or the taking of Christ’s

yoke upon him, might mean to the individual Christian, he
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makes no effort to explain. The text, “Pour out the Holy

Spirit^’, was not translated into life, but developed by the

easier path suggested by the headings, “On us, on others, here,

in other towns, on the whole land, on the nation, on the world

of Mankind’’. Again and again he directed his appeal to spe-

cial groups, such as “To natural men. To the godly, Particu-

larly to Heads of Families, To young people, To Children, To
all that belong in this little village”. These categorical counsels

made the sermon organization.

In a series of sermons on the parable of the ten virgins he

was content to define wherein the true and the false agree and

wherein they disagree; what is symbolized by the oil and by

other details—all oblique to the main teaching, as it would

seem. His Application consisted of further enumerations, no

nearer to life on a weekday level.^

Always there was symmetry, orderliness, design. Such ser-

mons lent themselves admirably to the catechizing of the

children who heard, for the outline was always clear, the

points carefully numbered. Relentlessly he held to the course

of these numbered steps, erecting a signpost at every turning

and keeping the whence and the whither of his argument

clearly before his hearers. The wayfaring man who listened

may not have understood the Doctrine or the Application, but

he would have been a dull clod indeed if he could not at any

moment have told the exact point in the two-hour journey at

which pulpit and pew had jointly arrived.

These persistent categorizings, for all their appearance of

logic, often leave the questing modern very much in the dark

as to the essential inwardness of the doctrine the preacher

labored so symmetrically to clarify. What after all was Jona-

than Edwards’ notion of prayer, as prayer, apart from the

objects prayed for, the times and seasons when prayer should

be offered? Exactly what did he mean by “eternal life” here

and now, or by such a dark phrase as “the cure of our spiritual

wound” ? His own thought was far too precise for the content

of his terms to be foggy in his own mind; why so little effort to

translate them into life ? Instead, he merely divided them into

pieces, met objections, gave reasons. One would think his own
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intense perception of spiritual truth would sometimes have

broken through the stiff sermon formula. Perhaps it did, in his

extemporaneous remarks; but if so the sermon booklets give

no sign.

His peculiar power as a preacher lay in his ability to paint

pictures. He had to an unusual degree the faculty of objectify-

ing his concepts, but his imagination needed something tangible

with which to start. This the biblical poet had already sup-

plied. Jonathan Edwards took the biblical figure and pursued

it relentlessly, until heaven, hell, God’s wrath, eternal glory,

as he preached them, lost their vague outlines and became

visible, imminent realities. Beginning with the known, he en-

larged and intensified familiar details until the boundaries

between known and unknown were obliterated and his hearers

transported. Analyzed, the method is simple enough; it can

almost be reduced to the how much more formula. If a real

thunderstorm In this town can be as terrifying as last night’s

storm was, think what it will be when God lets loose his thun-

ders over the whole earth at one and the same minute. With
memories fresh in their minds as to how it was when

‘"thunder fell in Smith’s pasture”,

superlatives needed no firmer foundation. If God can shake

New England as he did in 1727, think what it will be when

he shakes the whole earth. If the preacher had stopped there,

his idea might not have gripped anyone; but he went on to

particularize, until the accumulated horror was all but un-

bearable :

“What a mighty strength would it Require only to move one moun-

tain how Great a strength then must that be that will shake the whole

Globe to which the greatest ^lountains are Less than molehills. Less

than Clods of Dirt. If we Could stand at a Distance and see the

Earth shaking and shivering under the hand of God not only Towns

and Cities shaken down but ^Mountains overturned, and the Islands

of the Sea shaken out of their Places and shattered to Pieces what a

great Idea would it give of the Power of God. ... If a small Earth-

quake is so terrible and it puts you into a Consternation to feel a trem-

bling of the Earth for about a minute, how will it amaze you if you
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are in a sinfull state when the whole Globe shall be as it were Rocked

to pieces and you shall hear the foundations of the Earth Crack and

shall see the mountains Overturned and the whole heaven at the same

time filled with flashes of lightening and the air tortured with per-

petual and Innumerable Claps of Thunder far more Awfull than the

most horrible that we hear in thunder storms, and all this at the visible

Presence of the Almighty and an angry God”/

Such specifications of God’s power might have fallen on un-

terrified ears before 1727, but hardly afterward, earthquake

terror being in a class by itself among human fears. To those

who in the current language of the newspapers, had “heard a

large earthquake”, the preacher’s words recalled the unfor-

gettable sensation, putting their very souls in a palsy.

Fire as a symbol of God’s wrath, he treated in exactly the

same fashion. Beginning by thrusting the little fingers of his

congregation into the flame, then their hands, their arms,

their whole bodies, he presently pushed them headlong into a

quivering lake of fire. Even then he did not stop, but forced

them to imagine the excruciating pain of fire

“Running into our Mouths & filling our Lungs,

—

Running into our Ears and Nostrils”,®

to be endured world without end, while tortured sensibilities

remained undeadened to the agony.

His own conscious aim in all this was to make scriptural

preachment a reality.

“The Reason why men No more Regard warnings of Future pun-

ishment is because it Don’t seem real to them”,

he wrote as Doctrine for one of his sermons. He proceeded to

make it real by the method most natural to him, particulariza-

tion of the horror in tangible, visible form. The coming of

God in the clouds, the saints in white singing around the

throne, the dead coming forth from their graves, were to him
literal sights. He would have missed entirely the grim irony

and bold unbelief of Stanley Spencer’s concept of the Last
Judgment (at the Tate Gallery) ® which has to some extent
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offended the orthodoxy of modern times. He would have seen

only the gravestones tilted back, and the sleepers emerging,

but this would have been only the prelude to the real drama.

His imagination would have been dilated far more by the

vision of the Son of God coming in his glory the clouds of

heaven with millions of angels, and with thunders and light-

ning breaking forth from his Presence'’.^® How terrible will

be the appearance of Almighty God to those who are unpre-

pared to meet him, and how glorious also the bliss of the

redeemed

!

Yet strangely enough, having asserted that heaven was a

very different place from earth, he proceeded to make it out of

the same elements. The angels would carry the souls of the

saved to the very throne of God. God and Christ would meet

them and treat them like brethren: they would eat and drink

together; Christ would lead the assembly in their praises.

Heaven was a place; he saw it; he heard it. It was something

like Northampton on a Sunday morning, only in some vague

way purified and glorified. Except for the Catholic imagery,

he would have understood and accepted the sculptured vision

of judgment on various cathedral west fronts, with the saved

gathered to Abraham’s bosom (literally) and the damned
pouring, like a current, into a lake of fire. He admitted that

there was a figurative as w’ell as a literal significance to biblical

symbol, yet for sermon purposes he dwelt on the literal. As a

result, his treatment of the unseen is two-dimensional. There

is all too little to tease the mind beyond today and tomorrow,

except the text itself, which he turned from poetry to prose.

He even knew what the saints talked about in their heavenly

converse—the death of Jesus, of course.

To a day that interprets vision and poetry as symbol, not

fact, such literalness is too easily dismissed as naivete. But to

the Northampton hearers, who like their preacher read their

Bible for what it said, word for word, these prose details

which he added made the Scripture take shape in color and

movement until his pictures of heaven and hell and God on his

throne were as real as though they had been murals painted

with a brush on the gray meetinghouse walls. But with an
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arbitrariness of which he was probably unconscious, he refused

to consider Solomon^s Song except as symbol. Human love,

beautiful as he had found it, belonged in another category.

Flat-footedly he wrote down as Doctrine for a sermon, “The

Book called Sol[omon’s] Song is a divine Song concerning

Things of a spr. & divine nature & no human Love Song.”

His sermon style was seldom heightened. At its best it was

as unadorned as Bunyan’s, although lacking Bunyan’s distinc-

tion. His figures of speech were almost strictly scriptural.

When he needed briars and brambles, pastures and water

brooks, a cloud the size of a man’s hand, the high places of

the forest, he took them from David and the Prophets and

the Evangelists, as though he had never had a farm boyhood

of his own, and had not every year of his life spent weeks in

lonely horseback journeys through woods, breathtaking in

their spring and autumn beauty. As a part of his own daily

devotions, he was accustomed to going to the woods which

bordered Northampton, tethering his horse and walking

alone in meditation; yet so far as the thoughts he brought

back had need to cloak themselves in images, he took them

from the Bible, seldom from his own observations. Whatever

hunger he had for poetic expression was satisfied by chapter

and line and verse from the familiar store

:

“Man is like grass, says the Scripture. Yes, man is like

grass. I will show you wherein this is a true saying.”

“The King in his beauty. Yes, the King in his beauty.”

And there he stopped. What more was there to say?

His most frequently quoted metaphor, written years be-

fore the prison house of theology had closed around him, re-

mains a somewhat lonely example of apparently original

poetic phrase:

“To think of nothing is to think of the same that the sleeping rocks

do dream of”.^^

One must look closely for the poet in him to speak on Sunday
morning with so authentic a voice, although the proofs may
sometimes be found. He saw the soul of man craving happi-
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ness. It is like an empty vessel which only God can fill. The
fire of hell will be something like the lightning fiash which

drinks up man’s spirits and his life. But usually his figures are

more conventional.

Like many of his parishioners, he raised sheep, bought

sheep, visited his pastures, mended his fences, superintended

the shearing, and through the years acquired much precise in-

formation about sheep and their ways. An illustration drawn

from the familiar scene on Mt. Tom would have been intently

heard, yet one never finds it. When he had need of sheep for

sermon purposes, he shelved all his own observations, and

kept strictly to biblical varieties: sheep dumb before their

shearers, sheep for the slaughter, gone astray like lost sheep.

Not a word suggesting his own knowledge of lambing time, of

the peril of broken hurdles, of the occasional wolf, or of the

dog over twelve inches high, unlawfully ("‘for the sheep’s

sake”) roaming at large in Northampton. Preaching did not

deal in such obvious realities.

Nor did American poetry, for that matter. These were still

the years in which poets were blind to the world around them.

They still rang the changes on the melancholy yew, heather

and gorse and skylarks, no one of which they had ever seen.

Whippoorwills, goldenrod, and gentians had hardly as yet

appeared in their verses; even the maple must wait to be

“planted on poetic ground”. For a minister to have used

his eyes in the interest of sermon illustration would have been

quite as unlikely. Wild blackberry vines had nothing to do

with sermons ; the lilies of the field alone were sufScieet. Even
a hundred years later, a Harvard audience was to be shodced

by Emerson’s breach of scholarly proprieties in his “meal in

the firkin, milk in the pan”.

By his own statement, Jonathan Edwards had “a very

plain unfashionable way of preaching”.^^ He meant, of course,

unadorned, and without the polished phrase proper to printed

matter. His verdict was right : he was no stylist. “The Death

of Christ is a great Subject of contemplation.” “The Misery

of the Damned in Hell is one of those Great Things that the

Saints in their blessed and joyful state in Heaven shall behold
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and take great notice of throughout Eternity.” ‘‘Bridling the

Tongue is a Great and Essential Part of Religion.” Examples

of similarly undistinguished vocabulary occur on every page,

to deserve the eulogium spoken by one of his later critics:

“His talents were of a superior kind. He regarded thoughts,

rather than words”.^^ It was a judgment calculated to praise,

stylistic excellence being low in the list of criteria for sermon

excellence. Was the doctrine “solid, rational and instructive”?

Did the preacher avoid the “extreams of the enticing words

of men’s wisdom” ? Did he show a “noble negligence” of mere

language ? If so, he was well approved.

“Iron can do some things that gold cannot”, wrote a

brother minister, by way of preface to his humble offering

from the press. Was the book useful? Would souls be saved

thereby? These were the real tests.

Jonathan Edwards’ power to present Ideas in pictures

might lead one to expect lurid exposure of community sins;

but except on a very few occasions the exact reverse was true.

His reference to the local scene is seldom specific enough to be

recognized. One may read a literal hundred of his sermons,

and except for the headings, which name the occasions, know
very little more about what was happening in Northampton
than might be learned from reading Leviticus and II Chroni-

cles. What went on at the local tavern did not concern him.

He dealt with the springs of action, and the name and address

of the offender seldom concerned him. In a sermon entitled,

“Preached On the Occasion of the Excommunication of John Bridgman’s

Wife, which was July 22, 1739”,

neither the culprit nor the offence is mentioned. Text and doc-

trine alone re-created a town scandal of which all knew the

details.

In the Temptation of Joseph sermon, one of the most

specific against Northampton evils, he called the offences by

their family names and went on at once to what was beneath

and behind them. After laying down several general principles

by which conduct is to be recognized as either good or bad,
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he warned the young against specific evils, calling the familiar

roll, but -without going into details. To Whitefield these lost

chances would have been inexcusable. He would have pictured

the offender, dramatized the offence, called names, and set

every tongue in town to wagging. At the end of this particular

sermon Jonathan Edwards invited the young people who did

not agree with his arguments and were unwilling to give up

the amusements he had denounced to bring satisfying answers

to the arguments he had presented. ‘T don’t desire'’, he said,

“that young People should be abridg'd of any lawful & proper

Liberties.” This is completely typical of his governance in his

own family. The liberties permitted to his daughters are start-

ling in the light of eighteenth century proprieties: the long

journeys, the unchaperoned comings and goings while they

were still in their teens. His admonitions in letters to them

have no reference to behavior whatever, only to the principles

which underlie it.

There are no parallels anywhere in Jonathan Edwards’

sermons to the strictures of his predecessor against hooped

petticoats, the sinfulness of wearing periwigs, compotations

in private houses, and many similar follies. Periwigs had par-

ticularly aroused Solomon Stoddard’s ire, men’s “own Hair

[being] sufficient for all those Ends that God has given Hair

for”.^® Whether Jonathan Edwards’ hair was inadequate or

not, no one knows, but he wore a wig and said nothing of it.

When country towns were still wearing shoestrings, he fol-

lowed Boston and put on buckles; such matters, in his view,

lying outside the precincts of sin. Foppishness in dress he

would have been the first to deprecate, but he had too much

dignity and too much sense to lose his balance over such mat-

ters. He showed a similar discrimination in wasting no argu-

ments on Sunday morning as to the exact hour of the sixth

day at which woman was created, or the exact number of feet

from the meetinghouse a private dwelling could stand without

affront to God. To a later day many of his two-hour argu-

ments may seem futile, but they were never trivial.

like any other preacher he read the times to his purpose,

and made fitting Sunday response to weekday happenings.
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When the Lyman house was destroyed by fire and two of the

children burned to death, the sermon on the following Sunday

was shaped to this tragedy. To do so was a tribute to the

members of his flock whom it concerned, as well as a fresh

reminder to all, of the swift ways of death. Similarly when

the courthouse burned, when the “throat distemper” came,

or drought burned up the crops, he used the sermon

material God himself had provided. He shared the simple

trust of the least intellectual of his flock that God spoke

through these accidents and the devastations of nature. His

files are full of sermons preached at fasts held for rain, and

his remarks on such occasions indicate that he expected a

literal answer. He would have rebuked the unfaith of the

brother who attended the fast but wrote in his journal

:

“Before Mr. Noyes had done prayer, ye rain came down at once

on ye Meeting-House to ye great Surprise of ye assembly”.^’’

Jonathan Edwards would have been surprised if Jehovah

had not “unstopped the bottles of Heaven,” and immediately.

What these hundreds of sermons with their carefully se-

lected texts, their closely reasoned analogies and precise divi-

sions within divisions meant to “Sticher Pomroy” the town

tailor, to Ebenezer Hunt, Noah Clark, Preserved Bartlett,

and all the others, only these men themselves could have said.

Pages of careful reasoning to prove the devil a liar were not

to them wasted logic. They straightway went home and

marked the new evidence in their own Bibles. A sermon’s pros-

perity in any age lies in the ears that hear it, not in the criti-

cism of those who come after. The Northampton pews had
paid their annual rate for two hours of Exposition and Appli-

cation of doctrine fifty-two Sundays in the year. They expected

doctrine to be heavily freighted with learning greater than

their own, and well annotated by Scripture. They were not

theologians, any of them, but they were all detectives. They
knew what they had heard all their lives, and if the Sunday
doctrine had swerved an inch toward anything Antinomian or

un-Stoddardean, they would all have been on the scent at once.
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‘^Sound doctrine” and religion were one and identical;

Edwards” kept within the white lines of traditional ortho-

doxy. Hence, when they opened the doors of their pews at

the end of the two hours and filed out into the air again, they

were well content. Children stayed to catechizing, repeated

the sermon outline correctly, straightway forgot it, but re-

membered all their lives that God and religion were more im-

portant than anything else, and that Sunday was a holy day.

Read in print or on their tiny manuscript pages, not one

in fifty of these sermons would be likely to suggest that

America was to honor Jonathan Edwards as one of the great

minds of his century. There is much repetition. Long before

his Northampton pastorate was over, his thought had begun

to run in grooves. Posterity, interested in the originality of his

thought, must find it elsewhere than in the sermon booklets.

Read under properly diffused light, two hundred years away
from the atmosphere of the meetinghouse and the presence of

a believing congregation, lacking the quiet voice and the deep

solemnity of the preacher, these two-hour discourses leave one

wondering somewhat as to the preacher and his pow’er. In the

1730’s and ’40’s, however, it was quite otherwise. These same

closely reasoned, heavily doctrinal sermons made the name of

Jonathan Edwards known on two continents.



Chapter VIII

SOULS GATHERED IN

The first signal honor of his career outside of his own parish

was a tribute to a sermon he had preached. This was in 1731,

when he was twenty-seven years old and had been settled in

Northampton for more than four years. He had been invited

by the Boston clergy to preach at the Public Lecture on July

8th, and his sermon had so greatly pleased the older brethren

that they had urged him to print it at once. This was his first

publication.^

In the light of his career as a revival preacher, the sermon

is of considerable importance, for it laid the foundation of his

whole evangelical structure. He called it God Glorified in

Man's Dependence. It is a carefully reasoned discourse in

which he made bold to announce hat he could justify the ways

of God to men by the basic tenet of traditional Calvinism,

divine sovereignty. One cannot of course assign single causes

to the complicated process of social change ; and yet, fitted into

its chronological place, this sermon appears to mark the be-

ginning of both the new emphasis in doctrine and the new fer-

vor in preaching which ten years later were to bring about the

Great Awakening.

In 1731, New England was full of very disturbing signs of

interest in the more modern plan of salvation loosely called

Arminianism. In place of the familiar doctrines of God’s sov-

ereignty, His inexorable justice in the damnation of sinners,

and the complete helplessness of men to do anything about it

all, this new way of thinking held out hope by way of more

respectable living, benevolence, and those measurable virtues

generally known as “good works”. These newer notions had

the great advantage of being more concrete, easier to under-

152
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stand, and far more comfortable than the traditional sound

doctrines. The conservative clerg}" were alarmed in proportion

as the laity were interested, but in their great concern to speak

against the new they had forgotten to preach the old. Here
was a young man who, without calling the offensive new doc-

trine by name, preached the old with such fervor as to make it

appear the more desirable. The Boston clergy were delighted,

and no wonder.

In Jonathan Edwards’ personal story, this sermon made
clear w^hat was to be his lifelong theological loyalty. As be-

tween the “ancients” and the “moderns”, he declared for the

“ancients”. The “fashionable new divinity"', as he saw it,

robbed God of his due glory and thwarted the whole scheme

of human redemption as God had designed it. In this sermon

he was not concerned to argue against these newer doctrines,

or even to chart the true scheme of salvation as a consistent

whole. He said nothing about eternal punishment, contrition

for sin, or even conversion but, logician that he was, went

back to the beginnings. The sovereignty of God in the world

he had created was the foundation of all right doctrine. Until

man had acknowledged this sovereignty unequivocably and

had admitted his own helplessness, the gift of free grace could

have no meaning for him. Having reasserted this absolute

supremacy, Jonathan Edwards went on to define it in terms

of personal redemption:

Man is nothing; God is all.

Man’s very desire for God is God-given.

Whatever degree of holiness man may attain is not his own, but

God’s dwelling in him.

God communicates his own beauty to the souls of his saints.

In doctrine, this is pure Calvinism, purer in fact than New
England was accustomed to hearing. In emphasis, !t was a

timely rebuke to those who were taking credit to themselves

for any good works they practiced. In approach, it was frankly

speculative; there was hardly a concrete detail in the whole

sermon.

Stripped of the young eloquence with which they were
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proclaimed, these ideas were thoroughly familiar to the Bos-

ton divines who listened so approvingly. No phrase had been

on the lips of the New England clergy more frequently since

Jonathan Edwards was born than “sovereignty of God”
; and

yet, as he now interpreted this venerable doctrine, he seemed

to be preaching a fresh, new truth. The sermon, as the record

reads, was “uncommonly impressive”. It is easy to see why.

Back of the familiar structure of Calvinistic thought, in this

basic first Point, “sovereignty”, the fervent young preacher

was putting the authority of his own personal religious experi-

ence. When he spoke of a satisfying spiritual joy, “a kind of

effusion of God in the soul”, he was not speaking the language

of catechetical divinity as he had learned it in Ames’ Medulla

during his Yale College days; he was speaking out of his own
knowledge of spiritual things. Divine sovereignty, by this in-

terpretation, was the doctrine which, hitherto “abhorrent”,

had immediately after his conversion appeared “exceeding

pleasant, bright and sweet”. It would be years yet before he

would clarify to his own complete intellectual satisfaction the

complex psychology implicit in this inner change which he now
proclaimed; but throughout his life the communication of

God’s own beauty to his redeemed creatures, not by virtue of

any worthiness in them but by his own sovereign pleasure

alone, would be to him the essence of religion, as man might

begin to know It on earth. This Boston sermon of 1731 sup-

plies the doctrinal basis for this first step in Jonathan Ed-

wards’ own pilgrim’s progress.

In the long history of New England preaching, this ser-

mon is not more important as a check to the fashionable new
doctrine of salvation than to the much older process of ra-

tionalization by which the unfathomable, unpredictable God of

Calvin had been gradually changed into a reasonable being. In

fact, Calvin’s God had not crossed to the American continent

at all, but by 1620 had already suffered comfortable modifica-

tion at the hands of various Cambridge divines: John Preston,

William Perkins, Richard Sibbes, and notably William Ames,
whose Medulla Sacrae Theologiae became the vade mecum of

Harvard and Yale divinity students for another hundred
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years. During this same first century, New England Dissent

through its own spokesmen, John Cotton, Thomas Hooker,

John Davenport, and Peter Bulkeley, had modified Calvinistic

doctrine still further in the direction of a reasonable rather

than an arbitrary God, until by 1731 a theological system with

a strongly legalistic bias had been developed. The '‘covenant

of grace” amounted in effect to a contract, almost as binding

on God as on man.- Salvation was on terms. God bestowed it.

Man did not deserve it, but he might know the terms, and if

he chose to fulfil them, God was virtually in his power. God
would keep His word. As a reasonable Being, he had to,

except perhaps in the hundredth instance. Rationality left a

small unplotted area for the inexplicable freakishness of Prov-

idence; but, generally speaking, the arbitrariness of an in-

scrutable Deity had been brought within predictable bounds.

Neither the sovereignty of God nor the depravity of man had

been denied, but both had been decidedly bleached.

Even the great and awesome doctrine of election had come

to mean, in practical pulpit treatment, that the slightest desire

after salvation might be God’s way of announcing to indi-

vidual man that he was elected. If he would act on this sug-

gestion, repent, submit himself to God, he might possibly be

admitted. God spoke through His ordinances, of which

preaching was one. Hence, if a man would only go to church,

put himself under sermons (and also the watchful eye of the

minister, God’s appointed agent), his chance of salvation was
greater than if he had not been exposed. Solomon Stoddard

had made it still easier by suggesting that the sacred seal of

the Lord’s Supper might also, under special conditions, be a

“converting ordinance”. From such arguments it had been

only one more step, and a short one, to say that “good works”

also might put one in the way of faith. Calvin would have

been incapable of such notions. His scorn of them and their

proponents ivould have been sublime. With all his inexorable

partiality, or rather because of it, the God of Calvin’s Insti-

tutes dilates the imagination, whereas, by comparison, the God
of Ames’ Medulla merely commands respect. A man might

almost deal with such a Being if he knew the answers, and
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they were all in Ames’ Medulla. To borrow Calvin’s own

words, used by him to excoriate those who had imagined God
to be corporeal, ‘‘the immensity and spirituality of the essence

of God” had been accommodated to the narrow capacity of

those who could not grasp his true majesty.®

Without meaning to be a better Calvinist than his breth-

ren, or even faintly imagining that he was, Jonathan Edwards

in this 1731 sermon was predicating a Deity more fit for

adoration than for finite comprehension. God was once again

inscrutable, immutable, unpredictable. Man’s place was in the

dust, and when he had once‘ caught a glimpse of the divine

glory, he would willingly be there. Later, with other preachers

of the Great Awakening, he put the dynamic of fear behind

this same doctrine, emphasizing the glory of God in man’s

damnation; but on this earlier occasion he was content to dwell

on the transcendent glory of a Being upon whom men were

utterly dependent. In his young fervor for this cardinal doc-

trine of a lost golden age, the older men were heartened, for

they did spy a kind of hope.

The intense conviction of the young preacher, the appro-

bation of the older men, and the far-reaching consequences of

this check to newer theological ideas suggest another occasion

in Ajnerican religious history, arresting in its correspondence

and also in its direct antithesis. On another July day, a little

more than a century later, another young man, similarly quiet-

voiced and without gestures, leaned on one elbow and read

from a closely written manuscript to another ministerial com-

pany, met in Cambridge, three miles away. His words also

were uncommonly impressive as he proclaimed man’s depend-

ence on God and the satisfying joy of that inner certainty

which he also had learned through a personal experience of

religion

:

“If a man is at heart just, then in so far is he God; the safety of

God, the immortality of God, the majesty of God do enter into that

man with justice.

“One man was true to what is in you and me. He saw that God
incarnates himself in man and evermore goes forth anew to take pos-

session of his World. . .
^
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When this later address was finished, no one urged publi-

cation or offered to write a flattering preface. The settled

ministry went out in rage and consternation, feeling that the

temple had been polluted and the cause dishonored. But the

souls of the young men were “roused” ; they thronged around

the speaker as though they had heard a prophet. A generation

had been liberated by his words,

What Emerson did was to reassert in quite untheological

language the life principle of all religion. To him creeds and

theological systems crushed it to death. On the authority of

his own vision, he swept them all aside, and said: The King-

dom of God is within you. Forget the creeds and find God for

yourself today and tomorrow. Those who identified religion

with current theological explanations of it were horrified.

What Jonathan Edwards had done a hundred years earlier

was to take the life principle of all religion, as he had found

it out by his own search, vital and joy-giving, and shut it up

in the husk of a dead idiom. He translated a personal experi-

ence into a theological system, and a system of which forward-

looking men, even among the clergy, had begun to be disre-

spectful. No wonder those zealous for the old system were

heartened. They felt the glow behind the words of this new
herald, and thought (wrongly) that the life was in the system

he justified. Perhaps this new champion might yet save a dying

cause.

The comparison is doubtless unfair. In the history of

men’s thought a century can be a long time, nor does one read

the record backward. Before Emerson began to think for him-

self, three more generations of courage in thought and action

had been built into his heritage. On many paths men had dared

to clear away the underbrush of tradition and to look on the

bare contours of truth according to life. Emerson was the

product of a far mellower culture and had had a few glimpses

of the world beyond his own door. Besides, he was a man of

intuition, and something of a poet. He could take a leap into

the unknown, with no logician’s sense to retard his progress.

It would have been asking a great deal in 1731, although the

like has sometimes happened in the history of thought, for
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Jonathan Edwards, hedged in as he was by sound doctrine and

shackled by too great reverence for authority, to dare to

look into his own heart and speak what he knew, independ-

ently of all learned divines, past and present. If instead of

justifying ^ Vital piety” by the doctrines of Calvinism, he could

only have looked past Calvin, past Luther, and past St. Au-

gustine, back to the Sermon on the Mount, putting religion

of the spirit in language that the rank and file could under-

stand, there is no telling how the religious history of America

and the cultural pattern of America might have been altered.

He had the courage. He had the personal experience of reli-

gion. It merely never occurred to him that all theological

systems are but man-made rationalizations of order in the uni-

verse, and therefore worthy of only qualified veneration.

Neither did it occur to him that he had in his own hand the

key which would have let himself and all his brother ministers

out of prison.

The publication of this 1731 sermon one month after its

delivery was a distinct compliment. In addition, it introduced

Jonathan Edwards to the New England clergy and to the

larger audience of divines outside America as a preacher of

what were labelled in the preface “evangelical doctrines”.

This was to be his lifelong reputation. The Boston approval

also increased his prestige in his own pulpit and immediate

neighborhood. His people took pride in this printed proof that

the succession of learned divines in the Northampton pulpit

was not to be broken. The Hampshire Association, at the

meeting following this Boston occasion, and probably because

of it, requested that, with two brother ministers, Jonathan
Edwards draw up an address to the County Court, protesting

against the growing vice and immorality, and proposing a re-

form in manners. His championship of evangelical doctrine

and his zeal for reform in manners are the two discernible

causes for the revival in his own parish In 1735. With this

precise end in view, he went to work at once with increased

enthusiasm in both directions.

Northampton was favorable soil for revival hopes. Under
Solomon Stoddard’s vigorous preaching of eternal punishment
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there had been periodic revivals. The congregation knew the

signs and had tasted the excitements. But there had been

scarce a sprinkling since 1718, and now’ a new generation was

ready to be stirred. According to Jonathan Edwards^ own
recital of events,^ the first indications were visible in the fall

of 1733, w’hen the young people began to show an unusual

flexibleness and yielding to advice. He had been urging them

to examine their own lives lest they be living in some way of

sin, and w^hen on one occasion he became more specific and

preached a sermon setting forth the evils of mirth-making

and company-keeping on Sunday evening, they w^ere so deeply

impressed that they straightway gave up these practices. This

was the first step toward concern for their souls. While they

were in this yielding mood, he pressed his advantage and be-

gan to preach on more ‘‘awakening” themes: the despair of

those who wait too long, the steps to be taken by sinners

under conviction, the shortness and uncertainty of life. In

April, 1734, two young persons in the town, a man and a

woman, died suddenly. While their young companions w'ere

still greatly sobered by these deaths, the preacher quickly

seized his opportunity, organized the young people into small

groups for private meetings, appointed fasts, and in various

other ways kept religion in the foreground during the week

as well as on Sunday.

During most of the preceding months of the year 1733
he had been preaching on positive themes: the joy of the

saints, the beauty of holiness, the rest the true believer enjoys

in Christ, the practical Christian virtues, especially benevo-

lence and honesty. In August, 1733, he had preached one of

the most notable sermons of his life and also one of the most

individual, The Reality of Spiritual Light,

^

By the favorite

figure of his younger preaching, light, and by his most charac-

teristic method, appeal to the rational understanding rather

than the emotions, he sought to prove that for which no con-

crete proofs avail : the reality of a divine emanation of Code's

beauty in the souls of those appointed to receive it. He spoke

more poetically than was his wont and with a fervency of con-

viction concerning this “dawning of the light of glory in the
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heart”, changing man’s nature and disposing him to service

and obedience. Spiritual light not only reveals, it animates that

which it shines upon. It is a principle of light within. Super-

natural as it is, it is not a divine gift externally bestowed and

externally received; it is a participation of God by His re-

deemed creatures. The soul so animated gives out a light of its

own. In attempting to clarify such ideas, Jonathan Edwards

was once again on his lifelong track and, had there been no

Arminian errors to confute, he might have gone far in a

direction of his own.

But the battle was already at hand. By 1734 heresy had

filtered into his own parish. Men were beginning to take sides.

He set himself to resist the oncoming tide. The result was a

series of sermons designed to combat point by point what he

believed to be the false doctrines of his theological opponents.

His refutation was In Calvinistic idiom: the sovereignty of

God, his inexorable justice, particularly justification by faith

alone. Some of the more influential members of his congre-

gation, particularly Israel Williams,’^ the “monarch of Hamp-
shire”, opposed the bringing of so controversial a theme Into

the pulpit. Their opposition was strongly put, but Jonathan

Edwards chose to disregard their protests. His decision was
the beginning of disharmony in the parish. It was also the be-

ginning of the revival. According to his scale of values he had
suffered “open abuse” in a good cause.

Opposition had of course created tension. Tension had
supplied a favorable background for emotional excitements of

the revival sort. In addition, there was deep unrest over the

doctrinal issue itself. Even though there had been no opposi-

tion and no tension, the pastor would have been sure of an

alert hearing for his views. From their childhood up, his

people had been taught there was one way to be saved. Now
as rumors of this new and easier way began to be insistent

on every side, they felt that the very foundations of belief

were being cut away. Could the Bible be wrong? Could Solo-

mon Stoddard have been wrong? No wonder their minds
were “put into an unusual ruffle” over the whole affair. As
Jonathan Edwards saw his pastoral obligation, he must assure
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them that the scriptural basis on which the old doctrines stood

was impregnable. He did so with such compelling vigor that

he put his congregation in the way of an eager pursuit of sal-

vation according to the provisions for which he pleaded. The
result was the greatest revival in New England history up to

this time.

Read on the printed page, these sermons seem too heavily

doctrinal and too argumentative to make revival history. One
must make allowance for the frame of mind in which the

parish assembled to hear them, and also for the current re-

spect paid to the authority of Scripture, which was their par-

ticular strength. Years of young zeal in the study of the Bible

lay back of the preacher’s earnest conviction that old doctrine

was also right doctrine. At every point he buttressed his own
thought with such weight of proof as seemed incontrovertible

to those trained to accept line and verse as authoritative and

final. Even so, the revival might never have followed hard on

these sermons If the preacher had kept to scriptural proofs

alone. In the fourth sermon, The Justice of God in the Dam-
nation of Sinners,^ he added the time-honored revival meth-

ods: appeal to fear and denunciation of specific sins. As a

result, this sermon proved the climax of the series and the

beginning of the shower.

He took for his Text Rom. 3:19: “That every mouth

may be stopped”. Doctrinally, his theme was again the sover-

eignty of God, this time in relation to sinful man’s helpless-

ness. God is just, he argued; never more so than In casting

away sinful men forever. Men deserve nothing. They are in-

capable of any goodness in themselves. God is the Creator of

all things, and it is meet that He should act as the sole posses-

sor of earth and heaven. To admit God’s justice is the first

step in the only path to an undeserved salvation. To Jonathan

Edwards such majesty was sublime. The transcendent beauty

of a being who ruled the world according to his own sovereign

pleasure gripped his imagination and uplifted his soul. Per-

haps not many in his congregation felt the sublimity, but the

wrath of such a transcendent being sent them to their knees.

Harshness of doctrine begot harshness of manner, and
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when the preacher came to the Application of his Doctrine,

he became more denunciatory than his people had ever known

him to be in all the eight years he had lived among them.

Relentlessly he called the roll of the town sins which shut

men out from God’s mercy and kindled the divine wrath to

their destruction. “How many kinds of wickedness are there?”

he asked, and then proceeded to answer his own question : ir-

reverence in God’s house, disregard of the Sabbath, neglect

of family prayer, disobedience to parents, quarreling, greedi-

ness, sensuality, hatred of one’s neighbor. The list was no

other than a roll call of the Seven Deadlies in village dress,

and would have fitted any congregation in any age; but to

Northampton, with nerves on edge after a month of stern

preachments, the minister’s words seemed applicable to one

town and one only. Up and down the village streets he went,

pointing his finger accusingly at one house after another,

unearthing secret sins and holding them up for all to see.

Now that they no longer matter, those words still seem

strangely harsh words for a man to speak to his own friends

and neighbors. A minister from Boston, who did not know
which neighbors had quarreled, or which merchants had been

envious of which, might have named the same sins and gone

blameless in the ears of the accused. But not their pastor who
had baptized their children and buried their dead. This was

the most effective sermon Jonathan Edwards had ever

preached from his high pulpit in the fortlike meetinghouse,

but he would pay dear for his success. Weeks later, when
fear had passed, the sharp edges of these stern accusations

would still lacerate. “Mr. Edwards” had lost something he

could never quite regain in Northampton. But in 1734 he did

not know that. Besides, from every corner men were begin-

ning to cry out, “What must I do to be saved?” and on Mon-
day morning the King Street parsonage was being besieged

by those who had not been able to sleep the night before.

The first professed conversions came in December, 1 734.
The fact that one of these was the conversion of a young
woman, by reputation one of the greatest “company-keepers”
in the whole town, provided the spectacular element needed to
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give the “great work” its initial impetuSj and accordingly put

the parish on tiptoe for marvels at the very outset. The news

that she had been saved was like “a flash of lightning, upon the

hearts of the young people”, Jonathan Edwards wrote. She

became the center of attention, and apparently bore herself

so w^ell through the ordeal as to cast no suspicions upon the

genuineness of her profession of faith. The pastor himself

was incredulous at first, so notorious had she been in directions

opposite to all things religious; but soon he too became con-

vinced, and with him the whole towm. After that the revival

moved forward by its own momentum.
First the young people and presently their elders were

put under deep concern for their sins. As light broke upon

one after another, the despairs of those under conviction in-

creased. The whole town found itself in two camps : the saved

who rejoiced, and the unsaved who agonized to join them but

could not. Regular business became perfunctory wEere it was

not actually suspended. Religion was the one topic of conver-

sation, and briefly the meetinghouse resumed its central place

in the life of the town. The parsonage was the object of pil-

grimage night and day, as the saved brought news of their

acceptance and the condemned besought the pastor’s help. It

was apparently a situation which called for unqualified super-

latives. “Scarcely a single Person in the whole Town was Left

unconcerned about the Great things of the Eternal World” ®

was the pastor's attempt to give faithful report weeks after

the rushing mighty wind had passed.

During the early stages, Jonathan Edw'ards seems to have

handled the situation with good sense and practical wisdom.

He appointed singing meetings at which overcharged emotions

could spend themselves in an orderly manner. He met his flock

In small groups—children, young people, old people, sinners,

saved—adapting the same counsels to their several needs. He
encouraged groups to meet by themselves in private houses.

He invited those under deep concern to come to him privately.

As a result, there seems to have been little boisterousness.

There was also almost universal harmony, great rejoicing as

the number of the saved daily increased, and “a glorious
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alteration in the town”. The “Party Strife” which had always

divided Northampton was laid aside; neighbor confessed fault

to neighbor; differences of long standing were wiped out (sup-

posedly).

‘‘I never saw the Christian Spirit in Love to Enemies so Exempli-

fied, in all my Life as I have seen it within this Half-year’V°

the pastor wrote. He had seen revivals in his father’s parish

as a boy, but nothing like this. To him, it seemed almost the

millennium, and was the happiest time in all his ministry.

Temporarily, he had the sympathy of the whole town in his

own single-hearted pursuit of things unseen, and the joy of it

was almost unbearable. To hundreds in the parish likewise,

“the world was a thing only by the bye”. The meetinghouse

could not hold those who thronged to service, and when on a

certain Sunday morning the pastor received a hundred new
members en masse, his oldest daughter, Sarah, aged seven,

among them, pulpit and pew alike were “deeply affected”.

No wonder. This was the outpouring for which three genera-

tions of ministers had agonized in vain. Now that it had come,

it seemed more like a story out of the Bible than like every-

day village history.

That by its very nature such a state of emotional strain

could not last, seems to have occurred to no one, not even to

the pastor. All made the mistake of assuming that continu-

ance of marvel was the sole proof God was still with them,

and when all at once they found themselves back on the C
major of this life there could be only one possible cause

—

some one had sinned. God had withdrawn his presence. If

only Jonathan Edwards could have taken his harvest, called it

a harvest, and been content, he might have been spared much
bitterness

; but he was too young, too inexperienced, and too

much fired by apostolic zeal to attain to so wise a conclusion.

Of this same error the most grievous mistakes of the Great
Awakening were born.

The revival reached its peak in the early spring of 1735,
after about three months of intense excitement. So far nothing
had happened to check its progress or dim its glory. About
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this time similar manifestations began to be reported from
other towns, most of which in the beginning had been frankly

skeptical. \ isitors had come to see for themselves and, as they

carried back favorable report, their story bore fruit in their

own parishes. As Jonathan Edwards himself observed:

“There is no one thing that I know of which God has made such

a means of promoting his work amongst as, as the news of others’

conversion

Northampton also profited as the news of neighborhood suc-

cesses filtered back.

Late in the spring of 1735 the first sinister note was struck

in the attempted suicide of Thomas Stebbins, a man of weak
mentality. Several weeks later Joseph Hawley, one of the chief

men of the town and unde to Jonathan Edwards ‘^cut his

throat on Lord’s Day morning'’ and died immediately. The
community was aghast. “An awful Providence’'^- wrote Eben-
ezer Hunt in his /ournaL A fast was appointed, and the con-

gregation prostrated itself before God. But the turning point

had come : the spell was broken, the emotional climate changed
at once, and the long delayed reaction set in. For the first time
sobered men and women began to question the wholesomeness
of the excitement under which they had been living. As a mat-
ter of fact, the limit of endurable ecstasies had been reached;
but before equilibrium could be established and life could pro-
ceed normally once more there were to be many blots on the
record. Hawley's death proved to be only the beginning, even
in suicides. “Multitudes”, to quote the pastor’s own word,
were Impelled to do likewise, feeling it

“urged upon them as if somebody had spoke to them *Cut your own
throat. "Now is a ffood opportunity^

**

Fortunately not all succeeded. Others suffered from equally

strange delusions, until at length it was clear to all that God
had withdrawn his spirit. The heavenly shower was over.

Incredulous at first, Northampton presently accepted the

situation, and settled back unwillingly into a more prosaic
way of life. By the end of the year 1735, pulpit and pew to-
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gether were lamenting the “dead time in religion”, and calling

the difference between the concerns of six days and the seventh

“a decline”. Some of the new converts had climbed into the

fold by mistake and now had to be disciplined. Dissension

had come back into the parish and had become so pronounced

that the pastor referred publicly to “our late quarrels”.

Northampton was again a town with “parties”. Early in 1736

a few of the more zealous of his congregation, unwilling to

accept the changed situation, persuaded him to print some of

his more “awakening” sermons, in the hope that jaded emo-

tions might be whipped into yet one more response, and the

glorious work return once more. He printed the sermons, the

congregation paid the bill, but nothing happened.

Reviewed as a whole and at long range, this 1735 revival,

for all of its extravagance and sensationalism, seems to show

more of concern with religion as an inner experience, and more

connection between professed conversion and subsequent re-

form of conduct than one ordinarily finds in later American

revivals. No doubt this result owed much to the fact that until

the end when rumors began to come in from other towns, this

had been strictly a village affair, proceeding step by step under

the supervision and counsel of one man, the settled pastor.

There had been no models of revival behavior to live up to.

Northampton had made its own models. By comparison with

later revivals in this and other parishes, this had been a dis-

tinct advantage.

The most complete contemporary record is that of Jona-

than Edwards himself, written down almost a year later in the

form of a letter to Benjamin Colman of Boston under the

title, A Faithful Narrative of the Surprizing Work of God.
In its influence upon American religious history, particularly

during the revivals of the 1740’s, this was the most potent

piece of writing Jonathan Edwards ever penned, and in many
ways the most unfortunate. He spoke too soon. Time had not

yet winnowed false from true. Neither pulpit nor pew had yet

been able to set the supposed marvels in due perspective. Had
he delayed report for another year, he would probably have

written the story with quite different emphasis, and estab-
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lished thereby a different pattern for later reviral behavior.

Inexperienced as he was in such matters, he had been

caught, like his people, by the more unusual manifestations: so

much so that w'hen he set himself to prove the signal presence

and power of God in conversion he chose out of the several

hundred conversions to which he might have borne witness,

two of the most spectacular ; the experience of a young woman
in a morbid state of mind immediately preceding her own
death, and the precocities of Phoebe Bartlett, aged four, who
feared herself in danger of hell and shut herself up in the

closet until she received assurances to the contrary. When his

readers assumed that such behaviors did greater honor to God
than less spectacular deliverances their conclusion was fair

enough, and when in the next decade extravagance went out of

bounds, and revival marvels were induced by a score of bizarre

methods, Jonathan Edwards "was himself in part to blame.

His own very earnest later rebuke to the emphasis on ‘'bodily

manifestations” and other sensational forms of hysteria W’as

less effective than the models he had himself set up in this

earlier treatise. Phoebe Bartlett was immediately adopted by

all New England as a worthy addition to Cotton Mather’s

galaxy of unnatural, pious chlldrend^ from whom she differed

only in that she progressed to a healthy though still pious

maturity, remaining meanwhile the favorite pattern for ex-

treme minors under conviction for sin. Thanks to Cotton

Mather, almost any New England parent would have been

glad to observe similar symptoms in his own unredeemed four-

year-old, since in familiar pulpit tutelage, the younger the

child, the greater glory to God in its rescue from the wrath

to come.

To Jonathan Edwards, accustomed to the phrases of sixty

on the tongue of his youngest, such a view needed no defence.

He would not have exploited one of his own children for any

cause, but he considered them fit subjects for God’s wrath until

they could give evidence of their conversion. God was no

respecter of ages. When preaching to little children, he did

not greatly simplify his doctrine, or tone down its severity.

“God is very mgry with the sins of little children”,
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he wrote as the Doctrine for one of his revival sermons, de-

signed for a children’s meeting, and then went on to amplify

his thought under the headings :

“Live in neglect of Christ”

“Abundance of Sin on the Sabbath Day”

“Wicked thoughts”

“Wicked desires”

“Hating one another”

“Multitudinous kinds of wickedness”

“Serve the devil”

Possibly one should not press his words too far; but, as

the father of a small flock, exactly what did he mean by such

a catalogue of infant sins? What, in concrete application,

could he find in his own nursery to match such ascription of

evil? The answer is of course that to him and to the rest of

the ministerial brotherhood doctrine was in one category and

fatherly afiection in another. Doctrinally, children were in a

natural state; therefore hell yawned for them. But when he

wrote in a family letter, “Tell Esther to be a'good GirPV®

he meant exactly what any father would have meant. Religion

as it was preached in colonial times and, in fact, throughout

the eighteenth century, did not bring harmony into living.

It put man spiritual at war with man natural, just as doctrine

required. Nowhere is this more apparent than in the conflict

between parental love and proper respect for a jealous Deity.

When a company of ministers, all of them fathers, could

spread on the minutes of their association meeting that the

wasting sickness among the children of the county was “A
Testimony against our Immoderate love of and doating upon

them”,^^ the brethren were seeing double. The day afterward,

when they dismounted from their horses at their own back

doors and greeted the little children who ran out to meet

them, did they attempt to curb this “immoderate love” ? The
question answers itself. When Jonathan Edwards preached

to a group of little children about neglecting Christ and serv-

ing the devil, he was preaching theologically, and his words

had little relation to the frailties of his own fatherhood or the
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sweetness of the Edwards family life. The time was quickly

coming when such doctrine could not survive a more realistic

and unified view of life. When Phoebe Bartletf s own children

had grown to parenthood they might dote on their offspring

less guiltily and also desire for them a somewdiat different

distinction from her quite scriptural infant agonies. But in

1737 hers was still a glorious tale.

As Jonathan Edwards lived over the story in the wTiting

of II the foreground was full of activit\% Three hundred con-

verts filled the meetinghouse to overflowing. A new one must

be built and at once. After long debate, the formal vote to

build was taken on November 5, 1735. The new structure was
to stand as close as possible to the old, on top of Meeting-

house Hill. It was to be almost twice as large, measuring fifty-

six by seventy feet. There was to be a gallery at one end and

a steeple. Otherwise, the Town left all details to the com-

mittee, who henceforth met night and day. Work began in

the summer of 1736, while the whole towm watched. The
oldest inhabitants told the children how it had been in 1661,

and the children in their turn stored up another generation’s

memories. The story as recorded In Ebenezer Hunt’s charac-

teristic staccato style is again memorable.

[1736] Summer of 1736 framed it. Mr. Joseph Wright, master.

Sept. 16. laid the sills (Thurs) were to begin to raise on

iMon next, but it rained.

town met & agreed to hire 60 men at 5/ per day they keeping

themselves except drink.

Tues A.M. they began to raise. Sept 21st. raised all parts ex-

cept 2.

Wed. finished body of house & put up 2 beams,

Thurss. all beams & prepared to raise upper part of Wfry.

Friday finished scaffolding & raised half of belfry.

Sat—rained till noon:

in afternoon finished body of belfry.

Monday 27th finished raising.

no one having been hurt in the whole process.

1737 July 21 The spire was raised with gcx)d suaxss.

1738. May 5. We pulled down the old house without hurt to any

man or the new house.^®
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On the Sunday after the raising Jonathan Edwards, with

his superb feeling for texts, preached from Amos 9:6:

“It is he that buildeth his stories in the heaven”.

No doubt what he had to say on this occasion was heard with

a shade more anticipation than usual. Outside, the new struc-

ture had within the week, for the first time, assumed the

reality of a building; now, although the preacher said less

about the actual raising than Ebenezer Hunt had supplied,

through the scriptural analogy he linked the work of the

raisers with God’s owm creation. Considered apart from its

occasion, this sermon is little different in matter or method

from dozens of others shut up in the small booklets. Read
with a sense of the village history which it documents, it

becomes strangely moving. It may even have been a great

sermon. The preacher was not speaking to those interested

in the rise and fall of doctrine; he was speaking to men with

splinters in their hands, and he knew what he was about.

On March 13, 1737, nearly a year later, an accident gave

fresh incentive to haste and temporarily put the congregation

under deep concern for their souls. During a crowded Sunday

morning service, the gallery of the old meetinghouse fell.

Strangely enough, no one was killed, although more than

seventy persons were seated directly underneath. They were

protected by the tops of the high pews, but to Northampton

God had carefully planned it so. Just as any other minister of

his generation would have done, Jonathan Edwards inter-

preted this accident as a ‘‘Rebuke of God and a Loud Call to

Repent”. Why should God not speak through the decaying

beams of an insubstantial building? As to that, he had no

more doubt than his little Jerusha might have had.

But, bruises healed, the warning of God was promptly

forgotten in the new excitement of “dignifying the seats”.

On November 18, 1737, a committee of five was appointed by

the Town with instruction to seat the males at the south end

and the females at the north, and to have respect in so doing

to men’s estate, their age, and in a lesser degree to their use-
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fulness. The current importance of this appraisal cannot well

be exaggerated. '‘Seating the meetinghouse’' in any parish

was equivalent to issuing a new edition of the Social Re^tsier;

and if any mistakes were made they would probably not be

rectified for another generation, possibly not while the meet-

inghouse stood. Children would in time come down out of the

gallery to sit in the family pew, but there would be few other

changes. The decisions of the committee were final. The five

men set to work. The village waited, and the fruits of the

spirit languished until the suspense was over.

The seating of magistrates gave no trouble. It was the

assignment of the rank and file which necessitated prolonged

debate. They had paid their rates; they felt they had rights

in the matter, but they were not likely to be pleased, no matter

how the committee disposed of them.

Who should be elevated?

Who should be degraded ?

Over this question the committee labored for five weeks.

They came back to the Town with one question only:

Should wives and husbands sit together?

No, said the Town, adding as an amendment that if hus-

bands and wives should “incline to sit together”, they need

not be forbidden. On December 22nd the seaters made report,

and after some debate their report was accepted. This drama,

strange blend of aristocratic tradition and democratic protest,

had been enacted at least twice in every American parish be-

fore the 1770’s put an end to such a system.

The dimly penciled diagram surviving in the Judd MSS.
is the most complete picture of the Northampton parish ex-

tant. Here are the town widows in a row to the left of the

pulpit. In the pew next to the great ones of the village, Colonel

Stoddard and “Mr. Hawley”, sits Mrs. Edwards in solitary,

elevated state. The oldest Edwards daughter, Sarah, is in

the second row, along with several of the “bad book” chil-

dren, deacons interspersed among them to keep order. Mercy,

one of the Edwards servants, so frequently mentioned in

family correspondence, is in the first seat of the Lower Tier.
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In serried ranks, here are also the Lymans, Pomeroys, Clarks,

Wrights, Burts, xAIlens, Clapps, and all the others whose

wedding banns, requests for prayers, and thanksgivings for

deliverance are bound with the sermon booklets. Here sits

Hannah Strong, later to be admonished for contempt of

church authority, and also the wife of John Bridgman, who
was to be excommunicated. ^^Tim"^: Dwight, His mother, wife

and Child”, sit together, contrary to the usual custom. In the

places assigned on this blurred piece of paper, the congrega-

tion assembled on Christmas Day, 1737, when Jonathan Ed-

wards formally dedicated the new meetinghouse. His text

was inevitable: ^Hn my Father’s house are many mansions”.

This was a memorable day in Jonathan Edwards’ life and in

the history of Northampton.

The new meetinghouse remained the outward symbol of

the great ingathering. It was also a monument to eleven years

of successful preaching. No young man In all New England

had such a record of souls gathered in. Years later Jonathan

Edwards recognized he had been overcredulous as to the num-

ber. There had not been so many genuine converts as he had

at first assumed. Dross had been mingled with the gold. He
had lacked judgment and discretion. He had not been alert

to the “False Appearances”, the “Corrupt mixtures”, the

counterfeits and extravagances until it was too late. He lived

long enough to know that he had made bitter mistakes, but

not long enough even to imagine the far consequences of this

truly surprising story in the religious life of America. As all

of New England and presently all of America read his ac-

count, revivals seemed more possible to those who had previ-

ously prayed in vain for just such a spectacle as he described.

His story also established a technique of revival behavior for

pulpit and pew which endures to the present day, on the edge

of America’s almost vanished frontier. More immediately

came the Great Awakening, as a direct, perhaps an inevitable,

sequel. As this spiritual hurricane swept over New England in

the 1740’s, neither Jonathan Edwards nor those who first

learned his name on the title page of his thin volume, A Faith-

ful Narrative, had any Idea that upon his shoulders more than
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those of any other American rested the responsibility for what

was happening.

Up to the time he dedicated his new’ meetingiioase, there

had been only one check to the favorable recognition which

came to him during his first decade of ministerial labors. This

had to do, not with the revival in his own parish, but with the

notorious Breck case of 1735 and 1736. In fact, this sensa-

tional affair was one contributing cause to the ending of the

revival, not only in Northampton but throughout Hampshire
County, as pulpit and pew concerned themselves with one of

the first major scandals in the church life of their immediate

neighborhood. Robert Breck, a young liberal, had been called

as minister by the Springfield congregation. The Hampshire
Association, having reason as they thought to doubt his

orthodoxy, had opposed his ordination, wiiereupon the Spring-

field congregation, resenting neighborhood interference in

their affairs, had called a council of Boston ministers to hear

the charges and, if they could be overthrowm, to proceed with

the ordination. This council convened October 7, 1735. At the

very moment Robert Breck arose to answ’er the charges as

stated, he was arrested by the civil authorities and carried

off to jail, presumably at the instigation of Thomas Clap,

minister at Windham, w’ho had been spokesman for the Hamp-
shire Association in preferring the charges. In 1735 such

an indignity to the cloth as civil arrest and imprisonment was

sufficiently unaccustomed to let loose an avalanche of protest,

and before the affair w’as concluded the Massachusetts Gen-

eral Assembly had taken a hand and passed a vote of censure

against the Hampshire Association for their interference in

parish concerns. Meanw’hile, Robert Breck had also been duly

ordained and had come to take his seat among the country

ministers w’ho had raised the furor against him.

Jonathan Edwards’ part in this unhappy series of confu-

sions had been the drawing up of the defence of the Hamp-
shire Association, after the vote of censure against its proce-

dure had been passed by the Massachusetts General Assembly.

He had not been present at the October Council at which

Robert Breck had been arrested, and unkindly enough, in
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view of the sequel, was made a member of the Association

committee to deal with the case only, in the words of the

Minutes,

Remove the Difficulty of the consisting of an Even Num-
ber”.2"

Nevertheless, he wrote the defence and was sharply criticized

for it. As the years went on, the names of the instigators

were forgotten, but because the defence was in print his part

was remembered against him by Robert Breck and by all those

who had been on his side in this brief though violent battle.

Really, it was the Brattle Street Church fight over again, for

although in the beginning Robert Breck had been suspected

of an Arminian taint, the affair of doctrine had speedily been

subordinated to debate over authority. Who has it? The in-

dividual church or an association of ministers? Long before

this issue was clearly defined in the popular mind, Jonathan

Edwards had put himself publicly on the side destined to lose.

He had also made personal enemies, who would later have

him in their power. The Breck affair was a sad scandal; but

unfortunately it cannot be left buried in the attacks and de-

fences it provoked, if the most bitter church battle of the

next decade and some of the more virulent personal animosi-

ties which helped to ruin the career of Jonathan Edwards are

to be understood.

Coincident with his first fame as one highly favored of

God in the salvation of many had come the beginnings of that

hostility which was to disrupt his peace for the remainder of

his life. But for him the poisons worked slowly. Still greater

triumphs than the 1735 revival were to come first.



Chapter IX

THE GREAT AWAKENING

In the religious life of America, the year 1740 marks an end

and a beginning. Current notions of religious experience un-

derwent swift, determining change. The relation of the church

to the community, the minister to his flock, one congregation

to another—in fact, the whole structure of community life

—

was sharply and permanently altered. The Great Awakening

was an upheaval. It destroyed much that was good, encour-

aged lamentable excesses, and ushered in an era of bitterness

and calumny unparalleled in American religious history.

But that was by no means all. This revival, or rather series

of revivals, vitalized afresh the religious experiences of the

average man, and gave to the doctrines and forms of the

church an intensely new personal meaning. It poured new’ life

and energy into that which had grown stale and shrivelled. Its

very destructiveness testified to the exuberance of the new life

principle. According to men’’s capacities, their minds ivere

stirred and their old thought patterns broken up so that they

were forced to reshape the loyalties by which they lived. Some-
w’hat too suddenly also, it gave them a startling new sense of

their owm power in group action. For these and many other

reasons, the Great Awakening, in spite of all its extravagances

and tragic mistakes, was the most potent, constructive force in

American life during the mid-century.

At first glance, it seemed to come suddenly, and to be

traceable to a single cause. A young stranger, George White-
field, took ship from London/ preached in a hundred Ameri-
can towns and villages, and left a millennium behind him.

Looked at more closely, however, the amazing chapter of

which he was the leading figure appears only as the climax

175
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in a long process of change. Without George Whitefield or

his like, the sudden phenomenon of 1740-41 might never have

come to pass. The change might not have been cataclysmic at

all; but, in some form or other, change was imminent. White-

field’s contribution was to make it spectacular. The wave of

hysteria which swept over America from 1740 to 1745 was

largely his doing, but the inner movements of change which

came to open expression during those years owed little to his

evangelism. Long before he came the currents had been shift-

ing, as men had grown restive under the old system and

wavered in their loyalty. Momentarily, Whitefield sent them

by scores back into the fold, unaware that in their frantic

desire for personal salvation they were not returning to the

old loyalty at all, but responding to a new spirit In a new day.

Under fire, he called himself a Calvinist, but his preaching

emphasis was essentially democratic. Salvation was for all who
would have it. In preaching a “whosoever will” doctrine at

this particular moment, he gave a religious application to

certain vague Impulses toward democracy and turned an in-

dividualism as yet inarticulate into a gospel of personal safety.

As the older ministry saw it, this was a return to the fabled

piety of colonial days. In reality. It was a step toward 1776.

His personal triumph was unparalleled in American pulpit

history. Briefly, he held the center of all stages and was

crowned with more laurels than any alien who had yet set foot

on American soil. As he made triumphant progress from vil-

lage to village, he was received as no less than an “angel of

God”. Men of essential greatness are not required for such

roles, and Whitefield was not a great man. Unquestionably

he had great powers, but he was not a great man. Colossally

egotistical, intellectually shallow and lazy, he was unimpeach-

ably sincere. He believed what he preached. Therein lay his

power. In addition, he possessed enormous physical energy,

extraordinary ability to play on the emotions of men, and ora-

torical talents nothing short of amazing. As he proceeded

from meetinghouse to meetinghouse, his glory mounted
higher and higher, until those who followed him lost all sense

of rational discrimination. The story of Ws amazing pilgrim-
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age through New England in 1740 reads like fictionized biog-

raphy of the age of the Crusades, not solid history of eight-

eenth century America.

Unrolled as a panorama of the past, this prostration of

whole communities before one man presents no enigma. It

might easily have been predicted. At the moment of his coming

America, and especially New’ England, was the likeliest soil

in the wdiole w’orld for his particular gospel. Religion w’as still

very important to the average man, and community life organ-

ized to keep it so. ^Moreover, he came with a gospel suf-

ficiently old to be easily understood and sufficiently new

to provide the savor of novelty. The pew was well

grounded in doctrine; the plan of salvation was as familiar

as the alphabet. Without disturbing the structure of be-

lief as his hearers understood it, he made it seem new by

merely changing the emphasis. New England was also con-

scious of her long apostasy. It was the most threadbare of

stories. Men intended to lay aside their ‘Vorldliness’’ and

all the other sins of which they were accused; they intended

to make sure of heaven, but the time had not yet come. As the

clergy said, they were “too comfortable in their sins^h White-

field provided the necessity for immediacy. Under his impas-

sioned preaching each hearer felt himself alone in the whole

universe pursued of God. If he were to escape damnation and

obtain the key to heaven, he must do it today. After the sun

set, it would be too late. Thus are revivals of religion born in

all ages.

No American preacher would have been equal to the task.

It required an outside stimulus and the dynamic of an un-

familiar personality to bring about a stampede of such pro-

portions. Not if the meetinghouse gallery had fallen a second

time could Jonathan Edwards have put such compulsion on his

hearers. A new voice must speak, but the audience was waiting.

For more than three years all churchgoing New England had
yearned for a revival to match Northampton’s, and they knew
the signs. Seldom has it fallen to the lot of an evangelist to

find his way so excellently prepared. George Whitefield burst

upon the American scene with almost everything in his favor

;
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the spadework had all been done, and more. He did not even

plant; he merely put in his sickle and claimed the harvest.

Advance notices of his coming were almost wholly favor-

able. For over a year the Boston papers had been printing

accounts of his phenomenal success in England, always with

much emphasis on the behavior of his audiences. His work

among the British colliers was almost as well known in New
England church circles as the Northampton revival. In 1740

his immediate arrival in Boston was preceded by the publica-

tion of letters from London ministers testifying to his powers,

by announcement of the American publication of his sermons,

and by a statement of his own large plans for the evangeliza-

tion of America. Adverse accounts from London were

omitted, either because they were not known to exist or be-

cause Boston papers of that date would not have dared to

print such scurrility concerning an emissary of God. London

had no such scruples. Whitefield’s departure in 1739 had

been labelled a good riddance, his audiences characterized as

infatuated lunatics, and his motives in collecting funds for the

Georgia orphanage impugned. The Daily Post of May 12,

1739, had reported that his preaching had given such disgust

to the civil magistrates that the Lord Mayor had forbidden

him to erect his stage in London, adding that pickpockets did

a thriving business in his auditory, their gleanings exceeding

the donations left on the collection plate.^ The issue for June

22, 1739, printed a rumor that he had fallen down dead.

He was not even accorded the dignity of serious criticism,

but constantly made ridiculous as the target of abusive rhymes

and unseemly jests. His replies to such attacks only made him
more ridiculous, as he did not have the wisdom to perceive.

His collecting of money was criticized more than his preach-

ing. When a hospital fund was languishing in 1740 HookePs
Weekly Miscellany suggested that Mr. Whitefield might be

sent for in order that he might “lye, prevaricate with Infants,

Drunken Folks, Ideots and Madmen”. He might “even go so

far as to rave, stare, foam, beat his Breast”, by way of adding

to the entertainment. There is much in the same vein.^ The
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contrast between the London farewell of 1740 and the Boston

welcome is almost ludicrous.

To what extent his “publicity” on this first tour was super-

vised is not clear; but that some favorable control was exer-

cised is apparent from the Journal of William Seward^ his

“companion in travel”, who speaks of “writing my dear friend

Wliitefield's letter over for the press”, and of dealing with

the irate Philadelphia printers who objected to his statement

that Whitefield’s preaching had hurt the dancing-school busi-

ness in that city."^ In the light of such admissions, one rates

Seward a good press agent and goes elsewhere for the whole

truth. The publication in Boston, shortly before he arrived, of

the Directions How to Hear Sermons Preached by the Rev.

Mr. George Whitefield and also of the first instalment of his

Journal (from England to Philadelphia) was well planned.

For an age not surfeited with serial excitements, the phrase

“To be continued”, at the end of the instalment, was an adroit

stroke.

After he arrived press notices were admirably calculated

to keep public curiosity at its zenith, and to guarantee a

continuance of the hysteria which attended his every appear-

ance. Always the same details were emphasized; the size of

the audience, the distance many had travelled to hear him, the

fact that they had stood in the rain, or assembled at five A.M.,

that many had fainted, that the outcries of the repentant had

drowned the voice of the speaker, and that the collection plate

had not been large enough for the offerings poured into it. As
a result, from the hour Whitefield set foot in a town, those

who came to hear him felt obliged to outdo all previous rec-

ords of faintings, shriekings, and souls added to the kingdom
with great clamor. The cumulative effect of such advance

preparation became almost insupportable as days passed and

the list of towns visited lengthened. Had he remained longer

in the same town, men’s sense of discrimination would have

been awakened—they would have passed judgment on Mm and

on themselves alike; but before they had been allowed two
consecutive nights’ sleep he was away to the next village to

better expectation once more. Otherwise, his fame could not
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have lasted a fortnight. He needed a new flock and a fresh

pasture every forty-eight hours. While the holiday was on,

nothing mattered but to make sure of heaven; but with shops

reopened and life going on as usual, men wondered at their

own fears and postponed repentance. The nature of White-

field’s extraordinary talents made this inevitable. His power

was of the moment, and the moment only.

His triumphal tour of New England in 1740 lasted a little

over a month. He arrived in Boston September i8th, spent

ten days there and in the immediate neighborhood, went to

Northampton, where he remained four days, and then turned

southward through Connecticut and back to Philadelphia. On
the day of his arrival in Boston, he was met on the road by a

committee of ministers, who conducted him into the city with

great acclaim. Those who had doubts (and there were such)

kept silent. The city was his.

Then began a veritable “week of Sabbaths”. He preached

first to a “vast Congregation” at Dr. Colman’s, then to five

thousand on the Common, and to eight thousand in the fields.

For ten days he went to church after church in rapid succes-

sion, thousands at his heels, “admired and followed beyond

any man that ever was in America”.^ Dr. Colman’s aptly

chosen text, “Who are these that fly as a Cloud, and as doves

to their windows ?” ® was true day after day, as the excitement

grew more and more tense. On the fifth day a tragic accident

increased the sensationalism. In Dr. Checkley’s meetinghouse,

someone broke a board to improvise a seat for himself. In-

stantly, remembering Northampton, someone cried out that

the gallery was falling, and in the panic that ensued, three

were killed, two more died almost immediately, and many were
injured. Whitefield wrote:

''But God was pleased to give me Presence of Mind ; so that I gave

Notice I would immediately preach upon the Common”.'^

In Boston he had the support of the majority of the lead-

ers among the clergy : Thomas Prince, Robert Abercrombie,

William Hobby, Thomas Foxcroft, Benjamin Colman, and
many others. Charles Chauncy was almost solitary in his oppo-
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sition. Those who favored him opened their pulpits and were

generous in their sympathy and cooperation, in spite of minor

qualms, confessed later. Harvard College received him hos-

pitably, in spite of deeper qualms. Men of affairs gave him

audience, showed him the courtesies of their station and, if

report be true, more than once unbent from their magisterial

dignities to kiss him farewell or he '‘bathed in tears"’ at his

departure. As to the citizenry, they not only heard him gladly

but, while he was in range, would hear no other, nor listen to

one word in his dispraise. So charmed were they “with his

Manner of Address, that they shut up their Shops, forgot

their secular Business, laid aside their Schemes for the world;

and the oftener he preached, the keener edge he seem'd to put

upon their Desires of Hearing him again".^ He was indeed

and In truth the “Wonder of the age'".

The innovations of his method were half the source of his

magic. In a week he had changed the whole definition of

preaching and pulpit behavior. Instead of doctrine logically

stated, proved, applied, according to a carefully prepared plan

of argument, he dramatized both the biblical narrative and the

application, spoke entirely without notes, made violent ges-

tures, laughed, sang, shed public tears, and literally took New
England by storm. Nothing like this had ever happened in the

name of religion. American meetinghouses had often enough

been the scene of drama, but it had never before come by way
of the sermon. Preaching had been a solemn exercise. Sermons

had been made according to the pattern. Here was a preacher

who substituted human interest stories for sober lo^c, turned

his pulpit into a stage and gave churchgoing America its first

taste of theatre under the flag of salvation. Boston's whole

routine of life was distorted by the strangeness of going to

meeting at three a.m. in order not to be shut out at six, of

closing shops at midday in order to hear another sermon, and,

perhaps strangest of. all for men and women accustomed to

decorum in all things churchly, of hearing the gospel preached

in the open fields. These novelties alone were sufficient to turn

him into the Pied Piper he became in 1740.

New England had always had ears for scrmofis well
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spoken, and had approved preachers powerful in tones as well

as in truth, but Whitefield’s powers of voice were in a new

category. David Garrick’s alleged remark that he would give

a hundred guineas if only he might say ‘‘Oh”, as Whitefield

uttered it, Lord Chesterfield’s famous jest of tears wrung

from men’s eyes at the manipulation of Whitefield’s tongue

over the syllables Mes-o-po-ta-mi-a, Lord Bolingbroke’s ver-

dict, “the most commanding eloquence I ever heard in any

person,” and Hume’s remark that it was worth going twenty

miles to hear him, suggest, among many others, that only

hyperbole could do justice to his powers of oratory and emo-

tional compulsion. Of all his endowments for evangelism, his

superb voice was the gift of God, par excellence. It had music,

flexibility, volume.

“How awfully, with what Thunder and Sound did he dis-

charge the Artillery of Heaven upon us ?” ^ wrote Dr. Colman,

thinking to praise.

His imagination was as agile as his body, his sensitiveness

to the mood of an audience unerring. Had he chosen the foot-

lights instead of the pulpit, he might have shared honors with

Garrick and Cibber. He conquered not by force of intellect

(for he was not a thinker) nor by spirituality (for he was not

a spiritual man)
,
but by the tones, the oratorical wizardry, the

personal magnetism he could exert over an audience, particu-

larly if it numbered thousands. It requires only to read his

sermons in print to be convinced that his powers were chiefly

of the platform. Lacking the golden tones, the sprightly imag-

ination which drew pictures to the life, his pages are as dull

as the portfolios of ministerial dispute which they incited. His
theology is scaled down to the comprehension of twelve-year-

olds (perhaps rightly). He repeated himself endlessly. Every-

thing he had to say in a lifetime he said in any one sermon.

Yet he was content to say it over three times daily, if only he

had opportunity. The remark in Ezra Stiles’ Journal,

'^Mr. Whitefield preached about Seventeen Thousand Discourses”,

would have pleased him, for impressive totals were music in

his ears, and round numbers sufficient.
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His appeal for the Bethesda Orphanage provided another

element of novelty. He was at his best when picturing the woes
of the dowmtrodden: here was a concrete need, and a need on
the American side of the ocean. Moreover, the collection plate

gave opportunity for overwrought emotions to express them-
sehxs in tangible form, and thus became both a climax and a

relief to the revival tension. One remembers also that this

same collection plate had much to do with the w’ave of humani-
tarianism which swxpt over America a decade later.

The suddenness of his triumph disarmed even the skeptical

and caused them to hold their doubts in abevance. They had
prayed for a revival, and here it was. Not until it was ail over
did the more discerning quite realize w’hat had been lost along

with these unparalleled gains.

“From the days of rightecas Abel to the days of pious WhiteiifId'

as spoken in aw^e and admiration by the unthinking, had a

grain of truth. He had indeed begun a new era and what had
been was no more.

The w^hole story is as understandable for Whitefield as

for the crowds w’hich paid him such extravagant honor. No
winder he expanded under such adulation. Accustomed to be-

ing heralded as a nuisance, his preaching branded as acceptable

only to brainless fools, he was now the "‘great Mr. White-
field/’ to whom even magistrates were respectful. The homage
of deck hands, colliers, and apprentices, he knew; but to be

invited to sit down In conference with such men as Thomas
Prince and Benjamin Colman was a new experience. Nlomee-
tarily, the favor of such men liberated and dignified him; but

he w^as not able to maintain himself long on this higher ievei

He lacked the inner resources, and he had already willingly

accustomed himself to the easy acclaim of the unthinking. To
him their homage was proof of the favor of God. ‘The men-
tion of my Departure was a Grief to many,” he could writed^

and believe it. Denouncement by his enemies was but another

proof which added also the glory of martyrdom. When he W’as

arrested in Charlestown, he wrote in his Jourml:
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“Biessed be God for this further Honour: IMy Soul rejoices in it.

I think this may be called PERSECUTION. I think it is for Right-

eousness Sake. . . . Father, forgive my Persecutors. They know not

what they do”.^^

He could also write this, believe it, and in his own spirit be

blameless for so doing.

The tenacity with which throughout his life he held to an

ambition crystallized in his early twenties is one of the most

amazing things about him. It is also disappointing, for he

allowed this ambition to prevent his own growth. Year after

year, despite the varied and crowded experiences which were

his, he remained singularly undeveloped. His sermons, letters,

published pamphlets at the end of his life show no enlargement

of view, no deepening and maturing of wisdom, no reshaping

of his own purposes in line with the rich experiences of his life.

Success had come too early. Continuation of the same kind of

success was too easy.

Preaching was his one thought, his one desire. To feel him-

self “filled with the Spirit”, words coming from his lips unpre-

meditated, and to see hundreds before him moved to tears by

his power—this was his one delight. In his zeal to preach he

seemed completely oblivious to the needs of his body. His

Journals are full of references to exhaustion, illness, inability

to eat, to sleep ; and yet the preaching program went on, un-

abated, the totals mounting. On his way to Springfield after

his Northampton visit, he was stunned by a fall from his

horse ; but, having recovered consciousness and strength

enough to proceed, he turned the experience into emotional

exaltation which registered itself in eloquence, while he

preached on schedule. If he preached while suffering intense

pain, the greater the glory; hence he continued to neglect his

body. That he had rare courage, there is no denying. When
sea voyages meant uncertainty and prolonged hardship, he

spent two full years of his life en route to and from Amerda.
The genuineness of his own religious experience and the

integrity of his zeal for other men’s salvation are also not to

be questioned. Even his extravagant humility may have been
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sincere: when he said, ‘Tt is all God'h he probably thought

it was. At the time of his 1740 triumph, he was only twenty-

five years old—a fact that has too often been forgotten in

making up his account. Still in the first fervor of his own
religious awakening, newly aware of his power over men, and

unfortified with a capacity for cool judgment, he was the easy

and defenceless victim of a popularity seldom paralleled in the

history of preaching and seldom so well deserved. Would a

man twice his age have been equal to the temptations?

In contemporary records his story is usually set dowm in

superlatives, either by his most ardent supporters or by his

most virulent enemies. There were just a few men, however,

who w'ere able in the midst of the excitement to speak in a

quite natural tone of voice, and to appraise him Judicially.

The verdict of Tutor Flynt of Harvard, a man of solid sense

and an academic conscience for fact, needs no revision after

two hundred years. While Whitefield was still in the precincts.

Tutor Flynt WTOte that he was old-fashioned in his logic,

neither rational nor argumentative in his discourses,

“not much acquainted with books—wch makes me wonder at his posi-

tive Sc dogmatical way of expressing himself in some things. . . .

“I think he is a composition of a great deal of good & some bad

and I pray God to grant Success to what is we!! designed & asked

by him”d^

There were others w’ho expressed doubts or even dared

to speak of his failings; but out of deference to the ministers

who opened their pulpits to him, and to the cause he repre-

sented, these men kept their adverse opinions to themselves

or wrote them down in diaries to see the light lifetimes later.

Jonathan Mayhew’s entry "T heard him once, and it was as

low, confused, puerile, conceited, ill-natured, enthusiastic a

performance as I ever heard’’, was not what New England

cared to hear in 1740. Benjamin Colman’s account of Harvard
students *^full of God”, not seven out of a hundred unaffected,

“the voice of prayer and praise filling their chambers, and

their fervency, Joy and seriousness sitting visibly on their

faces”/® told the story as men wished to hear it. Had men like
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Jonathan Mayhew, Benjamin Lynde, or President Holyoke

of Harvard spoken out openly in 1740, as they did later, few

would have listened. It Is the majority approval which directs

social change, and in 1740 majority approval was with George

Whitefield, In whose presence the multitudes were as plastic

as the fabled clay.

Final truth concerning this amazing man and the move-

ment he inspired goes considerably beyond the facts. He was

the most spectacular and also the most paradoxical element In

the whole cataclysm he induced, but that is not the whole

story. One might not hope to find a better example of his own
preachment that men may be used of God to do greater than

they know. The statue in his honor in the dormitory quad-

rangle of the University of Pennsylvania, with Its inscription,

“Zealous advocate and patron of higher education in the American

colonies”,

Is as richly deserved as the tributes to his preaching power

and to his pioneer part in American philanthropic enterprise.

He would have been as incapable of directing wisely the

churches and colleges he helped to bring into being as he

proved to be in the sad affair of the Bethesda Orphanage,

which he sponsored. He was a beginner, and other men must

work out the details ; but in an imposing list of American in-

stitutions, except for him, they might not have had the chance.

The visit to Northampton came immediately after the ten-

day triumph in Boston. He arrived on Friday, October 17th,

and remained as a guest in the Edwards home until Monday
evening. His own Journal preserves the only record of this

four-day visit, significant as the first and, so far as is recorded,

only meeting of the two men. On Jonathan Edwards’ side. It

had been eagerly anticipated. Only a week before, he had

written to Eleazar Wheelock of the ‘‘sorrowfully dull & dead

time” in his own parish and of his hope that the coming of

Whitefield might be blessed to the good of his own soul and

the souls of his people. His own “low state of health” was

probably the reason he had not gone to Boston to see the great

ingathering for himself.
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One might hope for fuller details of this week-end visit.

Did Jonathan Edwards’ previously expressed fears lest ‘‘Satan

get any advantage of him", gain any support? Did he observe

the iaws in argument, the dogmatical assertions, the sketchy

knowledge, the obvious response to the moment in lieu of

careful preparation? Was he, like Benjamin Colman, ofended

by the “harsher epithets and Expressions which dropt from his

lips"?^^ If so, did the emotional effect which WhitefieM in-

duced counterbalance these flaws? There is no record. Perhaps

the answer is that Whitefield used no “harsher epithets” in

Northampton. Extraordinarily sensitive to atmosphere as he

was, he may have felt himself in no mood for harshness while

in the company of Jonathan Edwards. From his own record

it is clear that something in the quality of this man affected

him. ^‘Dear iXIr. Edwards’", he called him after one day’s

acquaintance, characterizing him as

“a solid, excellent Christian, but at present weak in Body. I think, I

may say I have not seen his Fellow in all New England. When I

came into his Pulpit, I found my Heart drawn out to talk of scarce

any Thing besides the Consolations and Privileges of Saints, and the

plentiful Effusion of the Spirit upon the Hearts of Believers. And,

when I came to remind them of their former Experiences, and how
zealous and lively they w’ere at that Time, both IMinister and People

wept much; and the Holy Ghost enabled me to speak wnth a great

deal of Powxr*’.^®

He preached four times from the Northampton pulpit and

once at the parsonage; accompanied by his host, he made the

journey to Hatfield, where he also preached. On Saturday

morning, at Jonathan Edwards’ request, he talked and prayed

with “his little Children, Tvho were much affected”. AH this

gave many opportunities for conversation and for taking the

measure of this much-talked-of guest. It would have been

strange if Jonathan Edwards had not made unfavorable ob-

servations in several particulars; but if so he kept his verdict

to himself, except to reveal later that he had remonstrated

with Whitefield concerning his “Enthusiastic views’’.^® Essen-

tially, however, the two were in accord.
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To Whitefield, Northampton was marked for special re-

membrance for Jonathan Edwards’ sake. He wrote:

'‘Our Lord seem’d to keep the good Wine till the last. I have not

seen four such gracious Meetings together since my Arrival”.-^

Souls had been savingly wrought upon; there had been much
weeping. “Dear Mr. Edwards” himself had wept “during the

whole time of exercise” on Sunday morning. Whitefield’s own
emotions had been powerfully stirred. This was the usual

formula for success. The fact that in his own record he ac-

cented the Northampton visit not only for these revival mani-

festations but also for the felicity of the Edwards home is

perhaps significant. On tour he spent his days and nights In

ministers’ homes, and yet something in the King Street par-

sonage seemed to call for special remark. For one to whom the

normal relationships of life were unimportant, and to whom
praise of others did not come easily, his tribute is tribute

indeed. One may forgive the application to his own wifeless

state for the sake of the few sentences which do not follow

his usual pattern for Journal entries

:

"Oct. 19, 1740.

“Felt wonderful Satisfaction in being at the House of Mr. Edwards.

He is a Son himself, and hath also a Daughter of Abraham for his

wife. A sweeter Couple I have not yet seen. Their Children were

dressed not in Silks and Satins, but plain, as becomes the Children of

those who, in all Things, ought to be Examples of Christian Sim-

plicity. She is a Woman adorn’d with a meek and quiet Spirit, talked

feelingly and solidly of the Things of God, and seemed to be such a

Help meet for her Husband, that she caused me to renew those Pray-

ers, which, for many Months, I have put up to God, that he would

be pleased to send me a Daughter of Abraham to be my Wife. I find,

upon many accounts, it is my Duty to marry. Lord I desire to have

no Choice of my own Thou knowest my Circumstances; thou knowest

I only desire to marry in and for thee.”

When he departed on Monday, Jonathan Edwards rode

with him as far as East Windsor, where Whitefield said good-
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bye with "‘some inward Regret”. This was the journey on

which Whiteiield confided his concern over an unconverted

American ministry and his hope to send over a few’ country-

men of his owe to fill some places more w’orthily, a sugges-

tion w’hich in its later misquotation w’as to spoil Jonathan

Edwards' memory of this 'week-end visit and embroil him in

an ugly personal controversy. But that chapter w’as still some

months distant. Whitefield proceeded southward through Con-

necticut, to write a different revival story in each colony he

passed through, and Jonathan Edwards turned tow’ard home.

The first chapter of the Great Aw’akening was over. Hence-

forth, it would not be such '‘comfortable travelling toward

heaven”, but everyone w’as on march, and sound guidance

was needed in New England as never before.

In the second stage, popular response increased beyond

ministerial dream. Scores of parishes became centers of revival

frenzy. Sermons w’ere preached every night in the week, and

there were private gatherings at all hours of the day. Meeting-

houses wxre packed; conversion w^as the theme of the hour.

Before one group dispersed, another assembled. Children for-

got their night fears and walked miles through the woods to

psalm singings. Young people left off their “frolicking" and

met together for prayer. Increase and Cotton Mather had

died too soon.

Boston set the example for outside leadership by inviting,

soon after Whitefield's departure, his friend, Gilbert Tenncnt

of New Jersey-® to carry on the “great work". Tenncnt ar-

rived on December 13th and found not only Boston but all of

Ne'w England in a favorable mood for his quite different

tactics. Lacking Whitefield's range of oratorical talents, and

also the personal qualities 'which had endeared him to his

audiences and all but deified him in their eyes, Tennent chose

literally to frighten men into salvation. His pulpit manners

were violent instead of persuasive. As Esther Burr remarked

in her Journal, he “would fain preach ’em to death if he

could”. His one theme was hell-fire and damnation. He
raged, shouted, stamped, roared, and set nerves on edge be-

yond endurance. Henceforth, this was to be the revival empha-
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sis. Conversion was not to be the beginning of a new life; it

was a scramble to safety, and the way led through bedlam.

Accounts of what followed are full of contradiction. Ben-

jamin Colman, who believed this to be a genuine work of God,

wrote, speaking for the spring and summer of 1741, “the very

face of the town seems to be altered”. According to a pam-

phlet “Christ riding in his chariot of salvation”, New England

had indeed become God’s holy city. Taverns were empty;

dancing schools languished; profanity ceased. Ministers who
deplored the sensationalism and the unseemly practices of

Gilbert Tennent and his brother William, wrote the exact

opposite. It was all a show of religion instead of the substance.

Not one convert in a hundred led a changed life. The whole

story was stuffed with abominable lies. From objective fact,

as recorded in many contemporary accounts, the truth seems

to be that for the greater part of a year after Whitefield’s

coming. New England’s concern for religion was very intense,

reaching a peak during the spring and summer of 1741. There

is no question also that this intensity gave rise to many ex-

travagances, and that these were in turn increased by the

notice they received. Samuel Finley’s sermon, Christ Triumph-

ing and Satan Raging

^

would have made fitting headline for a

truthful news report.

Jonathan Edwards’ Enfield sermon belongs to this highest

pitch of revival enthusiasm. It was preached July 8, 1741. All

conditions were favorable for a very “awakening” response.

The audience was a rural congregation, the preacher a

stranger, except that his name was associated with revival

power. Tradition says that Jonathan Edwards was not the

guest-speaker whom the congregation had assembled to hear

on this occasion, but a last-minute substitute. For the sake of

a better story, one hopes this is true, as it very well may be.

The ministry was all on horseback during the summer of 1741,

with sermons in their pockets for any emergency invitation.

The theme was in line with the newest revival emphasis, the

wrath of God and the imminence of everlasting punishment.

Preparation for effective response to such a theme was excel-

lent, for there had been much talk that the end of the world
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was nigh. The iocking into the kingdom on every side was one

of the signs. The text "‘Their foot shall slide in due time'h

was as good as an oracle.

He had already preached three times from this same text.

The first two sermons are undated; the third had been

preached in Xorthampton immediately before the Enfield oc-

casion. All three are distinctly different treatments of the same

theme^*'^ In the first sermon, obviously early, he had presented

the magnificence of God's wrath. It would be a glorious sight

to see the world burn up in demonstration of such majestic

power. The sermon ends with the contrasting picture of how it

will be with those who are safe.

In the second sermon, he developed the same theme from

the point of view of man. Taking as his Doctrine, “The pun-

ishment of wicked men generally comes upon them when they

don’t expect it”, he pictured men in their false assurance of

safety. They flatter themselves that they will never be pun-

ished; they think getting out of the path of destruction is in

their own power; they trust in their self-righteousness, and in

the fact of their baptism. But God is swift and terrible. In the

midst of their security comes punishment. The third sermon,

marked preached at Xorthampton, June, 1741, is essentially

the same as the Enfield sermon, although slightly less ex-

panded than the printed version. It exists in two drafts, one

less fully developed than the other.

The wTath of God w^as one of the best possible themes for

an exhibition of Jonathan Edwards’ peculiar power as a

preacher, as many previous successes had shown. In this par-

ticular sermon he chose to develop the theme not by arguing

the justice of God's wrath or presenting its history through

biblical instances. He took no time to describe the sensations

of the doomed. Taking the eternal consequences of God’s

wrath for granted, he made it seem personal and Immediate

for each member of the congregation seated before him.

Obliterating the world outside the meetinghouse walls, and

foreshortening time until the final judgment was not eons

hence but tomorrow and possibly today, he sent each uncon-

verted Enfield citizen to his well-deserved doom. NotWng but
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God’s own hand held him back. God was very angry. At any

minute he might loose his hold. Then the feet would slide. In

all parts of the land he was gathering in his elect. Possibly

all those ever to be saved in this generation would soon be

brought in, and thereafter all hope of fleeing the divine wrath

would forever be past. Some of those sitting in the pews would

remember this very discourse in hell. If we knew who they

were . . . But at that point, he might as well have called

the names. His hearers knew who they were, as they caught

hold of the pillars of the building and cried out in helpless

panic.

“A most Terrible sermon, w^^ should have had a word of

Gospell at y® end it, tho I think tis all true”,^^ wrote Isaac

Watts in his copy of the printed sermon. Jonathan Edwards

had added such a word many times, but today he allowed

divine wrath to stand unrelieved.

Time has undoubtedly added to the magnitude of the effect

this sermon produced, to the greater glory of Jonathan Ed-

wards, although contemporary accounts also are written in

superlatives. Stephen Williams tells the story in some detail,

under date of July 8th, the day on which the sermon was

preached.

‘‘We went over to Enfl— where we met dear E— of N— H

—

who preach^ a most awakening sermon from these words—Deut. 32-35

and before sermon was done—there was a great moaning & crying

out through ye whole House— What Shall I do to be Sav^—oh I

am going to Hell— Oh what shall I do for Christ &c. &c. So y*

ye minister was obliged to desist—^ye shrieks & cry® were piercing &
Amazing—after Some time of waiting the Congregation were Still so

y* a prayer was made by Mr W. & after that we descen’^ from the

pulpitt and discours‘d with the people—Some in one place and Some in

another—and Amazing and Astonishing ye pow'er God was seen—

&

Several Souls were hopefully wrought upon yt night. & oh ye cheer-

fulness and pleasantness of their countenances yt receiv^ comfort—oh

yt God wd strengthen and confirm—^we sung an hymn & pray^ &
dismissed ye Assembly.”

The best tribute to the power of Jonathan Edwards as a

preacher of the last judgment does not concern the Enfield
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occasion. It is the testimony of Nehemiah Strong of North-

ampton on the series of sermons preached in the home pnipit

in 1739 the History of Redemption, When the preacher

came to that part of the sermon which had to do with God's

hnal judgment, the mind of Nehemiah Strong was wrought up

to such a pitch that he expected

“ivithout one thought to the contrary, the awful scene to be unfolded

on that day, and in that place. . . . Accordingly, he waited with the

deepest and most soiemn solicitude to hear the trumpet sound and the

archangel call; to see the graves open, the dead arise, and the Judge

descend in the glory of his Father, with all his holy angels; and was

deeply disappointed, when the day terminated, and left the world in

its usual state of tranquillity’'.*"

Could Dante do more ? In fact, one contemplates Dante's hell

with pleasurable sensations, knowing it is Dante's, a safely

remote place of the imagination. Jonathan Edwards not only

made it real enough to be found in the atlas, but made those

consigned to it personally responsible for being there. It would

have been difficult for those who believed the doctrine, ances-

trally as it w’ere, to w'aik away from the finality of their doom,

as he pronounced it, into the sunlight of a norma! day.

Perhaps one such success is more important than a thou-

sand ordinary Sunday mornings in one's own pulpit. Perhaps

not. The Enfield picture does not show the whole man, but as

an abridgment of the Great Awakening in its more w’orthy

chapter, this sermon deserves to be the landmark it has become

in American religious history.
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William had fixed it more firmly. After Tennent, came Daven-

port, Buel, and others. Jonathan Edwards went on preaching

tours for weeks at a time. So did his brother ministers. By the

summer of 1741, a ministerial migration was in progress, and

pulpit as well as pew was enjoying the novelty of new faces,

new responses, new methods. Sermons that had been fruitless

at home became “very awakening” when preached under dif-

ferent conditions. It was all a little intoxicating. Only when the

clergy returned home did they discover that their extramural

successes had been a little too costly. In their absence their

congregations had had ample opportunity to make compari-

sons; they had also heard some startling criticisms of their

own pastor by visiting ministers who assumed Whitefield’s

prerogatives in denunciation and abuse. Soon talk began to

turn upon the right of one minister to invade the parish of

another. In the pews, there began to be rumors of separation.

Ministers became alarmed and cancelled their engagements

afield in order to protect their characters at home. It was

high time.

Too late, in fact, for no sooner had the shepherds come

home than the flocks began to wander. For this too White-

field was partly responsible. Like John Wesley, he had advo-

cated lay exhorting, urging new converts to tell their experi-

ences publicly, and thereby bring others to repentance. He also

encouraged women no longer to keep silent in the churches.

At first there had been very little response to these counsels.

So long as the pulpit provided novelty the pews were content

to be audience; but as soon as the pulpit drama lagged they

bethought themselves of these new rights and privileges. Con-

fusion past the telling resulted. Of all the evils of the after-

math, “lay exhorting” was the most persistently disrupting to

good order In the churches. Whitefield’s willingness to honor

humble means had let loose a monster.

Exhorters were for the most part young men of good voice

and poor education. They soon discovered that their own
parish was a poor theatre of action and sought new pastures,

usually travelling in bands. Uninvited and unannounced, they

entered a meetinghouse while a preaching service was in prog-
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ress, stationed themselves at the four corners of the biailJing

and began to harangue the congregation. Naturally, they

directed their efforts toward the sensationally minded and dis-

affected members in the congregation, their main object being

to stir up those capable of being stirred. If the minister remon-

strated, they denounced him as a hindrance to the "great

work'* and raised their voices higher. Usually there was

enough sympathy with the intruders to render the minister

helpless in quieting the tumult. The orderliness of mere

preaching had grown too dull for the palate of 1742-

Alinisterial correspondence, diaries, and other personal

records supply abundant detail concerning this strange melange

of ignorance, "overbalancing Zeal for Religion'’ and dissatis-

faction with things as they were. Men of sober judgment and

temperate speech could content themselves only with super-

latives, as they recounted this sudden reversal of what more

than a hundred years of experience had established as decorum

in the American meetinghouse.

"This behavior is not to be expressed by words," WTOte

one dignified layman, who could not believe the sight of his

eyes or the din in his ears, as the exhorters took possession

of the meetinghouse on a Sunday morning. Dignity and so-

briety were helpless to quiet the uproar. While this New
World version of a one-time "Feast of Fools’" was on, silence

in the meetinghouse was not to be invoked either from the

desk or from the deacon's pew. The fioor belonged to anyone,

and he might keep it as long as his voice would last. A single

phrase was sufficient. An Ipswich diary describes a meeting

in which a man cried out, "Come to Christ”, without inter-

mission for a half-hour; an old ivoman on the back seat de-

nounced lawyers for an equal space, in boisterous rivalry, while

over her head "a mean fellow preached”.® What next? said

those who remembered Salem in the 1690’s. Had they lived,

they would have found their answer in the patriotic excesses

of this same territory during the 1760’s and ’70’s.

The ministers were almost solidly against these disorders,

but they had to walk carefully in their opposition, remember-

ing that Whitefield had not invented lay preaching. John
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Robinson himself had recognized the “gift of prophecy” as a

lay privilege, and so had John Cotton, although these men
would have found another name for the Babel of 1741-42.

There had been lay preachers in America prior to this time;

but as they had been chiefly Quakers, to whom New England

was unlawful territory, ministers were caught off their guard

and for the moment were sorely puzzled. Many of them made
the mistake of attempting to deal with the situation authori-

tatively, whereas what was called for was tactful leadership.

The obstreperous element, in so far as it was sincere, merely

desired some participation In the work of the church. Sitting in

straight row’s on Sunday was no longer enough. John Wesley,

w^ho in the beginning took no more kindly to lay preaching

than the New England clergy, anticipated this desire and was

wise enough to make a place for lay preaching in his scheme

of church organization. He set up qualifications and assigned

duties to his lay preachers, appointing honors and dignities

commensurate. In the New England church such changes

would have meant a more fundamental reorganization than

could have been very quickly accomplished, even though it

had been approved. Hence, the exhorters took things Into

their own hands and brought tumult and confusion into the

sanctuary.

It was not long before indecorum outdid itself under the

notion that the greater the clamor the more the spirit of God
was at work. Zeal was more important than knowledge. An
exhorter who could boast of no education was thought better

qualified to arouse sinners than the minister. A premium was
likewise placed on youth and inexperience. A blind boy mem-
orized Whitefield’s sermons, spoke them with violent gestures,

and was thought a great preacher. Little children declaimed in

public concerning repentance and free grace. How could they

do it, said their elders, except by the spirit of the Almighty?

The way out was of course to let the frenzy exhaust itself,

as it very quickly did, first in Boston and then gradually in

the smaller towns to the north and west. In more remote

parishes, where the revival had come late, the tumult lingered

on a little longer ; but by the autumn of 1 742 it was well past.
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If while the frenzy was at its height, the elergy haJ been

wise enough not to antagonize their fiocks, they might have

emerged with their dignities less sullied: hut. having made

the mistake of answering hostility by reproof, they found

themselves in a bad situation. Congregations were in no mood
to be pastorally advised. They had begun to feel the power

in their own hands, and w'hether ministers read the far-o5

signs or not, the days of pulpit authority %vere numbered. The

worst mistake the clergy could possibly have made wms to

attempt to tighten the pastoral grip. They can hardly be

blamed for trying to restore order, but their methods were

poorly timed.

Temporarily the tussle of authority between pulpit and

pew’ was kept from being a clear-cut issue by the controversy

among ministers themselves as to the genuineness of the

“Great Work’h This controversy became more intense as a

result of the excesses of James Davenport in the summer of

1742 and the publication of Whiteheld's criticism of the

American clergy in Some Remarks on a Late Pamphlet, pub-

lished at about the same time. Those w^ho had kept silent dur-

ing the Tennent extravagances no longer felt need for re-

straint when James Davenport publicly burned religious books

at New London in March, 1743. As the verdict of the Cam-

bridge court stated at his trial, he was of unbalanced mind

and to be pitied;^ but he had done great mischief and injured

a good cause irreparably. Something irremediable happened to

evangelism when the police were obliged to step in and make

arrests. As Charles Chauncy said, Davenport had brought the

very word “conversion’’ into contempt. By writing pamphlets

detailing Hs extravagances and demanding his retraction, point

by point, the clergy also hurt the cause. They were to hurt it

still more by their vitriolic internal warfare, for in the rapidly

shifting meetinghouse drama, the year 1743 was to be the year

of “sad divisions among ministers’k The outpouring itself was

over; the exhorters had exhausted their repertoire and lost

their audience. Now the ministers had the stage. In the ivord

of a diarist, who saw it coming months before, “The great
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awakening &c. seems to be degenerating into Strife and fac-

tion”.^

Whitefield was very naturally the peg on which to hang

grievances, since there was now no blinking the fact that he

was responsible for much of the confusion. The appearance

of the fourth instalment of his Journal, with its outspoken

criticism of the American ministry, and the American publica-

tion of a pamphlet hostile to him. The Trial of Mr. White'-

field^s Spirit,^ forced men to take sides openly. The conserva-

tive element, quickly dubbed “Old Lights”, arrayed themselves

against his supporters, called New Lights, and something re-

sembling civil war ensued. Old Lights battled with New
Lights, both sides forgetting why churches exist. This is the

work of God; support it, said the New Lights. This is not the

work of God; suppress it, said the Old Lights. Whitefield’s

opponents, who out of respect for the cause had kept silent in

1740, now spoke out. His adherents made him even more of

a hero in absentia. Unfortunately for any healing of the

breach, both sides put their accusations in print. Pamphlets

poured forth from Boston printing houses in a weekly flood.

Merely to read the week’s grist was a chore of proportions,

let alone to answer it.

This paper warfare continued for months, minister an-

swering minister in a sequel of bitterness discrediting in the

extreme to those who so shortly before had joined prayers for

the salvation of America. Apparently the dignity and effective-

ness of nonresistance occurred to no one. Ministerial diaries,

newspaper files, and other contemporary records are full of

testimony to the sad quarrel. “The opposition is exceedingly

virulent and mad”, wrote one Thomas Smith in his Journal on

May 26, 1743J His adjectives fit the case exactly.

The ramifications of the dispute quickly went beyond the

practices of Whitefield and the peace of the individual

churches. There seemed no way to end the strife. The entire

clergy found themselves in a hopeless tangle, for which the

only real solution would have been to cut the knot and begin

over again; but, that privilege being denied in an ongoing

world, they merely wrote more pamphlets. A “sit-down” strike
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in the Boston printing houses from 1742 to 1745 would have

done more for the cause of religion in America than any other

imaginable blessing.

Even the civil authorities recognized the peril to religion.

On February 9, 1742 3, Jonathan Law, Governor of Connec-

ticut, and one of the few magistrates who had been on the

side of Whiteiield and the revival, issued a Proclamation call-

ing for a day of fasting and prayer because of

“the unhappy Divisions and Ccnnenticns which still prevail, both among

hlinisters and People, in the D-^ctrines and Practice of Religion; and

the bitter Spirit of Uncharitablecess Sc Disorder which too much pre-

vails among all Orders in the Land: All which call for our deep

Humiliation before the LORD. . .
^

Similar action w*as taken by civil authorities in other colonies.

Jonathan Edwards* part in this unhappy warfare consisted

in two treatises, The Disthigtihhing Marks of a Work of the

Spirii of God^ in 1741, and Some Thoughts eoncernmg the

Present Revhal of Religion in Xeu: England^ in 1742; the

series of sermons preached in the same year, later to be made
the basis of the Treatise Concerning Religious Afections^ and

his pamphlet controversy with Thomas Clap concerning

Whitefield's alleged intention of sending over British clergy-

men to take the places of the unconverted American incum-

bents. xAlthough classified among the New Lights, he consist-

ently maintained a middle position, viewing with deep concern

the increased emphasis on bodily manifestations—^the shriek-

ings, contortions, trances, prophesyings. and ecstatic deliriums—^but insisting there might well be a connection between such

manifestations and the unusual presence of divine power. It

w’as not man^s prerogative to judge in such matters. )^Iinister$

were watchmen of men’s souls, not their bodies. If Christ had

intended that they should count pulses, diagnose the trem-

blings, faiiitings, weepings, and convulsions of their locks, he

would have put some book in their hands which would have

made them skilled anatomists and physidaes. He did not do
so; therefore let them concern themselves with souls, not

with bodily syinptoms.
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He admitted that excesses had smeared the ‘‘great work”,

but to him they had not discredited it. Human nature itself

was sufficient explanation for the lamentable extremes which

were visible on every side. Nothing was happening that was

not to be expected. There would be still more excess. If those

w^ho were disturbed overmuch

“wait to see a work of God without difficulties and stumbling blocks,

it will be like the fooFs w'aiting at the river side to have the water

all run

Men of balanced judgment should look not at these follies

alone, but at the work considered “in the Lump”. As for

himself, on the basis of his own observation he was ready to

declare that if this great stirring throughout the land were

not in general the work of God, then

“We must throw away our Bibles, and give up revealed religion”.^®

In his belief, this was a “work much greater than any that

has ever been in New England”, and only the “beginning or

forerunner of something vastly great”. God had chosen the

Old World as the honored place in which Christ was to be

born in the flesh. Through the years it had also been honored

with the blood of the martyrs. It would now appear that He
had chosen the New World as the scene of that latter glory by

which mankind was to be “renewed”. The Great Awakening

was the sign. America, and especially New England, was about

to be turned into a paradise of God. Contrary to the way of

nature, the Sun of righteousness was about to arise in the west.

Earnestly he set forth the dangers and griefs of missing such

an opportunity by failing to read aright the signs of the times.

Those who refused to acknowledge the revival as the work of

God were making this mistake. Let criticism cease and let the

still greater glory of God be ushered in by promoting what

was good in the work already accomplished. Through these

arguments his own deep interest in current history as the ful*

filment of Scripture prophecy, one of the major interests of

his later years, begins to be apparent for the first time.
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If the section entitled “The Nature of the Work in a par-

ticular Instance’’ is rightly assumed to be a description or the

religious transports of Sarah Edwards* wife of Jonathan* his

conviction that many of the so-called "'excesses*' may be

wrongly interpreted is more easily understood. For the same

reasorij this piece becomes also an important chapter in Ms
own more intimate story. "The person'h as he calls the subiect

of these experiences, carefully and somewhat awkwmrdly

avoiding all pronominal reference,

“has more than once continued for five or six hours together, without

interruption, in a dear and Ihely view or sense of the infinite beauty

and amiableness of Christ's person, and the heavenly sweetness of his

transcendent love. So that, (to use the person's own expressions) the

soul remained in a kind of heaven!} tlysluiz, and did as it ivere swum

in the rays of Christ's love, like a little mold swimming in the beams

of the sun that come in at a ivindoiv. The heart was swallcived up

in a kind of glow of Christ's love coming dow'n as a constant stream

of sweet light, at the same time the soul a!] fiowina out in love to

him; so that there seemed to he 2 constant fi owing and reSowing from

heart to heart. The soul dwelt on high, was lost in Gcd, and seemed

almost to leave the body. The mind dwelt in a pure delight that fed

and satisfied it; enjoying pleasure without the least sting, nr any in-

terruption. And so far as the judgement and word of a person of dis-

cretion may be taken, what was enjoyed in each single minute of the

ivhole space, which was many hours, was %vorth more than all the

outward comfort and pleasure of the whole life put together; and this

without being in any trance, or at all depnhed of the exercise of the

bodily senses. And this heavenly delight has been enjojed for years

together; though not frequently so long together, to such a height.

Extraordinary views of divine things, and the religious affections, were

frequently attended with very great effects on the body. Nature often

sank under the weight of divine disco”^ cries, and the strength of the

body was taken away. The person was deprived of all ability to stand

or speak. Sometimes the hands were clinched, and the flesh coM, but

the senses remaining. Animal nature %%'as often in a great emotion and

agitation, and the soul so overcome with admiration, and 2 kind of

omnipotent Joy. as to cause the person, unavoidably, to leap with all

the might, with joy and mighty exultation. The scul at the same time

was so strongly drawn towards God and Christ in heaven, that it

seemed to the person as though soul and body would, as it were of
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themselves, of necessity mount up, leave the earth, and ascend

thither''.^"

Indications of date in tke phrase “about seven years ago”,

place the beginning of these experiences in the 1735 revival,

and the “near three years ago”, prior to the coming of White-

field, as IS specifically stated. Since then they have been more

frequent, particularly “about a year and a half ago, upon

another new resignation of afl to God”, and again in the im-

mediately preceding winter. Guarded hints toward the identity

of the “person” appear in the details,
-

'‘not in the giddy age of youth, nor in a new convert, or unexperienced

Christian, but in one that was converted above twenty-seven years, ago

;

and neither converted nor educated inrthat enthusiastic town oi^N^rth-

amptm, (as some may be ready to call it) but in a town and ^family

which none, that Tknow of, suspected of enthusiasm’^^^ '

.

There are also correspondences with his own earlier sketch of

Sarah Edwards, particujarly in the words,

“a wonderful access to God by praj^er, as it were seeing him, and im-

mediately conversing with him, as much oftentimes (to use the person’s

own expressions) as if Christ wxre here on earth, sitting' on a visible

throne, to be approached to and conversed with”.^^ v

This identification would seem to be confirmed by the many
parallels between this account and the known recital of Safah

Edwards concerning^ her gcpenences during a revival season

earlier in the same j^ear, 1 742. ‘Jonathan Edwards was away
from home at the time, and 'Samue\ Buck -a ,brother minister,

was in charge. It appears ‘from her own record that she was
the central figure in the meetinghouse* drama, and that her

bodily state under stress of her ecstasies' was such as to cause

alarm to some of her neighbors, -who feared that tie “effect

might be fatal before Mr.^Edwards’’ retum”.^^ Many of. the

excesses so much condemned by tke conservative qlergy—the

faintings, cryings out, unavoidable leapings for, joy, and the

irresistible desire to tell others-r-were part o£ her story.

Nothing in Jonathan Edwards’ own reli^ous experiences
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matched these violent emotional disturbances, at least so far

as the record goes. He confessed several times to being over-

come by ** floods of tears"', which continued for an hour or so.

but nothing more uncommon. The fact that his wife wtaS

given to these more extreme manifestations no doubt inclined

him to a more hospitable attitude tow’ard them, although his

conviction that such demonstrations might be evidence of di-

vine power went far deeper than ioyait}* to his own household.

Even whjn religious emotion took forms impossible to one of

Salah Edw^ards' refinement, he still refused to Judge. Human
bodies wxre frail, and spiritual ecstasies pight easily be

in^pportable.

^ ,'‘Such a bubble is too w*eak to *bear a weight so vast", he

w^ote. For one of his dignity and restraint, such an attitude

w^as something of a triumph.

In 1742 it also put him on the wrong side of the ministerial

argument In the excitement of debate, thtre was no middle

ground. A man wfs either for or against. By leaving a'ny room
at all for emotional expression, he w’as unqualifiedly New
Light, who had said when he should have said *'No",

with the result that his tw’o carefully reas^.cd treatises ivere

mere w’asted words so far as any eSective rebuke to extrava-

gance was concerned. Neither those w^ho were bringing the

cause into disrepute by unseetniy excesses nor their impas-

sional critics were in any frame of mind to cofisider the true

sighs and the false signs as he had so carefully listed them.

He was on the wrong side. He^ spoke too late and too tem-

perately. Besides, a| New England lemembcred Phoebe

Bartlett.

He also spok^ top abstractly. It was highly colored

incident, rich in objective detail, which was attracting the

attention of 1J742. What were the most bizarre excesses yet

reported? .Which ^^marveF* might most debatably be the

deviFs work instead of God's? Instead of satisfying popular

appetite in these directions,* Jonathan Edwards applied him-

self to a distinctly minority'interest—^the laws of hmmm na-

ture which Me bejiind these behaviors. Exactlv what is the

relation betwecfid^ouF^ and body? Exactly what do these sup-
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posed marvels mean in terms of the workings of man’s mind?

The ‘Voot and course of things'’ must be inquired into. By

such speculations, wdiicli quickly lost him his contemporary

audience, he gained the respect of another generation. By the

time Ms son w’as able to think abstractly, these two treatises

were of interest to religionists for the same reason they were

neglected in 1742. Looked back upon today, they are impor-

tant chapters in Jonathan Edwards’ contribution to religious

psychology.

In a word, he W'as concerned to distinguish between what

is 'imaginary’' and w^hat is “spiritual”. To him there was no

possible confusion. Imagination was one of the operations of

that faculty of the mind currently known as “understanding”.

By it one perceived objects of the senses when those objects

w^ere not actually present. Rightly used, it was most helpful;

but, allow-ed free rein, it would overbalance the other work-

ings of this same faculty of the mind—understanding. The
devil liked nothing better than to lead men on to such extrava-

gances. Not that imagination was the devil’s instrument only.

God himself made use of it, sometimes causing “strong impres-

sions” to be made on the imaginations of His saints. They saw
visions ; heard voices. These impressions were indirectly divine

gifts, and often very extraordinary. To the Old Testament

prophets, for example, God was as immediately and visibly

“there” as

'Hre perceive one another's presence when 'we are talking face to face”.

But this faculty, by which objects of sense seem present when
they are not, is wholly natural. It is part of man’s mental

equipment as man. Things “spiritual” are quite otherwise.

Conversion is a “sense of God in the heart”—a God-given
faculty which has no counterpart in unredeemed man. It is

supernatural As between the two, Jonathan Edwards did not

hesitate to declare:

“I had rather enjoy the sweet influences of the spirit, showing
Christ’s spiritual divine beauty, infinite grace, and dying love, drawing
forth the sweet exercises of faith, divine love, sweet complacence, and
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humble joy in God, one quarter of an hour, than to hare prophetical

visions and revelations the whole year".'^

This distinction, so fundamental to any understanding of

his whole concept of religious experience, was not new to him

in 1742. It had bee^n both implied and directly expressed in the

Faithful Xarraik'e live years before: but, obscured by the

emphasis on individual case-histories, it had been missed by

his readers. By 1742, it was far clearer in his own mind.

Meanwhile, he had been observing conversions as he had once

observed spiders. How many kinds are there? What do these

differences mean as to the basic laws of human nature and the

divine plan? He would have still more to say of this in the

Religious Afections,

In his pamphlet controversy with Thomas Clap he seems

out of character. For the first and only time in his life he was

airing a private grievance through the press. In the light of

the circumstances, how-ever, his procedure was not strange.

Whitefield had been maligned over his signature and must be

exonerated, no matter how distasteful the process:

had no other Way left for me to take [he wrote], tho’ :t was

ver}" contrar}’ to my Inclination, but to go into the Pre?^ tot, and from

thence declare the flatter as it was, and publish those very Letters

of mine, and endeavour to convince the World that >ou had greatly

abused Mr. IfkitefieM and

The circumstances back of this skirmish wxre embarrassing

enough. Thomas Clap, Rector of Yale College, published a

statement that upon Whitefield’s visit to Northampton in

1740 he had confided to Jonathan Edw^ards a plan by which

certain of the American clergy were to be replaced by British

incumbents. Thomas Clap, for reasons of his owm, had kept

this infiammable item until the tide against Whitefield w’as wtjI

turned, although he claimed to have heard it at the time from

a third person vrho also w^as present at the Whiteiield-Edw*ards

conference. The publication of Clap’s statement naturally let

loose a torrent. Civil as well as religious authorities were in a

rage. Disgruntled laymen, forgetting their grievance against
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the minister, leaped to his defence. It was a case of American

countrymen against a British invasion, and particularly against

Whiteheld for having suggested it. No previous charge had

raised such a furor against him.

At the distance of two centuries, it would seem that an

hour's conference between the disputants would have been a

good way to get at the truth of the matter, but such was not

the way of the 1 740’s. Both disputants took to the press. Clap

leading off. Anyone who will take the trouble to reconstruct

this utterly dead issue from the pamphlet remains, will be

partially rewarded, on Jonathan Edwards’ side, for the illus-

trations it holds of his clear-cut logic, his legal precision of

phrase, his knifelike discriminations, and his tenacity in argu-

ment. One must honor his motive to exonerate Whitefield

from a false charge ; and yet, by any interpretation, the whole

affair comes dangerously near to gossip in high place, and it

is difficult to feel that any of it mattered so much as either of

the disputants ima^ned. In practical sequel it meant that

Thomas Clap never forgave Jonathan Edwards for putting

him in a corner on page after page, and that in consequence

Jonathan Edwards was thereafter persona non grata at his

own alma mater. Henceforth, he attended the Princeton in-

stead of the Yale commencement.

In the fall of 1744, before any measure of peace had
settled upon the meetinghouse, Whitefield again landed in

America. Nothing more unfortunate could possibly have hap-

pened. Should he or should he not be admitted to the pulpits

of the settled ministrj-? Accusers and defenders again took
their positions on the battle line, and again schism followed.

For six more months the fray assumed formidable propor-
tions. Forced to take sides, some ministers tried tp conciliate

their congregations by opening their pulpits to Whitefield and
taking the consequences. Others forbade him to darken the
doors of their meetinghouses. Resolutions for and against him
again poured forth from the presses in a weekly flood.

The most dignified statements of opposition in this new
crisis were those issued by the colleges. The Harvard declara-

tion, which appeared December 28, 1744, was entitled
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“The Testimony of the President, Pr^fe^Jcrs. Tutors ani Hehiovr

Instructor of Harvard College in Cambridge, A^rain': the Re ermH

ilr. George Whitelield and his Conduct*'.

A corresponding statement was issued by Yale CoRege three

months laterA^

The plain-spoken accusations of the Harvard manifesto

outlined the course of attack followed by ministers individually

and in groups throughout the ensuing months. Whitedcld's

extemporaneous preaching was lazy: his criticism of the col-

lege teaching and his offer of a substitute list of books which

might properly be taught were fiagrant arrogance; his account

of moneys spent for the Bethesda Orphanage (in answer to

previous charges of misappropriation of funds S , w'as very

summary. To dispose of one thousand pounds in a single

item was to render no account at all. It was time for the min-

istry to take a united stand. The New Haven clergy followed

a similar line of attack, labelling his treatment of the college,

‘‘Our Beauty and our Glory’h uncharitable censoriousness.

The framers of their statement were astonished at his impu-

dence. On the whole, they declared. Religion is now in a far

worse state than it was in 1740'’.^"^

Whitefield's answers to these charges were lamentably

weak. To the charge of "‘Enthusiasm"', he replied that he

professed himself a Calvinist, and

“preached no other Doctrines than those which ycur pious AncKtors

and Founders of Harvard College preached long before I was Iwrn"'.

To the charge of misappropriated funds, he merely said,

“How can it be proved that it was not used for the Support and Edu-

cation of the Dear Lambs at the Orphan-House?"*

As to the remaining accusations, he disposed of them one and

all by saying they were not answered,

“On acxount of the Variety of Business in which I am necessarily cn-

ga^d, and my Daily calls to preach the everlasting GespeL . . . But

vrh}" should I »y more, it would be endle® t$ well ts lake up tm mmeh

of my precious Tinae*’.^*
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This was the precise truth. Whitefield had less than no

interest in yesterday's quarrels. He bore no grudges and was

apparently serenely untroubled by the estrangement from

those who had shown him such gracious hospitality on his

previous visit. To a degree, in this indifference to criticism he

was an example of his own Christian preachments, and just

so far he put the settled brethren to shame for their much

speaking. There was, however, another side. His absorption

in the one business of his life, preaching, was in many respects

admirable, but in so far as it was an absorption which involved

complete unconcern for the consequences of his words and

actions it can scarcely be called the single-mindedness of a

great man.

To a later day, the whole quarrel between Whitefield and

the Xew' England ministry seems pitifully provincial, although

that greater issues were at stake than most of the pamphlets

revealed, is apparent to the naked eye, and was at the time.

The small fry, naturally, went no further than personal re-

crimination, which merely added to the mutual hatred. Others

dodged the issue, lamented the dissensions, and once more
painted a lost golden age in which there had been unbroken
harmony between church and church, minister and people.

Others, but only a few, made bold to approach the question

of authority, congregational and pastoral, which was funda-

mental to the dispute; but they approached it timidly. This
issue was finally brought bluntly to the fore, and in a measure
clarified as a fundamental issue, through a trivial circum-

stance. On November 19, 1744, two Yale students, John and
Ebenezer Cleaveland, were expelled from Yale College for

attending a New Light meeting. Immediately there was a

great stir throughout the colony. The much-argued pros and
cons of New Lightism were completely obscured as the laity

rose up in anger against the “stretch of the College Power”
which this action represented. To deny degrees to two students
who had done their work acceptably, and whose only offence

was that in vacation they had gone with their parents to a
meeting in a private house, was denounced as a piece of
ecclesiastical arrogance. The punishment was unwarrantably
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“cruel”, but the fact that the college authorities had inflicted

it for a “crime not committed within their Jurisdiction"

was the real point of attack. Quite clearly the issue concerned

outside authority as against personal privilege.

The immediate action of the Yale College seniors is sig-

nificant to those who would read the I740‘s for their shadows
of the 1770's. Seemingly as a rebuke to the college authorities,

the students arranged for the printing of Locke's Essay on

Toleration, a book on every student's private reading list in

those days. When the Rector heard of the plan, he ordered

the guilty instigators to make public confession, with their

diplomas at stake. One senior refused. When Commencement
day came, his name was not on the list. He made inquiry and

was given opportunity for tardy confession. He refused, pro-

tested that he was of age. had property, and would appeal to

the King. The further record may have sufiered deletion, for

it merely indicates that he was sent for, treated with “com-

plaisance'’ and given his degree with his class. For the mai.T

issue inv’olved, this episode is an exact parallel with the North-

ampton “bad book” case except that in the conclusion Yale

College made concessions and Jonathan Edwards did not. His
victory, if victory it may be called, was hardly worth what it

was to cost him.

Except for a few belated skirmishes, the Harvard mani-

festo put an end to front-page interest in the Whitefield

quarrel. The clergy still had to deal with the problems he had
brought them, but as a person he could no longer command
the center of the stage. On his later visits he had brief men-
tion, both for praise and for blame, but the praise had a

warmed-over flavor, and the criticism was a querulous rehash-

ing of old bitterness. His day was over; America had other

and sterner battles ahead. The taking of Cape Breto.n defi-

m'tely reduced him to secondary importance. An entry in the

Journal of Thomas Smith documents this shift in interest

almost to a day. Under date of February 2, 1745, he wrote,

“Great talk about Wbitefield’s preaching', and the fieet to Cape
Breton”.«
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Henceforth the meetinghouse was to have a more Insistent

rival than ever before in America. Revivals also were thor-

oughly out of favor. New England had had enough of such

excitements to last for a generation. The term “New Light”

was an insult. As a committee of ministers expressed it, to

leave off one’s wicked ways and show a concern for religion

was to invite laughter from one’s companions. They spoke it

sadly, not realizing perhaps that the reaction would be propor-

tionate to the frenzy. Observers from the laity disposed of the

whole affair as a “superstitious panic” which had run high for

the moment, but had required only cool consideration to be

seen in its true character. They too w'ere wrong.

After two hundred years, the truth of the matter is more

easily arrived at than such facts and figures as are available.

At the time both sides spoke so immoderately that statistics

are wholly unreliable. To Whitefield and Tennent every outcry

w’as a new convert. One may read that as many as 50,000

or as few as 5,000 w'ere “added to the kingdom” during

1740—41. To study church membership rolls against such

totals is to be greatly puzzled. Sixty-nine added to the mem-
bership of Old South Church, Boston, during the peak year,

1741, does not look like the great ingathering the Boston

clergy wrote about. Neither is the number of new churches

during the middle forties larger than would seem natural with

a growing population and the settling of new towns. Correct

totals at this distance are perhaps impossible, but in any case,

they are not very important.

The significance of the Great Awakening has little more
to do with statistics than with dull pamphlets—objections to

objections and replies to replies. What mattered socially, po-
litically, as well as religiously, to Americans of the next gen-

eration was the readjustment of their thinking which this

upheaval had imposed on them. The language of the meeting-
house had been translated into the vernacular, somewhat too
suddenly. Man’s notion of his own individual dignity and im-
portance had been greatly increased, also too suddenly. The
form of worship had become less important. Whitefield had
honestly not cared what ritual a man used so long as his heart



was changed. By his deference to men and women as indi-

vidual human beings he had added a timely potency to his

words of entreaty; he had also planted seeds that would bear

fruit in later independence of action which had nothing to do

with life in the meetinghouse. That religion was to emerge

from this, its greatest hour of triumph in American life, to

take henceforth a secondary place, is of all results of the Great

Awakening the most ironic. Prior to 1740, there was rilready

a cleavage between religion and the broader stream of Ameri-

can thought. The Great Awakening made the rift wider.

More permanently, this upheaval in American life had to

do with the spread of an idea, an idea as old as Christianity;

namely, that religion is an individual, inner experience or it

is nothing. Decent living is net enough. Without a changed

heart, ‘*good 'works'*, no matter how* good, arc shell without

substance. Scarcely less important to American social as well

as religious history, 'was the new type of religious leader

which this brief hysteria produced. An illiterate exhorter dis-

turbing the Sunday morning peace in 1742 wis a nuisance, if

he w'ere not "worse: he might also be a counterfeit. At his

sincere best, he did not belong in the New England meeting-

house, but there "i^’ould be a place for him on the frontier

during the next century. Undoubtedly something valuable was

lost from the traditions of the American pulpit when to the

average man ‘learning*’ no longer seemed of first-rank impor-

tance among ministerial qualifications; but the new concept

w'ould be translated into life, for good to many, during the

covered wagon era. The Great Awakening was hardly over

in 1742.

Jonathan Edwards’ personal partidpation in the evangel-

ism of 1740-42 had been considerable, but at the time it was
hardly more important than that of other ministers whose
names have been forgotten. Ho'wever, his share in clarifying

the idea of conversion and giving it sound doctrinal standing

was greatly more significant than the share of any other Amer-
ican. His notion of religious experience as expressed in the

Treaiise Cmcemin^ Religious Affections was basic to the new
theology^ both as it would be debated by intcikctuals of the
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cloth during the next generation and stoutly professed by a

half-educated ministry and itinerant evangelists who would

hold “protracted meetings” on the prairies in the next century.

By applying himself to the “root” of the matter, as his mind

demanded, he had made revivals theologically possible.



Chapter XI

TROUBLE IX THE PARISH

During the restless years 1742-45, almost any parish dis-

agreement would have served as a model on which to build

mischief- X'orthampton had escaped the more indecorous

manifestations of congregational dehance, hut mischief, grim

and long continued, came by way of the salary dispute of

1742 and the notorious '‘bad book'" case of 1744.

The salary dispute had roots stretching back into the

peaceful thirties, when it had amounted to no more than

pastoral impatience over delay in collection of “rates’". A
letter fragment as early as 1734 expresses more thin an edge

of annoyance on this score.

“Sir

“By this I would Signify to you that I ne’^er ha\e been at so much

Difficulty to get in my Salar\’ as I have been this year. Never any

Constables were in any measure so Backward. There is Considerable

of my Salaiy’ that is yet behind w’hkh I very much need & have been

Put to Considerable Inconveniences already for want . ,
^

The ^‘Backward Constables” may with some warrant have

been nettled in retnro.

Such complaints were very common. Ministerial diaries

are full of them. When family needs were insistent and the

salary w’as overdue, ministers met their bills by orders on the

town for unpaid rates. It was a clumsy procedure, distinctly

irritating to one with a feeling for meticulous regularity in all

things and a conscience for paying his bills promptly. Payment

by parish donation was an even more sorry substitute, and

undigniied in the bargain. The itemized lists of such favors

315
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credited to parishioners in ministerial rate books read like

burlesques. Jonathan Edwards kept no such lists, but he prob-

ably did not escape, any more than his brother ministers in

rural parishes, the indignity of a firkin of butter, half a tub of

onions, a pair of gloves and a load of hay, a red petticoat

and one hog, deposited now and then at the back door. Such

business dealings did not sort well w’ith the idea of a minister

as the emissary of God, bearing upon his shoulders burdens

too great for angels.

By 1740, even though his salary had been paid promptly

and in cash, there was not enough of it for his growing needs.

He had a house full of children; there was much illness
;
more

servants were necessary; he was buying books, pastures, sheep;

the budget would not balance. He took his case before the

town and asked for more money. It was promptly granted.

Action was also taken about his wood supply, which he had

reported to be insufficient. Parishioners who had not yet

brought in their loads were given until Tuesday night to do

so; if by that time, there was still an insufficiency, the remain-

ing amount would be paid for out of the town rate. This was

on January 20, 1741, while the revival was still in its brighter

stage.

In the following spring there was a second increase—this

time of fifty pounds—apparently without request, and shortly

thereafter a “great uneasiness in the town” over pastoral

expenditures. The standard of living on King Street was
sharply criticized, even the clothes the family wore becoming

a subject for reproof. Mr. Edwards was of “a craving dispo-

sition”, abusing the generosity of the town by “lavish” ex-

penditure. So much w’as said that he was obliged to make
public the family budget, in itemized array, and then to suffer

still greater humiliation as the parish critics fell upon the list

and made it prove their own thesis—^just as many children

could be maintained for exactly half the sum. Portions of a

letter written on sermon notes dated March, 1743, detail

this humiliation.® The text, “Be ye kindly affectioned one to

another”, was probably received coldly by those who looked
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closely to see whether Sarah Edwards were wecirin^ her new
'locket and chane'h costing £11.

A year later one item on the town bonk rejects the con-

tinued spirit of censorioiisness in the parish

:

‘‘The question was put whetiier the T/wn wiii pi> the charge

of bringing IP Edward'*' hh Daughter from BrMkfeli k ft passed

in the negatite’*ri

Certainly an ungracious gesture in response to %vhat w'ouM

seem a strange pastoral assumption. Why should he have

allowed such a question to be put at a time when feeling was

so inflamed against him? In the following spring he made
request for a fixed salary instead of an amount to be deter-

mined annually, but the town refused to comply. Xo reasons

were given, but the fluctuation of bills of credit at the time

may have been one reason for the denial, as it was for the

request. Three more times he made the same request and was

twice denied, both times with evidence of bad feeling on the

part of the town and a deep sense of injury in the parsonage.

One of the few surviving scraps from Sarah Edw"ards' pen is

a note presumably addressed to one of the towm constables,

immediately following the 1744 request for a fixed amount.

“Xortharr.ptcn 3^ larch y® 26

“1744

^^Sir

Sheldcn jest now informs me that ycu cannot Send all the

money at the time Hr Edwards is Rid out and therefore I write to

Desire >cu to Send Seme as mach as you Pessihhly can for ^Ir Edivards

is under Such obligations that he cant Possibbly do without it and

therefore mustr up all possible Fains to procure it.

‘‘This from 5'-our friend and Ser'^-

Sarah EDm'ARns’'*

The town did not grant his request for a fixed salary until

1747, and then “provided he and the people Can Agree on

a Sum & a proper Rule to Compute the Sam from Year

to Ycard* A committee was appointed, which reported in the

following XIarch, tnd
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“the matter being long debated,” it was finally “passed by a great

majority”.®

Jonathan Edwards signed his acceptance of the new ar-

rangement in the towm book, May i 6 , 1748 >
and thereafter

pastor and committee met at stated times to compute the

amount on the basis of existing prices, price of beef to be

determined in the fall, pork in the spring, and so on through

the list of necessities. It would seem to have been a problem

for trained economists, but the village deacons went at it as

though they were rebuilding Ebenezer Hunt’s hat shop, from

foundation to shingles in nine days. Had the parsonage

burned at any time while salary adjustments were still on the

town agenda, the parish would have done the same for Jona-

than Edwards and his family; and the week after, they would

have gone right on quibbling. Neighborly assistance in disaster

was one thing; the rights of the pew versus the pastor might

be quite another. As the dispute dragged on through the years,

it became shot through with personal elements; but in the

beginning it had not been primarily personal. In the end it

meant victory for the pastor, but victory without peace. The
affair had smeared his relations with his flock and made a

distinct rift in the parish. A letter of his daughter Sarah’s,

written in the spring of 1748, indicates that the situation had
growm so unpleasant that he had considered removal, “if a

Convenient Opportunity Present”.® An entry in the Itineraries

of Ezra Stiles supplies the further hint that the presidency of

the College of New Jersey had been suggested to him at this

time by Governor Belcher.'^

Back of this unpleasant interlude, on the parish side, was a

feeling for democratic principles under other terminology.

Why should King Street have its clothes tailored in Boston
and wxar a hat costing three pounds? For that matter, Eben-
ezer Hunt valued his village-made beavers (best variety) at

sixty-ffve shillings each and he had cheaper varieties. The
minister could be hatted locally at exactly the Boston price,

and why not? The Edwards menage already included several

servants. Why the purchase in 1747 of the “negro girl named
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Vemis'' ^ for eighty pounds? Perhaps the village deacons d:d

not mean to be unkind. Questions of privilege were already

touchy questions in the I74q''s, and in objecting to anything

which savored of aristocratic privilege the pews forgot the

oiEces of kindness and friendly consideration. So did many a

village patriot of honorable memory thirty years Liter, and

today a monument marks his resting place.

At the very height of these money troubles, even to the

exact month of the town's iirst denial of his first recyuest for

a fixed salary, came the '‘bad book" episode, which, aside from

his dismissal in 1750, was the most sensational news item in

al! Jonathan Edwards’ twenty-threewear pastorate. In normal

times, he might have had the cooperation of his people in such

a case of discipline, but not after more than three years of

petty criticism and back-door gossip directed at the private

affairs of the parsonage. Jonathan Edtvards w''as not insensi-

tive: nor, for all his alleged absent-mindedness, was he un-

aware of what was going on around him. He knew that he

was standing on a volcano in March, 1744, and yet to he

tactful and not speak out in public on this occasion wzs to him

unthinkable. If the children of his parishioners had been dis-

orderly, the moment of discovery should be the moment of

reproof, even though reproof might set off another explosion.

With his eyes wide open, he walked into the danger zone and

lighted the fuse himself. Twenty years in the pulpit had taught

him nothing about the delicacy of human relations.

In the fact of misbehavior of members brought before the

whole church body, there w^as nothing in the least unusual.

Hardly a parish got through a given year without its ^'case":

and the sharing of details by pastor and people was merely

routine procedure. Offences generally considered were two^—

•

adultery (by far the most common) and drunkenness'—^al-

though occasionally variety was introduced through stealing

watermelons, ‘‘borrowing a horse'L mixing a superstitious

brew, or merely talking back. The Hampshire Association on

one occasion had to consider the complaint of a brother who
demanded satisfaction of his fellow worshipper for *‘DcfaiBa-

tion”, particularly for calling him a ‘*Swine^*; but usually such
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cases merely interrupted a morning’s study at the parsonage.

For the more frequent offences, adultery and drunkenness,

the procedure was brief and stereotyped. For the numerous

cases of women called before the church at the birth of a child

born seven months after marriage, the process involved: first,

the formal inquiry; second, the confession; third, the baptism

of the baseborn child, all three actions usually being recorded

as of the same date. Drunkenness involved public confession

and public admonishment, also at one appearance. Only when
the culprit failed to confess, or was possibly “somewhat minc-

ing in his replies’", was the inquiry prolonged. Otherwise the

congregation held up their hands in token of satisfaction with

the confession, the pastor dropped a word of caution upon
the offender in particular and the church in general, and the

case was declared closed. Church records are occasionally

enlivened by accounts of the behavior of recalcitrants, but

usually the process of rebuke and reinstatement was swift,

sober, and unvarying.

The Northampton “bad book” case is important in Jona-
than Edwards’ story because, like the salary dispute, it con-

tributed directly to the parish resentment which culminated in

the dismissal of 1750. It also makes concrete in a. single in-

stance the drama of village life in its relation to the parson-
age, and in the larger drama of church life outside the village

illustrates the increasing rebelliousness of the pew under any
assertion of pastoral authority. The Northampton case was
more spectacular than most parish discipline cases because the
offenders were younger. They were boys and girls in their

teens. To assume as some have done that in this instance
Jonathan Edwards was meddling in that which did not prop-
erly concern him, is to forget the control which the colonial
church permissibly exercised over men’s private affairs. What
a church member did in the privacy of his own home, whether
he ‘'gave thanks at his eating”, read the bedtime chapter with
his family, or did not, was by no means his own business.
Every church member had an obligation not only to walk
acceptably himself, but also to look out for the sins of his
fellow members. So it had been from the beginning of the
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colonial church. When a new congregation was to be gatiiered.

the would-be gatherers were instructed as a brst step to meet
together, “and seriously examine the spiritu.;!! ccr.ditit.ns

of another, even untill they be actually satis.ned ... or t.tch

other".® In most parishes, as late as 1 740. such espionage was
no longer very troublesome. Men had other things to do. and
besides they had grown lax themselves. But the rn:nistr\ still

held tenaciously to their earlier prerogatives. The .\crthamp-

ton affair went out of bounds because the large number of

culprits involved necessarily prolonged tr.e investigation, and
because the parish lost zeal for the inquiry when the wrong
children were found to be implicated. The pastor also made
the initial mistake of reversing traditional pr.actice, and in-

stead of first dealing with offenders in private, bringing the

whole affair before the congregatio.n at the cutset. Tiierebv

hangs the tale.

Reduced to its lowest terms, the story is as follows : five or
six boys from families of lesser standing in the town obt.il.ned

possession of a book of instructions to midwives, aroused the

curiosity of other young people in its ccnte.nt. and p..sstd the

book around. Before long a large circle, including sons and
daughters of the dite. shared the secret of the book, and h.ad

either read it themselves or heard some of the comment con-

cerning it. How long this suppressed excitement continued

before w’ord of the affair was brought to the minister's ear is

not recorded: but, once apprised of it, he immediately and
publicly set in motion the regular machinery of investigation.

At the close of a preaching service, he told the congregation

what had happened, took a vote authorizing the investigation,

and appointed an hour for the committee to meet. So far, all

was well, and thoroughly regular. Before dismissing the con-

gregation, however, he read out a list of names of young
people who were to appear at the investigation, making no
distinction between supposed culprits and sustaining witnesses.

Immediately the sentiment changed, and “the town was ail in

a blaze”. No wonder, for children of committeemen and first

families had been summoned along with sons and daughters of
the less eligible. If a strip of paper preserved among the Ed-
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wards manuscripts be the memorandum in question, as it

probably is, the names are separated into groups and differ-

entiated by various signs, possibly to indicate degrees of guilt

and to distinguish offenders from witnesses. Explanation of

these shorthand notes at the time of the announcement might

possibly have saved the whole situation.

From this ill-fated Sunday in March until June 3rd, more

than two months later, the village seethed. The record of

official action in the case may be pieced together from testi-

mony given before the committee of investigation and written

down by the pastor. Testimony is recorded from twenty-two

witnesses,*® of whom only six were named in the original list.

These witnesses implicate eleven culprits, of whom only five

were included in the original list. From the fact that no testi-

mony is recorded for half the persons in the original list or

from any of the culprits, it appears that history of the case is

not complete; but this recorded testimony, connecting as it

does a grand total of fifty-six persons with the village tempest,

leaves very little doubt as to the chronology or nature of

events.

The book which caused the uproar was entitled, according

to report, either The Midwife Rightly Represented, or The
Midwife Rightly Instructed, probably the latter. Whether the

book had been taken from Dr. Mather’s library or had been

imported into the village by one of the children, does not

appear. It docs not seem to have been produced before the

committee at any time. In fact, less than half the testimony

given concerns the book at all. Very early in the procedure,

the nature of its content, its various hiding places, the names
of those who read it or listened to the discussions—all this

was subordinated to the more important issue: how the cul-

prits behaved in response to the summons of the church. The
public confession of two of the ringleaders, Timothy and
Simeon Root, officially closing the affair, makes no mention
whatever of the original offence, merely of their “scandalously

Contemptuous Behaviour towards the Authority of this

Church”, and their promises in the direction of conduct more
humble, meek, and decent, “treating those that are ouer me in
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the Lord w:th due honour & Respect as becomes 3 ChrAtian".

Oliver W arner’s confession concerns the “unclean and las-

civious expressions'’ of which he had been accused, and his

promise to behave in future “with that Sobriety & Purity that

becomes the Gospel".

Doubtless the minister's tactlessness in giving premature
publicity to an unsorted list of names was in pan responsible

for the shift m emphasis: but. whatever the cause, the "bad
book’’ was forgotten in the battle between pulpit and pew
which it precipitated. The main issue was soo.n clarineJ in the

village mind. Was this a private attair and therefore none of

the minister's business? Was there a limit to church inter-

ference in matters of conduct? Hitherto, when Northampton
parishioners had been dissatished with the ruling of the pas-

tor, they had taken their grievances to the Hampshire Asso-

ciation, and had accepted the ruii.ng of the higher body. Now
they began to talk boldly of individual rights as against ecclesi-

astical authority of any sort. The fact that in this case pastoral

authority took precedence somewhat over parental authority,

just as in the expulsion of the Cleaveland boys, made the

resentment of the pew more intense than might have been the

case had the offenders been adults; but the main issue was none
the less clear. A principle was at stake and the village knew
it. It is this fact which gives importance to an episode which
in the pettiness and shabbiness of its details would not warrant
reconstruction. As parish history, the whole affair would be
mere routine, had its implications not become so serious and
so far-reaching.

From beginning to end the tale strains one’s credulity, as a

procedure directed by a master mind. The three ringleaders

in the affair, Simeon and Timothy Root and Oliver Warner,
appear to have been the town hoodlums, but the committee
treated them as though they had been Pomeroys, giving their

insolence far more attention and importance than it deserved.

The spectacle of the best born sons and daughters of the

village drawn into a network of talebearing against three

boys, whose offence could have surprised no one, is amazing.
How ministerial discretion, built up and tesfed aforetime dur-
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ing a pastorate of almost twenty years, could have permitted

the parsonage to be turned into a court of inquiry, the minis-

ter’s children to testify against the children of parishioners,

and the minister’s wife to quote the insolence of Timothy

Root, who said over and over again, “I won’t worship a wig”,

passes belief, even assuming an ethical background which made

talebearing an obligation. The fact that the whole investiga-

tion was conducted without harshness is beside the point.

The method of investigation invited to restlessness, as

every parent should have known. Culprits were summoned to

the parsonage in groups, and while they waited their turn to

be questioned, they fell into “scandalous mischief”. One boy,

growing tired of waiting, climbed a ladder which stood against

the parsonage, and looked in on a bevy of girls waiting their

turn in an upstairs room. Two others, without permission,

left the parsonage yard, went to the tavern and called for a

mug of flip. Those who were left behind, goaded by Timothy

Root's “Go away, and If you were not such devilish cowards,

you would have gone away long ago”, dared a bravado they

probably did not feel, and played leapfrog, thereby touching

the marginal area of insubordination before God’s messenger.

Under such conditions, a game of leapfrog becomes something

other than leapfrog. Jerusha Edwards, watching at the win-

dow, came forward helpfully at the proper moment to supply

the names of the participants.

The lowest depths had been reached, however, in the

laughing and whispering “in the open face of the church”,

when the offence was first detailed at the close of the church

service, and again in the contempt implicit in Simeon Root’s

insolent remark, “What do we here? We won’t stay here all

day long”, spoken in the very hearing of the committee, or,

worse still, in his brother Timothy’s perversion of scriptural

teaching in the insolent remark that the committee themselves

were “nothing but men molded up of a little Dirt”. That
Colonel Stoddard, Northampton’s leading citizen and a man
of distinction in Massachusetts colony, should take such re-

marks from boys under durance seriously enough to report
them to a committee of five other men, met in solemn session,
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and that not one of these men, or even Dr. Mather, the town

physiciaiij had the wisdom to see the W'kole affair in relatiOin

to community peace or the prestige of the pulpit, probably

mitigates somewhat the impression of the pastor's blindness

in this affair, but not enough to save him. They were all blind.

On June 3rd the confessions of the three ringleaders, com-

posed by the pastor and read out in meeting, officially closed

the affair. The congregation had listened to many such con-

fessions through the years, but these confessions vcouli have

had a more aiert hearing than usual. This episode had clarified

and crystallized several important issues in the parish mirid.

And the end was not yet.

The pity of the sequel is increased by the suggestion that

the pastor himself had qualms as to the rightness of his pro-

cedure, even while the affair was in progress. On a small scrap

of paper, one side of which had been used for a child's ABC
copy, are these tw’O queries in Jonathan Edwards' hand^vriting:

‘AVbether the chh. did any thine contran to the Rules of the

Word of G. in determining to search into the matter as they did'h

‘‘Whether thereof since they did sc determine to make thorough

search, the committee should not go cn till the; think they ha^e made

a thorough search”.*^

The other seems more like a post-reffection. It is written on

the back of a ‘‘Down Country" memorandum of letters, books,

papers to be taken to East Windsor, and books, sermons, and

the usual chocolate to be brought back. He may 'well ha%^e

made the jottings en rouie, preparatory to a talk with his

father

:

“Whether if it be I say that these things were the things that were

reported whether these things were of a scandalous tkature'h

“Whether it was to be Looked upon as a private offcr.ce’h

“Whether I ought to have done any thing about it as the pastor

of the chh”.

“Whether I ought to have gone and talked privately with them”.

These doubts strike at the root of the whole controversy.

Moreover^ they indicate a realization that something had
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gone wrong. There is also, on a piece of fan paper, an outline

for what would seem to be a public presentation of the grounds

for action in the case. The course of argument is directed

toward the main issue, that of authority.

"To deny Power in a Church to meddle without a Complaint is to

deny a Power of self preservation common to all societies”.

"Shall the master of a ship not Enquire when he knows the ship is

running on Rocks.”

Objections to this line of argument are listed with arguments

in reply. There is also a heading, “Give Reasons why I think

it was not a private offense”. Whether or not these memo-

randa have reference to the 1744 case, they indicate that the

pastoral prerogative had been challenged.

In a similar battle concerning the limits of pastoral author-

ity in a private matter, Timothy Edwards, father of Jonathan,

had remained obdurate even after a church council, called to

hear the case, had acquitted the culprit, and after he had

subsequently withdrawn his charge of pastoral maladministra-

tion. The offender had been Joseph Diggens, a former pupil.

The offence had been marrying without securing the consent

of the bride’s parents, in Timothy Edwards’ eyes an unpardon-

able affront to parental dignity. He had refused to baptize the

child of this marriage, or to permit Joseph Diggens to apply

for admission to another parish until he had confessed his

fault publicly. This the culprit refused to do, and had the

church vote to support him. But Timothy Edwards stood fast,

claiming ministerial right to veto the decision of the congrega-

tion. For three years the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper could

not be celebrated in the East Windsor parish because of the

state of disharmony which existed between pastor and people,

and at the end of this time Timothy Edwards yielded only

upon signed entreaty from the leading men of his parish that

peace be restored. This was four years before the Northamp-
ton “bad book” affair. Jonathan Edwards would have agreed
with his father. As emissaries of God, they fought His battles,

not their own. The jottings in Jonathan Edwards’ handwrit-
ing show no hint of belligerency in his support of the tradi-
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tional view. Put in the form of queries, they suggest rather

that too late he had entertained doubts W’hich might have

saved him one of the most unfortunate episodes of iiis

ministry.

Quite naturally, posterity has not forgotten the adair. The
facts have usually been sadly garbled^ but the impression of

Jonathan Edwards, the harsh disciplinarian, has survived the

generations. In a sense, he has deserved to be the victim of

his own lamentably bad judgment, but it was bad judgment

and not harshness which caused the mischief. He merely

pushed a familiar assumption of pastoral prerogative further

than a restless time could bear, and discovered to his own
surprise that it was no longer the current view. Something had

happened during the ten years since the Hampshire Associa-

tion had considered the question

:

‘AVhat is the Duty of ministers, w'hsn anj Under their Jurisdiction

and Government refuse to come to them when sent for upDn account of

Misbehaviors?

^Ans. They ought to lock upon them as Guilw of centemning

Christ's authority, and to deal with them accordingly.

Voted in the Adirmati^e'A-

To the end of his ministry, Jonathan Edw^ards clung too liter-

ally and too tenaciously to this interpretation of ministerial

duty for his own good; but in his attitude toward the indi-

vidual WTongdoer he w^as not harsh. Quite the contrary. Char-

acteristically, he was concerned to justify the law which had
been transgressed and to set up safeguards against a repeti-

tion of the ofence, not to dwell on the circumstances in the

case, or to denounce the culprit. His own report of such cases

is often quite as abstract and generalized as one of his ser-

mons might have been. But in troublous times, reputations

are quickly changed.

During the decade following the Northampton uproar,

the issue of pastoral authority was forced into the open in

almost every New England parish. In 1752, eight years later,

the Hampshire Association took account of this unrest in a

debate on the question,
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‘‘Whether in general an offence can be so circumstanced as to render

it improper to bring it to the chh. in the first instance superceeding

private Steps ?”

Such debates were futile; the pew would settle this question,

not an association of ministers. But it would be a long fight.

The ministry would continue to argue that pastoral authority

was delegated authority, straight from Christ itself; the pew

would continue to feel it to be an invasion of personal rights.

The ministry would prove their case by Scripture, giving line

and verse; the pew would listen, and perhaps wonder at their

own lack of conviction. In the mid-century, the American laity

could not have called by name the oracles to which they were

unconsciously responding.

In Northampton’s test case of 1744, the pulpit had won.

But more had happened through this affair than appeared on

the church records, and thereafter, for a reason no one could

have stated, ‘‘Mr. Edwards’ ” reproofs would fall on ears

more dull for the hearing. In the fall of 1744, he took for his

text at the Quarterly Lecture, Psalm 144: 12,

“That our sons may be as plants grown up in their youth
; that our

daughters may be as corner stones, polished after the similitude of a

palace”,

and announced as his Doctrine,

“Tis a peculiarly lovely & pleasant sight to behold young People

walking in the ways of vertue and piety”.

Addressing his remarks to the gallery, he said

:

“I dare appeal to those young People that have in a great measure

neglected Relig. & given the Reins to their inclination & spent a great

Deal of their time over wine mirth & those Diversions that are incon-

sistent with a serious Religion. . .

Ten years before, such an appeal might have been a landmark
of changed behavior. In fact, it had been so. But those days
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were past. During the following year and pcriodicaliy there-

after^ such items as the following occur on the Town Book.

“The Town being Sensible of the Irreverent Sc disorderly b'eha\!-''ur

of many of the young people Sc children in the hcu-^e of God in the time

of pufalick worship, and at the Same meeting made choice cf Ensign

John Clapp, Gideon Henderson, Caleb Strcng. EHiA.a P:merci}, t&

inspect the behaviour of the joung people Sc children in time ni puMick

Worship Sc to prosecute them for their irreverent Sc di-orderly be-

haviour, Sc Voted at the Same time the Inspector have pcwer tc order

Such disorderly persons to Sit in Such place> in the Aleeting-hvuse In

the time of publick Worship as they think prcper.'”'*

In some ways it had been smoother going when the ivord of

the minister w’as law.

The years 1744—1748 were barre:^ years. No* or.c new
candidate applied for membership. The salary dispute dragged
on; the “bad book" children grew np. Opposition and resent-

ment were no longer veiled. The house on King Street m’as the

target for attack on the slightest provocation. The town “par-

ties" reaiig.ned themselves o.n this new issue, while the whole
parish waited for an occasion which wonld force removal.

Extra-village events were also conspiring to loosen the tie

with the meetinghouse. The French and Indian War claimed

village attention in a very direct and personal way. The town
was again fortified. Watch houses were constructed on the out-

skirts.^® Northampton men and bo^-s enlisted, and subsequently

the progress of events became a matter of intense community-

interest. Week by week Jonathan Edwards’ sermons reflect

the contemporary excitement and deep anxiet}’. The general

course of events can be followed in the sermon headings for

special days:

“Fast on Occasion of the War with France, June 28. J744.'’

“Fast for Success in the Expedition against Cape Breton, April 4,

1745-”

“On Occasion of the Return of our Soldiers from Cape Breton, August,
1745-’’

“On a Fast on Occasion of the Prcclamaticn of War with the Indians,

Septem. 19, 1745.”
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**Fast Occasioned by the Rebellion, Mar. 13? 1745/6*

’

“Preceding the Expedition to Canada, June, 1746.’’

“Thanksgiving for victory over the Rebels, Aug. 1746.’’

“Fast, Oct. 16. 1746, on Occasion of the Arrival of the French Fleet,

&c.^’

“Thanksgiving, Novem. 27, 1746, after the Confusion of the French

Fleet.”

These sermons supply little detail as to the successive cam-

paigns of the war, but In accordance with Jonathan Edwards’

habitual practice, keep closely to the scriptural analogy. For

the ^Tast preceding the Expedition to Cape Breton”, he took

as his text:

“If thy people go out to battle against their enemy, . . . then hear

thou in heaven their prayer, and maintain their cause”.

For the sermon commemorating the return of the soldiers

from this same expedition

:

“Then they returned, every man of Judah and Jerusalem, and

Jehoshaphat in the forefront of them, to go again to Jerusalem with

joy ; for the Lord had made them to rejoice over their enemies”.

The presence of the returned soldiers in the congregation

would have caused eyes to turn in their direction as this text

was announced. So also would the reading of their personal

thanks by the pastor, probably at the close of the sermon. One
such page bound in with a sermon for this same month con-

tains the awkwardly phrased, badly spelled “Thanks of Seth

Pomroy” (later to be Major Pomeroy), preserved sound of

life and limb. It would seem strange if on such an occasion the

pastor did not add a few words on his own account. Doubt-

less he did. 4

Occasionally he commented directly on the progress of the

war. In the sermon marked, “Preceding the Expedition to

Canada, June, 1746”, he became almost impassioned:

“The call to us in this Part of the Land especially ^ems to be very

loud. The Land never had such a Call”.
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Such a sermon would have made recruits.

hen a People of God are mole-^ted Sc eniancerei injurioL^

and Bloody Enemies For them CheerfuFy to e\“~ — & e\p<'^e

Thems[elves] in a war tending to their Defence ani Safet: or Ci>.d

. . . is a Duty they owe to G[ed] their Ccun^r, and Them>[eh*

he declared, making a plea for defensive warfare which is

almost vehement. Such sermons^—and there are a considerable

number of them'—suggest that, had he lived on into the

1770's, he might have been a pow’erfui force behind the

Xlinutemen. He wmuld also have been obliged to make one of

the most difficult decisions of his life.

In the study these were fruitful years, despite all the dis-

tractions within and without the parish. By 1746 he had

finished his Treatise Concerning ReliglC'US Afedions, signifi-

cant as his most deliberate answer to his own insistent ques-

tion, “What is the nature of true religion?'' In attempting to

make this answer he was within the area most congenial to his

own thought. As he acknowledged in his Preface.

“It is a subject on which iry mind has been pecuHarl} intent, ever

since I first entered on the study of

It wms also a subject on which he was peculiarly qualified to

speak.

His treatment bears the marks of long study, matured

thinking, and the ability to detach himself from what he calls

the “dust and smoke of present controversy". Five years

before, his Distinguishing Marks had been a specific attempt

to check current evils. He had been the practical pastor, bent

on discharging his responsibility as spiritual guide after his

Sunday morning manner, and therefore keeping the weakest

member of the flock in his eye as well as his brother intellec-

tuals. In this later treatise he frankly addressed himself to

his peers; and, although alw'ays aware of the counterfeits and

gaudy shows vchich must be distinguished from true religion,

he was now more concerned with abstract distinctions than

with the timely correctives. He dealt with the subject in its

essence, not with the externals of the current panorama. His
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clean-cut discriminations, his coolness in argument, his recog-

nition that although the devil “had foiled them” in the late

revival, the history of religion in America was not thereby

ended, reveals much as to the quality of his thinking and the

nature of his faith. While Satan, as he said, seemed to be

leading both parties, one on the extreme right and the other on

the left, he strove to find the deeply obscured but, as he be-

lieved, the “right” path in the middle. In doing so he made

one of his most determining contributions to the religious

thought of his time, for this is not merely a polemic. It is a

philosophical argument as to the nature of religious experience.

With respect to the current debate, this treatise is an argu-

ment for the central place of the emotions in all religious

experience. Not the intellectual faculties (perception, judg-

ment, speculation) but the “affections” are the springs of

action in all things religious, as in all things worldly. The
deists declared otherwise, reducing religion to that which may
be rationally apprehended and rationally demonstrated. Six

years after the excesses of the great revival, they had gained

many American supporters. The sober-thoughted majority in

both pulpit and pew had long since declared for the en-

lightened mind rather than the “raised” emotions. Let religion

be a rational exercise; let men be guided by reason in their

search to apprehend the divine. Then might the counterfeits

and extravagances of 1741 be at an end indeed. “Heart
religion” had been fatal to good order in the churches ; let the

ministry preach common sense instead. So spoke the Old
Lights, who still had heart for the conflict.

In his unqualified opposition to this rationalistic trend,

Jonathan Edwards was not advocating a return to emotional-

ism ; he was attempting to prove by the laws of human nature,

as he understood them, that religion is not primarily an affair

of the intellect, but an affair of the heart, or, as he put it on
page after page of this treatise,

“True religion consists very much in affections”.

For modern readers, his thought is somewhat obscured by his

terms, particularly by his seeming identification of “soul” and
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‘lieart and “wilF', *^emot5ons'’ and ’*2£ect:o!is’\ He*

recognized the inadequacy of language in such matters. It was

'Imperfect'' and "unfixed*'. The things of religion lay beyond

the purpose for which language w^as contrived: yet he at-

tempted to bring his distinction within the current idiom. The
Soul had tw’O faculties: the discerning faculty, known as Un-
derstanding; and the choosing and governing faculty, known
as Will or Inclination in the contemporary view. Will being

not yet diSerentiated from EmotionT With a slightly stronger

push to his own thought at this point, he might have separated

them: but this wms not the distinction which engaged him. He
was concerned to prove that exercise of the discerning or pas-

sive faculty alone could never bring a man to a sense of the

divine. The devil can discern true from false: the devil know's

the doctrine, but he is still the devil. Religion must take hold

of a man's heart, and pow'erfuHy attect his emotions. wTuch

arc the living springs of all human action. "In nothing is

lukew'ariiiness so odious" as in religion, he declared. Vigor is

requisite. Religion, being powerful, manifests itself in the

"exercises of the heart, its principal and original seat'h The
enlightened understanding without an "affected fer^^ent heart"

is light without heat. Light one must have, but light alone is

not sufficient;

“If the great things of religion are rightly unierstocJ, they -will

affect the hcart'^d®

Taken out of its eighteenth cen^a^y idiom, his idea is simply

that feeling lies nearer than thought to the source of religious

consciousness, and is the gateway to "religioas experience^' as

distinguished from religious knowledge. The "sense of GoT’

is an emotional, not an intellectual experience. This was in line

with his own religious experience of more than twenty-five

years, and he had not the shadow of a doubt. As he now

attempted to clarify his own certainty to the comffetion of

others as well, he wrote the most cogent piece of reasoning

which had yet issued from his pen, and the first in direct fulfil-

ment of his early intent to make
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Particular Enquiry into the Nature of the Human Mind, with

respect to both its Faculties—the Understanding and the Will—and its

various Instincts, and Active and Passive Powers

By so doing he also gained a learned audience on both sides of

the Atlantic^ and wrote a pioneer chapter in religious

psychology.

He did even more. This treatise put the experience of

conversion on a sound scriptural basis, and thus cut the stand-

ing from beneath those who branded all emotion in religion

as “enthusiasm"’, and found Scripture to prove it anathema

before God. Jonathan Edwards outdid them by finding scrip-

tural proof for that which lay behind these manifestations:

the visions, voices, and joyous outcries. If a man’s emotional

nature be indeed the ‘‘principal and original seat” of his re-

ligious consciousness, then emotion had been made not only

respectable but important. The emphasis accordingly shifted

from the outward manifestation to the inner certainty, and in

that shift the cornerstone of the new theological structure was

laid. Jonathan Edwards and John Wesley stood together in

their insistence on the inner witness, not of the mind, but of

the emotions, although otherwise their concepts of the experi-

ence of conversion differed widely.

“You cannot reason concerning spiritual things”, John
Wesley declared over and over. Eventually, he was the more
successful of the two in safeguarding emotional expression

from extravagance by elaborate churchly supervision ; but this

is a different matter entirely. Basically, the two men were in

agreement on that point of the new theology which was to

take strongest hold of the popular imagination in a new gen-

eration—individual certainty in the experience of conversion.

In Jonathan Edwards’ own personal story, this treatise is

important as defining clearly the issue on which he was soon
to make the fight of his life, and lose. The church to which he
ministered was full of those who admittedly had never re-

ceived the “inner witness”. They were trusting to the “means
of grace” and to their own endeavors; and, as he saw it, they
were wrong, pitifully wrong. Those who had guided them had
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been mistaken. As their pastor, responsible for their so‘j1s, he

must change all this. Those of his congregation who read this

treatise knew there was trouble ahead, and so did he.

More permanently, the Treatise is also important as a

piece of religious literature. Jonathan Edwards w'as not writ-

ing logical exposition alone, with abundant biblical footnotes.

He w^as giving personal interpretation to the ‘'beauty and

amiableness of true religior/h this communication of God to

his creatures, this revelation which is such that the natural

man can discern

^%othing of it, an\ more thin a man the stn^e of tasting can

conceive of the sweet taste ct honey; cr a man without the sense of

hearing can conceive of the meh'dy of a tune: nr a man born blinj can

have a notion of the beautt of the rainbew'h*^

As he wrote thus out of his own deepest experience of living,

elevation of style often matched elevation of theme.

Everywhere there is self-rei'clation. In dwelling on the

transforming power of the “gracious afections'h he set down
his own religious aspirations. Nothing but the religion of

heaven was w''orthy enough, as a standard of measurement.

*‘AII who are truly religious are n^t of this world'h

he wrote. Heaven is their country. They arc strangers here on

earth. God is fitting them for that other w^orld by this com-

munication of himself. Absorbed in his own vision, he was

doubtless unaware that he was painting a picture of the per-

fectibility of man which his Dissenting forbears would neither

have recognized nor have approved, and that at the same time

he was greatly diminishing the number of the visible saints.

This was his own vision, and these were his standards of Chris-

tian attainment. Nothing Jonathan Edwards ever wrote, aside

from his Persona! Narratree^ reveals so dearly as this Trealbe

the plane on which his own inner life was lived. Neither could

anything suggest more dearly why he walked aloic.

While his thought was thus engaged through many months,

he continued to go to and fro in response to the appeals of
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distressed ministers in parishes where trouble was brewing.

He wrote numerous letters to aggrieved parties; he attended

fasts and sessions of prayer, looking toward the averting of

an open breach; he was a member of councils called when

quarrels could not be settled out of court. Fragments of sur-

viving letters concerning such affairs suggest that his name and

advice carried weight, and that his calm, judicial temper fitted

him for the role of peacemaker. Time after time he urged

moderation in thought and action, complete frankness between

disputants, and, above all, that the cause of religion be not

dishonored. Unfortunately, his appeals to reason instead of

emotion, and his unwillingness to treat with personal detrac-

tion, were methods too quiet for the aggrieved parties in most

parish disputes of the middle forties; but they were the only

methods Jonathan Edwards knew. This same calmness of tem-

per was to inflame his own detractors the more in the crisis so

soon to come in his own parish.

Late in the year 1747 David Brainerd, missionary to the

Indians, died of tuberculosis at the King Street parsonage.

He was betrothed to Jerusha Edwards. Months earlier. Dr.

Mather, the town physician, had given him up; but the Ed-

wards family had still hoped. Jerusha, in pitiful ignorance of

the risk she incurred, nursed him through many weeks. In

June, 1747, when he was too ill to travel alone, she went with

him to Boston, and brought him back a fortnight later. He
died October 9th. Four months later, on February 14, 1748,

Jerusha died. She was seventeen years old and, in her father’s

word, “generally esteemed the Flower of the Family”.®^ This

was the first break in the family circle.

Reticent as Jonathan Edwards was about all that con-

cerned him most nearly, one might have expected him to retire

further into himself and never speak her name again. Instead,

five days after her funeral, he stood before his congregation
and spoke an intimate eulogy. A week later this might not have
been possible, but in the first shock of bereavement, his

habitual restraint was broken, and he opened his heart, speak-
ing more freely and more intimately of that which concerned
his own affections than on any other recorded occasion in his
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whole ministry. The sermon he used had been preached before.

In the XIS. booklet it is headed,

'‘To a private ileetin^ of Youno^ People after Bfll}' She" Jens Death

Feb. 1740/41.

‘Job. 14. 2 He Cometh forth like a flower Sc k cut irnan.

“Afterwards preached the D.;ctriaal Part the new apphcaticfi

at the End on occasion of the Death cf mv DcuYciter Teru^?ha, Feb. 21,

1 747/8

The application is distinctly persona!. He speaks of jerusha's

presence at meeting ‘‘Sabbath before last—without any signs

of approaching Death'k of her £ve-day illness, the speedy

calling of physicians ! more than oneU the consultations.

“But nctwith&tanding all meanf there could be used, she scon de-

parted. Gods apparent Time was come.*"

No love or tenderness could hold death back.

“Her Place here in the House of G. you now see empty.'”'

He refers to her as “My own dear Child", describes her

virtues, takes comfort in her abhorrence of wncked ways,

adding

:

“I can now be sensible what a bitter cup it would be to mt If it had

been contrarywise*’.

Ylore touching even than his tributes to her is his appre-

ciation of the sympathy he has received from his people. They
must have knowm how deep was the affliction,

“at least many of you w'ere so Pleasant and Comfortable while G[od]

continued it. . . .

“Some of you have shown affecticn on occasion of her death/’

His closing exhortation, as was usual with him on such occa-

sions, w’as directed to the young people. He hoped that this

might be the beginning of a general awakening and reforma-

tiofi. If so,

“I shall think 1 had much more Cau^ to admire Gods mcrc^ in such a

happy Consequence than to mourn for my owe Less tho it is so great”.
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This was not mere pulpit language. It 'was the precise and

lifelong truth. No wonder the village could not understand

this man who stood before them.

For Jerusha’s sake, Jonathan Edwards may have taken a

measure of comfort in the editing of the Brainerd memorials,

which immediately engaged his attention. The task of dispos-

ing of these voluminous private papers ‘‘for God’s glory and

the interest of religion” had been laid upon him by David

Brainerd himself as a dying request. It could scarcely have

been refused. As he set himself to the sorting and arranging

of these intimately personal materials, he must often have

been sorely puzzled. Such morbid reflections and melancholy

self-torturings concerning an inward state of grace were

strangely out of key with his own recent thought upon the

nature of the Christian’s experience. Yet they were also

strangely similar to his own agonizing after assurance of salva-

tion in his younger days. Possibly with these similar experi-

ences in mind, he made generous allowance for the “imperfec-

tions” which belong to all saints “while on this side heaven”.

David Brainerd’s “imperfections” had been many, but these

were far less important than the truly eminent state of piety

to which he had attained.

Jonathan Edwards would scarcely have been “on this side

heaven” himself, had he not used Brainerd’s case as occasion

for a little special pleading in the “enthusiasm” controversy.

During the hysteria of 1741, Brainerd had been an under-

graduate at Yale College, had been a victim of the campus
excitements, and in the end had paid dear for his indiscretions.

In a luckless moment he had made bold to remark that one of

his tutors was devoid of grace, and as a result, he had been
expelled from the college. Jonathan Edwards had been un-

successful in his subsequent, repeated attempts to win Brain-

erd’s reinstatement, in order that he might receive his degree,

but he had taken great satisfaction in seeing the younger man’s
mistakefi zeal turned into nobler channels. New Light ex-

travagance had given place to a truly vital piety. A man should
be judged, not by an early mistake, but by his ability to learn

from it. This David Brainerd had done.
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Quite apart from its relation to current discussions of

Xew Lightism, this Life and Diary deserves more notice than

it has received, as a piece of biographical interpretation, writ-

ten by one whose pen had been trained to other matters, and

apparently without a model at hand. In spite of the ever

present temptation to sermonize, Jonathan Edwards seldom

loses sight of his obligation to the subject of his story, and in

the editorial remarks from page to page succeeds amazingly

in bringing Brainerd to life, clad in all his depressing humili-

ties, pieties, and unspeakable sufferings. If it is impossible to

share his admiration for such a man. it is at least possible to

honor him for the portraiture, which, o.ne may suspect, is a

picture to the life.

Coming so soon after his Treatise Concerning Religious

Affections, this volume naturally furnishes occasional addenda

in the same line of thought. The concluding section, entitled

“Reflections and Observations on the Preceding Memoirs”,^

for example, contains one of the clearest as well as one of the

most eloquent delineations of the Christian's experience to be

found in all his writings. As he speaks of eternal safety for-

gotten in the abounding joy of the new experience, of the

di%’ine beauty which powerfully draws his heart and causes his

whole soul to flow toward God. the supreme excellence, there

is more than a suggestion that biography has become auto-

biography. Momentarily, as he went on to describe the deep-

ening joys of the Christian’s experience, Jonathan Edwards
seemed to have forgotten also the nagging specifications of

current controversy. But only momentarily. Time after time

he forced his definition back to the confutation of error. This

is the weak point in all his writings. If only he might have felt

free to tell ! But no : to tell was important, but to confute was
more important.

One might think the publication of this book, so late as

1749, after emotional religion had been widely discredited in

the popular mind, would have been distinctly unsuccessful, but

the very reverse was true. David Brainerd’s New Lighrism

was far less important to those who read his story than the

account of his labors among the Indians, which in addirion to
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being a new chapter of American adventure, was also new

proof of God's power. The conversion of ‘‘savages” did spe-

cial honor to divine grace. Jonathan Edwards’ name on the

title page of course carried weight, giving the book its initial

hearing; but on its own merits it was distinctly successful. In

fact, the influence of this Life and Diary toward a new era of

missionary labor would be hard to measure. Surprisingly

enough, it also made the name of David Brainerd better

known to the average churchgoer of the next generation than

the name of Jonathan Edwards.

Before this long labor of friendship had issued from the

press, he was again deep in his studies, looking toward the

attack on Arminianism. It is apparent from his purchase of

books and from direct statements in his correspondence, that

the subject of the freedom of the will was already taking

shape in his mind as the first offensive in this attack. But it

would have to wait. The foreground was too much disturbed.

He would have to give his whole thought to parish affairs. It

must have seemed an ominous foreboding when, on June 19,

1748, Colonel John Stoddard, Northampton’s leading citi-

zen and the pastor’s unfailing friend in every preceding crisis,

died. His staunch loyalty and wise counsels would be sorely

missed in the bitter days ahead.



Chapter XII

DEFEAT AND DISMISSAL

Dismissal from his Northampton piilplt gave Jonathan Ed-

wards his best chance to belong to the ages. In the wilderness

of Stockbridge he could preach old sermons to a handful of

Indians and a smaller handful of whites, dose the door of his

four-by-eight-foot study, and make up his mind about the

freedom of the will. Distance would bring its immunities. Not
so many ministers would come by on horseback; the routine of

parish life would be greatly simplided; in this lonely place he

would be almost as close to England and Scotland as to Bos-

ton. He would be a free citizen of a larger jTorli: not a

small-town minister.

But had he known all this on June 22, 1750, the knowledge

would have brought him scant consolation. Dismissal not only

blotted his personal record and wrote failure over twenty-

three years of earnest endeavor: it also brought the w’-hole

ministerial calling into reproach and injured the cause which

meant more to him than his own happiness. Northampton
would no longer be known as a peculiar center of God's

povrer; it now became a symbol for strife and bitterness.

Under his ministry the church had prospered. He had built

the new meetinghouse. He had seen a generation grow up and

take their places in church life. Many of those who accused

him had professed conversion under his preaching. Now, ten

to one, they had voted for him to go.

In part, he had brought the disaster upon himself, as he

quite clearly recognized. To some degree, also, he was the

victim of a community feud which had nothing to do with the

question at issue, and, still more^ a victim of the widespread

241
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unrest between clerg}’ and laity over the matter of authority.

The pews knew their powder, and after more than ten years of

opposition to ministerial autocracy, they were swift and ruth-

less in the exercise of it. Ministerial tenure was no longer for

life, but quite openly at the will of the congregation. The

Northampton dismissal had dozens of parallels in the mid-

century, and for that reason made very little stir except in

ministerial circles. To the laity at large it was just one more

church quarrel. Jonathan Edwards himself had expected it for

years and was making his arrangements. Only six months

before it happened he wrote

:

“I expect to leave my Pastoral office here when this year is out,

which Ends in the last of April, as the People have reckoned from the

Beginning for the Payment of my salary'”.^

He was dismissed in June.

On the surface, the dispute concerned the basis of admis-

sion to the sacrament of the Lord’s Supper. Did the privilege

belong only to those who had given public testimony of their

own inner regeneration, or might it belong also to those who,

failing such assurances, were not living “scandalous lives” ? In

other words, who is a Christian? He who has the evidence as

an inner possession, or he who observes the ritual? Stripped

down to its essentials, this is seen to be no petty dispute. “Ex-

perimental Piety” was the very rock on which New England
Dissent had built its whole structure. Long before battle was
joined, Jonathan Edwards had made his position clear; and
now that the test had come he would pay dear for his cham-
pionship, too late, of a cause already lost. But he was return-

ing to the central principle from which the American church

had taken its life. No wonder this quarrel could not die.

There was a peculiar irony in the fact that once again it

reared its head in Northampton, where fifty years earlier

Solomon Stoddard had dared to abandon “Experimental
Piety” as the basis for admission to the Lord’s table. Not the

ghost of the old dispute, but the very body and bone of it now
returned to ruin the career of his grandson and former col-
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league. The issue itself was unchanged, but the inteiiectual

climate w'as so hostile to any such rcFcrsal that Jonathan

Edwards was beaten before he renewed the battle. One docs

not with success, or even with safety, attempt to turn the

clock back lifty years on any issue in any age, and Jonathan

Edwards w^as not so naive as to think he was an exception to

the rule. Why then? The answ^er is implicit in every chapter of

the story.

His grandfather, Solomon Stoddard, had been a very

practical man. He knew^ people, and he knew” wmat would

work in church polit}i He also knew that he was not living in

John Cotton’s day, and that in attempting to do so his own
contemporary, Increase Mather, was something of an anachro-

nism. Accordingly in 1700, when he put his ear low to the

ground and heard ominous whispers of discontent from the

Halfway members who were shut out from the Lord’s table,

he recognized that the Halfway Covenant W''Mch in i66i had

seemed a vast concession to second generation Christians, was

not good enough for their grandchildrcji. Accordingly also,

when he decided to take his courage in hand, go one step fur-

ther than 1661, and throw the doors wide open to Covenant

and non-Covenant members alike, he wzs not obeying a reck-

less impulse. He was initiating a plan which he thought would

work. He had considered the hazards carefully and had de-

cided the risk was w'orth taking. Besides, it might turn Half-

way members into better Christians. His faith was justified.

The plan did work.

It worked because, even as early as 1700, the old restric-

tion had begun to look slightly too aristocratic. Nlcn lad

already become more interested in working together than in

being a peculiar people. By 1750, with Whiteficld's preaching

immediately behind them and the first rumblings of the Revolu-

tion dimly audible, their minds were fast becoming dosed to

any arguments for special privilege, as any one who read the

Boston newspapers might have known. WMtcfield’s greatest

mistake, in terms of his own popularity, had hem his attempt

to purify the ministry. To attempt to purify the membership

was to invite mutiny. Solomon Stoddard^s innovatioii had
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worked also because, in 1700, he had had the incalculable

advantage (for such a role) of being a young man and the

champion of a liberal cause. He was opening doors, not shut-

ting them. This had also been the strength of Whitefield’s

preaching. To attempt to restrict any privileges whatever in

1750, let alone to withdraw privileges already enjoyed, was to

go against the whole spirit of the mid-century. Jonathan Ed-

wards' talk of restoring the sanctity of the Lord’s Supper

meant little to a generation for which church rites were not

symbols of inner reality so much as personal prerogatives, to

be protected at all cost. On its merits, the Halfway Covenant

was a dead issue ; revived, it acquired a significance which had

far more to do with fair governance than with the communion

of saints. The church member of 1750 was a democrat, al-

though as yet he did not know it; and a good many of the

“Boys of ’76” were already born.

Still another weakness of Jonathan Edwards’ position was

the fact that he was reversing his own practice of twenty-three

years. To revoke a privilege he had apparently sanctioned

after it had been enjoyed beyond the memory of any but the

oldest in the congregation, was madness. Any minister with a

sense of fact and even an elementary understanding of human
nature should have known he was courting his own destruction.

In fact, Jonathan Edwards knew it; but, being an Edwards, he

did not draw back from a losing fight. How could he do other-

wise, he reasoned, once convinced that he had been wrong for

twenty-three years? As to the expediency of such a move, he

did not even consider it. “Expediency”, in a matter of prin-

ciple, was not a word in his vocabulary.

One must respect his honesty, at least, and his independ-

ence in announcing such a change of front. As for the change
itself, the reasons are clear. As a young pastor he had naturally

approached “Stoddard’s Way” with a favorable bias. Grand-
father Stoddard had been a kind of demigod to the Edwards
children, and acceptance of his ideas was only natural. As a

college student Jonathan Edwards had entered The Safety of
Appearing and The Appeal to the Learned in his Catalogue,

and had no doubt read them with pride in his relationship to
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so great a man. As a coEeag’je pastor he hai aacepteJ the

existing order, and then thrmmh the }ear5 had made his own
observations. Theory and prarticc did rmt agree.

He had come to this decisirjn anw'hingly and had held his

peace for years, having, as he said !ater, “‘no st^-ength to op-

pose received notions and estahlished customs—till it was too

late'h- By the early forties many of his brother ministers and

many in his own congregation knew of Ids changed view, and

by 1745 it w‘as ar4 open secret. In his Aferf^ms, he

had declared himself still more plainly: but no public state-

ment was made to his people until i’74f* when an application

for membership brought the w'hnie question before the parish

in accordance with regular procedure. He made a iorm3,\ state-

ment before the Committee of the Church, announcing a state

of controversy to exist between paster and people, and as a

first move requested the privilege of expressing his views in

print. His request was granted. The result was his treatise, A
Humble Inquiry into the Rules of :kf of GoJ^ concern-^

m0 the Oualipcation? Requisite to a Complete StjnMnf and

Full Commnmmi zAtk the risible Christim Churchy published

in the early autumn of 1749. In his own word, he had under-

taken his part in this controversy ^ w^hich proved to be "a con-

tention between me and a great part of New England''] *Vith

the greatest reluctance that ever I undertook any public service

in my life'h’^ His phrase '‘public service'' expresses exactly his

oivn sense of the importance of this battle. It was so important

that he put everything he had into the balance.

In the beginning the doctrinal issue had real validity for

the congregation also. '‘NIr. Stoddard's Way^' mattered for

itself. Before long, however, the interpretations of pastoral

motive in wishing to change it became more important than

the scriptural or unscriptura! basis on wmich it rested. Of all

the interpretations expressed, the most damaging to the credit

of the pastor was that in demanding evidence of *'Expcri-

mcntal Piety'’ lie himself wished to be judge of the “degree"’

of piety. This he stoutly denied in his treatise, in his state-

mcEts before the committee, the church, ind the council He
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did not even insist that the applicant be able to state the time

or the manner of his conversion. All that he asked was that

church members be able to profess sincere belief in their own

‘^renovation of heart'’ instead of mere knowledge of the doc-

trine and decent living. Once again, it was “heart” religion as

distinguished from “head” religion. The “visibility of saints”

to all but the eye of God was at best relative, he declared, but

in his own inner consciousness a man might have assurance of

his regeneration. As the outward symbol of this assurance, the

sacrament of the Lord’s Supper belonged only to those who
could profess it as a reality. The rest, no matter how decently

they lived, were mere spectators.

In the attempt to clarify his position, he submitted to the

committee four forms of public profession, any one of which

he was willing to accept, or to modify in any reasonable

fashion. All four were rejected. Of these the two shortest were

the following:

“I hope, I do truly find a heart to give up myself wholly to God,

according to the tenor of that covenant of grace which was sealed in my
baptism, and to walk in a way of that obedience to all the command-

ments of God, as long as I live”.

hope I truly find in my heart a willingness to comply with all the

commandments of God, which require me to give up myself wholly to

him, and to serve him with my body and my spirit, and do accordingly

now promise to walk in a way of obedience to all the commandments
of God, as long as I live.” ^

When such seemingly noninflammable pledges could sound a

battle cry, the nonsectarian of the present may well wonder
what the great quarrel was about.

Painstakingly Jonathan Edwards set forth the scriptural

basis for his position in the Humble Inquiry

^

a labor of several

months. Temporarily, as he reported, “the Fermentation was
much quell’d” by its publication, but only temporarily. In the
summer of 1749? while he had been absorbed in writing it,

rumors had continued to spread and community feeling had
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grown so greatly inflamed that the majority did not wish

peace. They wished to be rid of "Mr. Edwards'".

"root and branch, name and remnan;"*.

Only twenty copies of the treatise were distributed in the

town, and these were read by very few. To a moder.T judg-

ment, it might seem that he flattered his people by cjcpecting

them to read it; but. if so. he had flattered them on every

Sunday morning of his ministry, for neither in method nor in

matter was it greatly diflerent from the weekly sermons.

Heavily freighted with Scripture, cogent in argument, it was

addressed to those who knew their Bibles and cared for the

doctrine. In the heat of controversy, it might have made good

reading by candlelight, even in a parish which numbered few

intellectuals. It was not read in Northampton in 174.9. because

the parish mind—at least the mind of the opposed faction

—

was already closed to any and all pastoral arguments, however

cogent they might be. Jonathan Edwards might have known

this from the rejection in April, 1749. of his oSer to resign if,

after the parish had had an opportunity to read his book, they

still wished him to go. The majority wished it. without read-

ing the book. Feeling ran so high by the time of its publication,

that some of his parishioners would not even permit it to be

brought into their houses.

To his adherents, some of whom were ready to defend it

unread, he had proved his case, and had done so without cast-

ing dishonor on Solomon Stoddard's memory. Briefly stated,

the point of this more than e:ghty-thousand-word treatise is

that the Scriptures recognize not two kinds of saints, but one

—those who can profess godliness. Those who can profess

only the “common virtues" have no sanction in Holy Writ for

their “promiscuous admission" to Christ’s church. In support

of his position Jonathan Edwards called to witness the history

of the Israelites, the sayings of the prophets, and the parables

of Jesus. W^arrant there was none for admitting those whose

only qualification was that they had not been guilt}’ of scan-

dalous living. Solomon Stoddard had been wrong. As for him-
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seifj the biblical authority was final; and, standing firmly on

Leviticus lo : lO, Jerefiiiah 15 : 19, Ezekiel 22 : 26 and 44 : 6-8,

he rested his case, leaving the issue with God.

In terms of logic alone, victory was his. Solomon Stoddard

also had been an encyclopedic student of the Bible—in his day,

pow'erful in argument; but on the printed page he was no

match for his grandson and former colleague. One by one

Jonathan Edw’ards undermined his structure of proofs, keep-

ing unswervingly to the doctrinal points at issue and treating

his dead opponent with the respect and reverence which were

his due. He had merely been mistaken.

Placed side by side, the arguments of the two men are seen

to rest on entirely different foundations. To Solomon Stod-

dard the practical test was the final test. In order that God’s

work should prosper, public worship must be maintained and

the Gospel ordinances celebrated. If godly men only might

carry on such matters, there would soon be no one left to

officiate in a church, not even a minister. In apostolic days it

had been different: then indeed many might be called and few

chosen. But now “Religion runs very low among the people

of God; and . . . there is a great scarcity of Godly men”. In

some countries especially,

“Godly men are very thin sown*^ ®

indeed. There may be only two or three in a parish. If all but

this pitiful remnant be excluded from the celebration of God’s

ordinances, how will His work prosper? Therefore let the un-

godly have a share
; besides, participation may help them to be

more godly. To Jonathan Edwards such service was lip service

only, and exceedingly displeasing to God. Numbers were of no
account. The hope of the church was that it should be one

company, purged of the unregenerate and united in heart

religion.

After his months of careful labor to assemble proofs of his

position, the village indifference to his treatise was most dis-

appointing. He must use other means. He therefore requested

permission to preach Ms principles before the congregation.
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This was in October. 174:^. Ti:e a: hrst nirlv refuseJ.

After weeks of narlew however, uni n:u:h persistence on
both siies and much i^wrense in t::e ^e^sen^ss of comniunit^c

feeling, a grudging permission wu*- jrantei- Five public lec-

tures, delivered in Alurch. mto. v-ere the result. these

occas'ons the aggrieved portion of the membersh/p iefeitei

the purpose of t!ie reguest bv staving uwav. It helped mutters

not at all that their places in the meetirerhouse were taken bv

strangers from nemhboring parishes w'ho. having heard of

the boycott, hastened to Xorthimptnn and therebv added to

the ferment. Obvious!} the case nf the past^-m versus the con-

gregation wms deadlocked, and a crisis imminent. The time

had come to call a council.

Even that was not so easy. In the fifty }ear$ since the

Brattle Street Church wws feunded. both mdrdsters and con-

gregations had learned that the decisions of councils are de-

termined beforehand, if the right delegates are picked. iVIind-

ful of this, the Northampton cengregation v/ished to choose

delegates opposed to the pastor. They also wished to restrict

him to delegates chosen from Hampshme County. wTdeh al-

most to a man favored Solomon Stoddard's view of sacra-

mental privileges. Jonathan Edwards objected. In so doing, he

was adhering to the provishins of the Cambridge Platform,

on which the practice of Massachusetts churches was based.

The committee appointed by the town to treat with him con-

cerning the make-up of the council based their arguments on

the ruling of the Saybrook Platform, which was less liberal in

this respect. In session after session the committee endeavored

to wear dowm the pastor's resistance on this point, but in vain.

After weeks of harassing argument, the town agreed to permit

him the choice of two delegates outside the county, but re-

served for themselves the right to make final choice from the

nominations he submitted. He had really been defeated—^in

his own word, made a ‘‘Cipher'h

Conduct of the whole afiair was in the hands of a standing

committee composed of nineteen men from the town and fif-

teen from the church. From these two groups smaller com-

mittees were chosen to wait upon the pastor from time to
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time and report back to the town. This detail of the procedure

was one of Jonathan Edwards’ main points of grievance from

the beginning. He wished to call a church meeting and to speak

to his people directly; not to plead his case with five men in

his own parlor and have his words interpreted by them. One

can hardly blame him. There is no indication that the final

verdict would have been different had he spoken directly, or

that he thought it would have been. He was merely contend-

ing once again for a ministerial privilege. As the leader of

the flock a pastor should meet his people face to face on any

matter which concerned them all, and not deal through in-

terpreters. He also protested strongly the control of the affair

by the precinct. This was not a precinct affair at all ; it was an

affair of the church membership. He had no controversy with

the town, only with those who were of the communion. Why
should the precinct be in control, and the congregation taking

orders from them?

But his objections and protests were unheeded. As he

wrote to his friend Joseph Bellamy:

“The People have a Resolution to get me out of Town speedily

that disdains all Controul or Check. To make the matter strong, there

is a Precinct meeting kept alive by adjournment”.®

As a result the town was kept in ferment. After the March
lectures opponents and adherents lined up openly and the

battle was on.

The leader of the opposition was Joseph Hawley, a young
cousin of Jonathan Edwards. At the time only twenty-six

years old, he was gifted and spoiled. Massachusetts was later

to know him as one of her leading public men, a vigorous “Son
of Liberty”, member of the Stamp Act Congress, and author
of various inflammable slogans, notably,

“The Parliament of Great Britain has no right to legislate for us”

;

“Fight we must finally, unless Britain retreats.”

He was the son of Joseph Hawley, who had committed suicide

during the revival of 1735, and like his father, was given to
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fits of excessive melinvholy. Eventually he became ir.sarx. In

1750, Ins college training behind him, he had returned to

Xorthanirton to begin his career as in attorney, and was

naturally greatly fiattered by being asked to becn.me spokes-

man for the ‘‘aggrieved brethren'*. He also had private rea-

sons for animosity toward the pastor. During the preceding

two years his brother. Lieutenant Elisha Hawley, hed been the

target of town talk because of a shabby affair i^hich pastoral

censure had made public property. In such a case Jcnathin

Edwards w'as no respecter of cousins. Had he lived long

enough, he would probably have rebuked his own son Pierre-

pont through the customary channels of church discipline, as

well as privately, if Pierrepont's dehn^puencies had come under

his pastoral jurisdiction.

Joseph Hawlev*s right-hand man wms Major Seth Pom-
eroy, village blacksmith, already known to his fellow towns-

men as ‘‘very" high in iibertrih L’ntutored, natural-born leader

of men, he wzs everything Jonathan Edwards was not. If only

the two could have joined forces, they would have made an

invincible team. In the 1770*$ Seth Pomeroy also w-as to be a

member of provincial congresses and a soldier whose fearless-

ness became a legend. Getting wind of the trouble at Bunker

Hill he raced to the scene, walking the last lap of the way
because, according to his standards of Yankee integrity, a man
had no right to risk a borrowed horse in the danger zone.

He was then an old man, but he gave what he had left to the

cause w’hich men in that day called patriotism. In 1750 he was

twxnty-fivc years younger and twenty-five years more ener-

getic, The blacksmith shop could not use al! of Mm. Naturally

combative^ he needed a cause in which to fight; and. although

doctrinal quarrels were hardly his theatre of action, here was

a ready-made situation into which surplus energy and a vague

rcscetment against personal privilege might be poured. Pro-

test against the excise laws as yet lacked a concrete chanrxl

of expression. Besides, this grievance was still too far a'way.

He took the cause at his own door.

Jonathan Edwards’ strongest supporter was Colonel Tim-

othy Dwight, Northampton’s leading citizen since the death
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of John Stoddard. Wealthy lawyer and man of considerable

importance in Hampshire County, he could not cope success-

fully with a man of Major Pomeroy’s brusque effectiveness.

He was not a good fighter; he had made the wrong align-

ments so far as the towm ‘"parties” w^ere concerned and, like

John Stoddard, he lived with a shade too much elegance to

suit the villagers who gathered at the tavern to speak their

minds. Deep down, too deep to come to open expression in

1750, the essential cause of this village rupture vras neither

doctrinal nor personal. It was a protest against an aristocratic

minority. Jonathan Edwards had always had the wrong

friends. For twenty years he had allied himself with a dictator,

a man of Tory principles and a dignity too imposing for a

one-street village. Now he had done it again. Besides, he lived

with too much elegance himself, as his family budget had al-

ready proved- In this affair he was attempting to dictate to

the towm; one man to a whole population. His insistence upon

presenting his case to the entire membership, instead of being

willing to deal with the committees appointed by the town

and the church to wait upon him, was high-handed Tory pro-

cedure. But the committees outnumbered him thirty-four to

one, and they had the town and the membership behind them.

Dismissal was of course written in the stars from the be-

ginning. It was only a matter of procedure. Town councils and

church councils had learned to step warily In such matters, and

above all, to move in the direction of the congregational wish,

if this w^ere at all consistent with a fair judgment. They re-

membered the decision of the Massachusetts General Court in

the notorious Breck case of 1735, which, although ostensibly

a question of doctrinal soundness or unsoundness, had speedily

resolved itself Into a tussle over final authority. No one had
ever accused Jonathan Edwards of so crude a maneuver as

the arrest of Robert Breck at the moment he was to appear
in his owe defence, but neither had anyone who disliked him
ever forgotten that It was he who had drawn up the defence

of the Hampshire Association when it came under the censure

of the General Court. Certainly the opponents of Jonathan
Edwards in Northampton did not forget, and when it came
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time to call tlie council the\ saw to it that Robert Breck was

appointed. As for Robert Breck himself, he would have been a

saint on earth if his vote against Jonathan Edwards had not

been in part a vote of remembrance.

While the committees argued their way to a decision as

to how to call a council and also cast about for someone to

answer the Humble Inquiry^ the wxeks passed. Peter Clark

of Salem Village had been invited in January, 1750, to write

the answer, and had been supplied with the notes Soloiiioii

Williams had prepared for this purpose. He kept the com-

mittee waiting until April and then declined: whereupon the

task devolved upon Solomon Williams himself. His reply took

still more time w’hile the village situatio:: became still more

tense. During ail these months the communion, over which

pulpit and pew’ were battling, could not be administered, for

want of brotherly love between believers.

Extant sermons for the same period, how'ever, show very

little change from the customary Sunday preaching, Jonathan

Edw’ards kept the controversy out of his pulpit, although w;ith

the town feeling so greatly inflamed almost any text he might

have chosen w^ould have seemed a veiled allusion to the suhxct

uppermost in all their minds. Sometimes it w^as not even

veiled. When, for example, in the month before the dismissal

he preached from Nehemiah i :3"4.

“And tbev said unto me, the remnant that are left of the captivity

there in the prcwiece are in great alBiction and reproach**,

he meant that his people make application to their own state.

From the second of the two verses,

**Arid it came to pass, when I heard these words, that I sat down

and wept, . , , and pra>cd before the God of hcaverdh

he framed his Doctrine, as follows

:

‘‘It becomes Saints in case of special Dis— ?— & Calamity of Gods

ChiMren to betake thems. [elves] to G[od]*h

He meant this also as specific counsel in the local dilemma.
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One sermon particularly, preached m June, ijjo, the

month of the dismissal, must have been poignant in its effect,

no matter what the mood of the congregation. He took as his

text Isaiah 32: 17-18,

“And the work of righteousness shall be peace; and the effect of

righteousness quietness and assurance for ever.

“And my people shall dwell in a peaceable habitation, and in sure

dwellings, and in quiet resting places”.

The sermons themselves bear out the implications of the texts,

suggesting that he was not using his pulpit as his personal

stage during these trying months. Various letters written to

other ministers indicate that he deliberately curtailed his jour-

neys so as not to be absent from his people on Sundays, being

as he said,

“especially loth to leave ^em destitute at this critical & difficult time

with me & Them”."^

Some of his enemies would not have credited him with such

a motive.

The Council convened on June 19, 1750. It was not full,

the church of Cold Spring having refused to join. This meant

that there would be only nine lay delegates, and that Jonathan

Edwards would lack one supporting vote. Edward Billings,

pastor at Cold Spring, acted in his ministerial capacity only;

he had no power to represent the church. The ten ministerial

delegates were equally divided, as follows:

Tor Jonathan Edwards:

Peter Reynolds (Enfield)

Robert Abercrombie (Pelham)

Edward Billing (Cold Spring)

David Hall (Sutton)

William Hobby (Reading)

Against him:

Robert Breck (Springfield)

Joseph Ashley (Sunderland)

Timothy Woodbridge (Hatfield)

Chester Williams (Hadley)

Jonathan Hubbard (Sheffield),

Moderator.

That the ostensible issues were not the real issues, and

that the spirit of the deliberations was anything but judicial,
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:s clear enough from various subsequent statements, chiefly

from the "confession” of Joseph Hawley, leader of the op-

position. This "confession” was made twice over: o.nce in a

letter to Jonathan Edwards four years later, and again still

later, in r. letter to David Ha!!.' one of the supporting minor-

ity. This second letter, at Joseph Hawley’s request, was
printed in a Boston newspaper in 1760. after Jonathan Ed-
wards was dead and the whole affair forgotten, except by a

few who had occasion to remember. In the letter to Jonathan
Edwards. Joseph Hawley's assumption of full blame for in-

citing the church to take action against the pastor, for pre-

senting the written complaint of the church before the council

and for opposing the suggested adjournment of the council

for a two-month period in the interest of a fairer verdict sug-

gests the course of procedure and also its motivation. Joseph
Hawley made unqualified admission of his own wrong spirit

and disrespectful attitude, and recognized the "uncharitable

conjecture” and the "unchristian heat”, which had been back
of the whole proceeding. He recalled his own sense of shock
at the behavior of the opponents when the church vote was
taken, saying that until that time he had not himself realized

the “undue engagedness of the people”, which even then had
excited in him a sense of horror and filled him with great

“concern and sorrow and melancholy’’.

The decision was of course a foregone conclusion. It was
announced on June 22nd, after three days of deliberation.

The questions pat to the council were:

1. Whether it be the opmicn of this council, that the reverejid Mr.
Edwards, persisting in h:5 principle', and the church in theirs in opposi-

tion to his, and insisting on a separation, it is r.ecessaiy that the relation

between pastor and people be dissolved?

Rrsohed in the affirmative.

2. Whether it be expedient that this relation be immediately dis-

solved ?

Passed in the affirmative.

A vote of the church body had previously been taken.

Two hundred and thirty male members had voted against
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him; twent\--three had voted for him; the remainder had re-

fused to declare themselves. By his own statement most of his

adherents were women.

A minority report, drawn up by William Hobby and

signed by seven of the delegates, was presented under the same

date. It was labelled A Protest. The grounds were: (i) Jona-

than Edwards' sentiments on the subject of the dispute were

thoroughly Christian, and his practice in harmony with that

of the apostles
; ( 2 )

his dismissal was out of proportion to the

importance of the controversy; (3) there had been no attempt

to convince either party of the truth or falseness of the con-

flicting principles; (4) the grounds for dismissal had not been

set forth.® But protest was futile, as those who made it knew.

According to the Diary of David Hall, a close friend,

Jonathan Edwards received the verdict calmly. The entry

reads

:

“that faithfull Witness received y® Shock, unshaken : I never saw y® lest

Symptoms of displeasure in his Countenance, the whole week, but he

appeared like a man of God, whose Hapiness was out of y® reach of his

Enemies, and whose treasure was not only a future but a present good

:

overballencing all Imaginable Ills of Life, even to the Astonishment of

many, who could not be at rest without his Dismission: it manifestly

appeared to me’’.^°

Jonathan Edwards’ own journal of the whole affair, which

runs to ninety printed pages, has the impersonality of an of-

ficial record.^^

He preached his farewell sermon on July 2, ten days after

his formal dismissal. No church member able to walk would
have missed it. With what inner quakings some must have
taken their seats, or with what boldness others dared look

straight at the Edwards pew, one may only imagine. In the

long progress of the quarrel the whole village had become
enmeshed. There had been no such thing as keeping aloof.

Far too much had been said on both sides. This morning “Mr.
Edwards” would have the last word. He was noted for his

plain speaking. Had either his friends or his enemies ventured
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a guess as to what he w'ould say, they were probably wrong.

But few who heard would ever forget.

On such an occasion a man reveals himself, and on July 2,

1750, Jonathan Edwards revealed himself. Judged as a ser-

mon, this farewell sermon is no masterpiece. It is not even a

great sermon, but it is a biographical document of importance.

He had had only ten days in which to make up his mind what

to say. The immediate past was confusion; the future was a

blank. His own emotions had been deeply stirred. Now that

he had nothing more to lose, he might say what he wished.

This last chapter wms also his best chance for drama. He could

cast opprobrium on his accusers, and berate his Sock for dis-

loyalty. He could make himself a martyr for righteousness"

sake, or he could indulge in sentimental reminiscence. He
chose to do none of these things. He had a genius for un-

forgettable texts; but this morning he chose one wEich w^ould

not have caused the slightest ripple of sensational anticipa-

tion. On first pronouncement its import would have been dark

to the majority; and when the sermon was over not three

persons in the congregation would have remembered what it

was. Looked back upon, it appears to have been 2 superb

choice

;

also ye lia\e acknowltCireii :n parr, that we are jour re-

joicing, even as ye also are ours in the day at the Lord Jesus’”.*

With the statement of the Doctrine, "'Ministers, and the

people that have been under their care, must meet one another

before Christ's tribunal at the day of judgmentd" it was dear

that this sermon was to be definitely personal. Even so, it

W'ould not have made headlines. The preacher did not ignore

the late unhappy events or make subtle allusions to them. His

own sense of wrong was deeply and plainly apparent, particu-

larly in such a phrase as "'unhappy debate and controversy

managed with much prejudice and want of candorik His tri-

umph was rather that he dwarfed the importance of the whole

aiair by accepting it, and treating it as though it were already

• II Cor, 1 : 14.
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of the remote past. The time would come when mistakes

would be known as mistakes, and the motives of men, worthy

or otherwise, W’ould be knowm and judged in their true light.

He would wait. Discussion and debate were over. He was say-

ing goodbye, and in saying it he chose to direct the thought

of his people to that far future when minister and people

would answer before God.

He addressed himself to group after group : the professors

of godliness; those in a Christless condition; those under

awakening; the young people, w’hose souls had ever been his

‘‘peculiar concern'’ ; the ‘‘lambs of the flock”—reminding each

group in turn of that far-off day of reckoning. To each group

it "was the same message. The simplicity and clear sincerity of

these repeated farewells must have been profoundly moving

in spite of the unsympathetic attitude of the majority. There

were no theatricals, no innuendoes. There was nothing to be

angry about. The record was now finished.

“How often have we met together in the house of God in this rela-

tion? how often have I spoke to you, instructed, counselled, warned,

directed, and fed you, and administered ordinances among you, as the

people which were committed to my care, and of whose precious souls I

had the charge? but in all probability, this never will be again. . . .

“It was three and twenty years, the 15th day of last February, since

I have laboured in the work of the ministr>", in the relation of a pastor

to this church and congregation. . . .

“I have spent the prime of my life and strength in labours for your

eternal welfare. . . .

“I have found the work of the ministry among you to be a great

work indeed, a work of exxeeding care, labour, and difficulty. . . .

“But now I have reason to think my work is finished which I had

to do as your minister. You have publicly rejected me and my oppor-

tunities cease. . . .

“I desire that I may never forget this people, who have been so long

my special charge, and that I may never cease to pray fervently for

your prosperity. . - .

“And let me be remembered in the prayers of all God's people that

are of a calm spirit, and are peaceable and faithful in Israel, of what-
ever opinion they may be with respect to terms of church communion.
And let us all remember, and never forget our future solemn meeting
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on that great day of the Lord; the da} of ’nfalliMe dtahion. and of the

eierlasting and unalterable sentence.

“Amen.'*

These are disarming last words. Except for Jonathan

Edwards' own record that “many seemed to be much aiecteJ

and some . . . exceedingly grieved'h there :s no news report

of this occasion; but certainly many w'ho heard miist have

found their mood changed by this quiet, poignant farewell

There w'as not much to say about a sermon like that, coming

immediately in the wake of loud hatred and recrimination. He
had pushed the whole quarrel years away, making it only an

incident in the long panorama of a mutual relationship. His

dismissal was now’ past history. He w’as content to let it stand

as a fact, as bare of comment as the statement on the North-

ampton Church Record

:

“June 22, 1750. jenathan Edwards was dLmh^ed''.

What might be called his own private comment on his

dismissal consists in a single word, and that w^ord deleted.

In the manuscript rough draft of his farewell letter to his

congregation, preserved among his papers, the tnal sentence

reads as follow's^

“I am dear Brethren He who was your once affectionate and I hope

through grace faithful pastor & deioted servant lor Jesus' sake. J.

The word afeciionaie is carefully crossed out. There is no

more eloquent personal detail in the w^hole sad story.

As a news item, his dismissal attracted very little attention

outside of Northampton. A letter of protest appeared in the

Boslon News-Letter of July 23rd, one month later; but this

provoked no comment in the press. The '‘great noise'" Jona-

than Edw’ards spoke of concerned the doctrinal dispute only

and w^as confined to ministerial circles. The requisite sensa-

tionalism for a news broadcast was lacking. Jonathan Ed-

wards did not march to the meetinghouse wdth his adherents,

as “Mr. Fisk'’ of Salem was moved to do; he was not arrested
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by the civil authorities, or pushed down the stairs. The meet-

inghouse was not locked against him. Qualifications for ad-

mission to the Lord’s Supper had no chance of making head-

lines in 1750; and the personal quarrel, lacking any central

incident, had become so generalized that almost any one of the

‘'aggrieved brethren”, if quizzed by a reporter, might have

fumbled in his reply. The council hearings had been decorous

and thoroughly regular. There had been no public exhibitions

of temper, no personal defiance. In spite of numerous prece-

dents for sensationalism in the current meetinghouse drama,

Northampton had at least regarded the external proprieties.

What action the Hampshire Association took relative to

his dismissal is not known, as the pages for the years 1748 to

1751 have been cut from the record. Why, only those who
mutilated the book could say. He had been a charter member,

and had performed valuable service. Did someone wish to

protect him from unfavorable comment? or possibly to protect

the Association from criticism for action later recognized as

unworthy? When the record resumes in 1752, the brethren

were dealing with the issues his dismissal had raised. Ironically

enough, the 1752 meeting was held at Northampton, and one

subject for discussion was

“Whether Ministers have an exclusive sole right to determine the

proper Subjects of Baptism”.

It is encouraging to read that in the following year they bent

to the prevailing winds sufficiently to recognize a new problem,

“Mr. Bascom moved

Whether he can hold Communion with those Chhs * who tolerate mem-
bers in the evil of Rebellion against Government? And also what is the

duty of a chh. respecting its own members who have thus offended ?”

Before such a question could be admitted to discussion in such

a body, much water had flowed under several bridges.

In 1750, the village tension having been relaxed by finality,

both pulpit and pew looked ahead: Jonathan Edwards to find

• Cfaurdim
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a new post, and the church to f.nd a new pastor. Neither

search \ieUed immediate results. Jonathan Edwards* personal

problem was peculiarly acute. He w"as forty-six years old and,

as he thought, well past his prime. He had a '‘numerous and

chargeable** family to support, and no prospect of a suitable

position, being as he himself admitted

“iitted for no other Business but ?tui}'h

Had he known that he had less than eight more years to live,

he might have felt vanquished indeed. Personal fame was no

part of his thought. Even to lay down his burden was no

relief. His chief concern, in the midst of his anxiety for the

future and his very real sorrow' at leaving his home and the

people he had served for exactlv half cf his life, w'as that in

spite of this “awful frowm of Heaver/* God w'ould still “im-

prove him for the good of souls**. His letter wTittcn to his

friend Thomas Gillespie in Scotland, the day after the Fare-

well Sermon,*' is the w'ord of neither a defeated nor an em-

bittered man. He faced the didicult situation ahead of him

with clear-eyed directness and unclouded vision, and although

the chance of another appointment as desirable as Northamp-

ton w'as scanty, he hoped for some door of usefulness to be

opened speedily. Having so said, he w'ent immediately to

work to find it.

Unfortunately, it took him a long time. He remaiecd in

Northampton during the greater part of the follownng year,

occupying the pulpit numerous times at the request of the sup-

ply committee and preaching at the homes of his adherents.

So far as sermons and outlines bearing 1750-51 dates tell the

storyA® he avoided the controversial Issue entirely; but his

presence in the town naturally aroused the hopes of his friends

and the fears of his enemies that he would consent to be pastor

of a second church. Such was the usual sequel to parish schism.

By his own statement, he did not consider such a project fa-

vorably at any time, although he was strongly urged to re-

main, particularly by Colonel Timothy Dwight, who oicred

to divide his own salary in order to make this possible. The
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project went as far as the addressing of a formal state-

ment to five friends of Jonathan Edwards—^Thomas Prince,

Thomas Foxcroft, Peter Clark, William Hobby, and David

Hall—presenting reasons for the proposal, and requesting

ministerial advice as to procedure. According to this docu-

ment some preliminary canvass had already been made, for

the proponents of the scheme state that “a Considerable Num-
ber in the Neighboring Towns” have declared their agreement

with the principles of “Mr. Edwards” and will join such a

church ; also many in Northampton who either are in doubt as

to his principles, or have been intimidated by his opponents

and are “Cautious of Appearing for him”, will undoubtedly

be convinced and reconciled.

The conclusion of this appeal suggests that the whole

project proceeded more from friendliness toward one in search

of a station than from any large degree of confidence in the

wisdom of the venture. The conclusion reads

:

“If all above fails, Enquire of the Afores’d Gentlemen Mess'*

Rogers’s & others about an Accadamy & put them all in mind for

Encouragement that M' Edwards dwell in a part of the Country where

provisions are plenty & cheap & avocations & diversions rare & unusual”.

All that was needed to set the town in another blaze was
the rumor that a rival meetinghouse was in prospect. This

was exactly what the opposition had expected, but exactly

what they did not intend to permit. Excitement ran far higher

over this alarm than over the dismissal itself. Besides, some
scores had not yet been paid off, and here was a fresh oppor-
tunity. Doctrinal issues were again forgotten in a campaign
of personal bitterness and recrimination which touched depths
not reached in the earlier crisis. Jonathan Edwards’ opponents
laid aside their remaining reserve and badgered him openly.

For some unexplained reason, the core of this second attack

was an accusation made by Major Pomeroy in a church meet-
ing prior to the dismissal, but carried no further at the time.

He had asserted that it was plain to see the pastor was regard-
ing his own “temporal Interest” rather than the good of the
church, and thus laying a snare to catch them all. Rumors of
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the rival meetinghouse now confirmed this suspidon. The
opposition speedily organized their campaign on this platform*

assembling data to prove their case.

The adherents promptly drew up a formal protest"^ ex-

pressing their sense of shock at this procedure, and declaring

that they m’ould not take communion beside those who had

thus reviled their former pastor. The surviving fragment of

this protest contains quoted excerpts from the '^traitors"'

which add touches of local color to grave dispute, as the great

quarrel descended to lower and lower levels. One Jor.n Miller

—labelled ''another traitor*'—allowed personrdi rancor to

clothe itself in a barnyard figure, ‘'uttered openly and in the

hearing of severaFL Said he of "our late Pastor’*, according

to the quoted summary:

“It would be well if his head was se^.en feet uniercrcuni but he

thot Six would do his turn and iNIr Edwards was Ju»t like hi'^ cli Ccw
Lowing after a good mess’’.

The more unseemly abuse of Colonel Dwdght, the pastor's

staunch supporter, has been dipped from the manuscript,

taking with It the signatures of the protesters. The "traitors"

of course replied to this attack, and were again challenged.

Even after Jonathan Edwards had accepted the Stockbridge

post, the “accused brethren" went on replying to the “ag-

grieved brethren" until it w'ould seem the wT^oIe dish must

have been unsavory stale to ail palates. Jonathan Edwards’

word, “edged on by some at great distance, persons of note,

—

great men in civil authority,” suggests a possible spur to con-

tinuance.

The Town Book tells the same story. There was no prece-

dent for action in the case of a dismissed pastor w”ho w^as still

supplying the pulpit for ten pounds per Sabbath, and compli-

cations accordingly arose over noncssentials. On July lotli, a

month after the dismissal, he asked a continuance of his rights

for the current year in the meadow land formerly used by him.

The town objected. The phrasing of their action is revealing,

A committee was appointed
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''to Confer with Edwards on that affair, and to Convince him (If

they Can) that he hath no right to that land, and if they Cannot

convince him

—

Then the if they see Cause, may, if they will leave that matter

to men, and that to be a final issue of the Case”.^®

Apparently they could not convince him, for at the meeting

two weeks later the use of the land was denied to him by town

vote. Jonathan Edwards’ tenacity on this point was no doubt

annoying, but the refusal of the town to make so slight a ges-

ture of hospitality, vehile he still lived in their midst, is shock-

ing enough as revealing the degree of bitterness which had

been engendered. The Covenant of 1742, by which the congre-

gation had pledged themselves anew not to “allow ourselves

in backbiting,” to “avoid all unchristian inveighings” and

“reproachings”, had been buried under too many grudges to

be subject to recall.

Meanwhile several offers had come—one from Canaan,

Connecticut, one from Lunenburg, Virginia, and one from

Scotland
;

but he appeared more interested in Stockbridge,

having gone there to preach and to look the situation over six

months before the first council had convened. Immediately

after the dismissal he went again. It is easy to see why he was

interested. His physical strength was hardly equal to another

large pastorate. For ten years he had considered that he was

living, as he said, “on the brink of the grave”. Stockbridge

seemed also to promise leisure for writing, and twenty-five

years of study and thought were awaiting harvest. Moreover,

in the long task of editing the Brainerd memorials, he had

seen afresh the urgency of missionary work among the In-

dians. John Sergeant’s place was vacant, and only a day’s

journey from his former life. In the midst of the Northamp-

ton clamors, Stockbridge seemed a haven. But first he would

ask the advice of a council. Unfortunately there was still

further delay.

The second council convened on May 15, 1751, six months

after the formal call had come from Stockbridge. Joseph

Hawley was again spokesman for the disaffected members,
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who now saw their opportunity to dismiss “Mr. Edwards”
from the proposed second church, which existed only as a

friendly wish. In preparation for any move in the direction of

turning the wish into a reality, the opponents drew up a “Re-

monstrance”, which Joseph Hawley himself later character-

ized as “vile”. The council asked for a conference with the

church on the charges as stated. The church, prompted by

Joseph Hawley, refused, nor would they appear before the

council to sustain the charges they had preferred. Some mem-
bers of the church protested such action, even in the intense

partisanship of the moment; but Joseph Hawley was success-

ful both in preventing the council from going before the

church and in preventing representatives of the church from
going before the council. The council of course advised Jona-

than Edwards to accept Stockbridge, thus confirming his own
private decision. This was on May 19, 1751.

In permitting this second council to be called at all, he had
made a sad mistake. His own personal refusal of the proposal

made by his adherents should have been enough. Yet such

was his feeling for the customary proprieties that he wished to

write finality on the whole affair through the channels recog-

nized as official in such a case. Seven years later he followed

the same course upon his removal from Stockbridge, and for

the same reasons. Personal decisions were best made imper-

sonal through the support of a council. Not to act thus was
not to do things decently and in order. His reasons arc under-

standable, hut his judgment was poor. In fact, he had made
a crucial mistake ever to enter his pulpit after July 2, 1750,

thereby preventing the farewell sermon from really meaning

farewell. Every sermon he had preached thereafter had

merely been a fresh iwitation to abuse, and though the vote of

the town four months later had not expressly denied him the

further privilege of his former pulpit, the implication was

unmistakable. On November 19. 1750, the town settled his

account to date, and henceforth made other arrangements.-”

He entered on his Stockbridge labors in the summer of

1751, immediately after the adjournment of the advisory

council. The warring brethren may have entertained sudden
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doubts as to their various procedures, when, coincident with

his departure, the church was struck by lightning and the

steeple damaged.

“The thunder of his power, who can understand” wrote

Ebenezer Hunt in his Journal.

With the church divided in two unequal parties, agreement

on a new minister was well-nigh impossible. After two more

years of dissension they decided to make no further attempt

until the difficulties with the “aggrieved brethren” could be

adjusted, and not until September of 1753 was it possible to

settle on John Hooker, “no one contradicting”. He ac-

cepted the call, and was ordained December 5, 1753, three

years and a half after Jonathan Edwards had been dismissed.

The Rev. Robert Breck gave the right hand of fellowship,

a theatrical gesture indeed.

After his removal to Stockbridge, Jonathan Edwards put

the whole affair behind him; and when, three years later, he

was obliged to answer the “confession” of Joseph Hawley he

did it with extreme reluctance, since it obliged him, as he said,

“renewedly to revolve in my mind, and particularly to look over that

most disagreeable and dreadful scene, the Particulars of which I have

long since very much dismiss’d from my mind, as having no Pleasure in

the Thoughts of them”.^®

Joseph Hawley did all that a man could do: admitted his

error, humbled himself, and asked forgiveness; but to Jona-
than Edwards even this fell somewhat short of “proper Chris-

tian satisfaction—made as public as the offense Committed.”
He spoke quietly and without rancor, but it is plain to see the

years had not dulled his deep sense of wrong nor obscured the

details of the whole painful story. There was no resentment,

only an inexorable insistence on the truth.

“I looked on my self, in the Time of the affair, as very greatly injured

by the People in general, in the general Conduct, Managem[en]t, &
Progress of it, from the Beginning to the End.”

Even to ease a repentant man’s conscience he would not soften

the blow.
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“Thus sir, I have done the Thing which you requested of me. I wish

you may accept it in as Christian a manner as you asked it. . . . One
thing I must desire of you, & that is, that if you dislike what I have

written, you would not expect that I should carry on any Paper or

Letter controversy with you on the subject. I have had enough of this

Controversy, and desire to have done with it. I have spent enough of the

precious Time of my Life in it heretofore. I desire and pray that God
may enable you to view things truly, Sc as he views them, and so to act

in the affair, as shall be best for you, Sc most for j^our Peace, living &
dying.”

Three years later, Jonathan Edwards was dead. Fortunately

for Joseph Hawley’s peace, he had spoken in time.

The phrase “so contrary to the treatment due to me from

that People” suggests exactly the aristocratic view of minis-

terial prerogative to which Jonathan Edwards was born and

from which he never receded. If the Northampton people had

been actuated by Christian principles, considering how long

and how faithfully he had been their pastor, they would have

treated him with “Tenderness, Calmness, and moderation,

not to say Honour & Reverence”.-^ Their successors have en-

deavored to make what restitution was left for them to make,

Jonathan Edwards w'ould like the symbolism he would quickly

find at the doorway of the present church, as modern foot-

prints still wear down the stone which was once the doorstep

to the meetinghouse he built. The simple inscription on the

upright to the third step would please him better than any

eulogy.

^The semi-circular stone below was the step of

The Third fleeting-House

1737-1S12

Here Jonathan Edwards preached

1727-1750.”

His defeat and dismissal were after all mere madents: thx

“great work” went on.



Chapter XIII

MISSIONARY TO THE INDIANS

In the Judd MSS. there is the following entry:

Edwards preached here Oct. 13, 1751 in p.m. from Heb.

1 1,16. (J. Judd preached a.m.)

“Oct. 16, ^Ir. Edwards Sc family removed. J.J. met them at Bart-

letts”.

The Diary of Jonathan Judd adds,

“Oct. 16. Met Mr. Edwards and family at Lonard Bartletts. rd.

some miles’’.^

With his formal installation as missionary over and some
three months of active service already behind him, Jonathan
Edwards had returned for his family and household goods.

This was the real break with Northampton. Had removal fol-

lowed hard upon dismissal, more than a year earlier, finality

might have been a poignantly bitter experience
; but after all

the months of anxiety, abuse, and suspicion this farewell on
October i6th must have been mainly a relief. At last the long
uncertainty was over, and he knew where he was going.

That he already had deep qualms is a matter of record,

despite his faith in the leadings of Providence. In leaving

Northampton he was breaking every familiar association and
changing the well-ordered pattern of his whole adult life.

Less than a fortnight before, the passing of his forty-eighth
milestone had reminded him that readjustment to a new
scheme of life would not be easy. He admitted willingly that
for the teaching of ‘‘savages” he had neither aptitude nor

268
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training. Furthermore, during the three months already spent

at the mission, he had learned there was to he no peace from

strife. He had walked into a veritable net, spread by the same

enemies he was leaving behind. But the die was now cast. He
turned his horses out of the King tjtreet yard, taking with him

his wife, his infant son Pierreront, and seven other children,

and headed tow^ard the wilderness. His eldest daughter, Sarah,

had already preceded him to Stockbridge as the wife of Elihu

Parsons. Plis daughter Mary had married Timc^thy Dmight

Jr. of Northampton, and w^as left behind in a new home next

door to the Edw’arJs parsonage on King Street. Stockbridge,

by the road he folloi-ved, was slightly less than sixty miles

away. It might just as we!! have been six hundred.

Henceforth, those wEo came would come on specinc er-

rands: no one would merely pass by. for Stockbridge w'ss be-

yond the line of the frontier and a mere det in the wilderness.

Twelve wEite families, and two hundred and Sfty Indian fam-

ilies made up the population. The Mission stood in the center

of the town. Around it were huddled the wigwams of the In-

dians who accepted its bounty, received blankets and food as

they had need, but otherwise lived their tribal life with slight

modification. They neither spoke nor understood English. The
white settlement wms entirely separate, a village within a vil-

lage, and entirely dependent on itself for whatever had justi-

fied migration to this lonely spot. Beyond lay the larger

wniderness, uncharted and full of mardfold dangers. Thus w’as

the farthermost edge of civilized America.

Tempcramentaliy, Jonathan Edwards w^as fitted for isola-

tion and solitude, even danger. Fear he did not known Given

some reasonable assurance of safety for his wife and children,

and freedom to think his owm thoughts, he would have mxl-

comed the immunities of the wilderness. He had been born in

“the Lord’s Waste’’ and, surrounded by forests, felt com-

pletely at home. But unhappily, Stockbridge was to bring him

peace neither without nor within. He might so easily have

knowm this that he is hardly to be forgiven for not recognizing

it months earlier and acting upon his knowledge. This new
battle would not be one in which the outside w^orld would take
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much interest. Stockbridge and the salvation of Indian souls

were far remote from the daily thought of New England in

the 1750's. She was already girding herself for a new struggle

in tvhich man's freedom on earth would become more impor-

tant than his heavenly crowm, and village disputes over doc-

trine and quarrels with the minister would be forgotten in the

need for unity in a common cause. Jonathan Edwards might

have been of little help In the counsels which laid the first

foundations of American independence, but at any rate he

was to have no part in them. The frontier was out of the cur-

rent picture, and so w^as he, after he returned to it.

The Stockbridge mission had been born in Northampton

in I734i at the home of Colonel John Stoddard, leading man
of both town and church, and was therefore a foster child of

the parish. This fact explains in part Jonathan Edwards’ hos-

pitality to the offer of the missionary’s post. He had been one

of the original group interested in launching the project, and

had followed the fortunes of the mission through the inter-

vening years.^

At the time of its founding, Colonel Stoddard had been

more conversant with Indian affairs than any other man in

NIassachusetts. When he had been consulted as to the best

location for a mission, he had advised the territory of the

Housatunnocks, because they were not under French control,

and therefore not Catholics. The Williams family, through
Israel Williams of Hatfield and Stephen Williams of Long-
meadow, had been prime movers in the affair. Stephen Wil-
liams had gone to secure the consent of the Housatunnocks,
and when an agreement had finally been reached it was he who
had sealed the bargain by presenting the Indians with a wam-
pum belt. He had also been asked by Governor Belcher to

find a suitable missionary and schoolmaster, and had named
John Sergeant and Timothy Woodbridge. Both men had im-

mediately been appointed. The Williams hold on the situation

had been further strengthened at the outset by the settlement
of Ephraim Williams and his family in Stockbridge, as one of
the four families originally secured by the Commissioners to

set an example of civilized living before the Indians. Shortly
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after the family had taken tip their residence, Abigail Wil-

iiains, daughter of Ephraim, had married John Sergeant, the

first missionary. As a result for thirteen years, Ephraim W :1-

liams had enjoyed a paternal relation to both the town and the

mission. Naturally, at John Sergeant's death, neither he nor

his family m'ished to relinquish this hold.

The Williams nominee for John Sergeant's post had been

Ezra Stiles, a young friend of the family, then a tutor at

Yale College. He w’as tw'enty-four years younger than Jona-

than Edwards. It w’as only wEen Ezra Stiles refused to accept

the post," to the great disappointment of Abigail Sergeant,

that Jonathan Edw’ards had his chance to become a candidate.

When he went to StockbriJge in September, 1750, three

months after his dismissal, to look the situation over w’ith a

view to settlement, he could hardly have failed to know that

he W’as second choice. His sponsor was Samuel Hopkins, his

close personal friend, then minister at Great Barrington, an

hour’s ride from Stockbridge. Samuel Hopkins should have

known better than he spoke, when he told the Commissioners

that Jonathan Edwards w^as “the most proper person for that

mission*' and also recommended him to both the Indian and

wEite congregations as “the most suitable man for their min-

ister'’.^ Obviously this recommendation was dictated by af-

fection rather than by critical discernment, for Jonathan Ed-

w'ards was in almost ail ways unfitted for the appointment.

Besides, lie w'as walking into a Williams stronghold, and

therefore a veritable cave of the winds so far as currents of

personal opposition were concerned.

There are vague suggestions that the roots of the Wil-

liams-Edwards disaicction went back to a remote feud bc-

twxcn the Stoddard sisters, but remote causes are not neces-

sary. Enough had happened in the preceding seven years to

explain the concerted hostilities of the seven more still to

come. Ephraim Williams was the uncle to Solomon Williams

of Lebanon, who had replied to the Humble Inquiry, and wms
still to be replied to in devastating fashion. He W’as also uncle

to Israel Williams of Hatfield, formidable opponent during

the Whitefield era, and to Elisha Williams, long estranged
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tutor of the Weathersfield days. Within this frame, a network

of minor hostilities crossed and recrossed the family alliances,

until it would seem that nothing but polite tolerance would

have been possible on either side. To make matters worse,

coincidently with Jonathan Edwards’ appointment, Elisha

Williams, while on a visit to England, had been made a mem-

ber of the governing board of the mission on behalf of the

London Society for the Propagation of the Gospel, which

paid the bulk of the missionary’s salary. Shortly after this

appointment, Madam Sergeant became the wife of Major

Joseph Dwight,-' appointed with Jonathan Edwards’ approval

Stockbridge resident in deputy charge of Indian affairs for

the Boston Commissioners. By these two initial shifts in the

situation, Jonathan Edwards was officially delivered into the

hands of his enemies.

Hospitality and friendliness would have made the Stock-

bridge years pleasanter to live, but they could hardly have

turned an ill-advised project into a successful venture. The
Stockbridge mission had been conceived in error and was

doomed to fail from the outset. Even the founding of the

town was artificial. Stockbridge had not originally been an

Indian trading post at all. It was merely a point on the map,

equidistant from two small Housatunnock villages. Funds be-

ing lacking to build a church in each village, this halfway point

was chosen as a seat of operations. By the original plan, the

Indians left their own lands in the fall, came to Stockbridge

and set up their wigwams around the meetinghouse. During

the week they went to school, and on Sunday they went to

church. When spring came, they returned to their farm lands,

planted their crops, and cheerfully forgot all they had learned.

In the fall, they traded their harvest to the Dutch for rum,

and those who survived the consequent orgy came to Stock-

bridge for more alphabet and more sermons. No wonder they

thought preaching and prayer and Sabbath keeping were for

the winter; freedom to go their own wilderness ways, and
chiefly to get drunk, was for the summer.

In 1736, the Commissioners for Indian affairs had sought
to rectify the original mistake by offering the Housatunnocks
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lani nearer to StockbriJge in return for their own lioLiing^.

After long parley and much persuasion, the inJians con-

serited: but they were suspicious and, some of them, openly

resentful. The suspicion and resentment resulting from tins

bnd transaction persisted as long as the mission endured, re-

turning in various forms to plague the missionaries, Jonathan

Edwards amorxg them.

An equally serious handicap to success had been the coming

of the Xloliai^ks as co-settlers with the liousatunnocks. The

motives behind this invitation were practical even tnancial.

By it the Boston Commissioners thought to foster their trade

interests by preventing the steady migration of the Alohas k>

into Canada, and the Mission authorities thought in secure the

annual gift of Isaac Hollis, conditional upon the finding of

twelve Indian boys to live in the boarding school he had

founded. There were not tw’elvc Housatunnocks willing to

come. Hence the invitation to the Mohawks. Once again it

was a compromise, and a poor one, for the Mohaw'ks were the

terror of every other Indian tribe in the north country and

also, because of the labors of the Catholic missionaries among

them, they inclined strongly to the French interest as against

the English. With rumors of w'ar in the air, the presence of

the XIohawks jeopardized the peace of the Indian settlement,

already riven with jealousy and suspicion, and greatly in-

creased the perl! of the small English minority.

But the chief barrier to the success of missionary w^'ork

among the Indians was the concept the missionaries them-

selves had of their task. Indians had long since ceased to be

curiosities or, eiccept in war time, even a terror. King Philip

had been long dead. They were now souls, ‘‘iost heathen

souls", “among whom Satan's Kingdom has remain'd so long

undisturb'd”.® Missionaries w’ere God-appointed agents of

their salvation, and were to be espedally rewarded for the

heroism and sacrifice their labors entailed. David Brainerd,

thanks to Jonathan Edwards, had become the saintly example

of the ideal missionary. To a modern reader, he is an example

of the exact opposite. His story can hardly be read with com-

posure, much less with admiration. Instead of attempting to
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endure rigors which would have been challenging enough to

a hardy woodsman born to them, David Brainerd should have

been in a sanitarium from his college days forward. To force

himself between hemorrhages to take long horseback journeys

in all weathers, to live alone in rude huts, or to be carried to

the mission when he was too ill to go on foot—these are the

specifications of heroism set down to his heavenly glory. Be-

fore his death he admitted that he had mistreated his frail

body; but, like other missionaries of his day, he failed to see

that he had been pursuing sainthood, and to that end glorying

in the very hardships and sufferings which hastened his death.

Gideon Hawley, another young missionary, a protege of

Jonathan Edwards, by his own statement, would have given

up his labors among the Indians a hundred times, except for

the glory of the sacrifice he knew himself to be making, and

the “sanctity” of the missionary’s character as he aspired

toward it. In one of his saddlebags he carried the Life of

David Brainerd, and when it seemed he could not endure

loneliness and hardship another day, he read a chapter and

was spurred to emulation. When even this failed, he turned

his horse toward Stockbridge, and spent a few days with “Mr.
Edwards”.

These men had little interest in Indians except as souls

to be saved. They believed them as a race to be of a low

order of creation, “a base, ungrateful People, insensible of

Kindnesses done them”.^ In current sermon epithet they were
“the miserable Natives”. Their customs were foolish and
wicked, their traditions ridiculous, their language a “bar-

barous and imperfect Dialect”, their worship of the “Great
Spirit” blasphemous. Samuel Hopkins narrates a teasing scrap

of folk-tale of the heavenly visitant who descended to earth

with snowshoes on his feet, cleared the land of monsters,

taught the people charitable customs, and was annually re-

membered in a ceremony of gratitude to the Great Spirit; but
he tells it only to “excite compassion toward such ignorant
creatures”.® There is among Jonathan Edwards’ Stockbridge
papers a single sheet on which two lines of copy are set for

Ebenezer Manumaseet on a school day. One of these, for the
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sake of ironic rebuke, might stand beside Samuel Hopkins'

compassionate motive. In a large, inexperienced hand, Lben-

ezer ^ kis thoughts no doubt far awj\ crookedly traced li:s

copy in the legend,

**Hc that pities another thinks on himseit",'

and then signed his hybrid name twice over.

Missionary work proceeded on the hypothesis that only

as the Indians laid aside their own customs and lived according

to the English fashion could Satan's kingdom be overthrown.

Above all, they must be baptized and keep a Nem” England

Sabbath. Among his evidences for the prosperity of the

Gospel, John Sergeant, the first Stockbridge missionary, rsted

the fact that the marriage banns of Ebenezer and his chosen

squaw, Sarah, had been duly published at the Sunday service,

and that the Indians taken to Yale College to see thtir sons,

had behaved '‘with much decency'*, particularly when the}

were being shown the “Library, and the Raritiei> of the Coi-

legc'h Apparently the humor of this “conducted tour'* da%^ned

on no one.

The intense zeal of these men who counted baptisms sc

eagerly, and seized upon any evidence that Indian ways were

being eradicated, pays tribute to the human capacity for en-

durance, self-sacrifice, and tenacity of purpose: but it is a tale

wEich belongs in the annals of grim asceticism rather than in

the annals of man’s labors for his fellow man. For heroism

and the ability to endure hardness, the talcs of the forty-

niners of the next century, in their admittedly seMsh quest, are

greatly more thrilling. By comparison, the tales of David

Braieerd, and those who follow’ed the pattern he had set, are

merely pathetic, although that was least of all their fault. In

their concept of Christian service tow^ard a saintly end, the

more difficult the more saintly, they were the children of their

own day, as all men must be,

Jonathan Edwards had written David Brainerd's Life and

edited his Journals, He had paid him tributes without number

and thought him a very eminent Christian, but in the whole
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record of his own missionary labors there is not a suggestion

at any point that he regarded the missionary’s life as pecu-

liarly saintly, or the slightest hint of an ascetic attitude toward

his own labors. He had more than his share of illness and

pain, but within the limits of his rigorous program of study

and pastoral ministration he guarded carefully what health

was permitted him, took sensible precautions, and in his own
allusions to his physical state was almost apologetic for his

frailties. Naturally he shared the current view that the Indian

was a soul to be saved, but he took this for granted. It was

no more true for Indians than for his ow*n children and his

Northampton parishioners. Baptism might be the beginning,

middle, or end of the missionary’s labor, but it was not the

goal. His understanding of the Stockbridge problem and his

administration of Mission affairs, for one of his day, were

surprisingly realistic.

When he arrived in Stockbridge in 1751, the Mission

had been in existence for seventeen years. For two years,

since the death of John Sergeant, no one had been In direct

charge. Mission affairs had been loosely handled through long-

distance control from Boston. Mohawks and Housatunnocks

were now living side by side, filled with mutual hatred and
jealousy. The original nucleus of four families in the English

settlement had been Increased to twelve, most of them closely

related to each other. Jonathan Edwards faced the problem
of ministering to an Indian population fatally divided against

itself, and to a small clique of whites, half of whom were
his personal enemies and that half In control of the town.

Nominally the head of the Mission, he was actually helpless

to direct its affairs.

How much or how little he knew about all this before he
took charge is not clear; but three weeks after his formal in-

stallation as missionary*® he wrote a letter to the Boston
Commissioners for Indian affairs, setting forth the whole situ-

ation in plain language and proposing a plan which he thought
would end the Williams domination at one stroke, and put him
as missionary in actual as weU as nominal control of the situa-

tion. His proposal called for the appointment of resident
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Trustees to cn^rdinate the activities of the Mission, exercise

dishiterebteJ supervision, make inspections, and be held ac-

countable for all moneys. Thus, he concluded, would the ccn-

iuslons which had h'therto prevailed be ended and impar-

tiality take the place uf prohtabk control. His clear-cut anal-

ysis stripped the situation down to fundamentals, his arc:u-

ments for centralized authcrity and the disinterested hindhnu

of public funds were based on principles which commend
themselves as sound to an\«)ne acquainted whth administrative

problems. That his own persona! peace tve^uid re grcitl} in-

creased under such ara arrangement, he dncabtkss also foresaw*.

What rieiilier he nor an'vHr.c else could have foreseen w'as that

Nlajor Joseph Dwnitht, a-n erstwhile friend, and a man
oughly competent for tlic post of ^e^ident agent fer the Com-
missioners, WTrulJ straightway mirry Madam Sergeant, there-

by alljing himself to the Willianis family and bccom.Ing an

enemy to the missionary, with pr»w*er to act. By ti::s turn of

events, Jonathan Ldw'ards' position became almost untenable.

In this same letter he made suggestions for internal im-

provement in the rdirdristrarion of mksion affairs, w’hich show

that he had a gra>p of the praiMem in its larger aspects, and a

concept of missionary work wTdeh looked townird the far fu-

ture. The first necessity, as he saw* it, wnns the appointment of

a youFig and likely scholar to learn the Mohaw”k language and

to introduce English among the Mohaw'k chndren. He should

be offered a good salary and have two English boys under his

direction. The previous fifteen years of instruction in the

school had been wmsted: Indian children had nierelv made
sounds for signs, having no notion whatever of m^hat they

were reading. In addition, he advocated either bringing the

English children into the Indian school or else farming out

the Indian children for a year or two in the English families

and then returning them to the school. The latter plan he

regarded as the more practical; it wmuld also be more agree-

able to the Indians.

He WTOtc this letter in August, two moRths before he

returned to Northampton for his family. Nlcanwvhile hr had
gone ahead with temporary arrangements for a house and had
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petitioned the General Court for permission to purchase land

from the Indians. There was no parsonage, no land purchas-

able from the whites on wdiich to build one, and no land

sequestered for the ministry. The winter was coming on; his

niinierous family would require a large and immediate wood
supply as well as a commodious shelter. His petition called

for two tracts: one as near as possible to the center of the

town for a homestead, and the other, a plot of woodland. He
was making plans for permanent residence. In the following

year, when the house was finished, he allowed a petition to be

presented to the Court that it be purchased as a parsonage,

but this petition was denied. Colonel Ephraim had been pres-

ent at the session and

‘‘constantly busy with the Representatives, with his Lime-juice Punch

& Wine. Objections were made against the Petition which could come

from none but

Jonathan Edwards wrote, in explanation of this defeat. At
every juncture he was to be reminded that his presence in the

town was not agreeable to its leaders.

Even apart from personal hostility, the situation presented

problems enough. His duties, while not arduous, called for

readjustment in his whole thought of the pastoral relationship.

Instead of one congregation he had two, with distinctly differ-

ent needs. In Northampton he had been directly responsible to

the people he had served, and had received his salary from
them. He was now responsible to the Society for the Propaga-
tion of the Gospel in London,^- to two congregations, and to

the Boston Commissioners, who had general supervision of all

matters pertinent to Indian settlements, and power to disburse

all moneys. Communication with remote centers of authority

meant long delays; often before the reply came the situation

had changed completely. The Boston Commissioners were in

sympathy with the missionary’s labors
; but naturally they were

more interested in Indian trade and Indian loyalty in time of
war, regarding the mission as a valuable means of promoting
friendship toward these ends. To Jonathan Edwards this was
a result of his work, not a motive for doing it. For this rea-
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son* even though the iocai agencies of cooperation hiii been

friendly, he woiiki have found :t dimcuk enough to snare Ins

pastoral responsibilities with those to wiioni ‘‘God's ^^orjv

was a profitable investment, to be promoted for selr^sh e^d^.

iVIoreover, he was responsible for the Hindis boarding

school for Indian boys, white elepiunt of the Stockbridge

missionary. From the beginning Huusatunnock ho}5 had been

most unwilling to be enrolled: they mould not stu} alter tney

had agreed to come, and yet the missir-nar} must see to it that

the number of pupils did not fall hthm tmeNe, else the annual

gift m’ould be withdrawn. To complicate matters still more,

the Hollis schoolmaster was responsible or.I> to Isaac Hollis,

who paid his salary, but the missivnarv \ias responsible for

the school and, by the terms of his appaintment, obdged to

deal with complaints from the pupils. It was a clumsy arrange-

ment and made for endless friction. At the time of Jonathan

Edwards' appointment Captain Martin Kellogg, 1 friend znJ

relative by marriage of Elisha Williams, held the post of

schoolmaster. He was clearly incompetent. The boys poured

their complaints into the missionary's ears, but he could do

little to help them. Isaac Hollis wxuld not answer his letters.

Captain Kellogg would have no dealings w'ith him. The Bos-

ton Commissioners w'ere not interested in such petty drtrdls.

The situation was deadlocked. Meanwhile, Elisha Wdliims

had persuaded the London Society to open a similar boarding

school for Indian girls, thus doubling the problem and more,

for the society had agreed to support this ntw schook

^Irs. Sergeant [undertake] je management Sc educaticn cf

such girls’h”

They had scaled the bargain by paying her a year's salary in

advance 'Tor her trouble”, wEile the project w’as still a proj-

ect, and had also made generous grants looking tow^ard the

necessary preparations. From the missionary's point of viewu

the prospect of a second school was anything but hopefuk as

the dissatisfied boys from the school already in cxktence con-

tifiucd to interrupt parsonage mornings wdt!a their complaints

and appeals.
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If the Stockbridge story were to be told in pictures, one

of these would be the picture of Jonathan Edwards listening

with difficulty to the broken English and sign language of

Solomon, Hendrick, Jacob, and the others, asking questions

himself in broken Indian, and making careful jottings under

each name as the conference went on. Not enough blankets,

said the boys; not enough to eat; salt meat and porridge only;

lumps of bran in the meal; boys going ragged to meeting;

some boys have no breeches; all boys hired out to work six

days in the week; catechism on Saturday nights only, and the

Bible read but once. Such was their story, and such was one

item of everyday reality in the missionary’s life, as the sur-

viving jottings reveal it.^^

Minutiae of this sort did not irk Jonathan Edwards. He
was well accustomed to stories of distress which would have

seemed petty to those of another calling, and he made friends

for life of those who sought his help. But he could not, in his

full maturity, content himself with such a foreground of pas-

toral duties when he saw so clearly the mistakes and handicaps

of the situation in which he found himself. Disqualified as he

was by temperament and maturity for the post of a hireling,

and miscast as a preacher to ‘‘savages”, his analysis of the

mission problem, past, present, future, political and educa-

tional as well as religious, suggests that the trustees of New
Jersey College w^ere probably not making any mistake when,

too late, they invited him to take charge as president. He had

the detachment of the administrator, and saw the problem

which lay underneath the details of a given situation. In fact,

the entire sheaf of his voluminous correspondence with the

Boston Commissioners and the London Society contradicts the

oft-repeated notion that he was incapable of handling practical

afiairs. He may have preferred to split metaphysical hairs,

given a morning free from the complaints of Solomon, Hen-
drick, and Jacob, and he may have been as absent-minded as

some have been pleased to assume; but he could also balance

a budget, plan a vocational course of study for those whose
LQds were on the minus side, and direct mission activities
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w*th reference to the da*l\ IKes of thc^e for k ex.ste.N

CiS we!! as preach toward the:r e^entaa! Christhirf/atnin*

He also hid a it^a-p of the larger mission-

ary problem surprising’ for tiae miu-eiphteenth century* A
letter written to Joseph Ihiine,*' ntHcla! of the Society.

be-six months after his appointment, sets forth the conrln

tween commercial and re!*c:hvas interest, the waste of pj

monevs. tne tion o! etts'^rt 07

outlines a plan of centralized enort, \vi

1 nrs^:o‘nar'e?„ anu

education the main

objecti\-e, \Thich sounds rnroe like miss’ unary planning a cen-

tury later than that of pre-Revohution iiaas. There is notrhru

whatever of the evangelist's point of liev* in th:.^ letter: hs

might be speaking of a program for a business enterprke. His

suggestions are those of a practical man, faces cunditinns

as they are and acts accordingly.

A fundamental disqualmcation is appemenn however, in

this same letter, for one who would be a leader of men* Jona-

than Edwards Licked tactfulness, and he lacked :: pitifully.

Although writing on this occasion to a British clergYinan, he

sumniiir*!}’ disposed of the Church of England missionaries by

saving thev were

*li!:nr-t un!;er-ai!\ H'c'' Churchrrzn. 5: cr Bic' t?

of ti^ rC'm^ci: treir 'wn Sc

the N— EncfLir.d Churc-’r^, -k encr'^- E’.er’d/nj t

all mmr.fr

1 up n Sc rr r cut

thcnt^eli fdh

He adds that he had found them no less active in their omn

interest than the Papists. His point as to the waste of money

would have been entirely clear without this derogatory judg-

ment, but it would never have occurred to him to delete it

out of consideration for his British correspondent. Aloreover,

to say unpleasant things other than unpleasantly wnis not

among his talents. He reaped much unhappiness thercbi.

No doubt during his fw'O-year struggle to free himself, at

least odici2i!)% from the tangle in wdaich b4e was enmeshed,

this propensity to speak bluntly at inopportune times added

materially to his distresses: but it would have taken more

than tact to iron out the difficulties in the Stockbridge situi-

tioe. This w'as a case for plain speaking, and he spoke out.
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The essence of his complaint was that Ephraim Williams and

Joseph Dwight had turned their legitimate prerogatives into

a despotic control of both the town and the mission, and that

this control was highly profitable to themselves but fatal to

the peace of the town and the success of the mission. Control

was paying dividends and creating posts for one member of

the family after another. Public money was being shamelessly

wasted, to the great advantage of the Dwights. As the head-

mistress of the new girls’ school, Madam Sergeant (now

Madam Dwight) expected her children to be educated at the

public charge. Joseph Dwight’s son would be a teacher in

the boys’ school. Joseph Dwight himself would be steward of

both schools. The government bounty was being distributed

through his shop, with great profit to himself. In fact, Jona-

than Edwards concluded, events were fast shaping

*^to establish a Dominion of the Family of Williams’s over Stockbridge

affairs”.

This letter was written to Speaker Hubbard in August, 1752.

There was no invective, no expression of personal resentment.

He was merely stating facts, adding:

“You may use this letter as you wish:—I have used freedom in this

case of extremity”.^®

Had he merely been making criticism of the Williams fam-

ily, the Commissioners would have turned a deaf ear. Men of

Ephraim Williams’ ability who were willing to spend their

lives in the wilderness had been hard to find. If he and his

family connection had profited financially, why not? They
had earned their reward. As to Joseph Dwight, he was a

man of force. Indian affairs were in a precarious state; at any

minute the colonial government might have a war on their

hands, and in that event, the fact that their representative

was reaping private gain from his official position was of less

importance than that he would be a good man to keep the

peace. At least, so they thought. It was only when Jonathan
Edwards pointed out the deep distrust with which the Indians
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had come to regard both Ephraim Wiliiams and Joseph

Dwight that they began to give ear to his charges. His argu-

ment was deeply strengthened bv the burning, in the spring

o! 1753, of the boys’ boarding 5:3jno!. and the Icui whispers

that this had reference to party faction/** When the Commis-

sioners realized that violence was already at hand, they took a

new^ view of the situation and looked afresh into the array

of facts before them. As a result, their eyes were opened,

and the subsequent fight of the ur/ted Williams cohort> was

powerless. Their domination %vas swiftly ended.

In the spring of 1754 Jonathan Edwards %^rote to C-'^lonel

Timothy Dwight of Northampton:

“Brin’’ D. is doubtlc-- abwit to rermirf; and I b-nir that Elijah

Willian's is in a Dlmcsition tu sell, gut Dithculties "^ith rh? Indians I

think arc al! over*’/"*

He was wTong. They were just beginning.

Fortunately for the part he was to play during the coming

months of anxiety and danger, his three tears of residence had

won for him the confidence and to some degree the esteem of

both congregations. His pastoral labors had been more suc-

cessful than his preaching. The Indians liked him. His patience

and disinterested service on their behalf had convinced them

of his friendliness, in spite of his fine distinctions as to sacra-

mental privileges, particularly baptism, a ceremony by w"hich

they set great store. There were occasions! explosions over

his unwillingness to baptize all who presented themselves or

their children for the honor, but these w’cre after all relatively

infrequent and of minor importance. Within the strict limits

of the meetinghouse and its blessings, the pastoral scene w’-as

pleasant.

His success as preacher to the Indian congregation was

seriously qualified by his ifiability to handle cither the Housa-

tuniiock or Mohawk languages in public. For practical wreck-

day purposes he could negotiate in the Housatunnock, but in

the pulpit he kept to English. It was a serious handicap and,

as he himself recognized, legitimate basis for some of the

criticism that he was unsuited to his office. Before he came, the
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Indians had heard Sunday sermons in their own language

; now

they were obliged to piece them together sentence by sentence

through an interpreter. He made repeated efforts to overcome

his infirmity, as he called it, but was unable to do so. His

children, who heard more Indian than English, all spoke it

fiuently, but his own proficiency in the tongues was reserved

for ancient Hebrew.

His sermons to the Indians were mostly New Testament

sermons, explaining very simply the joys of heaven to which

drunken Indians do not go, the anger of God against sinners,

particularly drunkards, and the practical virtues of Christian

living, of which temperance is mentioned twice as often as any

of the others. For “their darling vice”, drunkenness, accord-

ing to Housatunnock imagery,

a great logg across path which y® traveller cant climb nor go

round”.^®

On a page headed “A Talk to St. Indians about Drink”,

Jonathan Edwards set dowm ten points for counsel and re-

proof. This skeleton preachment is representative of the spirit

and method of his missionary labors. He wrote:

“i. I am sorry to hear of such things among you as are the occasion

of this meeting. It will [be] sorrowful to all good People to

hear such things of the Indians at Stockbridge with whom so

much Pains have been taken & so many means used to bring em
to God.

But none have so much Reason to be concerned about it as you

for if this Trade of getting too much Drink goes on among

[you] it will Tend more to your Hurt than any Bodies else.

^^3. You pretend to be Christians & some of the People of J[esus]

X but how unworthy & unbecoming Xtians is it to follow

such a Practice as this. By this Practice, men instead of being

Xtians make Fools of thems. & make thems. like Beasts. It is

beneath man.

*^You hope to be the Child [ren] of G. and go to Heaven
when you die but who can think that the great & holy G. will

take such as make Beasts of thems. to Heaven. Who can believe

He will take such to live with glorious saints and angels forever-

more.
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%^i!I Li\e a Y r*tr Plaie in Hell t'l^n *'a-^ He * .n *2 it rv^^er

heard of

He went on to remind t!*em of tlie rains Mr re"^r

taken to make them into good Indians, the inters

tkmen abroad”' had shown, :n la>ing oat ti w“r mo'te

mission. Housatunnocks uih re a **stumM’*'c bh-';k :n

Moha^“ikb” if they persist in th‘s wi.kedn.'^s. It I'i

make a great resolution. If they dc they wh! re ter

both :n this world and in the world tO/ :eme. Bet H

not they will be very miserable, both nctv and ??me

Whether metaphysics and theulo'g^c gained or ii^S'

tasks in the foreground, who shall say? Certainly to
^

Edm^ards there was nothing inconsistent about the p’etare o*

himself in the role these memoranda sugge>t. For a later day.

like so many other pictures which might recall r/s stor^, this

one is made of strangely incongruous elements: the log meet-

inghouse, a handful of grave-faced Indians sitting in straight

ro%vs, their blankets drawm close around them: behind the desk

one of the great intellects of his time, and a quiet voice saying.

It is not good to get drunk.

His sermons both to Indians and to whites w'^ere all old

sermons, for with the removal to Stockbridge bis preaching

days were defirdtely over. He merely went back Into his hies,

marking sermon parts to be omitted, making slight additions

here and there, but rarely working out a new sermon from an

old text His preparation was still meticulous. He wmuld not

have stood up before a dozen illiterate Indians without a care-

fully prepared outline before him. It w’ould seem that almost

anyone who had twenty-five years of public speaking behind
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numerous family letters refer to as “Feaver and Ague, having

a severe fit almost every day’\ In the following spring, when

lie wrote for increased military protection and protested that

he could not much longer house the four soldiers then quar-

tered at his house, he gave as one of his reasons his own

‘I0W state of health", which still incapacitated him from going

after the necessary provisions wfith which to feed them. To

read between the lines of such a record is to find a truer

picture of the missionary's place in a frontier society than the

number of baptisms could possibly suggest.

The Edwards parsonage was also a haven of hospitality

to visitors on horseback, just as it had been in Northampton.

If guests from afar came less frequently they stayed longer,

and if they belonged to the wilderness they counted Stock-

bridge a second home. The Journal of Gideon Hawley

includes entry after entry telling of spending “several days

very agreeably’' at ‘‘Mr. Edwards’ House”, of dropping in

unexpectedly, of being cared for through illness, and of meet-

ing others there who had done likewise. On one such occasion,

he found Pamela on the family table, and wrote that he was

“exceedingly delighted with it”. The suggested picture is pleas-

ant. Life w'as not all discord and fear. The wilderness had
even its conveniences, as one of the Edwards daughters put it.

Not a w’eek passed, she wrote, without some chance to send

or receive letters. If danger added four soldiers to the house-

hold for 'weeks together, the circle was merely enlarged and

the family altar surrounded as usual.

During another troubled period in 1756 Esther Burr, the

second daughter, returned to pay her parents a visit, bringing

with her Aaron Burr, her infant son, later to be the center of

so many storms. Esther had married during the first summer
after the family left Northampton, and this was her first

home-coming. It was also to be her last. She hardly enjoyed

her visit, for, not having lived with the Indian danger as her

sisters had done, she was beside herself with terror during

the whole of her stay, and would have gone home immediately
except for her father’s disapproval. His word was still law
to her, as it had been when she was a child.
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'‘So I must tarr} the propos'd time, & if the Indians get me, they get

she wrote in her Journal. Beautiful, fragile Esther Burr was

made for the adventures of the spirit, not for the rigors of

the wilderness, and for all her expressed willingness to die, if

It were her time, she could scarcely have taken horse and

ridden away to Northampton, as her mother did during this

perilous time.

In this Journal, written in the form of letters to Sally

Prince of Boston, she left almost a day-to-day record of her

Stockbridge visit, as also of many other adult experiences. Her

self-revelation in these entries is more important than her

news. Her sparkling gaiety and gift for witty repartee, the

‘"peculiar smartness in her make and temper”, which had trou-

bled the peace of more than one young minister during her

eligible years, are on nearly every page. “Form’d to please”,

Samuel Hopkins had called her; and, in different epithets, so

had various other young admirers, who aspired but did not

attain. She had the Pierrepont gaiety and charm, the Edwards

sharpness of tongue. Even her sisters were careful not to push

her too far.

“You know she never could bear pestering very well, but I think

She grows worse about it [Lucy wrote]. So we must take care what

we say.*'

Her quite typical comment on the Stockbridge troubles had

been:

“I think Dwight deserves to be Licked".^®

Her training is reflected in every view she expressed. She

was so loyal to it that she did not know she was loyal. It had
become her own standard of measurement. When General

Braddock was killed and his army defeated, her remark might

have been spoken from a pulpit

:

“Our Sins, Our Sins, they are grown up to the very heavens”.*®
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When her husband put tickets in a Philadelphia lottery, in-

cluding one for little Sally, she wrote :

“But none for me, because I am against it'\-’

‘*Mr. Burr'’ might make deletions of her gay nonsense from

an occasional letter, but not even he was guardian of her con-

science. When she discovered that her little Sally, like Timo-

thy’s Mary, had a "'crooked neck’', the deformity feared in

each of the Edwards generations, she wrote

:

‘‘Perhaps God foresaw yt we Should be too Proud of her, & so has

Sent this calamity to mortify us Sc her’’.-*

It was a characteristic Edwards answer, spoken without a

shadow of self-righteousness.

On the long journey to Stockbridge, in a wagon with her

baby and a servant, she was obliged to spend Sunday in a one-

room house already overflowing with its occupants, and yet

she had no word of complaint for the inconvenience of the

experience, only regret that a Sunday had passed without reli-

gion. She made up for the lack as best she could by taking a
Bible and walking to the woods to be "'retired”. When on the
same journey she passed through New York, she disposed of
urban life in one sentence

:

‘I would not live here a fortnight for any money’^

She preferred to “dine eight Ministers” on Wednesday, ten

on Thursday, or on a special occasion possibly thirty-one, for
social gaiety look forward to the annual “wood-frolic”, and
for her soul’s good, anticipate a visit from "'Mr. IVhitefield'h

She had heard her father’s sermons all her life and yet on his

frequent visits they were still news, to be recorded with ap-
preciative comment.

Mr. Edwards preached ail day two charming Sermons from those
words, ‘When a wicked man dieth his expectations perish, & the hope
of unjust men perisheth'/* ^
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The beauty of holiness was to her the all of beauty, and when

she read such quatrains as the much lauded Mrs. Rowe was

capable of penning, she was transported. Yet by no means was

her life meager. She lived within the pattern to which she was

born, and lived happily, even richly. Her brief story is by all

odds so much the brightest patch in the Edwards annals that

its loss would have been loss indeed. As for Esther Burr

herself, she was so joyous, so high-spirited, so thoroughly

alive, that one cannot but be grateful she did not survive her

own griefs.

Whether she was closer to her father than her sisters,

there is no knowing ;
but her intimate talks with him about her

own religious experience bespeak an unusual bond of sym-

pathy. Perhaps it is only that her Journal has given this inti-

macy the emphasis of record. She seems also to have been like

him in the intensity of her religious transports. Father and

daughter spoke the same language, and they were able to

speak it to each other. On the Stockbridge visit, she took occa-

sion during her mother’s absence to talk over her experiences

with him, as she had done when she was a little girl In

Northampton.
‘‘[Sept. II, 1756]

“last eve I had some free discourse with my Father on the great things

yt concern my best interest— I opened my difficulties & he as freely

advised & directed the conversation has removed some distressing doubts

yt discouraged me much in my Christian Warfare— He gave me some

excellent directions to be observed in Secret yt tend to keep the Soul

near to God, as well as others to be observed in a more publick way

—

O what a mercy yt I have Such a Father— Such a Guide.”

The letter which she wrote to him after the death of her

husband is further testimony to the closeness of the relation-

ship, and also of the similarity between her experiences and

his own at her age. As she contemplated the “glorious State”

to which her husband had been released, her

“Soul was carried out in Such longing desires after this glorious State

yt I was forced to retire from the Famaly to conceal my Joy, when
alone I w^ so transjK>rted & my Soul carried out in Such Eager desires

after Perfection & the full injoymnet of GOD & to Serve him unin-
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termpecily yt I think my Nature could not have borne much more I

think dear Sir I had yt Night a foretaste of Heaven'h®^

She was soon to know the reality.

Alany other informal glimpses into the Stockbridge home

come by way of letters exchanged between the sisters after

marriage separated them. In these intimate pieces, with their

scraps of family news, Sarah and Lucy, Mary and '^Sukey ,

'‘Timmie” and Betty, become fairly definite personalities.

Lucy's letters are the most individual. Like Esther, she in-

dulged in gay quips, WTOte nonsensical postscripts, and told the

news in more picturesque style than the others. She was 'warm-

hearted, tempestuous, S'wift to anger, and sometimes reckless.

She later made a marriage which displeased her sisters, and

then withdrew proudly from their displeasure. It is easy to

understand from her sprightly letters that to her the making

of a quilt, even for Betty, would be, as she said, ‘Very dull

happiness to undertake alone'’. Betty was the delicate one,

for whom they all made sacrifices and expressed affectionate

concern. ‘'My tenderest love to Betty and tell her to accept

the inclosed ribbon as a token of My Love'’: such a message

doses more than one letter. They kept in close touch, respond-

ing to one another's need, regardless of weathers or Indian

wars. ‘AVho shall come, Mother or I?’' wrote Lucy, when
Mary w’as expecting another child. Lucy could stay longer,

but Mother could come; that is, if she did not stay too long.

Only Lucy, on this occasion, expressed this possibility in the

negative : “for my father will not be willing if she stays a great

while”.®^ This sentence recalls another from a fragment of

one of Jonathan Edwards’ own letters to Sarah, his wife,

written years before, when she had overstayed his expectation

at a family bedside which needed her

:

^*We have been without you almost as long as we know how to be;

but yet we are willing you should obey the Calls of Providence with
regard to CoL Stoddard”.®^

This was the spirit of the home Jonathan and Sarah Edwards
had founded.

The sheaf of family correspondence during the Stock-
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bridge years is also all the tribute they could have wished as

to the kind of religion of which their lives had been an ex-

ample before their children. The naturalness with which the

daughters speak of their own faith and trust, report the state

of their souls or ask for one another’s prayers, suggests that

religion as they knew it by precept and example was no Sunday

exercise alone. It was a way of life. One of the most revealing

suggestions in all the Edwards memorials as to the values for

which they lived comes in a letter which it would be a breach

of faith to reprint. It was written by Sarah Parsons, the eldest

daughter, to her sister Susannah in 1760, after both parents

were dead. After detailing a few personal circumstances which

had made the preceding winter particularly hard to bear, she

closed with this postscript

:

“If you let any Creature See this Letter I shall never forgive you,

burn it as soon as yoVe read it, yours, S. P’'.

Record of this brief lapse from her accustomed grace some-

how escaped the burning, to give eloquent testimony to the

view of life in which she had been reared and to which she

W’as committed in loyalty. This world was not a happy place

at best; but one filled the place appointed, gave grateful serv-

ice, and made no complaint, no matter how hard the winter.

Even during these seven years of exile, Jonathan Edwards
would have admitted no cause for complaint. He believed him-

self to be where the leading of God had placed him, and that

was enough. No more fitting text could have been chosen to

suggest the spirit in which he lived his life than the words

:

“My times are in thy hand”,

inscribed on the sundial which now marks the site of the Ed-
wards homestead in Stockbridge.

But quiet acceptance was not the whole story. The seven
years of exile were also years of intense labor, and labor to-

ward an abundant harvest. In the small room known as the
**study”—a tiny nook at the west end of the house, large
enough only for a desk, a chair, and many books—^Jonathan
Edwards found the most effective rostrum he had ever known.



Chapter XIV

^^LIFE PASSED THROUGH THE
FIRE OF THOUGHT’’

If stockbridge from a distance had looked to him like a

philosopher's paradise, he wasted no time bemoaning his mis-

take. Favorable or not, he would make it serve his turn. The

books would be written. He began immediately, first applying

himself to the unfinished business of replying to Solomon Wil-

liams. This was during the first winter and spring, when he

was building a house, making a first effort to learn the Housa-

tunnock language, writing voluminous letters to the Boston

Commissioners for Indian affairs, and attempting to adjust

himself to a completely new routine of life. It was just as well,

for the peace and leisure -which had made Stockbridge seem

a desirable choice were never to come. The first fruit of his

mornings spent in the new study was Misrepresentations Cor-

rected and Truth rindicaied^ published in 1752.

Defeated as he was, and driven from the field on the issues

involved in this controversy, one might reasonably ask why he

bothered to reply. The answer is simply that in the highly

charged atmosphere of the mid-century no one who had con-

victions on the inflammable subject of church authority or

church sacraments, was beaten so long as there was an oppo-

nent left to answer. Had Solomon Williams deigned to answer

a second time, Jonathan Edwards would probably have writ-

ten a third treatise. He could not desist from strife, while

what he considered false arguments on this subject so vitally

important to the purity of the church remained in print,

unchallenged.

As the title suggests, this is a polemic. In his Humble
293
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Inquiry, he had given relatively untrammelled expression to

his own views of the sacrament as a Christian institution. In

this second treatise he was concerned solely to confute and

confound the arguments of Solomon Williams. He dealt in

negations almost entirely. For that reason, Misrepresentations

Corrected has little interest for another day. Furthermore,

it is the only cause one need ever seek for the continuing hos-

tility of the Williams family. Without descending to personal

abuse. Jonathan Edwards neatly decapitated his opponent by

showing that he had failed to inform himself correctly as to

the facts in the case, and had therefore spent all his arguments

in vain

:

“It would have been no great condescension in Mr. W. if he had

allowed that I knew what the question was, which was disputed be-

tween me and my people, as well as he, in a distant part of the

country”.^

“I will not say, that Mr. W. knew it to be a false representation

which he here makes: but I will say, that he ought to have been better

informed, before he had thus publicly ridiculed this as a fiction of

mine. **

Instead of answering Solomon Williams’ arguments, he

shows them not to be arguments. They are ‘‘peremptory and

confident assertions”, “great exclamation, in the room of argu-

ing”. He has begged the question, been inconsistent with him-

self, and, without recognizing it, has argued against his own
scheme as much as against the one he is attacking. Such ridi-

cule of his opponent was in the current controversial manner,

but it did not make for even tolerable relations between mem-
bers of families already estranged.

Laboriously Jonathan Edwards went on, giving attention

to the minutiae of error : words and phrases inaccurately used,

unfair interpretations, insinuations, paucity of proof. The
spirit of this one-hundred-and-fifty-page confutation is epito-

mized in the sentence:

“Perhaps instances enough of this have already been taken notice

of ; yet I would now mention some others”.®
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By the time the last page is reached, one has the impression

that nothing which might possibly have discredited Solomon

Williams has been omitted. The caution vrhich Jonathan Ed-

wards expressed in a brief note to Colonel Dwight as to the

safe delivery of the manuscript is entirely understandable,

once the treatise has been read. He wrote,

have just sent the Copy of my Answer to ^Ir. Williams by my

son Parsons, to be conveyed by you to 'Mr. Foxcroft. I need not tell

you that extraordinary Care had need be taken in the Conveyance.

There are iiian> Enemies who would be glad to destroy it. I know not

how in the world it can be well got to !Mr. Foxcroft*s Hand, especially

bv Reason of the small Pox, but I desire vou would do the best you

can.

'

Timothy Dwight was successful. The manuscript arrived

safely, and the book ’was straightway printed by subscription.

Its publication raised a brief tempest in Northampton, which

still further delayed agreement on a new" minister, and also

brought the Stockbridge situation to a climax of hostility

almost insupportable. Nevertheless, Jonathan Edwards had
delivered his soul, and he had also had the last word. That
he would pay dearly for w’hatever satisfaction finality brought,

did not concern him.

This treatise adds nothing to his lasting fame, but it illus-

trates better than his more important works his detective

quality of mind, his sureness of argumentative aim, and his

ruthlessness as a controversialist. He not only felled his

enemy, but bludgeoned him after he was down. Considered as

a polemic, the Reply is not great. It is an answer to an answer,

negative in its purpose and dull in its method. The point-by-

point exposure and ridicule of fallacious argument and textual

error, instead of being incidental to a larger purpose, deter-

mine the course of his thought. Even as a warfare of words,

the piece lacks brilliance. Jonathan Edwards was expert in

using a rapier, but this time he took a cudgel, and as a result

the attack is not pleasant to watch.

There is ample reason for recording his complete share
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in the controversy, however, since it was a share toward an

eventual victory, and a victory of great importance in the

church life of xAmerica. His “qualifications” prevailed, al-

though he did not live long enough to know it. In New Eng-

land church practice of the next thirty years, not only Solomon

Stoddard’s amendment to the Halfway Covenant, but the

Halfway Covenant itself fell into disuse. It was a bloodless

surrender and had more reference to what happened on the

battlefields of the Revolution than to any synodic decree. With

the reorganization of American life after the Revolution,

parish and village were no longer one. The church still stood

on the green, and in many towns continued to be the unoffi-

cial center of community life; but constables no longer col-

lected rates or enforced church attendance. Ministers were

no longer obliged to devise a basis of church membership

which might include the whole citizenry of the town. The
people of God accordingly became a peculiar people in a new
sense, which was really an older sense. They might henceforth

guard the doorway to the sanctuary, as they had demanded

the right to do when they became Dissenters. As the church

body split up into sects toward the beginning of the new cen-

tury, all groups, and especially the evangelical wing, made a

change of heart the basis of admission rather than any of the

previous substitutes. In the end, “heart religion” had won. To
Jonathan Edwards this would have been reward enough, and

more.

The importance of these two controversial treatises, the

Humble Inquiry and the Reply to Solomon Williams^ in Jona-

than Edwards’ long championship of “heart religion” is that

they gave it a concrete and timely application in relation to

church polity. In his Religious Affections he had spoken more
permanently, because he spoke more abstractly, but in both

books, he spoke to his own day, and while he lived, he seemed
to have spoken in vain. Twice he had taken the unpopular
side of a current argument in an inauspicious hour, and twice

he had been defeated, but by leaving his views in print for

another generation of ministers to ponder, he did more for

the cause of “heart religion” than any other minister of the
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mid-century. Twenty years later, some one he had never

known was saying:

‘‘So I think sir, if I was to engage with you in this controversy, I

would say, Read Eduards. And if you wrote again, I would tell you,

Read Edu^ards, and if you wrote again, I would say Read Edwards.

For I think It needless for any man to write after him, and fruitless for

any man to write against him upon this subject. Nor do I think any

man need Hush to say that ^Ir. Edwards has sufficiently answered ail

that ever has been, and e\er will be, wrote on the opposite side*'.®

When Solomon Williams did not essay to reply a second

time, Jonathan Edwards was at last free to complete his

studies looking toward The Freedom of the Wtll^ a project

he had had in mind for years.® To undertake such a task in

1753 took courage, as well as an uncommon degree of con-

centration and detachment from his surroundings. This was

the year in which his Stockbridge enemies were showing their

hostility most openly. Half of the town was engaged in a

whispering campaign against him; the other half, against

Colonel Joseph Dwight. The burning of the boarding school

made new^ administrative problems. His owm health was more
precarious than ever. Yet in this atmosphere of outer turmoil

his thought took final shape with regard to this problem, more
difficult and currently more important than any other to that

wing of the clergy which had arrayed itself against the mod-
erns and their “new divinity”. Late in the fall he began to

write, and with feverish rapidity brought to completion the

work on which his fame rested securely for more than a hun-

dred years. The book was published by subscription October

17. 1754-

The subject of the Will had presented more than one
dilemma in American theology. An assembly of churches met
at New Town as early as 1637, ^hen attempting to catalogue

the erroneous opinions which had been brought to America,
put first on the list the notion that in conversion the “faculties

of the soul” (understanding and will) are destroyed. Accord-
ing to the confutation of their spokesman, they were able to

prove that these faculties exist after conversion. With naive
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butj as they thought, scholarly dependence on the exact phrase-

ology before them, they reasoned:

“Peter is said to be led whither he would not; therefore he had a

wiir^"

As this dilemma took other forms in other generations,

synods and councils of ministers continued to deal with it to

the best of their ability; but in some form or other it was

always with them. As they well knew, denial of free will in

man was basic to the whole Calvinistic structure. If man’s

will were free, and he might accept divine grace or reject it,

then his eternal salvation could no longer be foreordained

by a power outside himself: he would be saved by his own
choice, not by an immutable decree. And if this were true,

then God’s sovereignty was limited, not absolute. There would

be reins on His omnipotence, and man would hold them. It

was unthinkable. If man’s will were free, the Calvinistic sys-

tem was ruined.

The intellectuals among the American clergy had followed

the pros and cons of this ticklish subject for three generations,

but few had been so bold as to touch it with their own logic.

In their sermons they had merely reiterated the traditional

Calvinistic position within the safe frame of recognized au-

thority. Now, as another generation of English “Arminians”

began to challenge the traditional position more insistently,

it became increasingly apparent that a champion must arise

who could do more than reiterate
; else the cause was lost.

Meanwhile, the pew also had begun to have suspicions.

One indirect result of the revivals of the early forties had
been to weaken the authority of traditional doctrine in the

popular mind, particularly the doctrines of sovereignty and
election. It is easy to see why. Congregations had listened to

too many pulpit attempts to batter down man’s stubborn oppo-

sition to God, and had witnessed too many swift changes in

their own eternal prospects, not to become a little skeptical

over the finality of predestination. One day a man was “lost”

because he would not; the next day he was “saved” because
he would. How could he be merely a puppet? After he re-
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pented, God did the rest, of course; but the permissive power

seemed to be within his own control. At least $0 the mid-

century American preferred to think. What else did the ur-

gency of revival preaching mean? What else did “whosoever

wilF' mean?
The pulpit of course had an answer to this apparent para-

dox, but that was easily forgotten, as the leaven worked. By

the mid-century both “Elect and Reprobates” were responding

to whatever flattered their new sense of dignity as human

beings, an impulse to which they could not possibly have

assigned a cause. It was getting too late in the drama of

human thought for God to be made in the likeness of an inex-

orable sovereign, or for man to accept a fate assigned him

before he had so much as come into existence. The Arminian

assertion that man’s will was not bound but free was both a

cause and a result of these timely stirrings. The time spirit

w’as on the antl-CalvinistIc side, and the anti-Calvinists knew
it. The rebuttal of their new boldness would task stronger

powers than had yet been consecrated to the support of Cal-

vinistic doctrine for several lifetimes.

Jonathan Edwards was well aware of the gravity of this

crisis, and when he entered the lists on the side of “sound
doctrine” he was both well prepared and well disposed to be

a defender. He had informed himself thoroughly as to current

argument on both sides. He was fresh from another doctrinal

battle which had sharpened his wits and his tools for just such

a warfare.

His refutation of the Arminian position amounts, in es-

sence, to a new definition of human liberty by which he thought
at one stroke to save both the dignity of man and the omnipo-
tence of God. He grants man freedom of action to carry out
his own choices, but insists that these choices are determined
by motives which lie outside of man’s control. Reduced “to

aphorisms, his reasoning proceeds in the following sequence

:

An act of will is an act of choice.

Choice is not only a deliberate act, but an inclination in one direc-

tion or another.

Man is free to act upon his choices and inclinations.
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These choices and inclinations are, however, directed by motives.

These motives lie outside of man’s control.

The will is therefore not active, but passive.

In other w’ords, the area of human liberty is definitely re-

stricted to the area of action upon human choices. It has noth-

ing whatever to do with the causes which lie back of these

choices. As Jonathan Edwards himself puts it,

“Let the person come by his choice any how, yet, if he is able, and

there is nothing in the way to hinder his pursuing and executing his

will, the man is perfectly free, according to the primary and common

notion of freedom”.®

This is not pure Calvinism or Calvinism as modified by

New England Dissent. Jonathan Edwards’ contribution was

to make man’s freedom an intermediate step. He had qualified

freedom rather than denied it; or, in more modern phrase, he

had represented human liberty as ‘‘conditioned”. He had fur-

ther modified the traditional view in his insistence upon the

passivity of the will, an idea which was consistent with his

own experience of intuitive awareness of divine truth. The
mind does not create impressions

; it receives them. This is not

impotence. It is not even inactivity. Like the professed passive-

ness of the mystic, it is a state of receptivity in which the self

is denied, in order that it may be merged In God. Such an idea

was to him not ungrateful doctrine. He could assume the will

to be passive, because he had felt his own to be passive

under impressions he believed to be divine. He had agonized

to have his own motives God-directed. Beyond these limits

he did not wish to be free. It would by no means be the

whole story, but it is worthy of remark that the clue to

this notion of the passive will leads one back to Jonathan

Edwards’ own religious experiences, and that his qualification

of man’s freedom in favor of God’s sovereignty had an emo-

tional basis before it buttressed an argument. This conclusion

would seem to be inescapable in the light of the whole pano-

rama of his thought.

In its application to man’s salvation, this qualification of
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his freedom meant that those whom God had chosen might

repent if they wouldy but the desire to do so came from God.

Man's responsibility lay in acting on the choice, no matter

whence the inclination to'ward that choice might come. To this

extent only was man's salvation in his own hands. This was

very useful ammunition for the practical pastor who had had

difficulty reconciling man's helplessness with man's responsi-

bility. Even though a man were one of the elect, he must seek

with his whole heart that to which he is foreordained, and

admit that, even though God were to deny it to him, He would

still be just. To this end, of course, was revival preaching.

Ministers, as God's emissaries, helped Him gather in the elect

of any generation whenever God signified, particularly

through a revival, that He was ready to receive them.

By far the more brilliant portions of this treatise, as well

as nine-tenths of the space, concern the point-by-point bom-
bardment of the Arminian position. Jonathan Edwards’ dex-

terity in accomplishing what at times appear to be logical

impossibilities is thrilling to watch. He is in thorough com-

mand of both materials and weapons. With pitiless accuracy

he finds the weak places in the enemy's armor, mows down
objections, holds the opposing view up to scorn and defiance,

labelling it as "'absurd", "impertinent", and sometimes so

'"nonsensicaF’ as hardly to merit reply. His own assurance is

all but unbounded, and quite without respect to the credit of

authorities on either side of the argument:

As to Mr. Hobbes maintaining the same doctrine concerning

necessity ; I confess, it happens I never read Mr. Hobbes. Let his opin-

ion be what it will, we need not reject all truth which is demonstrated
by clear evidence, merely because it was once held by some bad man”.®

Truth IS still truth even though proclaimed in a loud voice

by the devil himself, he adds in the next sentence. Such gibes

abound, showing him to be thoroughly at home in the contro-

versial manner. Freight of minutiae does not retard his prog-
ress, The whole argument moves with a rush and celerity, as

though carried from point to point by its own momentum. His
resources seem exhaustless; his intellectual energy is astound-
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ing. With his readers winded and left far behind, he turns a

new’ corner, as though the race had just begun. Even though

the issues of this controversy have been long obsolete, it is im-

possible to read this treatise dispassionately. It is an amazing

performance, not only for its agile dialectic, but for the

dynamic behind these missiles, the coherence of these intricate

arguments. It is a web : one must take it or leave it, as a whole.

At no point is his writing more spirited than in his defence

of the metaphysical method, which he knows will draw fire

from his opponents. What of it, he says in effect.

“If the Reasoning be good, it is as frivolous to enquire what science

it is properly reduced to, as what language it is delivered in: and for a

man to go about to confute the arguments of his opponent, by telling

him, his arguments are metaphysical, would be as w’eak as to tell him,

his arguments could not be substantial, because they were written in

French or Latin, The question is not, w'hether what is said be meta-

physics, physics, logic, or mathematics, Latin, French, English, or

Mohawkf But whether the Reasoning be good, and the arguments truly

conclusive? ... It is by metaphysical arguments only w^e are able to

prove, that the rational soul is not corporeal, that lead or sand cannot

think; that thoughts are not square or round, or do not weigh a pound.

... It is by metaphysics only that we can demonstrate, that God is

not limited to a place, or is not mutable; that he is not ignorant, or

forgetful; that it is impossible for him to lie, or be unjust; and that

there is one God only, and not hundreds of thousands. And, indeed, we
have no strict demonstration of any thing, excepting mathematical

truths, but by metaphysics.’’

At its best, the treatise fulfils the promise of such a passage.

As controversialist, he is freer in illustration, more lucid, and

far more eloquent than in his usual Sunday sermons, despite

the text on the title page and the familiar wares from the

preacher’s storehouse.

As the argument proceeds, amazement deepens, but for

reasons which have nothing to do with the issues involved;

rather with the mind which espoused this lost cause with such

uncanny deftness in the proofs supplied, such dexterity in the

use of weapons unfitted to the hand of an eighteenth century

theologian. Having gone so far, why could he not go one step
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further? How could a mind, capable of fashioning such an

architecture of defensive proof, fail to turn its own incisive

powers against the premise upon which the argument rested?

Yet with apparently not a qualm as to the eternal verity ^of

his assumption, Jonathan Edw^ards dealt only with that which

it based. Those w’ho came after him could find no loophole in

his fabric of proof, but they demolished his premises with the

weapons he had taught them how’ to use.

His method is also inconsistent. He overthrew the argu-

ments of his opponents by metaphysics: at more than one last

ditch he established his owm position by the argument from

authority. One must remember, however, that in using meta-

physics at all in a theological argument he was a pioneer on a

new track. Had he, as an eighteenth century theologian, left

his sermon analogies behind, freed himself from the depend-

ence on line and verse, and launched out into pure philosophy,

he would have defied all the laws by which great thinkers both

are of their day and are not. When he concludes the whole

argument with a panegyric on the Scriptures and the unim-

peachable wisdom of God, he is thoroughly within the pattern

to which he belonged. He was an eighteenth century divine

defending a theological system, a controversialist bent on

slashing through the defences of his opponents, a logician win-

ning an argument, not a free explorer in quest of the truth.

Is the Freedom of the TFill then not a great book? Say

rather, it is a great polemic; great enough to have dignified

the American battle between conflicting systems at a time when
dignity was sadly lacking; great enough to offer substantial

check to the new order and to infuse new heart in the old;

great enough also to remind theologians of another day, who
w^ere not Calvinists, that man’s self-importance must not be

allowed to go too far. It is not a great book in the sense that

its thought begot thought, or that it laid foundations for a

better system- It was an ultimatum, an argument to end argu-

ment, a “No Admittance” sign over a sacred gateway. It

paralyzed debate when debate needed most to be stimulated.

From the point of view of another century, it would seem that

the inevitable role for one of Jonathan Edwards’ powers,
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would have been to cut the theological knot and begin over.

Yet for reasons stretching back to his birth he did not know

how to cut knots. Laboriously he must untie them, and he

untied this one, to the praise of a remote posterity more inter-

ested in the spectacle than in the result.

To the uninitiate of his own day, his metaphysical method

obscured his thought, exactly as he had predicted. Unfortu-

nately a current sermon which announced itself,

‘‘Heaven shut against all Arminians and Antinomians

:

Shewed in a sermon from Revelations 14: 12”,

was more sure of a sympathetic hearing. His advance inti-

mations of defeat could hardly have prepared him, however,

for the fate assigned him by his ministerial critic James Dana,

who some sixteen years later, having admitted himself “dis-

couraged with only reading this elaborate and intricate per-

formance”, proposed to enshrine “Mr. Edwards and some

celebrated infidels, ancient and modern” in parallel columns

because of “a specimen coincidence” between them in the views

expressed, or the verdict of Jeremiah Day that the subse-

quent influence of this master defence of the Calvinistic posi-

tion had been on the whole “unfavorable to the cause of truth

and piety”.^^ Even the honor of having his arguments “recited

by the Senior classes” at Yale College for thirteen years

(1762—1775 ) would have been nullified by the crispness of the

final record, “this giving offence was dropped”.^^ The defer-

ence of those who were reluctant to reject the views of one

“of Mr. Edwards’s merit and Eminence” would have been

scant comfort.

“If his Scheme is rec^. for true Orthodoxy, some, I fear, will be-

come Deists from y® dislike of what is said to be orthodox Christianity”,

wrote James Dana.^^ Even atheism might result. Worst of all,

Jonathan Edwards had destroyed the sinfulness of sin. Irony
could conceive no more complete paradox. By going beyond
the intellectual range of his own generation, he had been cast

out by the brethren themselves.
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To h:s own thought he had saved the whole system. By

“clearing and establishing’' the Calvinistic position with re-

gard to free will, he had also confirmed the other basic doc-

trines of the modified Calvinism he professed, and thereby

scattered his Arminian enemies. But he could not rest until he

had built the whole edifice. Largely from materials collected

years before, he went on to defend The Great Christian Doc-

trine of Original Sin^ and to define The ISature of True

J'irtue. The first w’as in press at the time of his death, appear-

ing later in the same year, 175S; the second lay in manuscript

for seven years, being published in 1765, when the biography

by Samuel Hopkins brought the name of Jonathan Edwards

to the attention of the clergy afresh.

These two treatises are companion pieces, presenting two

views of '‘that creature called man’' : one as he is by nature,

in all the blackness of his inherited and unredeemed corrup-

tion, the other as he is not, a being purged of self and given

up to the pursuit of virtue in its perfection of beauty. Obvi-

ously, for man as he is commonly known here below, neither

view is a recommendation.

In his defence of the doctrine of original sin, Jonathan

Edwards was making a timely, though late, contribution to a

new outbreak in an old w^ar. The battle had first been sounded

twenty years earlier in John Taylor’s The Scripture-Doctrine

of Original Sin Proposed to a Free and Candid Examination^-^

an examination w’hich proved to John Taylor that man was
not by nature depraved. The complicated history of economic

and social change which found expression in this bold chal-

lenge of long accepted doctrine is more interesting to a modern
day than the uninspired but courageous and able presentation

of the arguments therefor. In the mid-century Taylor’s book
was regarded both as an emancipation proclamation and as an

Impious blasphemy. It had been answered and reanswered

before Jonathan Edw’ards spoke out late in the fifties. His
defence of the doctrine of innate depravity, though late, really

belongs with the defences of Watts and Wesley, and is by far

the strongest and most profound of the three. His line of

argument is for the most part conventional and thoroughly
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orthodox. He had dealt with this same doctrine in his Free-

dom of the Will, and in part returns over old paths to the

same goal. He is at great pains to amplify his previous point

that the corruption of man consists in his very nature, and that

it is this corruption which takes him straight to eternal ruin.

Carefully he reiterates that he is not blind to human goodness

in its multiple manifestations, as his opposers might assume.

He is not speaking of crime or villainy before the law, but of

“moral corruption”, that inner state of evil which shuts man
away from God everlastingly. The best of men, as humanly

judged, are in this state, and must be.

The touchy point in all “original sin” discussions had long

been the relation of Adam’s sin to the spiritual state of man
since the fall. Why was not each birth a new beginning? By

what logic, or more insistently, by what justice, was Adam’s

sin the sin of all men? Jonathan Edwards accomplished this

dubious equation by a theory of the unity of the race, which

was his most original contribution to the long standing con-

troversy. The race is one, he argued, by the will of God in its

creation. Just as

“a tree, grown great, and a hundred years old, is one plant with the

little sprout, that first came out of the ground from whence it grew”,^®

so the race, brought into being by the creative act of God, and

continuously upheld by that same power, is one through each

continuing moment of each man’s existence. God’s preserva-

tion of the race in continued being is ‘equivalent to continued

creation. Hence the sin of Adam, who is the scriptural head of

the race, becomes the sin of each man, inescapably so. It is no

taint or tincture, implanted in individual man by some positive

agency, it is a “property of the species”. In this sense is sin

original, and in no other.

He was also concerned in this treatise once again to exon-

erate God of all blame for the sin which is in the world. His
defence on this point is even more vigorous than in The Free-

dom of the Will, though the argument is essentially the same.
Man at his creation was endowed not only with the principles

of human nature, but also with the “spiritual image of God”.
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When man sinned^ and broke God's law, ‘‘these superior prin-

ciples left Ills heart God Himself withdrew them, and

corruption followed inevitably upon that withdrawal. God

allowed it to be so, and by this permission preserved His om-

nipotence. Permission, how'ever, does not imply blame. The

sin is man's; hence, man's punishment is just.

The reiteration of his position on both of these issues

bears no relation w’hatever, except in theme, to the American

skirmish resulting from Samuel Webster’s JVinter Evening^

s

Cofvcersation^'^'^ a mere paraphrase of Taylor w’hich appeared

almost simultaneously wdth Jonathan Edwards’ completion of

his treatise. Had he lived to have part in the controversy

which Webster’s book provoked among the New England

clerg}% one may be sure he would not have represented himself

as a “candid neighbor’' engaging in a fireside chat with other

more or less candid neighbors. He would have considered the

persifiage of Webster’s title beneath the dignity of the theme

he essayed. His own defence is as direct as his title announces,

and his method suited to his purpose, which is essentially a

refutation. He is on the defensive. His argument was spirited,

but his conclusions w’ere doomed. John Taylor’s view would

win—not because of John Taylor or any superiority in his

argument, but because theology must reshape itself in accord-

ance with a changing world, as it presently did after both John
Taylor and Jonathan Edwards were gone. By the logic of

events and by the whole slope of American thought, it was
foreordained that God should grow less arbitrary and more
benevolent and that as soon as benevolence had been empha-
sized for a generation, the doctrine of election would have
ceased to function. Christ would then die for all men, and once

again the Scripture would prove it. Man also would change.

As he lost his helplessness before God, he would grow in per-

sonal responsibility, gradually losing the burden of imputed
sin, until presently he could take full blame for his own evil

doing and make free choice of the salvation provided. Thanks
to the Revolution, which hastened men’s thought along many
new paths, one generation would be sufficient. It was to be
Jonathan Edwards’ own son and namesake who would make
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forceful challenge of his father’s thought of both God and

man, and be willingly heard. A major prophet might also have

known that presently, and inevitably, the divine spark in every

man would more than balance any hereditary taint of Adam,

and that man would thereby exchange impotence for a far

more becoming humility. Jonathan Edwards also was hasten-

ing the day. By bringing ‘‘the great objections and outcries

against Calvinistic divinity to the test of the strictest reason-

ing”, he put the whole traditional system in such sharp focus

that it must be dealt with; and to be dealt with in such an

intellectual and emotional climate as the sixties and seventies

and eighties supplied, meant to be rejected.

Of these two pieces, Original Sin and The Nature of True

Virtue, the second is the more original. It is a kind of sequel

to the Religious Afections, proceeding from the same basic

conviction. Virtue is not of the intellect, or perceiving faculty,

but of the emotions, the acting faculty. Its foundations are

benevolence, or as Jonathan Edwards insisted, “disinterested

benevolence”. There is nothing of self in it, nor can be. It is

pursued for itself alone, not for any advantages it may confer

upon the possessor. It is not a path to a greater good, but an

end in itself. The nearest he can come to a definition is to

say that it is a kind of beauty, the beauty of God himself. In

other words, virtue is holiness, and to perceive it, one must

possess it. To be ethical, one must also be religious. Obviously,

this is an ideal to which natural man cannot reach, save as the

grace of God changes his corrupt nature. It is the ultimate

attainment of redeemed man.

Whether Jonathan Edwards realized it or not, from this

particular peak of his argument, he was looking more directly

over into the new century than from any other point in his

whole panorama of thought. In this very abstract reasoning,

which would have been well over the heads of any congrega-

tion to which he might have attempted to preach it, he was
^ving a new turn to ethical theory, which in the sequel proved
to be determining. By making what he called “benevolence”
worthy only in proportion as it was without self-interest, he
changed completely the motivation of “good works”, hitherto
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regarded as the Arminian substitute for heart piety and a sure

key to heaven. Translated into more practical terms by Samuel

Hopkins and his colleagues, this notion of ‘'benevolence”,

called by other names, was presently laid on Christians as an

obligation, and as such became a potent driving force in the

homamtarianism of the next century. It was a trust, not a

means to personal salvation. In Jonathan Edwards’ word, it

was “disinterested”.^®

At some time probably during the Stockbridge years, he

brought together his ideas as to the precise nature of the

divine power, theologically labelled ‘Tree grace”, the keystone

of his whole system of thought, although the result was not

in print for another hundred years. Under the title “Treatise

on Grace”, it was included in Alexander B. GrosarFs Selec-

tions from the Unpublished JVritings of Jonathan Edtvards

(Edinburgh, 1865). There is no essential change in this piece

from his concept as expressed in many previous statements,

only a more symmetrical presentation of them. Simply stated,

his idea is that saving grace is more than a divine influence

surrounding and upholding man; it is a principle implanted

within his own nature. It is not gradual, but immediate; not

an intensification or quickening of something already present,

but a new creation. God is the Author and Giver, and God
only. Natural man cannot cultivate it, for not only does grace

not exist in him, but he does not possess the sense by which

it may be discerned. Since man's eternal salvation hinges upon

his possession of that which he is helpless to find for himself,

‘‘free grace” therefore becomes the final proof of God’s sov-

ereignty in the w^orld he has created.

In Jonathan Edwards' own thought, his History of the

Work of Redemption^ upon which he was engaged before his

removal from Stockbridge, was to be the great work of his

life and his most significant contribution to theology. In his

own word, it was to be a philosophical treatment cast in the

form of a history, embracing not only all of Christian the-

ology in its relation to redemption, but also the chief events

in church history and those revolutions in secular history which
have afiected the state of the church, and concluding with a
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consideration of that perfect state of things which will finally

come to pass for all eternity. This vast design was to be still

vaster in that it would have regard for all three worlds:

heaven, earth, and hell. Against such a background of time

and space, he proposed to set forth the “whole body of divin-

ity” so that “every divine doctrine” would appear to its great-

est advantage, and the “admirable contexture and harmony of

the whole” be apparent. This Gargantuan undertaking was

destined to be left as a mere project. Doubtless better so. Who
could write such a book? Hardly Jonathan Edwards. Never-

theless on the more peaceful Stockbridge mornings and after-

noons, in company with his two ministerial neighbors, Samuel

Hopkins and Joseph Bellamy, he pleasured his imagination

and no doubt quieted his spirit by laying the plans and working

on the foundations of such an edifice.^®

The last piece of writing from the Stockbridge study ap-

pears to have been God’s Last End in Creation. It is both a

fulfilment and a promise. The whole of his intellectual history

is epitomized in these hundred pages, for which his first editor

apologized lest they prove “too fatiguing to the mind, and

wearying to the constitution”. Posterity has not shared this

dull verdict. If one is looking for what this same editor prob-

ably meant when he went on to praise the “natural play of

genius” by which the mind of the author would “freely and

spontaneously” outstrip his pursuers, then these pages seem

more alive than any other hundred which came out of the

years of exile.

His subject is speculative. Why did God make the world,

this “astonishing fabric of the universe”? Because divinity

must, by its very nature, flow outward from itself. God made
the world to satisfy himself through an emanation of his own
divine glory. To the mind of a poet, this is an idea to be appre-

hended and clarified in symbol. Jonathan Edwards, however
the idea came to him, endeavored to clarify it by a process of

reasoning, proceeding to the inescapable conclusion by care-

fully chiselled steps. There are chief ends and ultimate ends,

each of many sorts. There is also, “according to the dictates

of reason”, one last end and one only, in the highest sense.
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Reason tells us that in the mind of Godj this last end can be

none other than a “disposition to communicate His own ful-

ness’". Divinity must diffuse itself as the root and stock of a

tree must diffuse itself through branch and leaf and bud^ not

to the end that there may be fruit, but only that fulness must

needs diffuse fulness. The process is eternal. Like the punish-

ment of sinners and the felicity of saints, the satisfaction of

God is of everlasting duration. God can never reach the

moment at which His satisfaction will be realized in its

completeness.

The creature also may know something of this, as the

“water in the stream is something of the fountain; and the beams of

the sun are something of the sun. . . . The beams of glor}* come from

God, are something of God, and are refunded back again to their

originai”,^^

But God in creating the world was not thinking first of the

good of His creatures; he had rather a “supreme regard to

himself and his own infinite, internal glory’". As the creature

becomes one with God. God’s happiness becomes his own.

“The more happiness, the greater union: when the happiness is

perfect, the union is perfect." --

As he answers his own question in this wise, articulating

his progress by Scripture, and relating his answer to the moral

order of the world, his thought seems to come full circle, and

to connect again with his boyish meditations in the East Wind-
sor meadows. Veteran of many wars as he was, he could not

at this writing have retraversed the many battlefields of his

thought to find again the God of those early visions. He could

not have been satisfied to ^View the moon for continuance”

and in sweet abstraction of soul to sing forth his meditations.

He was on a different track entirely and in a different world.

Intellect must probe the mystery, so far as intellect might.

Perhaps this was a great pity. It is significant, however, that in

this final piece, not theology, but a kind of mystical speculation

is being subjected to calm analysis. Was his thought turning
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back to this early world? And where would it have taken

him ? On this track, would he have freed himself ? He did not

live long enough after the writing of this piece for one to

know. Nevertheless, two conclusions may perhaps be safely

drawn; one, that more than orthodoxy and unorthodoxy

would have been involved (thinking such as this does not per-

mit of so neat a classification) ; and the other, that Jonathan

Edwards himself had never been more wrong than when he

wrote that he was past his prime. These are not the thoughts

of a thinker who is ending his work, but of one who is freshly

beginning.



Chapter XV

HONOR TOO LATE

The PRINCETON chapter is quickly told. The call to the presi-

dency of New Jersey College was w’holly unexpected. It was

also unwelcome. For seven years Jonathan Edwards had
shaped his life to the rigors and limitations of Stockbridge,

until, in spite of danger without and disharmony within, the

situation w’as more than bearable. The mission parish was a

refuge. According to ministerial standards, he had a dignified

living. He owned his homestead and several hundred acres of

land, enough to take care of his needs. His wife and three

unmarried daughters had accepted the life of the village, had
made their place, and were content. His son Timothy, just

graduated from college, already had prospects. His three

younger children had grown up on the frontier and knew no
other background. A little way down the street, his oldest

daughter, Sarah Parsons, was bringing up her family of young
children. There was no loneliness for his own kin. His min-
isterial friends had made the long journey northward so often
now that they no longer minded the distance. They came fre-

quently, bringing him news and books. His two closest friends,

Samuel Hopkins and Joseph Bellamy, were only a few miles
away. The wilderness had its compensations. Besides, it was
home.

Late in 1757, for the moment all was serene. The Indian
uprising of the spring had been quelled- There was preaching
and catechizing as usual. Local jealousies were quiescent.

Jonathan Edwards was deeply engrossed in his studies. The
plan of the great History of Redemption was taking clearer
shape in his mind, and he knew that if it were ever to be

313
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finished he must hurry, for his frail body was frailer with

every winter. Then without warning, a messenger brought

news of the death of his son-in-law, Aaron Burr, President

of New Jersey College. Shortly afterward came the offer of

the presidency.

For the trustees to turn to Jonathan Edwards was natural.

He had been mentioned for the post in 1748, before Aaron

Burr was elected, and ever since had kept in close touch with

college affairs, attending the commencement regularly and

usually preaching on his visits. The trustees were in sympathy

With his theological views and also with his evangelistic em-

phasis in preaching. Seventeen of the twenty members of the

Board present at the meeting, September 29, 1757, had voted

to elect him. Had he been personally ambitious, he might have

been distinctly pleased by this new opportunity; instead he was

deeply troubled. He had no mind to another uprooting, and if

his decision had been uncomplicated by the likelihood that he

might again be forced out, he would most certainly have

chosen to stay with the mission. But he had no choice. For

several years all parties to the Stockbridge arrangement had

merely been waiting a convenient opportunity. Now it had

come.

Accordingly and almost at once, he replied to the trustees,

setting forth in detail his disqualifications
—

“defects”, as he

called them—and his unwillingness to exchange his present

situation for responsibilities likely to be hostile to his studies.

As a piece of self-analysis and a statement of plan for the

books which were never to be written, this letter of October

19, 1757/ has great biographical interest. He was direct in

stating what he believed to be his weaknesses: he had a

constitutional sluggishness which made him low-spirited and

unfitted him for conversation, and particularly for the govern-

ment of a college; he lacked the alertness which such responsi-

bilities demanded, being as he thought in the decline of life;

he was also deficient in knowledge of the higher parts of

mathematics and the Greek classics, “my Greek learning hav-

ing been chiefly in the New Testament”.

In his defence of those studies “which have long engaged
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and swallowed op my mind, and been the chief entertainment

& delight of iny life'h he mentioned three projects: his answer

to the prevailing Arminian errors, still to be completed, the

History of the Jf'ork of Redemption^ as yet only a project,

and the Harmony of the Old and New^ Testaments, toward

which many materials had been collected to his great profit

and entertainment. Some of these things, he concluded,

‘‘if divine providence favour. I should be willing to attempt a publica-

tion of. So far as I m}self am able to judge of what talents I have, for

benefiting my fellow creatures by word, I think I can write better than

I c«in speak’’.

But in any case, he was not willing to give them up. In

his own w'ords:

“ily heart is so much in these studies, that I cannot feel willing to

put myself into an incapacity to pursue them any more in the future

part of mr life, to such a degree as I must, if I undertake to go through

the same course of employ, in the office of a president, as Mr. Burr

did^h-

His substitute proposal, or rather statement of the conditions

under w^hich he would be willing to accept the ofier, shows

that he had given thought to educational work. His clearly

defined concept of presidential responsibilities as distinguished

from purely instructional duties went considerably beyond cur-

rent practice. Instead of instructing in ail of the languages

and taking entire charge of one class in all branches of study,

he proposed to undertake “general inspection of the whole
society^’, to instruct the senior class in arts and sciences, and
“to do the whole w'ork of a professor of divinity.” If this

definition of the president’s duties met with the approval of

the trustees, and if the Boston Commissioners would release

him from his present post, he would proceed to ask the advice

of his friends in the matter.

There was no secrecy concerning these negotiations and
apparently no doubt as to the outcome. The same issue of the

Boston News-Letter (October 20, 1757) which contained the

account of Aaron Burr’s life, carried also the announcement

:
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“The rev. Mr. Jonathan Edwards, is chosen to succeed him in the

presidentship; a gentleman of whose piety and learning, the public has

frequently had the amplest attestations’

\

His daughter, Esther Burr, in acknowledging a letter of con-

dolence from one “Mr. Hogg” of Scotland, wrote on Decem-

ber 22, 1757, that she had shown the letter to the trustees

“& then I Sent it to my Hon*^ Father the Rev. Mr. Edwards who is

chosen to Succeed my dear companion which I hope will be gratefull to

the friends of this College in Scotland”.^

The calling of the council was merely a formal gesture in

accordance with regularly sanctioned procedure. It met in

Stockbridge January 4, 1758. The members, chosen by Jona-

than Edwards himself, were all close personal friends

:

Messrs. Hopkins, Bellamy, Ballantine, Farrand, Brinstead,

and Leavenworth. The trustees sent two representatives to

present their side, in case the Stockbridge church refused to

grant release. According to report, Jonathan Edwards shed

tears at the announcement of the decision of the council, but

he could scarcely have been surprised. Four days later, Janu-

ary 8, 1758, he preached his farewell sermon to the Indians

from the text,

“Remember them which have the rule over you, who have spoken

unto you the word of God; whose faith follow, considering the end of

their conversation. Jesus Christ, the same yesterday, and today, and

forever”.

For the sermon to the whites he chose another text:

“For here we have no continuing city, but we seek one to come”.

His plans for departure were already completed, and within

a few more days he was on his way to Princeton, accompanied

by Hs daughter Lucy. The plan was for the other members of

the family to follow in the spring, after the President’s house

had been made ready for their occupancy.

He arrived on February i6th, and was formally inducted
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into office on the same day. In the language of the Trustee

record for this date,

*Tiie Re\^. IF. Jonathan Edwards, at the repeated requests and Invita-

tion of this Board and agreeable to a Vote passed at a lleeting of the

Trustees in September last, attending, and having been pleased to

accept the office of President of this College, so unanimously voted him

was qualified as the Charter directs. And the [said] President Edwards
was at the same time qualined as a Trustee of the College, and took his

Seat accordingly”.

This was the only meeting he ever attended. One week later,

February 23rd, he w’as inoculated for smallpox, and after one

month, lacking a day, he was dead.

For his very brief term of active service, there is record

of a sermon preached in the college hall, a fetv questions in

divinity given out to the senior class, and a cordial w^elcome

and approval by the whole society. Speculations as to what
might have followed are of course futile, but difficult to resist.

Ezra Stiles may have been right in his remark:

“The Volatility of 100 youth would have disturbed his calm Quiet
& made him unhappy”.^

Possibly; but after the opaque stolidity of Solomon, Hendrick
and Jacob, youthful volatility might not have been unwelcome.
Certainly to find himself back in the active world again and,
after years of battle, to be surrounded by an atmosphere of
syTOpathy and approval, might have been sufficient reward for
whatever it cost. Such an atmosphere might also have quick-

ened and mellowed his thought in many ways. But his brief

beginning, though hopeful, was too brief for conjecture as to
what the future might have been; possibly too brief for his

own doubts as to the wisdom of removal from Stockbridge to
have been resolved.

Few details are preserved as to the end. There had been
a serious outbreak of smallpox in the vicinity of Princeton
during the preceding months, and many had died. People were
submitting themselves for inoculation more willingly than a
decade earlier, but because of the great risk they still incurred
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by so doing, and also because of the notion still current that

this procedure was an affront to the Almighty, such willingness

was still regarded as highly debatable. On this point, Jonathan

Edwards had no doubts; he was firmly convinced as to the

wisdom of inoculation. In a letter written six years earlier to

a friend about to embark for the British Isles, he had prof-

fered advice thus:

“One thing I will venture to give you my thoughts on, viz. That

since you have not had the smallPox, If you find a skilful and prudent

Physician, under whose care you can put your self, you would take the

small Pox by inoculation before you go, after properly preparing your

Body for it, by Physic & Diet’^*

Such counsel was in line with his own personal practice. He
had always taken precautions when diseases known to be com-

municable were epidemic, and he had shown an alert interest

as to the progress of medical science in his day. In the spring

of 1758, his fears for himself may have been increased by the

fact that his daughter Lucy had contracted smallpox in Prince-

ton during the preceding summer, and had been seriously ill

for many weeks. His own health also had been greatly en-

feebled by another Illness during the winter of 1757. Whether
the suggestion that he take the precaution of inoculation came

from himself or from the trustees is not clear, but at any rate

he consulted them. They gave consent, and the inoculation was

performed. In the medical idiom of the day, he first had the

disease favorably, but after it was thought all danger was
past,

“a secondary fever set in, and by reason of a number of pustules in his

throat, the obstruction was such, that the medicines necessary to check

the fever, could not be administered”.®

He died on March 22, 1758. Of his own family only his

two daughters, Esther and Lucy, were with him. His wife was

on the way, but did not reach him in time. When told there

was no hope of his recovery, he was “a little perplexed for a

while’^ If God had led him to these new duties, why should

He not permit them to be performed? But his questionings
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were brief. Characteristically he accepted the verdict as the

will of God, sent messages to his wife and other children, gave

directions for his funeral, and died in complete peace. An
account of these last moments is preserved in the letter of Dr.

William Shippen, a Philadelphia physician who attended him,

as follows:

“and a very short time before he expired, he spoke to Luc}’' to y®

following purpose dear Lucy it seems to me to be the Will of God that

I must shortly leave you, therefore give my kindest Love to my dear

Wife & tell her that the uncommon Union that has so long subsisted

between us has been of such a Nature as I trust is Spiritual and there-

fore will continue for ever: and I hope she will be supported under so

Great a trial and submit chearfully to the Will of God ; And as to my
Children you are now like to be left Fatherless which I hope will be

an Inducement to you to seek a Father who will never fail you ; & as to

my Funeral I would have it to be like unto Burrs, and any addi-

tional sum of Money that might be expected to be laid out that way, I

would have it disposed of to charitable uses”.^

A letter of Sarah Edwards, written to her daughter

Susannah after she knew^ the end had come, echoes the same
spirit of resignation:

“O my very Dear Child

“ hat Shall I Say. A holy and Good God heas Cover’d us with Dark
Cloud. O that we may all kiss the rod and Lay our hands on our

mouthes. tho heas Done it. he heas made me adore his Goodness that

we had him So Long, but my God Lives, and he heas my heart. O whatt

A Legacy my Husband and your Father heas Left us.

“We are all given unto God, and their I am and Love to be

—

“Sarah Edwards.” «

A fortnight after her father’s death, Esther Burr died.

She had been inoculated at the same time as her father, and
was thought to have fully recovered. Her death was so com-
pletely unexpected as to be an even greater shock to her sisters

than the loss of their father. At first they were incredulous,

but their training quickly triumphed and they bowed in sub-
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mission to what they assumed to be God’s will for her and

His plan for them all.

“How fast has she been ripening for that world”,

Sarah Parsons wrote to her sister, Mary Dwight.

But this w’as not the end of their sorrows. In the following

autumn, Sarah Edwards, widow of Jonathan, also died very

suddenly. She had come to Philadelphia for Esther’s two chil-

dren, Sally aged four, and Aaron, two, with the intention of

taking them into her own home. At this time Pierrepont, her

own youngest, was eight years old. Although in good health

when she began the journey, she became violently ill with

dysentery upon her arrival in Philadelphia, and died on

October 2nd. Her body was taken to Princeton and buried

beside the graves of her husband, her daughter, and her son-

in-law.® Samuel Hopkins’ comment,

“Surely America is greatly emptied by these deaths”,

was repeated in various forms by the small circle to whom
these losses meant personal bereavement.

In terms of his own family heritage, Jonathan Edwards
should have had a longer span. His father died only two
months before him, at eighty-nine; his mother lived on to be

ninety-eight; Grandfather Stoddard had been eighty-five;

Grandmother Warham-Stoddard, ninety-two. Five of his sis-

ters and four of his children lived past their seventies, several

of them very long past; yet he was dead at fifty-four.

In the language of his will,^® made five years earlier, the

“Infirmity of his Constitution” had long made him “Sensible

of the great Uncertainty of [his] Life”, and he had accord-

ingly put his affairs in order. The detailed inventory of his

modest personal effects is eloquent of the simplicity of his

tastes and the essential unity of his life. For him there was
little conflict between outer and inner; “things” had never been
in the saddle.

“Best Beever Hat” and “One D[itto] poorer”

“Best Wigg” and “One D[itto] poorer”
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"‘Great Coat” and “OH D[itto]”

“Black Coat” and “Two poorer D[itto]”

“I pr Specticics” and “pr D[itto]”

Why should one's possessions outstrip one's needs His did

not. He had a pocket compass but no w^atch; two pairs of knee

buckles but no other Jew'elry. His wealth, in so far as it could

be called such, was in his books, listed as 38 folio, 34 quarto,

99 octavo, 130 duodecimo, besides 25 volumes of his own

writings, and 536 pamphlets. His manuscripts were listed

according to size: 15 folio volumes, 15 quarto, and 1,074

sermon booklets.

Characteristically, he left his sons free to follow their own

choice of profession, A legacy was provided for college or for

an apprenticeship to law or medicine, and if any one of the

three should “take up Learning’', the entire library should be

his. This share fell to his second son and namesake, who was

thirteen years old at the time of his father's death. Through

this Jonathan,*^ whose life so strangely paralleled that of his

father, even to dismissal after a twenty-six-year pastorate and

death soon after election to a college presidency, greater

honor came to the Edwards name in the immediately follow-

ing generation than through any other of his nine children

who survived him.

The new’spapers took scant notice of his passing. When
Solomon Stoddard had died in 1729, the Boston News-Letter

had printed a eulogy of more than a column, prefaced by the

statement that he w-as

“too Eminent a Person to be sufferH to slip into his Grave in silence”.

Yet in most American newspapers the death of his more emi-

nent grandson was recorded in a sentence.^- Had Jonathan

Edwards died during the month of the Enfield sermon, or even

at the time of his dismissal, he too might have been similarly

honored, but not after seven years in Stockbridge had put

him and his reasons for honor out of the mind of even church-

going America. Besides, popular interest had shifted. Sermons
and the death of those who preached them were no longer
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items of first-rank importance. The newspaper issues carrying

news of his death gave much space to the recent excise

law on wines and spirits, numerous commissions of bank-

ruptcy incident to the hard times, letters of protest against

the details of British governance, usually signed by some
^^True Friend of Liberty*’. The News-Letter of the following

week (March 30, 1758) ,
announced as ‘^This Day Published”,

“Father Abraham’s Speech to a great Number of People”,

credited long afterward, doubtless for the sake of its author,

with having turned the tide in a great depression.

Sermons and treatises on religious subjects were still

numerous among the volumes advertised for sale. Even

The History of the Martyrs, Alphabetically Epitomized,

wherein was to be had “the Cream of the larger Martyrologic

skim’d off, the very spirits of them extracted”, still sanctified

the leisure of those who had a mind to martyrs ; but such titles

now shared space with

The Art of Preserving Health, A Poem in Four Books. Book I. Air.

Book II. Diet. Book III. Exercise. Book IV. The Passions,

The Way to Health, Lon^-Life and Happiness; Or, A Discourse on

Temperance,

and many others suggesting that life in America had acquired

a new dimension, and that this earth was no longer the vale

of tears it had formerly been.

Even more significant of the changing time spirit was the

announcement, on the same newspaper page with Peter Clark’s

Defence of the Divine Right of Infant Baptism,

of “Dr. Chauncy’s Sermon preached to the Society for En-

couraging Industry and employing the Poor”, or an announce-

ment that

“The Spinners are expected to appear upon the Common with their

Spinning Wheels at Four o’clock in the Afternoon”.
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The chrgY had always wrestled with the practical problems

of ignorance and poverty, and it ivas only natural that they

should take a leading part in the organization of relief meas-

ures, as a wave of friendly feeling for the unfortunate swept

over America during the 1750's. Scores of items appearing

week after week in the press attest this new accent in com-

munity life. Shut away in the wilderness of Stockbridge, Jona-

than Edwards had missed this timely emphasis.

Even ministerial disputes had dropped downward to take

a more practical turn. One such battle had concerned “sharp

points’", or lightning rods, and the doctrinal implications of

protecting one's self thereby. There were the “Electricians”

W’ho thought ‘‘sharp points” no insult to God, and their op-

ponents, the “Anti-Electricians”, who esteemed them a pre-

sumptuous meddling wdth the artillery of heaven. The dispute

had presently resolved itself into an attempt to define the

legitimate use of one's intelligence and to determine the exact

limit at w^hich the instinct of self-preservation became a de-

fiance of omnipotence. When in 1755 “electrical points” had

been fixed to the steeple of the Old Brick Meetinghouse in

Cornhill, and upon Dr. Cutler's church at North-end, the

Boston “Electricians" may be said to have triumphed. Rural

communities took note, and either capitulated or became still

more militant against change.

In 1757 religious controversy had been brought sharply

back to traditional issues by the publication of Samuel Web-
ster’s anonymous tract, A JFinter E^^ening^s Conversation^

w^hich challenged the doctrine of original sin. By comparison

with earlier pamphlet wars, the ensuing battle was hardly

more than a skirmish; but at least it brought the champions of

sound doctrine to the printing house in militant formation. On
the day after Jonathan Edwards’ death, a book by his friend

Peter Clark of Danvers, having for its purpose the demolish-

ing of Samuel Webster’s arguments, was announced for sale

under the title, A Summer Morning^s Conversation.^^ It in-

cluded a Recommendatory Preface^ signed by five divines who
urgently entreated and solemnly advised all vacant churches

to
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“beware of settling any Man in the Pastoral Office who does not
profess a firm Belief of the Great Doctrine here defended”.

The signature of fifty divines would not have seemed authori-
tative to Americans in 1758. The cause of Original Sin was a'

lost cause. It was also a cause without a defender who could
command a respectful hearing. Peter Clark and his cohorts
would not be equal to the fight. The great champion had gone.



EPILOGUE

WHAT IS HIS GREATNESS?

SiNXE his death, the greatness of Jonathan Edwards has

changed with the generations; inevitably so. As American

life since 1758 has written itself afresh many times, new ideas

and new modes of thinking them have reshaped the past as

well as the present, postponing the final w^ord. That at the

distance of nearly two centuries what survives as his imprint

upon the pattern of American culture bears little resemblance

to what he put into the religious battles of his own time is also

inevitable, and perhaps unimportant. His greatness as a reli-

gious leader, although it must have reference to both the time-

liness and the permnnence of his contribution, is strictly

bounded by neither. What is his greatness ? In a word, it is the

greatness of one who had a determining part in initiating and
directing a popular movement of far-reaching consequence,

and w’ho in addition, laid the foundations for a new system of

religious thought, also of far-reaching consequence. Religious

leaders have often directed popular movements. Less often

they have founded systems of thought. Less often still has the

same leader done both. This was, in part, the distinction of

Jonathan Edwards. He was a compelling preacher and also

a master logician; an evangelist and also a thinker; a metaphy-
sician on the side of the New Lights.

In both of these directions, his significance had chiefiy to

do with his emphasis on religion as a transforming individual

experience, an emphasis he was privileged to make at one of
the most favorable moments a religious leader could possibly

have asked. His consequent success in what quickly became a

great popular movement owed much to the hospitable time

355
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spirit, possibly more to the compulsion of his own personality

and the force of his convictions ;
but it owed most of all to the

idea itself, which really amounted to a redefinition of religion

in terms of an mner, personal experience. By this new empha-

sis, which was really a much older emphasis, Jonathan Ed-

wards became the initial, exciting force in a great religious

crusade.

His mistake in choosing to speak through an outworn,

dogmatic system instead of letting the new truth find more

appropriate form of its own, was costly both to himself and

to the truth he proclaimed. While he lived to speak directly,

his ideas seemed more and the supporting framework less;

but later, when he had gone and the traditional system came

to be recognized as obsolete, his ideas seemed obsolete also.

Actually, he had made substantial changes in the modified

Calvinism he professed; but he had made them by way of

amendment only, substituting new elements for old, and keep-

ing the traditional phraseology, even when he had changed

the meaning behind it. What he did not see was that amend-

ment was not enough. The whole theological system needed

to be demolished, most of it thrown away, and the few re-

maining pieces used in the formulating of a quite new order.

He had already gone a long way in this direction himself,

possibly further than he knew, but not far enough to put

him beyond the arid stretches of theological quibbling. The
winning of many arguments became far too important. By
his agility in dialectic he threw dust in the eyes of his brother

intellectuals and also in his own. What he had to say did not

require defence. It required only to be told. His failure to ex-

change a defensive warfare for leadership in a quite peaceful

advance greatly limited his effectiveness in his own day. To a

later judgment, it must also seriously qualify his greatness

as an original thinker.

Considering the texture of his mind, one may wonder why
he could not take the one more step and be free. Sometimes
he did take it, but not habitually. He lacked the imagination;

he lacked the mellowness and the flexibility which would have
enabled him to get outside of the system and view it with
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enough detachment to judge it. He was on too narrow a track,

and the surrounding walls were too high. For one whose

thought was capable of telescopic range, and one w^ho ex-

hibited so large a degree of intellectual subtlety, his bondage

seems almost a tragic pity. More than most men he was the

prisoner of his own ideas. Yet this bondage presents no

enigma. Back of it, in addition to the limitations of his per^

sonal heritage, lay three generations of Dissenting literalness,

and far too many years of his own life spent in the far too

industrious and too respectful study of pedestrian theolo-

gians, -who trusted their hopes to logic and to logic alone.

The vigor of Jonathan Edwards' moral earnestness has often

enough been traced to the soil and the society from which he

came. With equal reason one might say that his intellectual

zeal and persistence and, in a measure, his intellectual blind-

ness are traceable to the same sources. Among great Ameri-
cans, he is perhaps the best example of one whose mind was
cast strictly in the New’ England mold.

As an eighteenth century theologian, he was great in the

scope and symmetry of his design. He saw’ the plan of re-

demption as a vast drama, stretching back to the fall of the

angels and forward to the promise of just men made perfect

in infinite ages beyond the last trump. Nothing w’as single;

nothing was final ; every end was merely a new beginning. His
mind could not rest until he had brought the whole system
within his ken, and unified it by a single idea.

Had he lived to complete the proposed “body of divinity’^

it might have borne little resemblance to the Edwardean
scheme of theology as evolved by Messrs. Hopkins, Bellamy,
Emmons, and their successors in another generation. These
men were scarcely equal to their self-imposed task. Zealously
they amassed proofs, filled in gaps, added argument to argu-
ment; but when all was finished they could not give the breath
of life to what they had assembled. They had brought forth
a system eminently useful for confronting point by point the
system of their enemies, but one which had little to ofier a
generation which needed not to be convinced so much as to be
won back to a religious way of life. Men were tired of
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polemics. They needed a new challenge to belief, and it was

already at hand. While the “New Divinity Gentlemen” had

been busily amplifying, explaining, and neatly fitting part to

part, the doctrines which their system was designed to con-

fute had been quietly accepted by the larger portion of wor-

shipping America. The great battle of argument, for which

they were so excellently prepared, was never called. A chapter

had ended, and there was no going back.

The impetus, however, which Jonathan Edwards had

given to theological speculation is not to be judged by the ill

success of the Edwardean scheme. Out of his own unfinished

thought had come an intellectual movement which determined

the main stream of religious debate for over a generation, and

in its further sequel opened the way for the sectarian develop-

ments of the new century. To say that this same sectarianism

is to be laid at his door is to credit one man with too much.

For a hundred reasons, all roads led to separation in the

church life of the mid-century, and no one man or group of

men was responsible. Faint praise though it is, it would seem

to be true that the attempt of a little coterie of friends, first

to vindicate the master and later to modify his scheme in line

with a more timely emphasis, was finally effective in the over-

throw of the major tenets he had set himself to defend. The
victory of the Arminian way of thought, as opposed to the

Calvinistic, was perhaps inevitable in a post-Revolution

America, God must be made more kind and man more worthy.

But that the Edwardeans hastened the victory by their clari-

fication of the doctrinal issues involved, and that by their in-

tense zeal for a dying cause they forced men to declare their

loyalties afresh, there can be little doubt. More ironically still,

the triumphing idea as to the relation between this new kind

of God and this new kind of man was once again the power
of religion in the individual life. Under the very banner of his

theological enemies Jonathan Edwards’ concept of “heart re-

ligion” was still vital. It required only to be caught up by a

new time spirit and shaped to answer to a new need. Looked
back upon, the essential differences between his modifications

of strict Calvinism and John Wesley’s were slighter than
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might be supposed. John Wesley merely chose to make a dif-

ferent emphasis, and he proved to have made it in a fortunate

hour. Methodism and the other evangelical sects made the ex-

perience of conversion once more a reality in the life of the

average man, and thereby gave direction to the religious aspi-

rations of another whole generation.

What has he for a later day? Exactly what he had

for his own, once his thought is taken out of the theological

idiom. What is the divine sovereignty, as a conviction to live

by, but the hope of a world order that can be trusted? What is

eternal punishment but the insistence that right must eventu-

ally triumph over wrong, if that world order be essentially

stable and just? What is ‘‘election’’ but the recognition that

there are those who can find God and those whom no amount

of teaching and leading and compelling can ever bring to a

desire even to search for Him? One cannot confer sight upon

the blind. What is human depravity but the reluctant notion

that, left to himself, man is no credit to his kind. Certain

modern novelists have called it “realism” and have written

screeds which make Jonathan Edwards’ view of original sin

seem mild indeed.

Occasionally in his polemics and very often in his sermons,

he laid by his theology and spoke his view of life directly.

It is a pity he did not do it more often. If he had lived long

enough to justify the ways of God to man in the whole pano-

rama of the divine plan, and had then taken thought as to the

essence of it all, he would have found in his hand a very simple

thing. In the beginning it had been simple and in the end

it would have been simple. Unfortunately he left it at a middle

stage when specifications still seemed important. Fundamen-
tally, his beliefs were the beliefs of the great religionists of

all ages. He believed that man’s life is of eternal consequence.

He believed that the imperfect world we see cannot be all.

He believed that reality is of the spirit. He believed that there

is a pathway to present peace in spite of the frustrations of

life, and that man can find it, but not of himself. Had he been

able to clothe these ideas in images which would have stirred
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men’s minds as the Enfield sermon stirred them, Emerson in

his turn might have found other soil to plough.

As the details drop away, and his significance becomes

clearer within the present century, the conclusion persists that

as a shaping force in American culture, the man himself has

been more important than anything he ever did or said or

wrote. Among the great men of America, he is a lonely figure

—perhaps the loneliest; and yet in spite of his severance from

life as other men lived it, he stamped his personal imprint

deep enough to outlast the generations. He was a man of one

loyalty, and yet the total impression of his life, lived as it was

without wide margins, or open spaces, or hearty human de-

lights, is not an impression of narrowness or incompleteness.

As an achievement in human living, the whole seems greater

than the sum of its parts. Why, it is difficult to say, unless

unity within the areas he knew helped to balance the realms

he was content to let alone. By virtue of this same singleness

of loyalty, there was and is no mistaking what he stood for.

Even while he lived, he became the bright symbol of what he

called a thousand times and more, “the things of religion”.

It has been his peculiar triumph to make that identification

permanent.



NOTES

Frontispiece. The source of the Smibert attribution is not clear. No

contemporary allusion to the portraits has come to light, and it may

have been in the beginning merely an assumption based on the fact that

John Smibert was the leading Boston painter in the 1740’s. If the

assignment to Joseph Badger be correct, as most modern authorities

think likely, the portraits may have been painted later than i740j the

date hitherto assumed. Badger did not begin to be important until after

1748, when Smibert's health had failed, and since in contemporar>' as

well as later opinion his work was regarded as decidedly inferior to

Smibert’s, it would seem strange that John Erskine, the friend of

Jonathan Edwards in Scotland, who arranged for the portraits and paid

for them, would have been willing to engage an inferior painter, if

Smibert were still available. The statement of Sereno E. Dwight that

Erskine made this arrangement upon ^‘hearing that a respectable Eng-

lish painter was in Boston” would certainly apply to Smibert better

than to Badger, but might quite as well apply to neither. (The Life of

President Edzrards, in Edwards’ W orks, ed. Dwight [lO vols., New
York, 1829-30], I, 1 1 4, note.) The portraits, by bequest of the late

^Ir. Eugene P. Edwards of Stonington, Connecticut, are now owned

by Yale University, where most appropriately they hang in one of the

public rooms of Jonathan Edwards College. It is of interest to know
that a recent examination undertaken by the Galler}’’ of Fine Arts of

Yale University confirms the Badger attribution. For the portrait of

Sarah Edwards, see p, 116, infra.

Prologue

1. From the Section on Angels, in ^‘Miscellaneous Observations,”

The Works of President Edwards, edited by E. Williams and E. Par-

sons, 8 vols., Leeds, 1806—ii, together with the two-volume Supple-

ment, edited by R. Ogle (Vols. IX and X), Edinburgh, 1847, X, 368-

2. From the ^IS, draft of a letter to the widow of Elisha Williams
of Weathersfield, dated Sept. 21, 1755 (Andover Collection). Having

331
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accused her of circulating false reports which had greatly injured him,

he quite characteristically concludes the letter with an expression of

sympathy in the loss of her husband.

Chapter I, The Edwards Family

1. Samuel Hopkins, The Life and Character of the Late^ Reverend,

Learned, and Pious Mr. Jonathan Edwards (Boston, 1765), p. 2. This

was seven years after his death. The volume also contains selections

from his works.

2. In a letter to Jeremy Belknap, Aug. 4, 1779 {Massachusetts

Historical Society Collections, 1877, S^h series, II, 8).

3. P. 167, recto. This record is duplicated in another volume owned

by St. Botolph’s Church, a notebook, from which entries were copied

into the formal record. The Edwards entry is identical in both volumes,

except for the insertion in the notebook of the article a before the word

minister, and for the omission of the letter e in the final syllable of

Edwards. These records are unpublished.

4. From the will of Julian Munter, dated Jan. 8, 1646 (Somerset

House, London) :

. . Imprimis I give and bequeath unto my grandsonne William Edwards
the sonne of Richard Edwards deceased the summe of thirtie poundes of lawfull
money of England Item I give and bequeath unto my granddaughter Abigaile
Cole the daughter of James Cole the sum£ of threescore and tenn poundes of
lawfull money of England which said suine of threescore and tenn pounds I

desire my executors’ hereafter named to imploy to the best benefitt, they can
for the use of my said granddaughter until shee shall attaine the age of one
and twentie years or be married which shall first happen. But if itt shall
happen shee shall die or decease before shee shall accomplish the age of one
and twentie yeares or bee married. Then I do will and my meaneinge is that
ffortie pounds of the said threescore and Tenn pounds shalbe and remaine to
the use of my said grandsonne William Edwards And the other thirtie pounds
( residue of the said Threescore is Compounded

) I give and bequeath unto
my daughter Anne Cole mother to the said Granddaughter Abigaile Cole Item I
give unto my said daughter Anne Cole the wife of the said James Cole All my
wearinge apparrill . . .”

5.

From the will of Henry Munter, dated Sept. 8, 1638 (Somerset

House, London)

:

. . Item I give and bequeath unto my nowe wives’ daughter Anne Cole
the wife of James Cole Cooper the some of thirtie shillinges sterlinge And to
the said James Cole twentie shillinges sterlinge To bee paid unto them within
six monthes next after my decease

; Item I give & bequeathe unto Timothie
Cole and Abigaiil Cole Children of the said Anne Cole y*^ some of thirty
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shiHings sterling apeece to bee paid unto them when they shall attaine to

thdr^ severall ages of one and twentie >eares. Item I give k bequeath unto
William Edward^ sonne ot the said Anne Cole by her former husband Richard
Edwardes the some of thirtj* shiliinges sterlinge to bee paid unto him within
six montlies next after my decease . .

6. Under date of Oct. il, 1647 {The Asp:nivall Notarial Records,

Boston, 1903, pp, 113-14). William Aspinwall was recorder of the

Suffolk County Court from Nov. 13, 1544. Oct. 14/23, 1651-

II (m) 1647, “Agnes the wife of W*^“ Edwardes of Hartford uppon Con-
necticot by vertue of a procuration from her said husband dated 4(9) 1647
signed Edwards & sealed, witnessed John Talcott & John Steele, ordained
Timothie Prout of Boston mariner her laufull Atturney, granting him power
in her & her husbands name to aske kc: ail such money plate househoald goods
or chattels of & from the Executors of the last will of Jeelian late wife of Henry
Mumter of Buttalls Algate pari*^h in London deceased & to acquitt, sue kc:
arrest: & power to substitute one Attur. or more. Also to receive six pounds
of h'F W“ Hoare due from Thomas Olcott”.

7. Records of the Coopers’ Company, Coopers' Hall, Basinghall

Street, London (by the courtesy of Sir William Foster).

At a Court held ^lay 18, 1620:

“This Day a Petition preferred to this Howse, by M” Richard Edwards
M®* of Arts, uppon the next avoydance the Schoolm' his place at Ratcliffe, to
be admitted to the same place, was here redd, and the said M*" Edwards to
be warned before any ellection be made".

Henry Munter

At a Court held July 24, 1620 (Mr. l^Iunter present as warden) :

Edwpds admitted Schoolmast*^ at Ratcliff According to a promise
made unto Richard Edwards M®" of Arts long since to be admitted Schoole-
master of the ffree schoole belonging to this Company at Ratcliff uppon the
next avoidance thereof. It is this daye ordered the *said Richard Edwards
shalbe admitted ^thereto at or before Michaelmas next for as much as M**
Lownes hath written unto this Company that they should admitt another for
that he will leave ifb

At a Court held Oct. 27, 1625 (Mr. blunter named among those

present) :

“Whereas Richard Edw'ards our late Schoolem**, is lately deceased and
that the Schoolmaster his place is thereby voyd now uppon a petition exhibited
to this table by Richard Baker our usher requesting the favour of this Courte
for his admission therein It is ordered he shalbe admitted in the place of
Schoolmaster in regard of his sufficiency and payees takinge in the place of
an usher & finding two sufficient witnesses to he’ bound in bond of one hun-
dred pounds . . 7’
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In accounts book, under '‘Ordinary Payments’’ (entries for the

other years being identical) :

‘Taide M”" Edwardes our Schooleraaster for one yeares wages ending at

our Lady day 1622 £20.

Payd more to him as a legasie from Cloker £ III XI s XIII*^”.

8. Records of the Consistory Court of London, Liber Vicarii Gen-

eraieSj 1623-27, VoL XIII, p. 155 (Somerset House, London).

9. The record of Faculty Office Licenses for 1625, which might

have given her maiden name, is not extant. The marriage records of

Stepney parish for this year are in print {The Marriage Registers of

St. DunstanSj Stepney, in the County of Middlesex, 1568-1639, edited

by Thomas Colyer Fergusson, Canterbury, 1898. VoL I). The Ed-

wards-Cole item is on p. 153.

10. It had been founded in 1538 by Lady Avice, wife of Nicholas

Gibson, grocer and Sheriff of London. Originally provision had been

made for the instruction of sixty poor children, and the maintenance of

fourteen aged persons, seven from the parish of Stepney, and seven from

the “mystery” of the coopers. Through later gifts, these numbers were

increased. In 1552 the property was surrendered to the Coopers’ Com-

pany, and subsequently the governance of both school and almshouse

was in their charge. Similar charities were maintained by other guilds.

In Richard Edwards’ day the Schoolhouse probably stood on what was

later the site of Free Trade Wharf. For further details, see James F.

Firth, Historical Memoranda, Charters, Documents, and Extracts,

from the Records of the Corporation and the Books of the Company,

London, 1848.

11. Such record is to be found on a fugitive leaf dated Sept. 29,

1592, unsigned, and bound with various other items in other hands

(British Museum, Sloane MSS. 2177, p. 22, recto and verso). It is en-

titled, “Orders to be observed by such poore people as shalbe admitted

into the Almeshouse at Ratcliffe agreed upon by the Master Wardens

and Assistants of the Company of Coopers of London the xxix day of

September 1592”.

12. It is dated Oct. 27, 1620, three months after his appointment

(Records of the Consistory Court of London, Liber Vicarii Generales,

VoL XII, p. 181, verso). In margin, “Licentia docendi”.

In the published list of Canterbury Marriage Licenses, First Series,

1568-1618, edited by Joseph Meadows-Cooper (Canterbury, 1892, p.

49), there is mention, under date of Jan. 14, 1612, of “Richard Ed-

wards, Clerk, B.A. schoolmaster of Sutton V”. This was probably the
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Sutton Valence Free School in Kent, maintained by the Clothworkers'

Company of London. Detailed records of the school for the year 1612

have perished, but for the 3’ear 1618. when Richard Edwards, father of

William, was presumably in London, there is record of another master

in Sutton Valence School. Previous experience as a schoolmaster would

make application for the Ratciifte post more natural, although such a

suggestion is purely conjectural. There is no evidence for the identifica-

tion of these two schoolmasters.

13. Registrum Onnirersltatis Oxon (5 vols., Oxford, 1885—89, 2,

III, 261.

Magd. H. Edwards, Richard; dispensed towards B-A. (then of S. Jo.)
16 Mar. 1604.' 5 suppL B.A. iMagd. H.) 13 Feb., adm. (Magd. H.) 17
Feb. 1605^6 det. 1605 '6 [? 1. 399] Richard Edwards, Ch. Ch. (possibly this

man) suppl. M.A. 25 June 1617, inc. 1617.

There is mention of Richard Edwards in another entry, quoted

from the Book of ^Matriculation, as follows, 2, II, 268.

9 Dec. 1603, Exeter, Richard Edwardes, Cornw. pleb. f. iS.

Joseph Foster’s Alumni Oxonienses (Oxford, 1891), II, 449, as-

sumes these two records to refer to the same man.

Cambridge records also show a Richard Edwards whose dates do

not preclude identification

:

Alumnae Cantabrigienses. Ed. John and J. A. Venn (Cambridge, 1922),
11

, 89. Edwardes, Richard. Matric. sizar from Christ’s Michs. 1607; B.A.
1614-15,

14. Cf. note 5j supra. In extant parish records there are several

entries showing marriage of one Richard Edwards to one Anne, but no
trustworthy evidence has come to light in favor of any one of these. The
marriage record of Julian, wife to Henry 3-Iunter, which might supply

the maiden name, also has not come to light. In the will of Henry
Munter, Anne Coles is referred to as ‘‘my nowe wives’ daughter”,

indicating that iMunter was not her name.

15. British ^luseum, Sloane MS. 922. The volume is entitled,

Cappies of profitable and Comfortable Letters. Four letters written by
James Col« during 1634-35, and one letter written after he came to

America, are included. There are also two letters written to him by
Nehemiah Wallington, one by his father John Wallington during

1634-35. and two written by Nehemiah Wallington after James Coles
came to America.

16. Undated, but copied into the Letter~Book immediately after a

letter dated June 30, 1634, P- 179- This letter of June 30, 1634, also
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mentions, in addition to “my Sonne William Edwards”, “my littel dere

Dafter Abigail” and “my Lest and derest Littel one Timothy”. The

birth of these two children by Anne Cole, and also of a son James is

recorded at St. Mary’s, Whitechapel, London (Parish Register, VoL I,

unpublished) :

P. 128, verso, October 29, 1626, “James so. of James Cole & Anne”.

P. 134, verso, April 6, 1629, “Abigaile d. of James Cole and Anne”.

P. 205, verso, November 17, 1633, “Timothy so. of James and Anne

Cole”.

Mention of Abigaile Cole in the will of Henry Munter and in

various Hartford records becomes an important clue to the later history

of James Cole. The two other children cannot be certainly traced.

17. Dated 1634, Letter-Book, p. 185.

18. From a letter written to him on that date by John Wallington,

urging him to return to London. Ibid., pp. 191--93.

19. Hartford Town Votes, 1635—1716 {Connecticut Historical

Society Collections, 1897, VI), 18, 23. This record was in accordance

with a vote of the Town Meeting, Dec. 26, 1639, and had as its intern

tion the listing of all landholders since the founding of the town.

Properties listed as of this date may have been owned for three or four

years previously. For James Coles’ later holdings, see Original Distribu-

tion of the Lands in Hartford {Conn. Hist. Soc. ColL, 19 12, XIV),
Index. William S. Porter’s Hartford in 1640 (Hartford, 1842) in-

cludes a map showing James Coles’ home plot of two acres bordering

on the Market Place in Meetinghouse Square. There is also record of

his ownership in 1639 of the northern portion of Pennywise Island,

later known as Cole’s Island. Weathersfield Land Records, I, 93, quoted

by Henry R. Stiles, The History of Ancient JVeathersfield (Hartford,

1892), p. 84, note I. James Coles may even have resided at Weathers-

field before coming to Hartford.

20. Cf. note 16, supra.

21. Frank T. Cole, The Early Genealogies of the Cole Families in

America (Columbus, Ohio, 1887), P* 2. In James Coles’ letter to his

wife, Nov. 29, 1634, referring to the bitter letter of Henry Munter,

his father-in-law, he had written, “My Lord’s desier is to imploy me
for New England”. This is the most direct clue to his emigration. Very

probably, he obtained license to sail soon afterward. A later letter

(1642) of Nehemiah Wallington referring to his flying “to New Eng-

land as to a City of refuge”, together with the urgent entreaties of his

family and friends that he return to London, and his own expressed

terror at the thought of imprisonment, supply the motivation.
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22. Mentioned in his will, Nov., 1652 (Connecticut State Library,

Hartford). His estate was valued at £112 3s. 4^. His signature is a

mere scrawl. A copy of this will is contained in Charles W. Manwar^
ing’s A Di^'est of the Early Connecticut Probate Records (Hartford,

1904), I, 108-9.

23. Actually, she fared somewhat better, for shortly after James
Coles’ death, their daughter Abigaile and her husband Daniel Siliivant,

to whom the house had been willed, also died. The property then re-

verted to Anne Coles, w'ho at her death willed it to her son William

Edwards.

24. Her will had been taken down %'erbally, Jan. 20, 1679/80
(Connecticut State Library). A digest is included in !^Iamvariiig, A
Digest of Early Connecticut Probate Records, I, 292.

25. For his landholdings, see Original Distribution of the Lands in

Hartford, pp. 39, 70, 75, 106, ill, 354. Cf. also Index.

For his community services (1667-68), see Hartford Totvn foies,

^52, 154* Earlier entries occur on pp, 77, 88, 336. Cf. also Index,

The rebuke from the court is recorded in Connecticut Particular

Court Records, 1639-63 {Conn. Hist. Soc. Coil, 1928, XXII), pp.

196-7: Court of Magistrates, Dec. 14, 1658. Cf. also pp. 67, 89, 136,

174, 204, 236 and Index.

There is unofBcial mention of a court record naming him as early

as 1639, in Thomas Lechford's Notebook, 1638-1641 (Cambridge,

1885), P- 284* The action concerns an apprentice.

For other entries, see The Public Records of the Colony of Con-
necticut (Hartford, 1850), Vols. I and II, Index.

26. Mayoralty lists for Exeter and Barnstaple during the mid-

century show several possibilities; James Tucker was mayor of Exeter

in 1637 and Walter Tucker of Barnstaple in 1639. Extant parish

records for neither town furnish evidence of family relationship, but all

three names, Walter, James, and Agnes Tucker appear in the Barn-

staple records. Other names w^hich occur in both mayoralty lists for

these years are John Modyford, mayor of Exeter in 1621, and Richard

Medford, mayor of Barnstaple in 1630; John Ackland, mayor of Exeter

in 1626 and again in 1665, Arthur Auckland, J^Iayor of Barnstaple

in 1663. Extant parish records show no Agnes for either name in either

town.

27. The last entry for William Spencer in Hartford records is dated

Apr. 15, 1640; this entrj^ bears his signature (Hartford Town Votes,

I, 37). His will is dated May 4, 1640, and was probated ^lar. 4,

1640/41 (Connecticut State Library, Private Controversies, I, 66, a).
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On Jan. ii, 1640/41, Agnes Spencer is mentioned as a widow {Hart-

ford Town Votesj I, 51). She was still unmarried on May 2, 1642

{Asptnwall Notarial Records, p. 141). On Dec. 3, 1645, William Ed-

wards was collecting damages on property listed in 1640 as belonging to

the “widow Spencer^’ {Hartford Town Votes, I, 77). The marriage

had presumably taken place before the latter date.

28. From a manuscript booklet {Rew Timothy Edwards' Notices

of his Father Rich. Edwards, Esq.) numbering 86 closely written pages,

in Timothy Edwards’ hand: his own lengthy title begins, “Some things

written for my Own use and Comfort” (Andover Collection). An ab-

stract of this record is printed by Dwight, Life, pp. 654-61. The
inventory of Richard Edwards’ estate, taken May 2, 1718, lists several

of these books by title as follows: “The old Boston Law Book, The
Common Wealth of England, The Young Clarks Guide, Three His-

tory Books, and two or three old Books unbound”. George F. Tuttle,

in his The Descendants of William and Elizabeth Tuttle (Rutland,

Vermont, 1883), reported having seen in 1877 the sale of a private

library in New York City a manuscript volume, dated 1686, made

up of excerpts from Richard Edwards’ reading, but this clue to his

intellectual interests is unfortunately lost. The Tuttle entry reports

(p* 347> note), “It was written in a small, round, very neat and plain

hand”.

29. From Rev. Timothy Edwards' Notices of his Father.

30. From the inventory of his estate, Connecticut State Library.

31. For numerous entries concerning him see Public Records of

the Colony of Connecticut, Vol. II, 105, Vol. Ill, Index; Hartford

Town Votes, 168, 204, 230, 264. Cf. also Index; A Digest of Early

Connecticut Probate Records, Vols. I and II, Index.

In a record for 1702, Hartford Town Votes, p. 339, it is of interest

to note that he kept his father’s mark “for his Creatures”. Cf. p. 336

:

“Richard Edwards his Mark for his Creatures is a slitt under each

Eare”.

32. From Rev. Timothy Edwards' Notices of his Father.

33. Ibid.

34. Record of this case is to be found in the Connecticut State

Library under the classification Crimes, Misdemeanors, Divorces, 1664--

1732, III, 235 S. The statement of Richard Edwards is dated July 2,

1689. It is written throughout in his hand and signed by him. There

are also affidavits from his two eldest children, Timothy and Abigail,

corroborating his statement of Elizabeth’s failure in wifely conduct,

and her “unamicable carriage” toward himself. A summary of this
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case is included in the Judd IVISS. (Forbes Library, Northampton,

Mass.), V, 118-20.

35. The marriage took place in New Haven, Nov. 19, 1667. Ac-

cording to Elizabeth Tuttle’s baptismal record, dated Nov. 9, 1645,

she tvas two years older than her husband. She was the daughter of

William and Elizabeth Tuttle of New Haven. In the Old World,

according to the passenger list of the Planter, in which he had come

to America, William Tuttle had been a “husbandman”. In New Haven

he was a merchant. English origins of the family are obscure, but are

believed to have been Welsh. Cf. George F. Tuttle, op. cii., pp. xviii-

XXV.

36. Richard Edwards mentioned this child in the second codicil to

his will, dated Apr. 17, 1718 (Connecticut State Library). She is re-

ferred to as “]\Iary the eldest child of my first wife”. She was to have

“two shillings upon her demand”.

37. Public Records of the Colony of Connecticut^ IV, 37, 52-53, 59.

38. By this second marriage he had five sons and one daughter.

By his first marriage he had five daughters and one son. He died Apr.

17, 1718, aged seventy-one years, and is buried in the Ancient Bur>u‘ng

Ground, Hartford, Conn.

39.

This case is recorded in Hartford Archives under Crhnes, I,

80-84. There is also reference to Benjamin Tuttle’s imprisonment and

death under record of action taken by Richard Edwards concerning

his property {Private Controversies^ under date of Oct. 4, 1677). He
asks to be reimbursed for moneys spent toward the comfort of “My
Broth' in Law Lying Long in prison last Winter”.

40.

The oft-repeated assumption that a lower social rating was re-

sponsible for the fact that his name stands last in the list of graduates

in the class of 1691 is not borne out by the researches of Mr. Samuel

Eliot Morison, who observes that the order of graduates followed the

order of seniority on the “buttery table” through the years of resident

(Three Centuries of Harvard, 1636-1936, Cambridge, 1936, p. 27).

There are two entries in the steward’s records for Timothy Edwards,

one under date of Oct. 16, 1687, the other of Jan. 24, 1688. In

both entries he is mentioned as of the class of 1691, although he was

not charged wfith the commencement dinner in 1691, nor was his name

on the Theses Sheet with the names of the graduates. After the “omi-

nous mark” against his name in the Punishments column during the

first quarter of 1688, he had disappeared from the record (Sibley's

Harvard Graduates, edited by Clifford K, Shipton, Cambridge, 1933,

IV, 93-94)-
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41. East-side residents had petitioned annually, since 1680, for a

church and a minister of their own, but the parent church of Windsor

had been reluctant to grant the separation. General Court action in

May, 1694, had granted partial separation, thereby opening the way

for the candidacy of a minister. It was in response to this action that

Timothy Edwards came. His ordination was delayed until Nov. 3,

1697, following court action permitting the gathering of a church and

the calling of a minister. He was formally installed May 28, 1698,

after a residence of three and a half years. Final action, granting power

to east-side residents to order the affairs of the society and collect rates,

did not come until Oct. 12, 1699. For record of this successive action,

see The Public Records of the Colony of Connecticut, IV, 71, 77-78,

128, 144, 167, 256, 299.

42. On May ii, 1732. From the text, Heb. 9 -*27, “And as it is

appointed unto men once to die, but after this the judgment^'. He used

the fact of death as an incentive to righteous living, placing his em-

phasis on the practical virtues: pay your debts; don’t sell corn short

in time of great scarcity, or take up large tracts of land in new plan-

tations; do ail things “regularly” so as not to “hurt poor men”.

43. The inscription reads:

In Memory of

The Rev*^ M' Timothy Edwards,
Pastor of the Society in Windsor,
(whose singular Gifts and Piety, rendered
him an excellent, and in the Judgment of
Charity, by the Blessing of Heaven a
Successful Minister of the Gospel)
who died January ye 27^^ A.D. 1758,
In the 89*^ year of his Age, and 64^*^

of his Ministry ^And his Remains
Bury’d under this Stone.

There is also an Epitaph in rhymed verse.

44. Born June 2, 1672; married Timothy Edwards, Nov. 6, 1694;

eight days later came to East Windsor, where she spent her life; died,

aged ninety-eight, Jan. 19, 1771. She is buried beside Timothy Edwards,

in South Windsor churchyard.

45. For whom Downing Street, official residence of the Prime Min-
ister, was named.

46. Diary, under date of Sept. 4, 1716 {Mass. Hist. Soc. Coll.

1882, 5th Seri^, VII, loi).

47. The sermon is marked “On occasion of the Death of Mrs,

Stoddard who Died Feb. 12, 1736”. (Yale College Collection.) It

contains nothing personal.
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Chapter II, A Frontier Childhood

1. This was the fourth and last part of this voluminous work.

The first part had been published in 1693. No evidence ot a connection

between the Edwards family of Denbighshire, to which Jonathan Ed-

wards of Oxford belonged, and Richard Edwards of London, father

of William Edwards of Hartford, has come to light. The name Jona*

than had been bestowed once in the American branch of the family

before 1703. Richard Edwards of Hartford had given it to his second

son, first child b} Mary Talcott. The child had died in infancy’.

2. This tragedy took place Alar. 4, 1703/4. According to the Diary

of Daniel Fairfield, a mason of Braintree, 57 were slain and 90 carried

away captive. Judd 1\ISS., HI, 375. A scrap of current philosophizing,

added to the statistical report, is more illuminating than the figures:

**If these things be done in the green tree what shall be done in the

dry. We see ail things come alike to alFh

3. Two years after the Deerfield tragedy an East Windsor resident

was killed by an act of Indian violence, John A. Stoughton {"Arindsor

Farmes'^ : A Glimpse of an Old Parish, Hartford, i883j P* 67) Quotes

a letter from William Pitkin to Captain Stoughton, June 30, 1706,

concerning this later episode.

4. Numerous quotations from one of these books containing dated

accounts with his parishioners (1723-45) are included in Stoughton,

op. cit., and also in 1 . N. Tarbox, ^‘Rev. Timothy Edwards and His

Parishioners'’, The Congregational Quarierlg, 1871, XIII, 256-74.

The present owner of the book has not been located.

5. Life, p. 12.

6. "^Windsor Farmes'\ p. 46.

7. Henry R. Stiles, The History and Genealogies of Ancient Wind-

sor, Connecticut (2 vois., Hartford, 1891-92), includes opposite p. 556

a drawing of the Edwards house, showing most of these details with the

exception of the “porch’h For many illustrations of similar houses, see

J. Frederick Kelly, The Early Domestic Architecture of Connecticut

(New Haven, 1933)-

8. Frontispiece, 'TFindsor Farmes'\

9. IMd., pp. 47-48.

10. Stiles {op. cit., p. 556, note) includes an entry from the diary

of the *‘Rev. Mr. Robbins”, mentioning the demolition, under date

of Mar. 30, 1812. Cf. also p. 586, note.
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11. From the essay “Of Insects”, Andover Collection. First printed

by Dwight {Life, pp. 23-28), but first accurately transcribed from

the original MS. by Egbert C. Smyth {Andover Review, 1890, XIII,

5-13). The text as transcribed by Smyth has recently been reprinted

in a most convenient one-volume edition, Jonathan Edwards, edited

by Clarence H. Faust and Thomas H. Johnson (New York, 1935,

pp. i-io).

12. “Of the Rainbow”, probably written as early as “Of insects”,

Andover Collection. Accurately transcribed by E. C. Sm5rth, together

with other early pieces (“Some Early Writings of Jonathan Edwards”,

Proceedings of the American Antiquarian Society, n.s., X, 212-47).

13. Smyth argues for his eleventh year, on the evidence of hand-

writing, spelling, sentence structure, and general attitude. Assignment

of a precise date is dangerous, but assumption of precocity beyond what

was previously imagined would seem a sound enough conclusion. For

a recent treatment of the very interesting questions raised by this early

effort, see Clarence H. Faust, “Jonathan Edwards As a Scientist”

{American Literature, 1930, I, 393-404).

14. From the original first draft, Andover Collection.

15. Marked Jan. 1745/6. Yale College Collection. The text is Prov.

30:24-28.

16. From “The Mind”, a series of jottings belonging to his college

days. Dwight, Life, Appendix, p. 668, sec. 12.

17. He had been appointed by the General Assembly of Connecti-

cut to serve as alternate chaplain with Thomas Buckingham of Mil-

ford in the 1711 expedition against Canada. He was taken ill at Sara-

toga and went no farther. Four letters written during his two-month

absence have been preserved (Andover Collection). The letters of

Aug. 17 and Sept. 10 were printed by Dwight, Life, 13-15, but not

accurately. There are omissions, transpositions, and what amount to

free translations. The sense is not greatly altered by these changes, but

the style is considerably changed, or, as the editor thought, “improved”.

18. From a college letter of Jonathan Edwards, dated July 24,

1719 (Andover Collection).

19. This transcript is made from the original (Andover Collec-

tion).

20. In a letter written Oct, ii, 1725, during Jonathan’s illness at

the home of Isaac Stiles of North Haven: “Forget not to thank M*
Stiles & Mistress for any kindness y^ have showed to you & for their

Care of him, & put Jonathan in Mind to pay M*^ Stiles for y^ Enter-

tainment. You may Let him read this Letter”. Another letter dated
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Nov. lOj 1725, reiterates the same counsel. Both letters are in the

Andover Collection.

21. Undated and incomplete (Andover Collection).

22. Of 1754. Interleaved and bearing the name Edmund Williams.

American Antiquarian Society.

23. The IForks of Samuel Hopkins^ D.D. (Boston, 1852, 3 vols.),

I, Memoir by Edwards A. Park, p. 12.

24. In his Personal Narrative, perhaps the best known of all his

writings. The manuscript is unfortunately lost. First printed by Samuel

Hopkins in 1765, and included in Dwight, Life, 58—62, 64--67, it has

since been reprinted numerous times. The most recent careful printing

is that of Faust and Johnson, op, cit., 57-72. References in the present

volume are to the Hopkins text.

25. From ^‘Of insects”.

26. From a letter dated Oct. 20. 1725, ^\mitten during Jonathan's

illness in North Haven (Andover Collection).

27. From manuscript tributes to Jerusha (Andover Collection).

Two of these, apparently written by her sisters, are undated and un-

signed. Of these, one is complete in four pages; the other breaks off

before the end. A third, thought by Franklin B, Dexter to be in the

hand of Samuel Hopkins of West Springheld. husband of Jerusha’s

sister, was by the author s statement intended for publication. No
printed copy has come to light. There are two more, both in the hand

of Timothy Edwards. One of these, headed Daughter Anne of

her Dear Sister Jerusha”, follows the first three very closely ; the other,

headed “An Acct of y® Last Sickness of my Dear D: Jerusha of the

Intermittent, malignant fever”, announces as its purpose “in order to

move others to emulation”. Apparently father and daughters had in

mind some project to honor Jerusha in print, and had agreed upon

details to 1^ emphasized.

28. Andover Collection. Transcribed from the original. See repro-

duction, pp. 49-50.

Chapter III, An Embattled Education

I. Two date are given for this founding meeting: September, 1700,

and September, 1701. Thomas Clap in his MS, Annals, 1747, and his

printed pamphlets, 1754, dated it 1701; in his Annals or History of

Yale-Coilege (New Haven, 1766) he dated it 1700. Franklin B. Dex-

ter accepts the later date, establishing it by a letter known to have
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been written Aug. 7, 1701, asking for the draft of a charter (“The

Founding of Yale-College”, a paper originally read before the New
Haven Colony Historical Society, and later included in his A Selection

from the Miscellaneous Historical Papers of Fifty Years, New Haven,

1918, p. 62).

2. In 1699. The “Manifesto’' issued Nov. 19, 1699, declaring the

intention of the membership to form a new church, and the choosing

of a pastor (Benjamin Colman) without asking the advice of neigh-

boring churches, had provoked sharp controversy, Increase Mather lead-

ing off in his Order of the Gospel, 1700. He had immediately been

answered by Benjamin Colman in his Gospel Order Revised, Other

pamphlets followed in rapid succession.

3. Clap’s Annals or History of Yale-College, p. 17.

4. In a letter to Gov. Saltonstall, Aug. 25, 1718 (Franklin B.

Dexter’s A Documentary History of Yale University, 1701—if4^ [New
Haven, 1916], pp. 170-71).

5. The son of William Williams of Hatfield, whose second wife

was Christian Stoddard, a sister of Esther Edwards. Elisha was the

son of the first wife, and therefore no blood relation.

6. Colman Papers (Massachusetts Historical Society). The letter

is dated Apr. 10, 1718. The request was based upon the argument that

“our Scholars here are wholy an Intirely Separate Company by them-

selves & their Education is therefore private”.

7. Clap’s Annals, p. 29. The “Papers of Importance” were the

minutes of trustee action since the founding of the college.

8. Transcribed from the original (Andover Collection).

9. Jan. 27, 1717/18 (Andover Collection).

10. Dated June 30, 1719 (Andover Collection). Years later, Timo-

thy Cutler did not altogether retain this good impression. Writing from

Boston, Aug. 28, 1754, apparently to the Bishop of Oxford, he made

the following comment:

“I have known the man for many Years, and think him superior to

Mayhew or Prince, a man of much Sobriety and Gravity, and of more decent
Language than they, but odd in his Principles, haughty and stiff and morose”.

At this time Jonathan Edwards had less than four more years to live.

The letter is preserved in Lambeth Palace Library, London.

11. First published in 1690. Tutors Johnson and Browne, later to

be “excused” for heresy, had apparently introduced the study of Newton

and Locke in the college.

12. These pieces were first printed by Dwight, Life, Appendix:

“The' Mind”, pp, 664—702 ; “Notes on Natural Science”, pp. 702—61.
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13. From the section labelled Existence, No. 27, in ‘‘The ilind^^

(Dwight, Life^ Appendix, pp. 668-69).

14. The entries are on pp. 3 and 4:p. 3, ‘‘Berkley’s Principte of

human Knowledge & New Theory of Vision”
; p. 4. “Akiphron or the

^linute Philosopher in 2 vols. in Octavo against the Deists by George

Berkley”.

15. Thunder, No. 67 (Dwight, Life, Appendix, p. 742); Comets,

No. 86 (p. 759); Mountains, No. 42 {p. 725); Atom, No. 29 (p.

724). These last two occur in a list of “Things to be Considered or

written fully About”, 2nd series.

16. Dwight, Life, pp. 682-83.

17. Yale Collection.

18. July 24, 1719 (x'lndover Collection). This is the letter in which

he reports his “great Content” in “Mr. Cutler's” management of the

college, and the ill news of “Stiles’ " failure in the preterit.

19. Andover Collection. The date is missing. Elisha Mix was the

son of Stephen !Mix and ilary Stoddard, an older sister of Esther

Edwards. According to Timothy Edwards’ statement of the case, the

Rev. Mr. Mix had requested urgently that Elisha be allowed to room

with Jonathan, and Jonathan had consented on condition that Elisha

*‘be helpfull to him in y® business he had to do in y® buttery”. It was,

however, in personal services that cousin Elisha had been found want-

ing.

20. Transcribed from the original (Andover Collection).

21. This was a Harvard case of discipline, as reported in the Diary

of Noahdiah Russel!, tutor, 16S2. The offence had been “the abusing

of a Freshman”, the punishment, expulsion, and recall of the gifts given

him by the college (quoted in the Nra England Historical and

Genealogical Register, 1853, 53)-

Chapter IV, ''A New Sense of Things'"

1. As first printed by Samuel Hopkins, Life and Character, p. 23.

Cf. note 24, Chap. IL

2. Ibid,, p. 26.

3. Ibid., p. 29.

4. He describes such an experience in “The Fire of Love”, Early

English Text Society, Original Series, VoL ic^, Bk. 1, Chapters 12,

16, 23.
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5. George William Russell, The Candle of Vision (London, 1919),

pp. 8-9*

6. Personal Narrative (Hopkins, Life and Character

^

p. 26).

7* Hopkins, Life and Characterj p. 27.

8. Ibid.j p. 27.

9. Quoted in The Religious History of New England, King^s

Chapel Lectures (Cambridge, 1917), P- 33-

10. A complete list of these books with their respective donors forms

one of the Papers in Honor of Andrew Keogh, by the StafE of the

Library (New Haven, 1938), pp. 423-92. The list is prepared by

Louise May Bryant and Mary Patterson.

11. Herbert and Carol Schneider, Samuel Johnson, President of

Kings College: His Career and Writings (4 vols.). New York, 1929,

I, 64.

12. Dexter’s Documentary History, p. 232. This action was taken

Oct. 17, 1722. Cutler, Browne, Johnson, and, later, Wetmore, went

to England to take orders. On his return, Johnson was the only Epis-

copal rector in Connecticut, although there had been secessions to

Episcopacy in other colonies.

13. The church was built in 1719 although petition for incorporation

had not at that time been granted. Opposition had come from the

Episcopal Church. For details as to the history of early Presbyterianism

in New York, see Jonathan Greenleaf, A History of the Churches, of

All Denominations in the City of New York (New York, 1846), pp.

126-27; “The Case of the Scotch Presbyterians of the City of New
York” (New York Historical Society, Hazard Pamphlets, 1773), 46;

Documentary History of the State of New York (Albany, 1850), III,

460-65. Cf. p. 403 for the “Original Survey of the North side of Wall

St. 1685.” For details concerning the section of the city in which the

church was located see John J. Post, Old Streets, Roads, Lanes, Piers

and Wharves of New York (New York, 1882), p. 48. The church

stood until 1844.

14. There is mention in the Minutes of the Common Council of

New York (III, 266), under date of Oct. 3, 1721, of the house of

“John Smith, the Currier in Queen St.” Cf. also p. 204. This was the

neighborhood of Gilbert Livingston, petitioner for the charter of in-

corporation of the First Presbyterian Church {Ibid., Ill, 172). The
name of John Smith also appears in connection with a lot in the same

district {Ibid., VII, 12), and years later (Feb. 27, 1766), among the

names of Presbyterian trustees who petition for land on which to build

the new church.
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15. From a letter of Thomas Grant to the Rev. Timothy Wood-

bridge, Jan. 14, 1723/4 {The JFillys Papers, Conn. Hist. Soc. CoU.^

1924, XXI, 404-5). Jonathan Edwards had preached from Aug..

1 722, to Apr., 1 723.

16. Persona! ISarrative, p. 31.

17. Bolton Town Records. For a summary of these negotiations,

see Samuel ilorgan Alvord, d Hisiorical Sketch of Bolton^ Connecti-

cut^ for the Bolton Bicentennial Celebration , September 4, ig20, pp-

21-22. For mention of letters exchanged between Jonathan Edwards

and his father relative to this oiier, see Stoughton, "Trindsor Farmesf^

pp. 83-85. Concerning his likelihood of leaving the New York post,

Jonathan Edwards wrote, Jan. 16, 1722/3: ‘‘Considering the circum-

stances of the Society, and my Father’s inclination to the contrary, it

seems most probable I shall not settle here, but am ready to think I

shall leave them in the spring”.

18- From his famous tribute to her, said by Dwight to have Iseeii

written on a single sheet, now unfortunately lost. First printed by

Dwight, Life^ pp. 1 14-15, and reprinted innumerable times since.

For complete text, cf. p. 117, infra. The fact that John Stoughton

{*'!Tlndsor Farmes'\ p. 82) speaks of this sheet as still extant in 1883

leads one to hope it may yet be found.

19. From his Resolutions. First printed, though not entire, by

Samuel Hopkins, 1765 ed,, pp, 6-9. Printed entire, Dwight, I, 68-73,

and often thereafter. For a recent careful reprint of D\\right, see Faust

and Johnson, pp. 38-45.

20. From The Correspondence and Diary of Philip Doddridge

(London, 1829—31, 5 vols.), Ill, 7-9. Of the Diary and Correspond-

ence, this is I, 97—99. These resolutions are printed with the corre-

spondence of 1722, but are not otherwise dated.

21. Quoted fay Dexter, Documentary History of Yale Unimrsity^

p. 260.

22. Ibid., p. 256,

23. Hopkins Life, p. 20. The Diary extends from Dec,, 1722, when

he was in New York, through the period of the Yale tutorship,

1724—26, with a few later entries to 1735. The manuscript is lost. First

printed, though not entire, by Samuel Hopkins, 1765 ed., pp. 10-21;

first printed entire by Dwight, I, 76-94, 99-1 c^, and numerous times

since. Included, Faust and Johnson, op. cit., pp, 46-55.

24. The Andover Collection has three letters of Timothy Edwards

to his wife, written during this period of anxiety. They are dated Oct.

II, Oct* 20, and Nov. 10, 1725.
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Chapter V, Ministerial Legacy, 1^27

1. Parish action prior to this date was as follows: Apr. 14, 1725, a

colleague pastor for Solomon Stoddard had been voted; Aug. 29, 1726,

Jonathan Edwards had been invited “to assist” Solomon Stoddard;

Nov. 21, 1726, he had been invited “to Settle”, and his salary, subject

to increase, had been determined (Northampton Town Records).

2. In their Testimony to the Order of the Gospel (Boston, 1701).

3. In his Ichabod, Or a Discourse^ Shewing what Cause there is to

Fear that the Glorp of the Lord is Departing from New-England

(delivered in two sermons, printed, Boston, 1702).

4. From Thomas Prince’s Election Sermon at Cambridge, May 27,

1730. In his later Account of the Revival of Religion in Bostonj In the

Years 1740-1-2-3 (Boston, reprinted, 1823), p. 4, he summarized as

follows

:

“There was scarce a prayer made in public by the elder ministers without
some heavy lamentation of this decay: in their sermons also they frequently

mourned it: and the younger ministers commonly followed their example
therein”.

This verdict is borne out in the scores of sermons which found their

way into print from 1650 to 1740. In his Christian History (Boston,

1743-4), I, 107, he added,

“It wou’d fill a volume, tho’ it would be very affecting to repeat their

heavy Lamentations published in their Election Sermons”.

5. From his The Heart of New-England Rentj at the Blasphemies

of the Present Generation (Cambridge, 1659).

6. According to tradition, delivered to the “House of Lords & Com-
mons with the Assembly of Divines at Westminster” {The Christian

History, I, 104).

7. Benjamin Trumbull, A Complete History of Connecticut, Civil

and Ecclesiastical, 1630-1764 (2 vols., New Haven, 1818), II, 19, 20.

8. In his Diary, printed in Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., 1861, V, 115,

117.

9. In his almanac for 1740 {New England Historical and Ge-

nealogical Register, 1881, XXXV, 29).

10. For a recent discussion of the Halfway Covenant see Perry

Miller, “The Halfway Covenant” {New England Quarterly, 1933,

VI, 676-715).
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11. According to the Judd MSS., V, 39-40, the church had origi-

nally been organized with eight members. By the end of 1661, eighteen

children of six members had been admitted, and by ilar. 24, 1662,

there were fifty-six members, counting children. Up to 1672, the year

Solomon Stoddard settled, there had been no baptisms of children whose

parents were not in full communion, but immediately, on Dec. ii, 1672,

Solomon Stoddard had put into effect his system modining this prac-

tice.

12. Particularly his The Doctrine of Instituted Churches (London,

1700). Although he argued for the Lcrd^s Supper as a means of re-

generation as well as a means of strengthening the saints, he made a

careful though not very logical distinction between “^Members of the

Church walking orderly*^ and the unconverted.

13. From Atf Dissertation, wherein the Strange Doctrine Lately

Published in a Sermon, The Tendenq* of which, is to Encourage Un-

sanctilied Persons—to Approach the Holy Table Lord, is Ex-

amined and Confuted’h (Boston, 1708.) This* was a direct answer to

Solomon Stoddard^ widely discussed sermon entitled, “The Inexcusa-

bleness of Neglecting The Worship of God, Under a Pretence of being

in an Unconverted Condition, Shewed in a Sermon Preached at North-

ampton, The 17th Decemb. 1707”. Increase [Mather's point was that

Solomon Stoddard's arguments were contrary to the scriptural teach-

ing in both Old and New Testaments. The ceremonially unclean might

not meddle with holy things.

14. In a small MS. notebook of 7^2 pages (Yale University Li-

brary). His arguments were obviously simplified for popular under-

standing, his apparent purpose being to put an end to the controversy

by showing that the new way was only a reform of the old. The MS.
itself is undated, but in the Library catalogue the date 1725 is assigned.

Plymouth colonists had brought Henry Ainsworth’s version of the

Psalms, which continued in use until 1692. This book had tunes. ^lassa-

chusetts Bay colonists had brought Sternhold and Hopkins' version,

which also had tunes. After 1640 this had been replaced gradually by

the Bay Psalm Book, which did not have tunes. A new school of

hymn writers began with Isaac Watts, whose Hymns and Spiritual

Sonffs (1707), Dwine and Moral Songs for the Use of Children

(1715), and Psalms of Dmid Imitated in the Language of ike Testa-

ment (1719) enjoyed wdde favor. Philip Doddridge and Ralph Erskine

made still later contributions. Reform began about 1720.

For a recent discussion bearing on this whole subject, see Percy A.

Scholes, The Puritans and Music in England and New England:
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A Contribution to the Cultural History of Two Nations (London,

1934 )-

15. The “Narrative of Hugh Adams” is owned by the Massachu-

setts Historical Society. The cow horn episode is on p. 5 of the MS.
As might be imagined from this episode, the career of the writer was

filled with sensation. Dover was his sixth pastorate. Along with his

preaching, he had also practiced surgery and physic.

Chapter VI, The Parish Round

1. Northampton had first been settled in 1654 Nonatuck. The

original petition presented to the General Court in May, 1653, for

liberty to “plant possess and Inhabit the place . . . Called nonotack”,

had expressed the confidence that it was

“a place desirable to erect a towne in for the furtherance of the public weale
by prouiding Come and raising cattell not only for their owne but Likewise
for the good of others the probogating of the gospell the place promising in

an ordinary way of gods prouidence a Comfortable Subsistance whereby
people may Liue And Attend upon god in his holy ordinances without dis-

traction”. Quoted by James Russell Trumbull in History of Northampton,
Mass,, from Its Settlement in i6S4 {z vols., Northampton, 1898--1902), p. 6.

2. As was stated in an ordination sermon preached by Thomas Clap

in I73^j under the title, The Greatness and Difficulty of the Work
of the Ministryj and the Insufficiency of humane A bilities for it. Almost

any ordination sermon repeated the same idea. “It is an awful thing

to enter into the ministry,” wrote Peter Thatcher of Boston to a

recruit in 1727, the same year Jonathan Edwards came to Northamp-

ton. In his own sermons preached on such occasions, he reiterated these

preachments, always with emphasis on the scriptural injunction, “Sub-

mit yourself unto your minister”, obedience to which was also part of

the current view.

3. Under date of Nov. 21, 1726 (Northampton Town Records).

4. Born Jan. 9, 1710. The Pierrepont family was of Norman origin,

tracing its beginnings beyond the Conquest. The American line was

descended from William Pierrepont, son of Sir George, Knt. of Holme

Pierrepont. The Rev. James Pierrepont of New Haven, father of

Sarah, was American-born and a graduate of Harvard College. He
was minister in New Haven from 1685 his death in 1714. Mary
Hooker was his third wife. For details of the family history, see
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R. Burnham ]\Ioffat, Pierreponi Genealogies from Norman Times to

igij. Privately printed, 1913.

5. Cf. Note on Frontispiece, supra. The portrait reproduced on

p. 21 of Frank William Bayley’s Five Colonial Artists of Neti^ Eng-

land (Boston, 1929) as the portrait of Sarah Edwards, is incorrectly

so assigned. This is the portrait of lirs. John Edwards (Abigail

Fowle), 1679-1760, of Charlestown, ^Mass. It is now the propert}^ of

the Boston Museum of Art as the gift of Mr. Charles Wendell Town-

send, her descendant.

6 . As first printed in Dwight, I, 1 14-15. Cf. Note 18, Chap. IV,

supra.

7. This was not the funeral sermon. It had been preached a week

earlier by William Williams of Hatfield.

8. From a letter to his daughter Anne, written Sept. 12, 1729

(Andover Collection). On Oct. 6th he wTote again concerning a

*S’'er}’' Comfortable account of y’^ Brother, who now hath for a Considerable

[time] preach^ both parts of y* day, and Done the whole Work of y*

Ministry’k

9. Yale Collection. A transcription made by James A. Caskey

(1931) is in the libraiy of the Chicago Theological Seminar}^ Various

excerpts from this Catalogue are quoted in a valuable recent article

by Thomas H. Johnson, '‘Jonathan Edwards’ Background of Reading”,

Publications of the Colonial Society of Massachusetts, 1931, XXVIII,

193-222.

10. John H. ^lacCracken, “The Sources of Jonathan Edwards’

Idealism”, Philosophical Review, 1902, XI, 26-42. The Catalogue en-

try of the Clavis Universalis is on p. 35, between an item copied from

the News-Letter of ^lay 30, 1754, and mention of a booklist “brought

from N.York by my wife June 1754”. Although so late an entry halts

positive argument as to Edwards’ indebtedness to Collier in the col-

lege essays, it proves nothing. He may have been rereading Collier in

1754, or merely intending to read him. The Clavis Universalis, pub-

lished in 1713, would have been a timely discovery during his college

days, almost too much so to be likely, although correspondences betyveen

the thought of Collier and Edwards make the suggestion worthy of the

investigation it received in this article.

11. The Minutes of the Association from the meeting of Oct.,

1731, to that of Nov. 7, 1756, are deposited in the Forbes Library,

Northampton, Massachusetts. Pages from Oct. 13, 1747, to Aug. 5,

1752, have been cut out of the book. This was the period of the trouble

in Northampton. Two pages are also missing at the time of the trouble
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at Springfield over Robert Breck, although no meeting is omitted for

this period. The minutes for several meetings are in Jonathan Edwards’

hand.

12- A case at Stoughton, Mass., reported in Daniel T. V. Huntoon,

The History of the Town of Canton, Norfolk County, Mass. (Cam-

bridge, 1893), P* 183.

13. In an entry dated Jan. i, I737> Clapp Memorial (Boston,

1876), p. 130:

“I find the number of them to be seven hundred and twenty-two. A great

number of souls to depend on the care of one weak and sinful creature I”

Thomas Clap had been settled as pastor in Windham in 1726, the

same year Jonathan Edwards went to Northampton.

14. From a notebook of 16 pages (Yale Collection). In an undated

fragment headed, “Instruction of Children” (Andover Collection), he

suggests a plan for parents to follow in religious training of their chil-

dren. Much more than mere reading of the Bible was expected. Chil-

dren should know Jewish and ecclesiastical history, chronology of bib-

lical events, correspondences between Old and New Testament well

enough to be able to answer such questions as

“How long was it after the Destruction of Jerusalem by Nebucadn[ezzar]
till Babilon was destroyed by Cyrus?

“How long after the beginning of the Persian empire before the empire
was overthrown by Alexander?’^

15. From a notebook of 103 pages (Yale Collection).

16. Dated Northampton, June 3, 1745; a little booklet of 14 pp.

(Yale Collection), beginning:

“Dear Child,

“As you desired me to Send to you in writing Some Directions how to

conduct your Self in your Christian course: I would now answer your re-

quest; . .

17. Notebook (Yale Collection). Included in “Miscellaneous Ob-
servations”, No. 41, Works, Leeds Ed., VIII, 168.

18. Judd MSS., I, 28.

19. Holyoke Diaries, 1709—1756 (Salem, 1911), entries of Ed-

ward Holyoke. Many such items can be found in many other minis-

terial diaries; for example, Diaries of the Rev. Timothy Walker, 1730-

1782 (Concord, N.H., 1889); “Diary of the Rev. Justus Forward,

1 755"'! 8 1 2”, Bethlehem, Mass. {MS. owned by the Boston Public

Library) ; “Diary of the Rev. Joseph Green of Salem Village’^ Es-
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sex Institute Historical Collections, VIII, 215-24. XXX\ I, 325-30.

^lany such records have been preserved.

20. The Literary Diary of Ezra Stiles, ed. Franklin B. Dexter (3

vols., New York, 1901), 11
,
561.

21. The incident is variously told. It appears that while a sermon

was in progress the serpent wriggled into the elder’s seat, behind the

preacher and w’as promptly killed by the Rev. William Tompson of

Braintree. An allegorical interpretation favorable to the business of the

session was straight'way written into the record. The serpent was the

devil; the Synod was the Church; through its representatives the devil

had recently attempted the dissolution of the Church ; now the faith of

the Church, newly declared by action of this Synod, would overcome

the serpent and crush his head.

22. “A Journal of Rev. Joseph Emerson, Aug. i, 1748, to Apr. 9,

1749/’ Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc., XLIV, p. 267.

23. The Diaries of Benjamin Lynde, and of Benjamin Lynde, Jr.

(Boston, 1880). This was Benjamin Lynde, Jr., 1700-1781. Upon the

death of his father, he became Chief Justice of the Province of Massa-

chusetts. His diary, pp. 131-208, was apparently summarized by him-

self from interleaved almanacs.

Chapter VII, The Doctrine Laid Down

1. In the Memoir prefixed to The Great Christian Doctrine of

Original Sin Defended (Boston, 1758; included in ITorks, Leeds ed.,

II, 82, 84).

2. Account of the Revival of Religion in Boston, 1740-I-2-3, p. 18.

3. Quoted, Timothy Dwight, Trazrls in New-England and New-
York (4 vols., London, 1823), IV, 316. The same remark is attributed

by Sereno E. Dwight to ^‘Dr. West”, Life, pp. 607—8-

4. First preached as a sermon, May 19, 1723, three years before

Jonathan Edwards came to Northampton. The “Preface to the Reader”

in the printed edition is signed by Solomon Treat, Jan. 28, 1723/4.

He stoutly reaffirms Solomon Stoddard’s preachment: “to carry along

the Finger wfith the Line” is a “despicable way” of preaching, “like

Learners in Spelling” (p. iv).

5. From an early sermon (undated) preached from Psa. 89:6,

(Yale Collection). There are no dated sermons before 1733.
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6. All of these examples are taken from MS. sermons in the Yale

Collection.

7. From an undated sermon in his early handwriting. It might

very well have followed the 1727 earthquake, which was of unusual

violence and caused much terror.

8. From a sermon preached in 1741, shortly after the Enfield ser>

mon; “Vessels of God’s wrath” was the theme (Yale Collection).

9. No. 4239 in the current Catalogue.

10. From an undated sermon in his early handwriting (Yale Col-

lection).

11. In a notebook (Yale Collection).

12. From the college essay, “Of Being” (Dwight, Life, 706-8).

13. From his Preface to Five Discourses (Boston, 1738; Works,

Leeds ed., VI, 231).

14. Samuel Hopkins, in his Preface to The Great Christian Doc-

trine of Original Sin Defended {Ibid., II, 84).

15. Preached Mar., 1737/8, and again Mar., 1757, a year before

his death; printed in 1765 by Samuel Hopkins and in later editions.

{Works, Leeds ed., V, 517—40.)

16. In his Answers to Cases of Conscience (Boston, 1722), pp.

4, 7, 9. Having asked the question, “Is it Lawfull to wear long Hair?”

he answers in the negative. “It is a great Burden and Cumber; it is

Effeminacy, and a vast Expence”. In the same year, 1722, the Rev.

Hugh Adams had written “a thesis at ye Commencement” inveighing

bitterly against these idolatries and prognosticating judgments upon the

land if they were not laid aside.

17. From “The Diary of Rev. Joseph Green, of Salem Village”

{Essex Institute Historical Collections, 1866, VIII, 224). This was an

entry for July 26, 1704. An item in the News Letter for Nov. 9, 1749,

advertising a printed sermon of Thomas Prince entitled, “The Natural

and moral Agency of God in Droughts and Rains”, as dedicated to the

Royal Society, attests the current dignity of such ideas.

Chapter VIII, Souls Gathered In

I. The first title page to the first edition reads,

*‘Mr. Edwardses Sermon to the Publick Lecture in Boston, July 8, 1731. God
Glorified in the Work of Redemption, By the Greatness of Man^s Dependance
upon Him in the whole of it. Judges, 7,2. Xest Israel vaunt themselves’.

Boston, 1731*^.
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e preface, signed by T. Prince and W. Cooper, begins:

was with no small Difficulty that the Author’s Youth and Modesty were
railed upon to let him appear a Preacher in oor publick LecturCj and
rwards to give us a Copy of his Discourse, at the Desire of divers, Min-
's and Others, who heard it- But as we quickly found him a Workman
needs not to be ashamed before his Brethren; our Satisfaction was the

iter to see him pitching upon so noble a Subject, and treating it with so
h strength and clearness as the judicious Reader will perceive in the fol-

ing Composure”,
‘We Cannot therefore but Express our Joy and Thankfulness, that the great
[d of the Church is plcasM still to raise up from among the Children of
People, for the ^Supply of His Churches, those who assert & maintain
e Evangelical^ Principles; . . . And we cannot but wish and pray that the
^ege in the neighbouring Colony, (as well as our own,) may be a fruitful
her of many such Sons as the xA.uthor, ... so we heartily rejoyce in the
dal Favour of Providence in bestowing such a rich Gift on the Happy
Tch of Northampton, , .

2. For an excellent recent discussion of this subject, see Perry

Her, ‘^The JMarrow of Puritan Divinity,” Publications of the Co-
ml Society of Massachusetts, 1937, XXXII, 247--300.

3. Institutes, Bk. I, Chap. 13, ‘'One Divine Essence”.

4. From the Divinity School Address, delivered July 15, 1838, be-

i the Senior Class in Divinin* College, Cambridge {The Complete
}rks of Ralph JFaMo Emerson^ Riverside ed., Boston, 1903, I,

•-51).

5. Entitled, J Faithful Narrative of the Surprizing Work of God
a Letter to the Rev. Dr. Colman, of Boston, 1737; included in

mks, Leeds ed., Ill, 5-71). A MS. draft of this piece is in the

dover Collection. It fills 8 folio pages.

6. In the IMS. booklet it is dated, ‘‘Aug. ’33”. First printed in

;4; included in Works, Leeds ed., VIII, 1-2 1. Throughout his life,

particularly in his early sermons, he used light, ‘The most glorious

ig in the material world”, to suggest the greater glories of heaven.
• example, in a sermon of Apr. 1734 (Yale Collection):

‘ *Tis sweet to see the Natural Light. A PIeas[ant] Thing it is to behold
Sun but how^ much more pleasant it is to Enjoy This Light to dwell
ne with [Christ] in the brightn[ess] of God’s Glo[ry']. The Saints in
ven^ are in the full enioym[ent] hereof; they have their Souls forever
pt in that Light. They enjoy it in an unspeakable Full and Intimate
iner they not only behold the bridegroom but they have it in them. Their
s are filled with it”.

ere are many such passages.

7.

Of Hatfield, the son of William Williams and Christian Stod-
d. He was half-brother to Elisha Williams, the Yale tutor, and a
sin (by blood) to Jonathan Edw^ards. He was a man of considerable
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wealth and, partly by virtue of it, exercised a domineering control over

the affairs of Hampshire County, civil, military, and ecclesiastical.

8. Printed with other sermons of this series under the title. Dis-

courses on Various Important Subjectsj Boston, 1738; included in

Works, Leeds ed., VI, 391-430.

9. Faithful Narrative, MS. draft. Cf. Works, III, 15.

10. Ibid,, MS. draft.

11. Ibid,, cf. p. 39.

12. Judd MSS., I, 24.

13. Faithful Narrative, p. 68.

14. In his edition of Janeway ’s Token for the Children of New-
England; Or, Some Examples of Children to whom the Fear of God
was Remarkably Budding, before they Dyed (Boston, 1700).

15. Yale Collection.

16. From a letter fragment bound in with a sermon of 1744 (Yale

Collection)

.

17. Minutes of the Hampshire Association, for the meeting held

at Longmeadow, Apr. 18, 1738.

18. Judd MSS., I, 27. The ^'old house’^ was the second meeting-

house in Northampton. The first, used 1654-61, had been built of logs.

It was twenty-six by eighteen feet, and nine feet high, had a chimney,

two windows, and a thatched roof.

19. From the MS. booklet headed, “for a day of Prayer appointed

on occasion of the front Galleries falling which fell on March 13, 1737”

(Yale Collection). This accident is recorded in several diaries and in

the Boston newspapers.

20. The MS. booklet (Yale Collection) is headed, “The Sabbath

after the seating the New Meeting House Dec. 25, 1737”. There is

another booklet headed, “After the finishing of the new meeting house”

(Yale Collection). The Doctrine for this second sermon is, “The

Greatest Glory of an house for Publick Worship is the Pres[ence] of

[Christ] in it”.

21 - Minutes of the Hampshire Association, for the meeting of Apr.

8, 1735. See subheading “[Breck Case]” under “Books and Periodi-

cals” in the Bibliography for titles of Jonathan Edwards’ contributions

in this affair.
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Chapter IX, The Great Awakening

1. This was his second trip to America. He had first come in the

preceding year, 1739. Subsequently he made five more trips.

2. Quoted among various similar excerpts by W. J. Payling Wright,

‘AVhitefield and the Newspapers, 1737-1741’’. Congregational His-

torical Society Transactions (1927-29), X, iii-2i.

3. IMd,

4. William Seward, Journal of a Foyage from Savannah to Phila-

delphia, and from Philadelphia to England, IJ40 (London, 1740; also

reprinted in Boston), pp. 9. 22, 30. The Preface is dated July 24, 1740.

5. From an interleaved almanac of Paul Dudley, under date of

Sept. 18, 1740. Cf. note 9, Chapter V.

6. Preached Oct. 21. 1740, immediately after Whitefield’s de-

parture for Northampton and printed immediately. The title page an-

nounces, “Preached to a veiy^ crowded Audience, and printed at the

Desire of many”.

7. Journal of a f oyage from Gibraltar to Georgia (Philadelphia,

1740) ; under date of Sept. 22nd.

8. From Benjamin Colman’s preface to his Letter to the London
Ministers (Colman Papers, Massachusetts Historical Society).

9. Ihid,, p. 12.

10. Literary Diary, I, 70, under entn,^ of Oct. 2, 1770. He had
just heard of Whitefield’s death.

11. Some Obserirations on the Reverend Mr. IFkitefield, and his

Opposers (Boston, 1740), probably by Josiah Smith. The word opposers
is of particular interest so early as this, since criticism was hardly ar-

ticulate enough as yet to be publicly challenged.

12. Journal, p. 152, Such entries were very numerous. His letters

duplicate them at many points. For example, on Nov. 6, 1744, he
wrote: “All seemed to be melted, and were drowned in tears. The cry

after me, when I left the pulpit, was like the cry of sincere mourners
when attending the funeral of a dear departed friend”, {Works [6
vols., London, 1771], II, 71.)

13. Journal, p. 8i ; under date of Jan. 4, 1740/41.

14. Tutor Flyn/s Diary, 1724-1747 (MS. owned by Harvard
College Library).

15. Quoted in the Diary of Rev. Daniel Wadsworth (Hartford,

1894)1 P- 56s note. Daniel Wadsworth himself wrote under date of
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Apr. i8, 1741 (p. 63), after he had read Whitefield’s account of his

1740 New England visit, “Scarcely yet know w* to think of y® man &
pray God to direct me in y^ way of my duty^\

16. In his letter to the London ministers, Oct 7, 1740. Later on,

May 15, 1742, he wrote, “Mr. Whitefield’s friends have been too free

with my letters, in printing part of them, and mixing them with Parts

of others, without Distinction”. Yet he remained a staunch supporter

throughout the whole controversy.

17. On Oct 9, 1740. The letter, framed, hangs in the Kingsley

Room, Forbes Library, Northampton.

18. Coiman’s Preface^ p. lO.

19. A Continuation of the Reverend Mr. Whitefield's Journal^

... to the nth of March, 1741 (London, 1741), PP* 45-”46.

20. One later record of this remonstrance is to be found in the

postscript to the second letter in the controversy with Thomas Clap,

dated Nov. 3, 1744:

“I may possibly have said that I thought I dealt more plainly with Mr.
Whitefield about his errors than any other minister; & that when I talked

with him about impulses, he apparently did not like to have much conversa-
tion on the subject”. (From a draft of this letter in the Andover Collection.)

At this time Whitefield’s fame was in eclipse. Jonathan Edwards took

the side of the ministerial minority in upholding Whitefield, but his

sanction was by no means complete.

21. Continuation of the Journal, p. 47.

22. Ibid., pp. 46-47. His own marriage would seem to have been

a mere incident. He had met his bride two weeks before. Several days

after his marriage, he referred to her thus (Nov. 19, 1741): “On
Saturday I was married, in the fear, of God, to one who, I hope will

be a help meet to me”. JVorks, I, 338-39.

23. He was exactly Jonathan Edwards’ age. His father, William

Tennent, is remembered as the founder of the “Log College”, re-

placed in 1746 by the College of New Jersey (later Princeton Uni-

versity).

24. Sermon booklets for all three are in the Yale Collection, The
third sermon, in its printed form, is somewhat expanded, as is true for

all the printed sermons, in comparison with the manuscript version.

Such expansion was probably also true for all the sermons as they were

preached from the pulpit.

25. Written in his own hand on the title page. The book is owned

by Forbes Library, Northampton.
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26. From the Diary, as printed by Oliver Means, A Sketch of the

Strict Congregational Church of Enfield, Conn. (Hartford, 1899), P-

19. According to this account, the revival went right on. His entry for

the following day is, “Ye word came with mighty power”.

27. As related in Timothy Dwight, Travels in New England and
New York, IV, 316.

Chapter X, Aftermath

1. Mr. TurrelVs Dialogue Between a Minister and his Neighbor

about the Times (Boston, 1742), p. 8.

2. Charles Chauncy, Seasonable Thoughts on the State of Religion

in New England (Boston, 1743), p. 239. After supplying detail as to

the “Confusion in the house of God”—the screaming, shrieking, talking,

praying, laughing, congratulating each other by shaking hands and

sometimes kissing—he remarked, “It may seem incredible to relate these

Facts; but they are the real truth”. Chauncy’s statement of opposition

is valuable because he spoke temperately.

3. From the Almanacs of Nathan Bowen, quoted in the Diary of

William Bentley, 1784-1819 (4 vols., Salem, 1905), entry for Mar.

31, 1743, III, 477.

4. The Connecticut legislature also pronounced him insane.

5. Wadsworth Diary; entry of Sept, i, 1741, p. 71. This entry is

of interest as indicating that the term “Great Awakening” was in con-

temporary use.

6. Announced in the Boston News-Letter of Oct. 27, 1741, as

“Published this Day”, This was less than four months after the Enfield

sermon. Already criticism against the revival had gained considerable

momentum.

7. Journals of the Rev. Thomas Smith, and the RetJ. Samuel Deane
(Portland, 1849), p. 107.

8. Printed in the Boston News-Letter, Apr. 14, 1743.

9. Works, VIII, 632.

lO- Ibid., 628.

11. Section V, Works, VI, 42-43.

12. Ibid., p. 44.

13. Ibid., p. 50.

14. This account, written down at the desire of Jonathan Edwards,

is printed by Dwight, Life, pp. 171-186.
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15. The Distinguishing Marks, VIII, 640.

16. ‘‘An Expostulatory Letter from the Rev. Mr. Edwards of

Northampton, to the Rev. Mr. Clap, Rector of Yale-College in New-

Haven, in reply to his late printed letter to him’’ (Boston, I745)j

p. 15. The other publications in this controversy were:

''A Letter from the Rev, Mr. Thomas Clap, Rector of Yale-College

at New-Haven, to a Friend in Boston—concerning what Mr. Edwards

told him that Mr. Whitefield said—about turning out the generality

of Ministers,—and replacing them by ministers from England” (Bos-

ton, 1745)-

''Copies of Two Letters Cited by the Rev. Mr. Clap, Rector of the

College at New-Haven, in his late printed Letter to a Friend in Boston,

concerning what he has reported, as from Mr. Edwards of Northamp-

ton, concerning the Rev. Mr. Whitefield,” By Jonathan Edwards (Bos-

ton, 1745).

“A Letter from the Rev. Mr. Clap,—to the Rev. Mr. Edwards,

—

expostulating with him for his injurious reflections in his late letter to

a friend; and shewing that Mr. Edwards—plainly contradicts himself”

(Boston, 1745).

Clap’s accusation, partly because it came first, and more because it

was in line with current disapproval of Whitefield, appears to have

been more widely believed than Edwards’ denial.

17. It was entitled “The Declaration of the rector and tutors of

Yale College, in New Haven against the Reverend Mr. George White-

field, his principles and designs, in a letter to him” (Boston, 1745).

Whitefield’s criticism had concerned the neglect of tutors to pray with

their students, and the use of “Bad Books”, meaning books written by

men less “evangelical” in their principles than Solomon Stoddard.

18. Declaration of the Association of the County of New Haven,

. . . Feb. 19, 1744/5. Concerning the Reverend Mr. George White-

field, . . . Boston, 1745, pp. 4-6.

19. Whitefield’s Letter to the Rev. President and Professors, Tu-

tors, and Hebrew Instructor, of Harvard-College, in Cambridge (Bos-

ton, 1745), PP* 7 , 21, 22.

This Letter was answered by Edward Holyoke, President, in a

pamphlet, The Reverend Presidents Answer to the Things charged

upon him by the Reverend Mr. Whitefield, as Inconsbtencies. The
reply was dated Feb. 20, 1744/45. Other declarations, replies to decla-

rations, and replies to replies followed in rapid succession.

20. Various papers relative to this affair are included in the Cleave-
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land Papers owned by Essex Institute, Salem, Mass.: (i) three folio

sheets, dated Nov. 19, 1744, signed by both offenders and by Thomas
Clap, detailing the college action in the case; (2) the examination of

the culprits, with detailed question and answer, under the title, “A
Narrative of the proceedings of the Government of Yale College in

the Expulsion of John and Ebenezer Cleaveland’^ These materials

show clearly that the offence of the boys was their disposition to justify

their action in the face of the college criticism. John Cleaveland’s

Journal for 1741-42, also owned by Essex Institute, shows that as

a freshman he had been greatly concerned over his souPs salvation. The
Cleaveland affair is briefly recounted in Trumbull, History of Con-

necticutj II, 178.

21. In Joshua Coffin’s J Sketch of the History of Newburyj New-
buryportj and West Newbury (Boston, 1845), p, 215.

Chapter XI, Trouble in the Parish

1. Written across sermon notes dated Dec., 1734 (Yale Collec*

tion).

2. A portion of what would seem to be the first draft of his letter

in reply to community criticism on this point is preserved in the Yale

Collection. The purport of his reply is suggested by the following

excerpt: “since there has been so much uneasiness and some — ?

—

with respect to our manner of spending I wall yield to give the Town
an account of some of these things concerning which I have understood

some of the uneasiness has been”.

3. Action of Mar. 5, 1743/4.

4. Yale Collection. Sermon notes are written on the back.

5. Action of Mar. 14, 1747/8.

6. Written to Elihu Spencer. The letter was cut apart and the

two portions bound with two different sermon booklets. Her reference

to her father’s insistence “this winter” on a fixed salary, and her allu-

sion to the demand of the town for an itemized statement of family

expenditure, might place this letter as early as the spring of 1742/3.
If so, her statement of Jonathan Edwards’ willingness to leave his

people is of particular interest. Sermon notes of 1748 written on one

portion of this letter, however, and an allusion to Jerusha’s illness,

might place it as late as 1748. At this later date, the willingness to

leave would not be surprising.
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7. Extracts from the Itineraries and other Miscellanies of Ezra

Stiles, ed. by Franklin B. Dexter (New Haven, 1916), p. 246.

8 . A portion of the bill of sale is preserved among his papers (Yale

Collection). The girl was purchased of Richard Perkins of Newport.

g. [T. Welde]
,
A Brief Narration of the Practices of the Churches

in New England (London, 1645), p. l.

10. The more important MS. items pertinent to this investigation

were printed by Thomas H. Johnson in the New England Quarterly,

VoL V, No. I, 1932, pp. 37-54 j
under the title, '‘Jonathan Edwards

and the 'Young Folks’ Bible’ ”. The MS. originals are in the Andover

Collection.

11. These memoranda are among the papers in the Andover Col-

lection. The issue of church authority as against pastoral authority,

with which they are concerned, was not raised for the first time in

Northampton, in connection with the "bad book” case. According to

entries in the extant records of earlier action, the Northampton congre-

gation was first given a share in such administration in 1740. At that

time, by vote of the congregation, fifteen brethren were chosen "to be

present at the Hearing & considering causes and matters of Difficulty

that should arise in the Church and to be assisting to the Pastor therein

for a year.” First Church Records, Northampton. It was this committee

of fifteen before which the hearings of the accused young people were

held. In 1748 the functions of this committee were defined more

explicitly, and their authority made final, unless they happened to be

in disagreement with the pastor, in which case a council must be

called. This progressive curtailment of pastoral authority must be

recognized as in part a response to the general movement toward more

democratic rule, as well as indication of hostility toward Jonathan

Edwards.

12. Minutes of the organization meeting, Oct., 1731.

13. Meeting of Aug. 5, 1752, held at Shelburne.

14. Action of Dec. 20, 1745.

15. In spite of these precautions, several Northampton residents

were killed in surprise attacks by the Indians.

16. All of these excerpts are quoted from MS. sermons in the Yale

Collection.

17. Works, IV, p. iii.

18. Ibid., p. 33.

19. A portion of the heading for his "The Mind”, presumably

written in his college days.

20. Religious Affections {Works, IV, ill).
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21. In a letter to John Erskine, Aug. 31, 1748 (Andover Collec-

tion). The letter is printed in Dwight, Life^ 251--52. The context

(MS. draft) reads:

“It has pleased God, since I wrote ray last to you, sorely to afflict this

Family, by taking away by Death, the last February, my second Daughter,

in the 18 year of her Age, a very pleasant & useful member of this Family,

& that was generally esteemed the Flower of the Family. Herein we have a

great Loss; But the Remembrance of the remarkable Appearances of Piety

in her, from her Childhood, in Life, and also at her Death, are very com-
fortable to us, & give u«i great Reason to mingle Thanksgiving with our

Mourning. I desire your Prayers, dear sir, that God would make up our
great Loss to us in Himself”.

22. Yale Collection.

23. Works, III, 533“73-

24. The son of Solomon Stoddard, born Feb. 17, 1682; died June

19, 1748. Jonathan Edwards’ sermon at his funeral, preached from

the text, “Her strong Rods were broken and withered”, was imme-

diately printed. The sermon booklet, marked “On Occasion of the

Death of Col. Stoddard”, is in the Yale Collection. It was WTitten on

pieces of fan paper, some of which are delicately colored, as though by

a brush.

Chapter XII, Defeat and Dismissal

1. In a letter to Joseph Bellamy of Bethlehem, Conn., dated Jan.

15, 1749/50 (Library of Congress).

2. In a letter to Thomas Gillespie, July i, 1751 (Andover Col-

lection; printed by Dwight, Life, 462-68).

3. Works, VII, p. 5.

4. Ibid,, p. 200.

5. Repeated in these same words several times in his printed works:

in his Inexcusableness of Neglectinff the Worship of God, Under a

Pretence of being in an Unconverted Condition (Boston, 1708) ; in his

Defects of Ministers Reproved, and elsewhere in slightly different

form. Such an observation suggests his point of view. He looked at

the facts and framed a policy to suit.

6. Dec. 6, 1749 (Yale Collection; printed by Stanley T. Williams,

New England Quarterly, 1928, I, 237—40).

7. From a letter of Sept, ii, 1749. The name of the addressee is

missing (Collections of the American Antiquarian Society). In this
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same letter he speaks of an awakening among the young people, greater

than for the five preceding years, and expresses surprise in its “coming

at so unlikely a time”.

8. Hawley’s letter to Jonathan Edwards is missing, but the reply

which it elicited is preserved among the Hawley papers in the New
York Public Library. This reply was somewhat inaccurately printed in

Bibliotheca Sacra, 1844, I, 579-91* It has recently been carefully re-

printed in Faust and Johnson, op, cit,, pp. 392-401. Hawley’s letter to

David Hall was printed in Dwight, Life, pp. 421-27. It had been

previously printed by Samuel Hopkins, 1765, Life and Character, pp.

66-72.

9. For the complete text, see Works, VII, pp. 386-87.

10. The MS. is owned by the Massachusetts Historical Society.

The Journal contains various friendly allusions to Jonathan Edwards.

David Hall had been a supporter of Whitefield, and like Edwards,
had believed the revival to be genuine. He came as a delegate to the

second council, May, 1751, but his friendly support was again helpless

against the opposition.

11. Included in Dwight, Life, pp. 313-403.

12. Works, VII, 349-82, particularly pp. 368, 369, 382. The ser-

mon has been reprinted numerous times since 1751, when it was first

published. There are two notebook entries entitled “Farewell Sermon”.

One names as text, Jer, 25:3:

“From the thirteenth year of Josiah the son of Amon king of Judah, even
unto this day, that is the three and twentieth year, the word of the Lord
hath come unto me, and I have spoken unto you, rising early and speaking;
but ye have not hearkened’^

The other, entered several pages farther on in the same notebook, is

the text chosen. In the fact, these two entries merely support what is

apparent from various letters and other memorials; namely, that Jona-

than Edwards expected the dismissal months before it happened. In

his rejection of the more spectacular text, he revealed his own attitude

toward the whole affair. An accusing sermon would have been out of

line with his conduct throughout the crucial months. The first entry

suggests that his earlier thought may have been otherwise. The note-

book is in the Yale Collection.

13. Yale Collection. There is a copy in the Andover Collection.

The Letter is printed as an Appendix to the Reply to Solomon

Williams, Works, VII, 343—48.

14. Minutes for the meetings of Nov. 5, 1752, and Feb. 5, 1753,

r^ectively.
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15. The letter itself is dated Apr. 2; the P.S. is dated July 3.

There is still another letter to John Erskine dated July 5. Both letters

are in the Andover Collection; both were printed by Dwight, Life,

pp. 287-97, 405-13-

16. A sermon marked “August, 1750’^ only one month after the

dismissal, is typical. It had as its text Prov, 3:16—18: “Length of

days is in her right hand ; and in her left hand riches and honour’^ His

Doctrine was phrased thus:

“True Religion is no other than the true Method of becoming really &
durably rich and honourable and jo^^ful”.

17. Yale Collection. This document, which is undated, is very care-

fully drawm up. The foliowdng statements and questions were pro-

posed for consideration:

1. It is difficult to obtain a young candidate -with sound prin-

ciples.

2. If Mr. Edwards goes, the cause he has espoused will suffer.

3. Does the Gospel rule permit the church to remain together

under two practices, as at present?

4. If not, what is the lowest number of members over whom
Mr. Edwards could suitably be installed?

5. For “Encouragement and Inducement” it may be reported

that a number will join from neighboring towns. Many will join

from Northampton, once the project is assured.

6. Lastly, if Mr. Edwards leaves, what are those of us who
adhere to him to do about Communion? Must we partake with

those who believe otherwise?

18. Undated (Andover Collection).

19. Action of July 20, 1750, three w'eeks after the Farew^ell Ser-

mon. The granting of wffiat would seem to have been a small favor

would have been a great convenience. Jonathan Edwards had sheep

and other animals requiring pasturage. He could hardly have been

expected to dispose of his possessions within the month.

20. The Canaan prospect is mentioned by Ezra Stiles, Extracts

from the Itineraries, p. 182. The Lunenburg offer is recorded in a

letter from Samuel Davies, printed in The Memorial Volume of the

Edwards Family Meeting at Stockbridge, Mass,, Sept, 6—f, A,D, l8fO

(Boston, 1871), pp. iio-ii. Dwight mentions the offer from Scot-

land, but gives no details. His statement that Jonathan Edwards

received substantial financial aid from Scotland at this time is not cor-

roborated in surviving letters, but the closeness of his relation to John
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Erskine and Thomas Gillespie, for example, would have made such

aid fully natural.

21. The entry on the Town Book (Nov. 19, 1750) reads as

follows

:

“Voted To give The Rev^* M"” Edwards Ten pounds Old Ten'’* p'’* Sab-

bath for y® Time he has preached to this Parish since he was dismissed”.

Up to Nov. 15, he had preached twelve times, according to dated

sermon booklets which are extant. This amounted to almost every Sun-

day he had been in town. The settlement of his account on Nov. 19

may very well have been at his own request, and in accordance with

his plans for Stockbridge. There is no warrant in the town record for

the statement that he was forbidden to preach in Northampton after

this date. The arrangement had been ‘‘from Sabbath to Sabbath”.

22. Judd MSS., I, 24.

23. Letter to Hawley, dated Nov. 18, 1754 (Hawley Papers, New
York Public Library; Faust and Johnson, op. cit., p. 392).

24. Ibid., pp. 393, 401.

25. Ibid., p. 393.

Chapter XIII, Missionary to the Indians

1. Judd MSS., I, 192.

2. The story of this mission, up to the time of John Sergeant’s

death, is most completely told in Samuel Hopkins’ Historical Memoirs,

Relating to the Housatunnuk Indians; or. An Account of the Methods

used, and Pains taken, for the Propagation of the Gospel, among that

Heathenish Tribe, and the Success thereof, under the Ministry of the

late Reverend Mr. John Sergeant (Boston, 1753).

3. They may not have initiated action in his favor; but they had

sanctioned it, and their approval carried weight. A letter from Andrew
Oliver, May 26, 1750, written to Stephen Williams of Springfield

(Congregational Library, London), asks for a frank statement as to

Ezra Stiles* qualifications, and suggests Ephraim Williams as a source

of “such information as would be most likely to satisfy the commis-

sioners about it”. Ezra Stiles refused the post Sept. 17, 1750 {Literary

Diary, I, 209—lo). A letter of Abigail Sergeant, Aug. 10, 1750, quoted

by Stil^, speaks of malice abroad. A letter of Oct. 6, 1750, expresses

her disappointment that Ezra Stiles is not coming {ibid.^ p. 21 1).
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4. Memoir of Samuel Hopkins, I, 44. Cf. note 23, Chapter II,

supra. (This was Samuel Hopkins later of Newport, not Samuel

Hopkins of note 2, this chapter.)

5. A merchant-lawyer of Brookfield, Mass., who had distinguished

himself in the 1745 French and Indian troubles, and had been made
brigadier general in consequence. Previous to his Stockbridge residence,

he had been friendly to Jonathan Edwards. It was his marriage into

the Williams family which changed his attitude.

6. From a letter of George Drummond to John Sergeant, Feb. 9,

1740 (quoted in Hopkins’ Historical Memoirs, Relating to the Housa-

tunnuk Indians, p. 85). From this letter and those written subsequently

to Colman, Hollis, and others interested in the project, the professed

lack of self-interest on the part of the missionary and his sponsors is

unquestionably to be taken at its face value; but the approach to the

problem could hardly have been more unfortunate.

7. Ibid., p. icx>. Such phrases occur over and over in contemporary

discussions of Indian problems.

8. Ibid., p. 13.

9. Yale Collection. The same sheet contains also the grim aphorism,

copied eleven times, “he who lives upon hope may dy of disap-

pointment”.

10. Dated Aug. 31, 1751 (Andover Collection). Jonathan Ed-

wards had been installed as missionary Aug. 8, three weeks earlier.

11. From a letter dated June 30, 1752, to Col. Timothy Dwight
of Northampton (Andover Collection). The letter concerned the sell-

ing of land owned by Jonathan Edwards at Winchester, since by re-

fusal of his Stockbridge petition, he was, as he said,

“in greater need of money than I expected”.

The petition of Jonathan Edwards, dated Oct. 5, 1751, together with

other memoranda relative to the affair is included among the Stock-

bridge papers, Andover Collection. There is a summary of the trans-

action in the Judd MSS., V, p. 77.

12. There are also suggestions of help from the Scottish branch of

the same society. In surviving records these organizations appear under

various names. For example, fragmentary minutes of the London so-

ciety, relative to the Stockbridge mission, are preserved under the head-

ing, “The New England Company”. These records are to be found

at 26, Bloomsbury Square, London. In the minutes of this organiza-

tion, the Scottish Society is referred to as “ye Scotts Society of Edin-

burgh”.
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13. From the Rough Draft Minutes of the London Society, under

date of July 9, 1751. Elisha Williams’ proposal had been made at the

preceding meeting, July 3rd. The moneys granted to Mrs, Sergeant

were part of the action of the July 9th meeting. It is apparent from

these records that the name of Elisha Williams carried weight and

that approval of the new scheme he proposed amounted to a vote of

confidence in him and a vote of gratitude to Mrs. Sergeant, for her

husband’s sake.

14. One such set of memoranda is labelled, “Account of Capt.

Kelloggs Treatment of Mr. Hollis’s Scholars” (Andover Collection).

The jottings appear to have been made while the testimony was being

listened to.

15. Dated Stockbridge, Feb. 24, 1752. From a copy in the Library

of Lambeth Palace, London. The reply dated July 18, 1752, is also

included. Joseph Paine explains his sending of the copy instead of the

original thus:

“it is wrote in a hand hardly Legible”.

He also adds apologetically,

“Permit me Sir farther to mention, that I do not Patronise his observation
on the Episcopal Missionaries in New England, but, as that is part of his

Letter, I could not avoid transcribing it with the rest”.

16. The letter covers four folio pages (Andover Collection). In

another letter to Andrew Oliver, Apr. 13, 1753, he states that the

town has no chance of peace while Col. and Mrs. Dwight remain. The
purport of this letter is to urge that Mrs. Dwight be denied the head'

mistressship of the girls’ school. This denial will, he thinks, end the

unrest,

17. It burned Feb. 8, 1753. Gideon Hawley’s Journal has this

entry relative to the fire (Vol. IV)

:

“There were many, & with considerable reason, who suspected the house
to have been set on fire by some evil minded person and under the circum-
stance of a party who wished to demolish it”.

Vol. IV of this Journal is in the form of a letter. The MS. is owned
by the Congregational Library of Boston.

18. Dated Apr. 15, 1754 (Andover Collection).

19. Quoted in the Journal of Eli Forbes, of Brookfield, Mass,

{Mass. Hist. Soc. Proc.j 1892, p. 384).

20. On an undated sheet (Yale Collection).
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21. Undated; headed “Speech to the Mohawks” (Andover Col-

lection).

22. He had been appointed missionar}’ to the Iroquois in I 75 i* His

early record provides much intimate detail for the Stockbridge years.

23. Owned by the Yale University Library. Various excerpts, se-

lected by Josephine Fisher, were published together with critical com-

ment, in the New England Quarterly, 1930, III, 297-315, under the

title, '‘The Journal of Esther Burr”.

24. Lucy Edwards to IVIary Dwight, undated (Andover Collec-

tion),

25. Journal of Esther Burr, iVIS. (Yale Collection).

26. Ibid.

27. Ibid.

28. Ibid.

29. Ibid.

30. Ibid.

31. Dated Nov. 2, 1757 (Andover Collection); printed in Dwight,

Life, 571-73, but not accurately.

32. Lucy Edwards to iVIary Dwight, Aug. 20, I 754 *

33. Written June 22, 1748, on occasion of her absence during CoL

John Stoddard^s last illness. She had gone to Boston to care for him.

Another letter, a fragment (Andover Collection), ends thus:

“I am your most affectionate Companion
Jonathan Edwards”.

Chapter XIV, '"Life Passed through the Fire of Thought'^

1. Works, VII, 197.

2. Ibid., p. 210.

3. Ibid., p. 279.

4. Undated (Andover Collection).

5. The Rev. Israel Holly of SufEeld, in reply to the Rev. Mr.

Bartholomew, who had written “A Dissertation on the Qualifications

necessary to the lawful profession and enjo3Tnent of special ordinances”.

Holly^s reply is quoted from in the Historical Magazine, 1867, p. 334.

6. His correspondence during the 1740’s furnishes frequent evi-

dence of his intention to write on this subject. For example, to Joseph

Bellamy, Jan 15, 1746/7 (Yale Collection; printed with five other
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letters by Stanley T. Williams, in the New Enffland Quarterly, 1928,

I, 226-42)

:

“I have got so deep into this Controversy, that I am not willing to dismiss

it, till I know the utmost of these matters. . . .

“If you could Enquire of Dr. Johnson, or Mr Beach, or some other, &
find me what is the best Book on the Arminian side, for the Defence of

their notion of Free Will; k whether, there be any better & more fully than
Whitby, I should be glad; provided you have convenient opportunity. I don’t

know but I shall publish something after a while on that Subject”.

To John Erskine, Aug. 31, 1748:

“You would oblige me, if you would inform me what are the best Books
that have lately been written in defence of Calvinism”.

To Erskine, July 5, 1750 (Andover Collection; printed by Dwight,

Life, pp. 405-13)

:

“An End is put for the Present by these Troubles to the studies I was
before engaged in, and my Design of writing against Arminianism. I had
made considerable Preparation, and was deeply engaged in the Prosecution
of this Design, before I was rent off from it by these Difficulties, and if ever
God should give me Opportunity, I will again resume that Affair”.

7. Winthrop's Short Story contains a Catalogue of these erroneous

opinions. Included by Charles Francis Adams in Antinomianism in the

Colony of Massachusetts Bay^ 1636—1638 (1894), P* 95 *

8. Works, I, 153.

9. Ibid., p. 355.

10. Ibid., p. 410.

11. James Dana, An Examination of the Late Reverend President

Edwards' ^'Enquiry on Freedom of Will" : More Especially the Foun-

dation Principles of his Book, with the Tendency and Consequences

of the Reasoning therein Contained (Boston, 1770). Cf. Preface, and

also Appendix, pp. 128-40.

12. An Examination of President Edwards' Inquiry on the Free-

dom of the Will (New Haven, 1841). Cf. Introduction.

13. Literary Diary, III, 361, under date of July 26, 1789. The
entry reads:

“Kept Sabbath at Oxford & preached all day for Rev^ Mr. Brownson.
Mr. B. tells me his Class was the first y* recited Edwd® on the Will—that
Pres^ Clap offered the Class to chuse the Book of Mor. Phil, they wished to
recite, the Class chose Edw^® & appointed Dr. Huntington & himself to wait
on the Presid^ with their Choice who approved it. Last recited 1775”.

II, 349, under date of June 24, 1779:

“Yesterday I put the Senior Class into President Claps Ethics or Moral
Philosophy. It was printed just before his death, and has been sometimes
recited by the Classes. Afterwds President Edw^® on the Will was recited;
this giving Offence was dropped”.

'
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14. From Dana^s Preface.

15. Published in 1738.

16. Works, II, 349-50.

17. Ibid., p. 336.

18. The full title is A Winter s Conversation upon the Doctrine

of Original Sin (Boston, 1757). Webster was pastor at Salisbury, Mass.

19. For specific applications of Samuel Hopkins^ teaching to for-

eign missionary enterprise in the next century, see Olh^er W. Elsbree,

“Samuel Hopkins and His Doctrine of Benevolence’^ New England

Quarterly, 1935, VIII, 534-50.

20. The nucleus of this idea was first presented in a series of ser-

mons, preached as early as 1739. One volume of materials shaped

toward this project was printed posthumously. It contains little prom-

ise of greatness {Works, Vol. V).

21. God's Last End in Creation {Works, I, 529).

22. Ibid., p. 531.

Chapter XV, Honor Too Late

1. Originally printed by Samuel Hopkins, Life and Character

(1765), and frequently reprinted. Cf. Works, I, 78—82.

2. Ezra Stiles, writing in his Diary twenty years later, May 24,

1779, evaluated Jonathan Edwards’ abilities for the presidency thus

(II, 337), under the heading,

“Presidents of Colleges with whom I have been personally ac-

quainted” :

Edwards succeded him—a great Divine—a good Linguist especially

in Hebrew—a good Scholar, but not equal to Burr. He was well skilled

in the Logic of Ramus & Burgersdisius, & the philosophy of Wendeline, but
not in Mathematics & the Ratiocinia of the Newtonian Philosophy. A g*

Metaphysician ! He was rather adapted to a recluse contemplative serious

Life, than to the Labors & Activity of the Head of a College”.

3. Andover Collection.

4. Literary Diary, II, 337, continuing the quotation cited above

(note 2).

5. Dated May 6, 1752; the addressee is not named (Princeton

University Library).

6. From Samuel Hopkins’ account, Life (1765).

7. In a letter to Sarah Edwards dated Mar. 22, the day of Jona-

than Edwards’ death. The original is in the Andover Collection.
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Printed in Dwight, Lifej 579-80. There is also another letter, written

by John Ballantine Mar. 29th to Esther Hopkins of Springfield, but

no new details are added (Andover Collection).

8. Andover Collection. On the same sheet, Susannah wrote a letter

to one of her sisters. It is this letter which recounts the Stockbridge

farewell. Printed in Dwight, Lifej p. 581.

9. The grave of Esther Burr is not marked.

10. Dated Mar. 14, 1753. Northampton Court House. The will

was printed in Bibliotheca Sacra, 1876, XXXIII, 438-47.

11. 1745-1801. Born in Northampton; was graduated from Prince-

ton, 1765; after a brief pastorate at Bethlehem, Conn., accepted a

tutorship at Princeton ;
after two years became pastor of White Haven

church; married in the following year; was dismissed in 1795; went

to Colebrook, Conn., and after two years accepted the presidency of

Union College, Schenectady, N. Y. He was orthodox in his views,

and with certain important reservations continued the battle his father

had begun. His chief contribution to theology was his forceful de-

velopment of the idea that God is beneficent, not arbitrary, and his

interpretation of the doctrine of the atonement was in line with this

modified concept.

12. The Boston Gazette of Apr. loth did better, printing the fol-

lowing eulog}^ obviously of ministerial composition

:

“On Wednesday, the 32nd of last month, died, by inoculation, at Nassau
Hall, an eminent servant of God, the Rev. pious, Mr. Jonathan Edwards,
President of the College of New Jersey; a gentleman of distinguished abilities,

and an heavenly temper of mind; a most rational, generous, catholic and
exemplary Christian, admired by all who knew him, for his uncommon candour
and disinterested benevolence; a pattern of temperance, meekness, patience

and charity; always steady, calm and serene; a very judicious and instructive

preacher,^ and a most excellent divine. And as he lived, cheerfully resigned
to the will of Heaven, so he died, or rather, as the Scriptures emphatically
express it, with respect to good men, he fell asleep in Jesus, without the least

appearance of pain”.

13.

As might have been expected, this publication called forth a

reply by Samuel Webster. It was entitled, The Winter Evening's Con-

versation Vindicated: Against the Remarks of the Rev* Mr, Peter Clark

of Danvers, Other pamphlets followed on both sides.



SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY

This bibliography includes only those materials which have been

directly used in the preparation of the various chapters in this book. No
attempt is made to list, in addition, the large body of background

materials which contribute to the understanding of an eighteenth century

American who was both churchman and thinker.

MANUSCRIPTS

L The Edwards iMSS.*

Most of the extant Edwards MSS. are to be found in the Yale Col-

lection (Yale University Library), and the Andover Collection (An-
dover-Harvard Theological Seminary Library). The more important
items in these two collections are as follows:

Yale Collection

I. Sermons and Sermon Outlines (about 1,150 in all)

568 complete sermons in homemade and hand-sewed booklets, meas-
uring 3% by 4j4 inches. The number of pages varies, one booklet

sometimes containing the matter of several sermons intended to be
preached in series. Sermons are fully written out, even to minute correc-

tions and interpolations. All but 52 sermons (in larger booklets) are

dated, and the place of preaching noted. The earliest date on any book-

let is 1733. Texts from the New Testament predominate, although all

books of the Bible are represented. Only about 50 of these sermons have
been published.

About 350 sermon outlines, vzrying in length from three to six

pages, and usually sewed together after the fashion of the sermon book-

lets, Most of these bear dates for the last decade of the Northampton
pastorate, 1 740-1 750.

175 briefer outlines, belonging to the Stockbridge years, 1751--1757.

Many of these outlines consist of a single page, and are written on mere
scraps of paper of uneven size. All but 50 are on texts chosen from the

New Testament.

*For an earlier description of these materials, see Franklin B. Dexter,
“On the Manuscripts of Jonathan Edwards”, Massachusetts Historical Society
Proceedings, 2nd series, 1902, XV, 2--16.
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2 . Notebooks

Miscellaneous Observations, 8 vols., varying slightly in size but

approximating to the folio (1,406 pp.)- These volumes, really common-
place books, contain notations of many sorts under numbered topics, i to

1360. The whole is carefully indexed and provided with an elaborate

system of cross-reference. One volume, entitled Types of the Messiah,

is separately indexed. A Supplement to this volume, which appears in

another notebook, is bound with pieces of the New York Mercury for

Aug. 23, 1756, suggesting that this inquiry was one of Jonathan Ed-
wards’ later interests. Selections from the materials in these volumes

were first published under the editorship of John Erskine, with the

titles, Miscellaneous Observations on Important Theological Subjects,

Original and Collected (Edinburgh, 1793) and Remarks on Important
Theological Controversies (Edinburgh, 1796). Both of these volumes

were later included in the Worcester, Leeds, New York, and London
editions of Edwards’ collected works. The volume entitled Types of the

Messiah was first published, in part, by Dwight in 1830, included in the

Supplement to the Leeds edition in 1847, and in the subsequent reissues

of the earlier editions. In their published form, these materials have been

greatly altered, the result often amounting to a free translation of the

original.

Commonplace book on Theological Controversy, 298 pages, folio.

Notes on the Bible. 3 quarto vols., containing annotations and com-
ment under numbered texts and topics. Portions from these volumes
were published by Dwight in 1830, and subsequently included in reis-

sues of earlier editions. On the back cover of the second MS. volume, this

note appears, in Jonathan Edwards’ hand:

“If I live to make another Book of this sort to observe to cut the

gashes for the Stitching in deeper & not so near to the Joinings of the

Stitch that the Book may open more freely & fully. Let the sheets be

divided into twice so small divisions & st[it]ch no paper in a paper

Cover for that makes it weak & if that don’t do try next stitching the

Back of all the divisions of sheets to a Slip of the Leather & sew the

Cover over the Leather.”

Notes on Revelation, 197 pages, containing many excerpts from Bos-
ton and New York newspapers, 1747-1757. Next to the last item in

Section I, p. 167, is taken from the Connecticut Gazette for Dec. lO,

I757» a litth more than three months before Jonathan Edwards’
death.

Shadows of Divine Things. Folio. Annotations and comment on
numbered topics (Death Temporal, Lightning, The Tongue, etc.). In-

dexed both by subject and by Scripture texts noted. 23 pages.

Efficacious Grace. 3 volumes, containing 316 pages. Printed in part
by Erskine in Miscellaneous Observations (Edinburgh, 1793) and in-

cluded in later editions of Edwards’ collected Works,
Faith. 51 pages. Printed in part as Chapter VII in Erskine’s Re-

marks on Important Theological Controversies (Edinburgh, 1796).
The cover is lined with a portion of a broadside elegy for William
Seward, companion in travel of Whitefield on the 1740 visit to America.
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HarTUony of the Genius, Spirit, Doctrines and Rules of the Old
Testament and the New, 196 pages. A list of parallel texts from the

Old and New Testaments, assembled under topics. The last entry is

Psalms 149.

Catalogue, 43 pages stitched together and bound in heavy brown
paper. The book measures by inches. Paiges at the end are

blank. Perhaps the most important item in the whole collection. It con-

tains a list of 600 titles of books read and to be read, with annotations.

See pp. 119-22 and Note 9, Chap. VI, supra. On the last full page

(p. 42) there is reference to a letter dated Jan. 13, ’57. "hn my
DrawePh Jonathan Edwards died IVIar. 22, 1757/8.

Notes on Natural Science. Cover page only.

Notes for Sermons. 6 quarto volumes of miscellaneous jottings in-

tended as suggestions for sermons: texts for special occasions, timely

themes, and reminders of parish needs. Some of these suggestions are

mere hints; as, ^‘Preach a sermon to Young People’*, ^'To Preach a ser-

mon against Spiritual Pride’*; others are sufficiently detailed to indicate

the entire sermon development.

Notes on Old Testament History. 129 pages.

Notes on the History of the Early Church. 2 1 pages.

Signs of Godliness, 20 pages, folio.

Index to The ^lind.

3. Other items

Interleaved Bible. A book designed for the purpose, with blank pages

alternating with pages of biblical text. The flyleaf bears the inscription

:

Benjamin Pierpont
His Book A.D.

1728
Jonathan Edwards his Book 1748.

Almost every page has annotations, but few are filled. Several pages at

the end contain records of the saving accounts of the Edwards children,

with receipts, expenditures, borrowings, carefully itemized. The verso

of the first flyleaf has a list of symbols used by Jonathan Edwards for

cross-reference in his notebooks. Only the first two s} mbols are explained.

An early draft of the Reply to Solomon JVilliams. 2 quarto volumes,
totaling 179 pages.

Portions of an early draft of the Doctrine of Original Sin.

Essay on the Trinity. 6 pages.

Notes on Free Will, Efficacious Grace, Truth of the Christian Reli-

gion, etc. 14 pages.

The Valedictory Oration, delivered in September, 1720.

A few personal letters and fragments of letters.

The Journal of Esther Burr, daughter of Jonathan Edwards, written
in the form of letters addressed to Sally Prince of Boston. Entries date

from Oct. I, 1754, to Sept. 2, I757 ,
the day on which the fatal illness of

Aaron Burr, husband of Esther, began.
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Andover Collection

1. Sermons and sermon outlines

Five sermons and about fifty sermon outlines, belonging chiefly to

the Stockbridge years.

2. Notebooks

Prophecies of the Messiah, II2 pages, folio. A continuation of the

volume in the Yale collection.

The Fulfillment of the Prophecies, 143 pages.

Types of the Messiah, 16 pages, quarto. A continuation of the

Yale notbook by the same title.

The Treatise on Grace, Copy. (Printed by Alexander B. Grosart in

Selections from the Unpublished Writings of Jonathan Edwards of

Americaj Edinburgh, 1865.)

Shadows of Divine Things. Copy.

3. Other items

Originals of the early writings: Of Beingj The Soul, The Rainbow,

Of Insects, etc.

Testimony of the culprits and various other memoranda relating to

the discipline case of 1744.
A Draft of the Letter to Benjamin Colman (printed as A Faithful

Narrative of the Surprizing Work of God, Boston, 1737).
Family letters. The richest part of the collection. Letters written by

Timothy Edwards to Esther, his wife, during Jonathan Edwards’ child-

hood and student years.

Various letters written by Jonathan Edwards to his father and to his

sister Mary during his college years.

Various letters written by Timothy Edwards to his daughters.

Many first drafts of letters and some originals written by Jonathan
Edwards to the Boston Commissioners, to Joseph Bellamy, William
Hobby, John Erskine, and other ministers, particularly during the Stock-

bridge years.

Papers belonging to the Clap controversy; some originals and some
first drafts.

Memoranda concerning the Stockbridge Mission.

Rev, Timothy Edwards' Notices of his Father Rich. Edwards. Esq,,

a homemade notebook, measuring 6^ by 4j^ inches and numbering 86
pages. See note 28, Chap. I, supra.

Tributes to Jerusha Edwards by her sisters and by Timothy Edwards.
See note 27, Chap. II, supra,

A few of Timothy Edwards’ sermons and a small notebook with
jottings from his reading.

Scattered Items in Other Collections

A few letters and various fugitive sheets in Jonathan Edwards’ hand-
writing are to be found in the libraries of Princeton University, the
Massachusetts Historical Society, the American Antiquarian Society, the
Library of Congress, the New York Public Library, the Boston AAen-
aeum, the Congregational libraries of Boston and London, and elsewhere.
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]Miich remains to be discovered, if indeed the lost manuscripts may ever

be found. Alexander B. Grosart, who examined the entire manuscript

collection preparatory to participating in a plan to publish a definitive

edition of Edwards’ works, remarked in the 1865 Preface to his volume,

Selections from the Unpublished Writings of Jonathan Edtmrds of

America, that he had then in his possession “priceless and hitherto un-

known materials for a worthy biography”. These materials, not other-

wise described, have never come to light. John A. Stoughton, in his

Preface to "JUindsor Farms'', 1883, quoted from a letter by Anne
Grant, great-granddaughter of Anne Edwards, as follows:

“When I was a child there was a great heap of papers on the garret

floor belonging to the Edwards estate; of these many were injured by

the rain from the leaky" roof until they crumbled to dust, and many
others were given to various persons, who, anxious to obtain some me-

mento of the family were allowed to help themselves from the collec-

tion.”

Doubtless all of these, some of which might also have been “price-

less”, have now perished. ^lany of the more valuable originals from the

collections of Sereno E. Dwight, now forming the Andover Collection,

have been missing for many years.

IL Other MS. Materials Used in This Study

Adams, Hugh, “A Narrative of Remarkable instances of a particular

faith, 1724-5.” ]VIassachusetts Historical Society.

Clap, Thomas. “Some Considerations tending to put an end to the

Differences that have been about Singing by Rule.” Yale University

Library.

The Cleaveland Papers. Essex Institute.

The Colman Papers. Massachusetts Historical Society.

The Connecticut Archives. The wills of James Cole, Anne Cole,

Richard Edwards of Hartford, Timothy Edwards, and various other

papers relating to Richard Edwards.
Records of the Consistory Court of London. Liber Vicarii Gen-

erales, Vols. XII and XIII, for items relating to Richard Edwards of

London and Anne, his wife. Somerset House, London.
Records of the Coopers’ Company, Coopers’ Hall, London.
The First Church Records, Northampton, Mass.
Flynt, Henry (Tutor), Diary, 1724-1747. Harvard College

Library.

Hall, David, Diary, i740-i7Sg. Massachusetts Historical Society^

The Minutes of the Hampshire Association, Oct. 1731-Nov. 1756.
Forbes Library, Northampton, Mass.

Hawley, Gideon, Journal, J754—S7j 4 vols. Congregational Library,

Boston.

The (Joseph) Hawley Papers. New York Public Library.

The Judd MSS. Forbes Library, Northampton, Mass.
Liber Ordinationum, 1578-1628. St. Paul’s Cathedral, London.
The Archives of Massachusetts, Vols. XIII and XXXII. State-

house, Boston.
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]\Iuiiter, Henry and Julian, the wills of. Somerset House, London.

Northampton Town Records. Northampton, Mass.

“Papers relating to the American Colonies’’, No. 1123. Lambeth
Palace Library, London.

Parish Registers: St. Botolph’s (Aldgate) : St. Mary’s, Whitechapel;

St. Dunstan’s, Stepney. London.
Regulations concerning the Almeshouse at Ratcliffe. Sloane MS.
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THE PUBLISHED WORKS OF JONATHAN EDWARDS

A complete bibliography of Jonathan Edwards’ works, in all editions

and reprints is being prepared by James Thayer Gerould, Librarian of

Princeton University. Such a list has long been needed, and its publica-

tion will answer many questions as to the continuing interest in the writ-

ings of Jonathan Edwards through the years. The present bibliography

lists only the separate items published during his lifetime, and the collec-

tions of his complete works which have appeared since his death. Only
one edition is noted for each item. The order is chronological. (See also

the Bibliography prepared by John J. Cross, Cambridge History of

American Literature [New York, 1917], I, 427-32.

Works Published During Jonathan Edwards’ Lifetime

God Glorified in the Work of Redemption, by the Greatness of

Mans Dependence upon him in the Whole of it. Boston, 1731.
A Devine and Supernatural Light, Immediately imparted to the Soul

by the Spirit of God, Shown to be both a Scriptural and Rational Doc-
trine \^The Reality of Spiritual Light.

^

Boston, 1734.
Part of a Large Letter from the Rev. Mr. Edwards of Northampton

giving an account of the Late Wonderful Work of God in those Parts,
dated Nov. 6, 1736. Boston, 1736. (Appended to The Duty and Interest

of a People by William Williams.) (A letter of Jonathan Edwards to

Dr. Colman of Boston contradicts what he calls an erroneous impression
as to his displeasure over the printing of this letter at the end of “Uncle
Williams Sermon”. He was not displeased, he says, but honored; it was
Williams who W’as displeased. The letter is owned by the Massachusetts
Historical Society.)

A Faithful Narrative of the Surprizing Work of God in the Conver-
sion of many Hundred Souls in Northampton and the Neighboring
Towns and Villages, in a Letter to the Rev. Dr. Benjamin Colman of
Boston. Boston, 1737.

The Church's Marriage to her Sons, and to her God: A Sermon
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Preached at the Instalment of the Ret\ J/r. Samuel Buel as Pastor . . .

at East-Hampion on Long-Island, September ig, 1^4.6, Boston, 1746-

True Saints when Absent from the Body are Present with the Lord:

A Sermon preached at the Funeral of Mr, David Brainerd. Boston,

1747.
An Humble Attempt to promote Explicit Agreement and Visible

L nion of God^s People in Extraordinary Prayer for the Revival of

Religion and the Advancement of Chrisds Kingdom on Earth, Boston,

1747 -

A Strong Rod broken and withered: A Sermon Preached at North-

ampton, . , , June 26, 174S, On the Death of the Honourable John
Stoddard, Esq, Boston, 1748.

An Account of the Life of the Late Reverend Mr, David Brainerd

—chiefly taken from his own diary and other Private Writings, written

for his ozvn Use and nozc Published, Boston, 1749-

Christ the great Example of Gospel Alinisters: A Sermon Preac¥d
at Portsmouth, at the Ordination of the Reverend Mr, Job Strong,

, , , June 2g, ijgg, Boston, n.d.

An Humble Inquiry into the Rules of the Word of God, Concern-

ing the Qualiflcations Requisite to a Compleat Standing and full Com-
munion in the Visible Christian Church, Boston, 1749.

Preface to Joseph Bellamy’s True Religion Delineated, Boston,

1750.

xi Farewel-Sermon Preached at the first Precinct in Northampton
After the People's piiblick Rejection of their Minister, on June
22, 17SO- Boston, 1751.

(See Breck Case under Books and Periodicals,)

Discourses on Various Important Subjects, Nearly concerning the

great Affair of the Soul's Eternal Salvation, Boston, 1738.
The Distinguishing Marks of a Work of the Spirit of God, with

a preface by the Rev. ]Mr. Cooper of Boston. Boston, 1741.
The Resort and Remedy of those that are bereaved by the Death of

an Eminent Minister; A Sermon preached at Hatfield, Sept, 2, 1741,
Being the Day of the Interment of the Reverend Mr, TVilliam WiU
Hams, the aged and venerable Pastor of that church, Boston, 1 741.

Sinners in the Hands of an xingry God: A Sermon preached at

Enfield, July 8th, 1741, at a Time of great Awakening, Boston, 1741.
Some Thoughts Concerning the Present Revival of Religion in New-

England, Boston, 1742.
The Great Concern of a JVatchman for Souls, In a Sermon Preach'd

at the Ordination of the Reverend Mr, Jonathan Judd, June 8, 1743,
Boston, 1743.

The True Excellency of a Minister of the Gospel: A Sermon
preached at Pelham, Aug, 30, 1744 at the ordination of the Rev, Mir,

Robert Abercrombie, Boston, 1744.

An Expostulatory Letter from the Rev. Mir. Edwards of Northamp-
ton to the Rev. Mir. Clap, Rector of Yale-Callege in New-Haven,
Boston, 1745.

Copies of the Two Letters cited by Rev. Mir, Clap in his late printed

Letter to a Friend in Boston, Boston, 1745-
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A Treatise Concerning Religious Affections; in Three Parts, Boston,

1746.
Misrepresentations Corrected^ and Truth Vindicatedj In a Reply to

the Rev. Mr. Solomon Williams^ Book. Boston, 175^*

True Gracej Distinguished from the Experience of Devils: in a

Sermouj Preached before the Synod of New-Yorkj . . . Sept. 28,

New York, 1753.

A Careful and Strict Enquiry into the Modern prevailing Notions

of that Freedom of Will, which is supposed to be essential to Moral
Agency^ Vertue and Vice, Reward and Punishment, Praise and Blame.
Boston, 1754.

Works Published Since His Death

The Great Christian Doctrine of Original Sin Defended. Boston,

1758.
The Life and Character of the late Reverend Learned and Pious

Mr. Jonathan Edwards . . . together with a Number of his Sermons
on Various Important Subjects, ed. by Samuel Hopkins. Boston. 1765.

Two Dissertations: I, Concerning the End for which God created

the World; II, The Nature of True Virtue. Boston, 1765.

A History of the Work of Redemption, Containing the Outlines of

a Body of Divinity. Edinburgh, 1774-

Sermons, ed. by Jonathan Edwards the younger. Hartford, 1780.

Christian Cautions, or. The Necessity of Self-Examination. Edin-

burgh, 1788.

Practical Sermons on Various Subjects. Edinburgh, 1789.
Miscellaneous Observations on Important Theological Subjects, ed.

by John Erskine. Edinburgh, 1793.
Remarks on Important Theological Controversies. Edinburgh, 1796,
Practical Sermons never before published. Edinburgh, 1797.

Collected Works

Works, ed. by E. Williams and E. Parsons. 8 vols., Leeds, 1806-

1811; reissued in a new edition, London, 1817; reissued, with a two-
volume Supplement, ed. by R. Ogle, Edinburgh, 1847.

Works, ed. by Samuel Austin. 8 vols., Worcester, 1808-9; reissued

with additions, including the supplementary volumes edited by Ogle and
an index. New York, 1847, and various times since.

Works, ed. by Sereno E. Dwight. 10 vols. (VoL I containing a Life
by Dwight), New York, 1829, 1830.

Works, ed. by E. Hickman. 2 vols., London, 1833 ;
reissued with an

essay on the Genius and Writings of Edwards by H. Rogers and the

Memoir by Dwight, London, 1834; reprinted in one volume, London,
1835; reprinted in 4 vols.. New York, Boston, Philadelphia, 1843,
10 vols., Edinburgh, 1847.

Works not induded in these editions:

Charity and its Fruits, ed. by Trycm Edwards. London, 1851.
Selections from the Unpublished Writings of Jonathan Edwards of

America, ed. by Alexander B. Grosart. Edinburgh, 1865.
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Observations concerning the Scripture 0economy of the Trinity and
Covenant of Redemption by Jonathan Edwards, ed. bj’ Egbert C. Smyth.
New York, 1880.

An Ufipubiished Essay of Edwards on the Trinity, with Remarks on

Edwards and Ms Theology, ed. by George P. Fisher. New York, 1903.
“Six Letters of Jonathan Edwards to Joseph Bellamy”, ed. by

Stanley T. Williams, 'New England Quarterly, 1928, I, 226-42.

Selected Works:

Selected Sermons of Jonathan Edwards, ed. by H. Gardiner-

New York, 1904.

Benjamin Franklin and Jonathan Edwards: Selections from Their

Writings, ed. with an Introduction by Carl Van Doren. New York,

1920.

Jonathan Edwards: Representative Selections (with Introduction,

Bibliography, and Notes), ed. by Clarence H. Faust and Thomas H.
Johnson. New York, 1935.

BOOKS AND PERIODIC.ALS *

Adams, Charles Francis, Antinomianism in the Colony of Massachusetts

Bay, 1636-1638 (including the Short Story and other Documents).
The Publications of the Prince Society, VoL XXI, 1894.

Allen, Alexander V. G., Jonathan Edwards. Boston, 1889-

Alvord, Samuel ^lorgan, A Historical Sketch of Bolton, Connecticut,

for the Bolton Bicentennial Celebration, September 4, ig20. Man-
chester, Conn., 1920.

The American Magazine and Historical Chronicle, Vols. I-III, Boston,

1743-1746.
Ames, William, The AIarrow of Sacred Divinity. London, 1643.
[Andover] Exercises Commemorating the Two-hundredth Anniversary

of the Birth of Jonathan Edwards, Held at the Andover Theolog-

ical Seminary, October 4 and £, 1903. Andover, 1904.
Andrews, Charles McLean, The Beginnings of Connecticut, 1632-1662.

New Haven, 1934.
The River Towns of Connecticut ; A Study of Wethersfield,

Hartford, and Windsor (John Hopkins Studies in History and
Political Science, 7th Series). Baltimore, 1889.

[Aspinwall] A Volume relating to the Early History of Boston, Con-
taining the Aspinwall Notarial Records from 1644 to 1631. Boston,

1903.
Baxter, Joseph, The Duty of a People to Pray and to Bless God for

their Rulers: who are to promote peace and godliness, and honesty

among them (Election Sermon, May 31, 1727). Boston, 1727.

Bayley, Frank William, Five Colonial Artists of New England. Boston,

1929.

* See also tke Bibliographies by John J. Coss in Cambridge History of
American Literature, I, 432-3S and Faust and Johnson in Jonathan Edwards:
Representative Selections, pp. cxix-cxlii.
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Beach, John, A Sermonj Shewing that Eternal Life is GoAs Free Giftj

And that Free Grace and Free Will Concur^ in the Affair of Mans
Salvation. Newport, 1745.

Belden, Albert D., George Whitefield, the Awakener: A Modern Study

of the Evangelical Revival. London, I930-

The Belknap Papers {Massachusetts Historical Society Collections, 5th

Series, 1877, Vols. II and III).

Bellamy, Joseph, The Works of the Rev. Joseph Bellamy, D.D., late of

Bethlehem, Conn. 3 vols., New York, 1811-12.

Bennett, Charles A. A., “An Approach to Mysticism”, Philosophical

Review, 1918, XXVII, 392-404.

A Philosophical Study of Mysticism: An Essay. New Haven,

1923-
^ .

Bennett, Joseph, Diary {Massachusetts Historical Society Proceedings,

1861, V, 115-17)*

Bentley, William, The Diary of William Bentley, D.D., 1784—i8ig.

4 vols. Salem, 1904-5.
Birch, John Godfrey, Limehouse Through Five Centuries. London,

1930.
Blake, Leroy, The Separates or Strict Congregationalists of New Eng-

land. Boston, igo2.

The Boston Weekly News-Letter, 1704—1754.
Breck, Robert, An Account of the Council which Dismissed the Rev.

Mr, Edwards. Boston, 1750.
[Breck Case] A Narrative and Defence of the Proceedings of the Minis-

ters of Hampshire, who disapprov d of Mr. BrecFs Settlement at

Springfield. Boston, 1737. (Prepared by Jonathan Edwards.)
A Letter to the Author of the Pamphlet called an answer to

the Hampshire Narrative. Boston, 1737. (Probably by Jonathan
Edwards.

)

Buckingham, Stephen, The Unreasonableness and Danger of a PeopWs
Renouncing their Subjection to God. (Election Sermon, May lO,

1711). Boston. 1711.
Burgess, Walter H., The Pastor of the Pilgrims: A Biography of John

Robinson. London, 1920.
Burrage, Champlin, The Early English Dissenters in the Light of Re-

cent Research (1550-1641). 2 vols., Cambridge, 1912.
Calvin, John, Institutes of the Christian Religion, translated by J. Allen.

2 vols., Philadelphia, n.d.

[Cambridge Platform] A Platform of Church-Discipline; Gathered
out of the Word of God; and Agreed upon by the Elders and
Messengers of the churches assembled in the Synod at Cambridge,
in N.E. 1648. Boston, 1649; Reprinted, 1757.

Canby, Henry S., Classic Americans. New York, 1931.
Carpenter, Frederick L, “The Radicalism of Jonathan Edwards,” New

England Quarterly, 1 93 1, IV, 629-44.
Chauncy, Charles, Enthusiasm described and caution d against, a sermon.

Boston, 1742.
The late religious commotions in New-England considered:

An answer to the Reverend Mr. Jonathan Edwardses sermon en-
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titled, "'The Distinffulshinff Clarks of a JFork of the Spirit of

God . .
/’ Boston, 1743.

Chauncy, Charles, Seasonable Thoughts on the State of Religion in

Xew-England, Boston, 1743.
Clap, Thomas, The Annals or Hutary of Yale-College, In Xew Haven,

in the Colony of Connecticut, from the first Founding thereof, in

the Year lyoo, to the Year, if66. New Haven, 17^6.

A Brief History and Jlndication of the Doctrines Received
and Established in the Churches of Xezc-England, with a Specimen

of the A ew Scheme of Religion beginning to prevail. New Haven,

1755 -

A Catalogue of the library of Yale-College in Xew-Haven.
New London, 1743; facsimile reprint. New Haven, 1931.

The Greatness and Difficulty of the JVork of the ^Ministry, A
Sermon Preached . . . Sept. 20, 1732. Boston, 1732.

A Letter from the Rer. Air. Thomas Clap, Rector of Yale-

College at Xetv-Haven, to a Friend in Boston; . . . concerning

what Air. Edwards told him that Air. Whitefield said . . • about

turning out the generality of Alinisters. Boston, 1745.
A Letter from the Rer. Air. Clap, rector of Yale-College in

Xew-Haven, to the Rev. Air. Edwards, . . . expostulating with
him for his injurious reflections in his late letter to a friend, and
shewing, that Air. Edwards, in contradicting the rector, plainly
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Clapp, Ebenezer, The Clapp Alemorial: Records of the Clapp Family

in America. Boston, 1876.
Clark, Peter, The Scripture-D octrine of Original Sin, stated and de-

fended, In a Summer-AIorningA Conversation, between a Alinlster

and a Xeighbour. Boston, 1758.
Clark, Solomon, Antiquities, Historicals and Graduates of Northampton,

Alass. Northampton, 1882.

Historical Catalogue of the Northampton First Church. North-
ampton, 1881.

Coffin, Joshua, A Sketch of the History of Nembury, Newburyport, and
West Newbury, from 1633 Boston, 1845.

Cole, Frank T., The Early Genealogies of the Cole Families in Amer-
ica. Columbus, Ohio, 1887.

Colman, Benjamin, Letter to the London Alinisters. London, 1742.
Souls Flying to Jesus Christ pleasant and admirable to behold:

A Sermon Fredid . . . October 21, 1740. Boston, 1740.
Colyer-Fergusson, Sir Thomas, ed., The Marriage Registers of St.

Dunstans, Stepney, in the County of Aliddlesex, VoL L Canter-
bury, 1898.

A Confession of Faith, Owned and Consented unto by the Elders and
Alessengers of the Churches Assembled at Boston in New-England,
Alay 13, 1680. Reprinted, Boston, 1757.

The Congregationalist and Christian World, LXXXVIII, Oct. 3, 1903.
[Connecticut] The Public Records of the Colony of Connecticut, 1636—

1776. 15 vols.
; ed. by J. Hammond Trumbull (I-III) and C. J.

Hoadly (IV-XV). Hartford, 1850-1890.
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Dwight, Mary (Edwards) daughter

of J. E., 20, 269, 320

Dwight, Sereno E., 31, 331, n. i

Dwight, Colonel Timothy, of North-

ampton, mentioned, 130, 172; sup-

ports J. 251-52; offers to divide
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salary, 261; is abused, 263; J. E.’s

letters to, 278, 283, 295, 367, n. ii

Dwight, Timothy, Jr., of Northamp-

ton, marries Mary Edwards, 269

East Windsor (Connecticut) birth-

place of J. E., 28; village of, 28-30;

parish of, 340, n. 41 ;
parsonage, 31-

32; 341, n.7
^

Ebenezer (Stockbridge Indian), 275

Edwards, Abigail, aunt of J. E., 33,

338, n. 34
Edwards, Anne, sister of J. E., 343,

n. 27; 35I) II* ^

Edwards, Anne, wife of Richard Ed-

wards of London (See also Anne
Coles) widow of Richard Edwards,

6; in Samuel Hopkins’ account, 7;

mother of William Edwards, 8;

granted administration of goods of

Richard Edwards, 9 ;
marries James

Coles, 9; mentioned, 12, 26

Edwards, Daniel, uncle of J. E., 67

Edwards, Elizabeth (‘‘Betty”) daugh-

ter of J. E., 291

Edwards, Esther (Stoddard) mother

of J. E., heritage and reputation,

23-25; strongmindedness, 42; unan-

swered questions concerning, 46-47;

340, n. 44; mentioned, 26, 28, 116,

320

Edwards, Esther, daughter of J.E.

(See Esther Burr)

Edwards, Eugene P,, 331, n. under

Frontispiece

Edwards, Hannah, sister of J. E.,

20

Edwards, Jerusha, sister of J. E., her

extravagant pieties, her death, 47-

49; tributes to, 343, n. 27; men-
tioned, 44, II

6

Edwards, Jerusha, daughter of J. E.,

her death, 236; J. E.’s sermon and
eulogy, 236-38; tribute in letter to

Erskine, 363, n. 21; mentioned, 128,

170, 224, 361, n. 6

Edwards, Mrs. John, 351, n. 5

Edwards, Jonathan (of Jesus College,

Oxford)
, 28, 34X, n. i

Edwards, Jonathan, known heritage,

5-7; English background, 7-12; cor-

respondences with Richard Edwards
of Hartford, 19; unbalanced strain

through Elizabeth Tuttle, 19-20;

resemblances to Timothy Edwards,

22-23 i
differences from, 23 ; debt to

Warham-Stoddard inheritance, 23-

^5
Birth, 28; childhood environment,

29-34; speculations on the rainbow,

34-35; observations of spiders, 35-

38; early education, 38-40; parental

discipline, 40-42 ;
home influences,

44; earliest religious experiences,

45-

46 ;
relationship with his mother,

46-

47; companionship with his sis-

ter Mary, 49; earliest letter, 49-50;
relationship with his father, 51; end

of childhood, 51-52

Matriculates at Yale College, 55;
studies under Tutor Williams, 56-

57; takes part in secession from
New Haven, 59; is commended by

Rector Cutler, 60; nature of college

studies, 60-62
;

first attempts in

idealistic philosophy, 62-63; pos-

sible indebtedness to Berkeley, 63-

64; jottings on science, 65; chosen

for Latin oration, 66; remains to

study divinity, 66; unsocial habits,

66-

67; “quarrel” with Elisha Mix,

67-

68; advice to “Stiles”, 70; letter

to his father detailing student insur-

rection, 70-72

Experiences conversion, 74-77;
rationalizes the experience by theol-

ogy, 78-80; spends much time alone,

80-81; is confirmed in allegiance to

orthodoxy, 84-85; accepts New York
pastorate, 85-87; finds a friend, 87;

accepts call to Bolton and later re-

jects it, 88-89; makes Resolutions,

90; is appointed Tutor in Yale Col-

lege, 91-93

Becomes candidate in Northamp-
ton, 94; is appointed colleague pas-

tor, 96, 108-09; is ordained, iro;

purchases King Street homestead,

113; marries Sarah Pierrepont, 113-

15; assumes full charge of parish,

II 8; continues studies, 119; his

Catalogue of books, 119-22; assem-

bles Hampshire Association library,

122; catechizes Northampton chil-

dren, 125-27; his home life, 128-29;

his life in Northampton, 130; his

hospitality, 13 1; his singleminded-

ness, 132-33

Manner as a speaker, 134-35; de-

pendence on manuscript, 135-37;
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truth and falseness of pulpit legend,

137-38; characteristic sermon pat-

terns, 140-43 ; power to paint pic-

tures, 143-45; unadorned style, 146-

48
Preaches Boston sermon, 1731,

152; importance of, 153--56; in-

creases local prestige thereby, 158;

attacks Arminianism from his pul-

pit and is opposed, 160-61; de-

nounces community sins, 161-62;

brings about 1735 revival, 162-65;

writes A Faithful Narraiwe, 166-

67; builds a new meetinghouse, 169-

72; defends Hampshire Association

in Breck case, 173-74
Entertains Whiteheld at North-

ampton, 186-89; preaches Enfield

sermon, 190-92; goes on preaching

tours, 196; takes part in contro-

versy over Whitefield and the re-

vival, 201 ; believes revival genuine
in spite of excesses, 202-05; defends

Whitefield against charge made by
Thomas Clap, 207-0S ; in Treatise

Concerning Religious Affections

makes re\ivals theologically pos-

sible, 213-14
Asks town for salary increase

which is granted, 216; asks for

fixed salary which is denied, 217—

18; foments communitj* criticism by
procedure in *“bad book case", 219-

25; too late questions wisdom of

his procedure, 225-27; preaches on
events of French and Indian War,
229-31; opposes rationalistic trend

in religion by exalting emotions,

231-35; acts as peacemaker in nu-

merous church quarrels, 235-36;
speaks public eulogy on his daughter

Jerusha, 236—38; edits Brainerd

memorials, 238-40
Expects dismissal before it comes,

242; makes change of view regard-

ing membership basis public, 245;
proposes forms of profession, 246;

writes Humble Inquiry, 346-47;

preaches his principles publicly, 248-

49 ;
protests method of choosing dele-

gates to Council, 249; keeps con-

troversy out of pulpit, 353-54; dis-

missed, 255; preaches Farewell

Sermon, 256-59; is urged to set up
second church but refuses, 261-63;

permits second Council to be called,

264-65; is advised to accept Stock-

bridge, 265; receives “confession”

of Joseph Hawley, 266-67

Leaves Northampton, 268; is sec-

ond choice in Stockbridge, 271 ;
finds

both town and Mission controlled

by his personal enemies, 270-72;

makes suggestion for reorganization

of entire situation, 276-7S; reveals

his grasp of Mission problem, 280-

81 ;
makes complaint of Williams

domination and is eventually suc-

cessful, 281-83; handicapped by in-

ability to learn Indian language,

283-S4; counsels against drink, 284-

85; with outbreak of war assumes

many new responsibilities, 286-S7

Writes Misrepresentations Cor--

rected and Truth Vindicated, 293—

97; The Freedom of the Will, 297-

304; Great Christian Doctrine of

Original Sin Defended, 305-08; Na~
iure of True Virtue, 308-09; His-

tory of the Work of Redemption a

mere project, 309-10; God's Last

End in Creation, 310-12

Called to New Jersey College,

313-14; states conditions of accept-

ance, 314-15; advised to accept, 316;
arrives in Princeton and is inducted

into office, 316-17; is inoculated for

smallpox and dies, 317-19; his will,

320-

21; press notices of his death,

321-

22; changed temper of America,

322-

24; estimate, 325-330
Edwards, Jonathan (the younger) son

of J. E., 307-08, 321, 372, n. XI

Edwards, Lucy, daughter of J. E.,

mentioned, 12S, 136; quoted, 28S,

291; goes with J. E. to Princeton,

316; illness of, 318
Edwards, Martha, sister of J. E-, 20
Edwards, Mary, sister of J. E., men-

tioned, 41, 42, 72, 1 1 6, 289; J- E.’s

letters to, 48, 49-50* 60
Edwards, Pierrepont, son of J. E.,

mentioned, 20, 251, 269, 320
Edwards, Richard, of London, first of

the line, 5-6 ; in Samuel Hopkins’'

account, 7; in birth record of his

son, 8 ; his death record, 9 ; as

schoolmaster, 9-1 1; mentioned, 12,

2^, 332-33 > n.4, n. 5, 333-34, n.7,

334-35, n* 12
, 34^, i
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Edwards, Richard, of Sutton V[alence],

334-35, n, 12

Edwards, Richard, of Hartford,

grandfather of J. E., 15-19; men-

tioned, 5, 6, SO, 26, 31, 67; books of,

338, n. 28; divorce case of, 338-39,

n. 34; second marriage of, 339, n. 38 ;

339, n.36

Edwards, Sarah (Pierrepont) wife of

J. E., 1 1 3-17; portrait, 116; way of

life, 131-32; religious experiences

of, 203-06; letter of, 217; J. E.’s

letter to, 291; letter after J. E/s

death, 319; death of, 320; men-
tioned, 128, 129, 132, 171

Edwards, Sarah, daughter of J. E.,

joins church, 164; marries Elihu

Parsons, 269; letter of, 292; men-
tioned, 136, 171, 218, 291, 313,

320
Edwards, Susannah, daughter of J. E.,

128; “Sukey”, 291; letter to, 292;
mentioned, 372, n. 8

Edwards, Timothy, father of J. E., 20-

23 ; success in East Windsor, 28-29

;

as farmer-preacher, 30-31; as par-

ent-teacher, 38-40; estimate, 42-43;

J. E.’s letter to, 70-72; his “Dis-

course” with, 80; preaching, 136;
concept of pastoral authority, 226;
letters of, to his wife, 40-42; to his

daughter Mary, 43, 60; to “Uncle
Mix”, 68; to his wife, 342-43, n. 20;
to his daughter Anne, 351, n. 8;

Harvard record of, 339, n. 40; or-

dination of, 340, n. 41 ; election

sermon of, 340, 0,42; tombstone
eulogy, 340, n. 43 ;

military service

of, 342, n. 17; mentioned, 5, 6, 7,

i7> 20, 25, 26, 89, 98, no, 320, 338,
n.34, 345, n. 19, 347, n. 17

Edwards, Timothy, son of J. E., 128,

291, 313
Edwards, William, of Hartford,
founder of the American line, christ-

ening record of, 7-8 ; legacies to, 8

;

in Hartford, 12-15; mentioned, 6,

9, 26, 68, H4, 332, n.4, 333, n. 5,

n.6; 335-36, n. 16; 338, n.27; 341,
n, I

Election sermons, 100
“Election”, doctrine of, 155-56
Eliot, Jared, 83

Emerson, Joseph, 131

Emerson, Mary Moody, 38

Emerson, Ralph Waldo, quoted, 156;
Divinity School Address of, 156-58;
mentioned, 78, 134-35, i47, 330

Emmons, Nathaniel, 327
Enfield sermon, 135, 190-93; men-

tioned, 321, 329-30
Episcopacy, embraced by Rector and
Tutors at Yale, 81-84

Erskine, John, of Scotland, pays for

portraits, 331, n. under Frontispiece;

J. E.’s letters to, 363, n. 21, 370, n. 6;
mentioned, 365-66, n. 20

Erskine, Ralph, hymn writer, 349, n. 14
Essay for Revising Religion, An,

election sermon, 100

Essay on the Human Understanding
(Locke), 61

Essay on Toleration (Locke), 21

1

Essay Toward a New Theory of
Vision (Berkeley), 63, 64, 345, n. 14

Eternity of Hell Torments, 137
“Experimental Piety”, 105, 242-43,

245-46

Expedition to Canada, sermon on, 230
Expostulatory Letter, to Clap, 207

Fairfield, Daniel, 341, n.2
Faithful Narrative of the Surprizing
Work of God, A, 1 6

6

, 172-73, 194
Farewell Sermon, A, 256-59, 364, n. 12

Farrand, Daniel, 316

“Father Abraham’s Speech”, 322
“Feast of Fools”, 197
Finley, Samuel, 190

Firmin, Giles, tribute to New England,

100, 102, 348, n. 6

First Church, Northampton, early his-

tory of, 104-06, 349, n. II, 356, n. 18;

call to J. E., 109, no, 1 1 3, 348, n. 1;

revivals under Solomon Stoddard,

15^-59} 1735 revival under J. E.,

162-67; meetinghouse, drawing
of, 166; vote to build, 169; gallery

of old building falls, 170, and fast

is appointed, 356, n. 19; new build-

ing seated, 170-71; dedicated, 172,

356, n. 20; salary dispute, 215-19;
“bad book case”, 219-225; disord-

erly young people, 228-29; vote

against J. E., 241, 255-56; record

of dismissal, 259; Memorial to

J. E., 266; doorstep of present

church, 267; restriction of pastoral

authority, 362, n. ii
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Flynt, Tutor, of Harvard, on White-

field, 185

Foxcroft, Thomas, 180, 262, 295

Franklin, Benjamin, 94
Franklin, Josiah, 38

Free Trade Wharf (London), 334,

n. 10

Free will, J. E.'s college jottings on.

64; importance in Arminian con-

troversy. 297-99
Freedom of the JfzU, The, 297--304,

305-07; recited at Yale, 370, n. 13

French and Indian Wars, 1745-46,

229-31, 362, n. 15; 1754, 286-87

Garrick, David, 182

Gibson, Nicholas, 334, n. 10

Gillespie, Thomas, J. E.'s letter to,

261, 365, n. 15; mentioned, 366, n. 20

Glover, Pelatiah, of SpringF.eld, 21, 30
God Glorified in Man^s Dependence

(Boston sermon of 1731), 152-54,

354-55
.

.

God’s Last End in Creation, 310-12

Good Old Way, The (Cotton Mather)
sermon, 98

“Good works’’, 101-02, 152-53, 155,

213

Gospel Order Revised, The (Benjamin
Colman), 344, n. 2

Grant Mansion, 32

Grant, Thomas, letter of, 347, n. 15

Great Awakening, importance of, 175;
end of first stage, 189; conflicting

verdicts on, 190; emotional excesses,

194; ministerial quarrels concern-

ing, 199-201
; J. E. on, 202 ; signifi-

cance of, 212-13; the term in con-

temporary use, 359, n. 5; mentioned,

102, 138, 152, 156, 164, 172, 193, 202

Great Christian Doctrine of Original

Sin Defended, The, 305-07

Greatness and Difficulty of the Work
of the Ministry The (sermon),

350.

Green, Joseph, Journal quoted, 150

Grosart, Alexander B., 309

Halfway Covenant, 50, 102-03, 243-44,

296

Hall, David, supports J. E. in dismis-

sal council, 254; Hawley’s letter to,

255; Diary quoted, 256; appealed to

401

by J. E.’s adherents, 262; member
of second council, 364, n. 10

Hampshire Association, topics dis-

cussed, 122—23 ;
action in cases of

discipline, 123-24; request to J. E.,

15S; resolution of, 16S; action in

Breck case, 173-74; attitude concern-

ing pastoral authority, 227-28

;

J. E.’s defence of, 252; action on

dismissal, 260; mentioned, 96, 130,

219-20, 223

Harmony, of Old and New Testa-

ments, 315

Hart, John, 83

Harvard, received Whitefield hospit-

ably, 181; later made declaration

against him, 20S-09

Hatheway, Deborah, J. E.’s answer to

her questions, 128

Hawley, Elisha, 251

Hawley, Gideon, attitude toward mis-

sionary labors, 274; visits to Stock-

bridge, 287 ; Journal quoted, 368,

n. 17; 369, n. 22

Hawley, Joseph, the elder, uncle of

J.E., commits suicide, 165; men-
tioned, 250-51

Hawley, Joseph, the younger, cousin

of J.E., spokesmen for ‘^aggrieved

brethren”, 250-51; spokesman at

second council, 264-65; “confession”

of, 255, 266

Hazard, Ebenezer, 7
Heart of Nevo England Rent, The,

348 » n. 5

“Heart religion”, 232-34, 246; final

victory of, 296, 328

Henderson, Gideon, 229
Hendrick (Stockbridge Indian), 280,

317
Higginson, John, 98

History of the Martyrs, The, 322
History of the Work of Redemption,

I, 193* 309-10, 313, 315, 371, n. 20

Hobbes, Thomas, 301

Hobby, 'William, in favor of White-
field, 180; supports J. E. in dismis-

sal council, 254, draws up minority

report, 256; appealed to by J. E.’s

adherents, 262

Hogg, Mr., of Scotland, letter to, 316

Hollis, Isaac, of London, supports

Stockbridge boarding school, 273

;

ignores J. E.’s letters, 279 ; men-
tioned, 367, n, 6
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Hollis school, conditions of gift, 273;

difficulties, 279-80; burning of, 283,

297, 368, n. 17

Holly, Rev. Israel, 369, n. 5

Holyoke, Edward, President of Har-

vard College, 186

Hooker, Mary, 350, n. 4
Hooker, Thomas, leader of migration

to Connecticut valley, 13, 114; theo-

logian, 155

Hooker, John, successor to J. E. in

Northampton, 135, 266

Hooker^s Weekly Miscellany (Lon-

don), 178

Hopkins, Samuel (1721-1803) concern-

ing J.E.’s forbears, 7 ;
boyhood remi-

niscence, 44; concerning J. E., 130,

134; recommends J. E. for Stock-

bridge post, 271 ;
member of Stock-

bridge council, 316; comment on

J. E.’s death, 320; one of “New
Divinity Gentlemen”, 327-28 ;

men-
tioned, 305, 309, 310, 313

Hopkins, Samuel (1693-1755), 274-75
Hosmer, Stephen, 100

Housatunnocks, consent to Mission,

270; original plan, 272; coming of

Mohawks, 273; in 1751, 276; atti-

tude toward Hollis school, 279;
warned against drink, 284-85

Hubbard, Jonathan, opposes J. E. in

dismissal council, 254
Hubbard, William, 98

Humble Inquiry Concerning the Quali-

fications J Ay 246-48, 253, 271,

293-94
Hume, David, on Whitefield, 182

Hunt, Ebenezer, account of the burn-

ing of his shop, 129-30; on Haw-
ley’s suicide, 165; on “raising” the

new meetinghouse, 169; mentioned,

150, 170, 218

Hymns and Spiritual Songs (Watts),

349, n- 14

Ickahod (Increase Mather), 348, n. 3

Institutes (Calvin), 155-56
Interleaved Bible, 128

Ipswich, Mass., revival excesses in,

197

Jacob (Stockbridge Indian), 280, 317
John of Parma, 77
Johnson, Samuel, Yale tutor, 56; his

Catalogue of Books mentioned, 63;

embraces Episcopacy, 81-84; men-
tioned, 57, 60, 85, 120, 346, n.

12

Jonathan Edwards College, 331, note

on Frontispiece

Justice of God in the Damnation of
Sinners, The, 161-62

Kellogg, Captain Martin, 279, 368,

n. 14

King Philip, 273
King Street homestead, 132

King’s College, 56

Kinnersley, Ebenezer, 121

Latin oration, J. E. chosen for, 66;

mentioned, 94
Law, Jonathan, proclamation of, 201

Lay-exhorters, methods of, 196-98; 213

Leavenworth, member of Stockbridge

council, 316

Letter-Book (Nehemiah Wallington),

12, 335-36, n. 15

Leverett, John, 58, 104

Liber Ordinationum, of St, PauPs
Cathedral, London, ii

Livingston, Gilbert, 346, n. 14

Locke, John, 61, 73, 21

1

Lord’s Supper, provisions of Halfway
Covenant, 103 ;

Stoddard’s innova-

tion, 104-05 ;
a “converting ordi-

nance”, 155; relation to J. E.’s dis-

missal, 242-44; J. E.’s position in

Humble Inquiry, 246-48; not cele-

brated in East Windsor or North-

ampton during trouble, 226, 253
“Lord’s Waste”, 29, 269

Luther, 158

Lynde, Benjamin, 132, 186, 353, n. 23

MacSparran, James, 13

1

Manumaseet, Ebenezer (Stockbridge

Indian), 274-75
Mather, Cotton, mentioned, 39, 104,

167, 189; remark of, 55; letter to,

84; sermon of, 98

Mather, Dr. of Northampton, 130, 136,

222, 224-25, 236
Mather, Eleazar, 104
Mather, Increase, lament for “de-

cline”, 98; opposes Halfway Cove-
nant, 103 ;

opposes “Stoddard’s

Way”, 105-06, 349, n. 13 ; opposes

organization of Brattle Street

Church, 344, n. 2; mentioned, 189,

243
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Mayhew, Jonathew, on Whitefield,

185-86

Medfordj Richard, mayor of Barn-
staple, 337, n. 26

Medulla Sacrae Tkeologiae (William

Ames), 61, 154, 155, 156

Metaphysics, J. E.’s defence of the

method and his own use of it, 302,

303

Methodism, 329

Midwife Rightly Instructed, The, 222

Miller, Ebenezer, 127

Miller, John, “traitor”, quoted, 263

Mind, The, 62-63, ^4-^5) 95
Ministerial authority, a basic issue in

the Cleaveland case, 210-11, the

“bad book case”, 222-23, iti Diggens

case, 226; weakening apparent to

Hampshire Association, 123, to

J. E., 225-27; pastoral authority

progressively curtailed in North-

ampton, 362, n. II

Misrepresentations Corrected and
Truth Vindicated, 293-97

Missionary work, new impulse toward,

239-40; current concept of, 273-75

Mix, Elisha, J. E.’s quarrel with,

67-8, 345 ,
n- 19

Mix, Stephen, 68, 345, n. 19

Modyford, John, mayor of Exeter, 337,

n. 26

Mohawks, are invited to Stockbridge,

273, 276; J. E.’s plan for, 277;
speech to, 285-86

Montague, Lady Mary Wortley, 114

Mt. Tom, 95, III, 130, 147

Munter, Henry, legacy to William
Edwards, 8, 332-33, n. 5; James
Coles’ letter to, 12; mentioned, ii,

333, n.7, 335, n. 14, 336, n.21

Munter, Julian, legacy to William Ed-
wards, 8, 332, n. 4; mentioned, 11,

335, n. 14

Nature of True Virtue, The, 305, 30S-

09
“New Divinity Gentlemen”, 328

New Jersey College (Princeton) presi-

dency suggested to J. E. in 1748,

218; offered in 1757, 313-14; trustee

record of election, 317

New Light and New Lightism, 200,

210, 212, 238, 239
Newton, Sir Isaac, 38, 73

“New Way” of singing, 107-08

New York pastorate, 85-89

Norton, John, 99
“Notes on Natural Science”, 62, 65

Noyes, Pastor, 85

“Of Being”, 63

“Of Insects”, 34-38, 342, n. 13

“Of the Rainbow”, 342, n. 13

Oliver, Andrew, letter to, 368, n. 16

Original sin, J. E. on, 305-07, 308

Oxford University, 335, n. 13

Paine, Joseph, J. E.’s letter to, 281;

Paine’s reply, 368, n. 15

Pamela, 287
Parsons, Elihu, marries Sarah Ed-

wards, 269

Parsons, Sarah (See Sarah Edwards,
daughter of J. E.)

Pascal, 38

People^s Living in Appearance and
Dying in Reality, Considered, A,
sermon, 100

Perils of the Times Displayed, The,

sermon, 100

Perkins, Richard, 362, n. 8

Perkins, William, 154
Personal Narrative, quoted, 74, 76-77,

80-81, 88, 129; mentioned, 235
Pierrepont, Benjamin, 118

Pierrepont, Sir George, 350, n. 4
Pierrepont, James, father of Sarah
Edwards, 53, 114, 350, n.4

Pierrepont, Sarah (See Sarah Ed-
wards, wife to J. E.)

Pierrepont, William, 350, n.4
Pierson, Abraham, Rector of Yale

College, 54
Pitkin, William, 341, n.4
Plague Year, 1625, 14

“Plantation religious”, 99
Pomeroy, Ebenezer, 109, 130

Pomeroy, Elisha, 126, 229
Pomeroy, Seth (Major), 230, 251, 252,

262

Pomeroy, “Sticher”, 150

Pratt, W’'illiam S., 166

Preservative against Sociniamism, 28
Preston, John, 154
Prince, Sally, 288

Prince, Thomas, on J. E.’s voice, 134;
for Whitefield, 180; J. E.’s adher-
ents appeal to, 262; J. E.’s letter to,

264; on ministerial lamentation,

348, n.4; sermon of, 354, n. 17;
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signs preface to J. E.’s Boston ser-

mon, 354-55, n. I
;
mentioned, 183

Psalms of Damd Imitated in the

Language of the Ne^ Testament

(Watts), 349, n. 14

Quakers, 83, 198

Rainbow, J, E.’s early observation of,

34-35
Ratcliffe Free School, 8, 9, 10, 333-34,

n.7, 334, n. II, 334-35, n. 12

Rate Books, of Timothy Edwards, 30

Reality of Spiritual Light, The, 159-

60

“Remonstrance”, of the Northampton
Church, 265

Resolutions, of J, E., 90, 91, 95
Revivals (See also Great Awakening)

in Northampton, under Solomon

Stoddard, 106; in 1735, 159, 162-66,

204; excesses of, 197-99; genuine-

ness of, disputed, 199-201 ; J. E.’s

attitude toward, 201-02
;

his con-

tribution, 214; later attitudes, 212

Reynolds, Peter, supports J.E. in dis-

missal council, 254
Robinson, John, 197-98

Roile, Richard, 77
Root, Simeon, confession of, 222-23

;

insolence of, 224-25

Root, Timothy, confessions of, 222-23

;

insolence of, 224-25

Rowe, Mrs. Elizabeth (1674-1737),
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